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Foreword

In the late 1960s, computing practitioners began to realize that the rapid devel-
opments in computer hardware—making computers cheaper, faster, smaller, and
more reliable—were not being matched by comparable developments in software.
On the contrary, it was realized that developing correct, efficient, reliable software
was much harder than had been generally anticipated. The situation was brought
into crisp focus by a stream of high-profile (and highly expensive) software project
failures. The term “software crisis” was coined to describe this dismal state of
affairs, and thus was born the discipline of software engineering. Describing the
software development process as “engineering” made plain the aspirations of
the new discipline. The idea was that, ultimately, software development should
be an engineering discipline as robust and well understood as other engineering
disciplines. Thus, building a large software system should be no more challenging
than a civil engineering project such as building a bridge: complex, certainly, but
manageable and predictable nonetheless. Of course, things haven’t quite turned out
that way, or at least not yet. In the 45 years since the software crisis, we have, for
sure, learned a huge amount about the nature of software and software development,
and the everyday software applications we take for granted would surely be regarded
as miraculous by the early software engineering pioneers. But this undoubted
success masks a disappointing truth: software remains hard to develop, and software
project failures are far from uncommon. Poorly designed, poorly implemented, and
error-prone software is all too common. The discipline of software engineering thus
remains as relevant and central to computer science as it was in 1970.

Contemporary software engineering encompasses a wide range of computa-
tional paradigms: procedural programming, object-oriented programming, service-
oriented programming, aspect-oriented programming, functional programming,
logic programming, and so on. Each different paradigm encourages us to think about
computation in a different way, and each comes with its own collection of models
and development techniques and its own design aesthetic. Logic programming,
for example, promotes the idea of computation as automated deduction, while
service-oriented computing adopts the idea of programs as service providers. The
multi-agent systems research domain, which emerged largely as a subfield of
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artificial intelligence in the 1990s, is concerned with building computer systems that
can effectively cooperate with each other, and in the 1990s, a number of researchers,
myself included, began to think about agents as a software engineering paradigm. If
the banner carried by the logic programming community carries the slogan “compu-
tation as deduction,” then the banner carried by the multi-agent systems community
might read “computation as cooperation,” or perhaps “computation as interaction.”
Adopting an agent-oriented view of software engineering implies conceptualizing
computer systems as consisting of collections of interacting (semi)autonomous
agents: the agents are seen as acting independently in pursuit of goals delegated to
them by users. The arguments in support of an agent-oriented software engineering
viewpoint are well known, and I won’t rehash them here: for me, the key point is that
the most natural way of conceptualizing certain systems is as societies of interacting,
semiautonomous agents. Indeed, in a system where control is inherently distributed
over multiple stakeholders with potentially competing interests, it is hard to imagine
any other reasonable conceptualization. If you accept this, then what follows is the
paradigm of agent-oriented software engineering.

If we hope to put agent-oriented software engineering on a par with other
software engineering paradigms, then there are a whole raft of issues we need to
address. First, and most fundamentally, we need to develop the right conceptual
toolkit: What are the key concepts in agent-oriented software engineering that we
use in the analysis and design of systems? These concepts will then underpin
methodologies for the analysis and design of multi-agent systems, programming
languages and development platforms for building and deploying systems, and so
on. There have been substantial developments in all of these areas since agent-
oriented software engineering was first mooted in the 1990s.

The present volume is a state-of-the-art collection of chapters on agent-oriented
software engineering. The chapters presented herein address all the issues that I
mentioned above, from methodologies to programming languages and development
platforms. While this volume does not mark the end of the story of agent-oriented
software development, it does, I think, represent an important milestone in the
history of the field and will surely prompt much future research and development.

Oxford, UK Michael Wooldridge
Spring 2014
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Preface

Agent-based systems have evolved significantly during the last two decades.
The development of such systems involves, among others, artificial intelligence,
distributed systems, and software engineering. In this book, we focus on the soft-
ware engineering facet of agent-based systems, namely, Agent-Oriented Software
Engineering (AOSE). In particular, the book consists of a collection of state-of-the-
art studies in the AOSE domain. The chapters are organized in five parts: Part I
introduces the AOSE domain; Part II refers to the general aspects of AOSE; Part III
deals with AOSE methodologies; Part IV addresses agent-oriented programming
languages; and finally Part V presents studies related to the implementation of
agents and multi-agent systems.

Part I Introduction

This part includes Chaps. 1, 2, and 3 and introduces AOSE as detailed below.
Chapter 1 introduces the notion of software agents with an emphasis on core

design and engineering aspects. It elaborates on agent properties and dimensions,
emphasizing the novel concepts and abstractions introduced by agent-based systems
to software systems’ design and implementation.

In Chap. 2, we attempt at defining what AOSE is, make the case for its
emergence, and review its evolution throughout the years. We also provide insights
into the current status of the AOSE domain and point out future research directions.

Chapter 3, written by Jörg Müller and Klaus Fischer, examines the practical
application of multi-agent systems and technologies. The examination is based on
a comprehensive survey of MAS deployments and checks the maturity, ownership,
application domains, programming languages, and platforms of these deployments.
The chapter concludes that MAS applications have been successfully deployed in
a significant number of applications and were found to be useful in various market
sectors.

vii
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Part II Aspects of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering

This part includes Chaps. 4, 5, and 6 and discusses the general aspects of AOSE.
In Chap. 4, we discuss the notion of multi-agent architectures and address the

merits of agents and multi-agent systems as a software architecture style.
Chapter 5, written by Joanna Juziuk, Danny Weyns, and Tom Holvoet, provides

a review of the usage of design patterns that are related to MAS. Overall, the authors
found that although many patterns exist, these are not well documented, organized,
and linked. Thus, the authors provide guidelines for the required efforts in order to
increase the usage of such patterns.

Chapter 6, written by Marc-Philippe Huget, overviews the landscape of MAS
communication as a major means for applying MAS. In particular, the chapter
discusses agent communication languages, ontologies, protocols, dialogue games,
argumentation systems, and multiparty communication.

Part III Agent-Oriented Software Engineering
Methodologies

This part includes Chaps. 7, 8, 9, and 10 and introduces AOSE methodologies.
In Chap. 7, we discuss agent-oriented methodologies, their desired characteris-

tics, and the extent to which they address these properties. In addition, we review
research efforts related to AOSE methodologies.

In Chap. 8, written by Lin Padgham, John Thangarajah, and Michael Winikoff,
the authors discuss Prometheus, a well-established and widely used methodology.
In particular, they stress the importance of testing within the development of MAS
and the challenges that exist in this respect.

In Chap. 9, written by Scott DeLoach, the need for practical, industrial strength of
agent-oriented methodologies is emphasized. In this respect, the chapter introduces
a customizable methodology that can be adapted and extended for a wide variety of
uses.

In Chap. 10, by Jorge Gomez-Sanz, the evolution of INGENIAS (a MAS
methodology) is described. In particular, the chapter emphasizes the engineering
aspect of designing the methodology and its supporting tools.

Part IV Agent-Oriented Programming Languages

This part includes Chaps. 11, 12, and 13 and presents agent-oriented programming
languages.

In Chap. 11, by Mehdi Dastani, a survey of the multi-agent programming
research field is presented. In particular, it defines the concepts and abstractions used
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in multi-agent systems and the way these are integrated into the agent programming
languages and frameworks.

Chapter 12, by Koen Hindriks and Jürgen Dix, introduces a BDI-based MAS pro-
gramming language that incorporates SE principles. The chapter also demonstrates
the use of the language and its success within an exploration game.

Chapter 13, by Olivier Boissier, Rafael Bordini, Jomi Hübner, and Alessandro
Ricci, introduces JaCaMo, a platform for multi-agent-oriented programming that
incorporates abstractions related to agents, organizations, and environments, which
are essential parts of MASs.

Part V Multi-agent Systems Implementation

This part includes Chaps. 14, 15, and 16 and focuses on multi-agent implementation.
In Chap. 14, we survey MAS platforms and frameworks that facilitate MAS

implementation. We introduce the reader to a variety of tools and analyze their
suitability for MAS implementation needs. The analysis reveals that although many
tools were developed over the years, only a few of those are continually being used;
it has also become apparent that the evaluations of these tools are rather limited.

Chapter 15, by Renato Levy and Goutam Satapathy, discusses design consider-
ations of very large agent-based systems as applied to an energy distribution use
case. They further explore the nuances of the implementation of this use case in
CybelePro—an agent infrastructure—and stress the importance of verifying the
properties of such systems.

Chapter 16, by Benny Lutati, Inna Gontmakher, Michael Lando, Arnon Netzer,
Amnon Meisels, and Alon Grubshtein, introduces a framework for agent-oriented
programming for distributed constraint reasoning. The framework facilitates the
programming of such agents, the simulation of such systems, and the evaluation
of the system’s performance.

In this book, we aim to expose the reader to various facets of AOSE. We therefore
provide a collection of state-of-the-art studies in this field. We believe that the
studies in this book are of interest to researchers, practitioners, and students who
are interested in exploring the agent paradigm for developing software systems. We
note that although many research efforts have been made in this area, there are many
open issues and challenges that need to be addressed and explored.

Beer-Sheva, Israel Arnon Sturm
Haifa, Israel Onn Shehory
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Chapter 1
A Brief Introduction to Agents

Onn Shehory and Arnon Sturm

Abstract Agents and multi-agent systems (MAS) are a branch of Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI) that attempts to combine AI, distributed system, and software engi-
neering in a single discipline. For more than three decades, agents and MAS have
been studied, implemented, and evaluated. Significant research and practice efforts
were invested in moving agents from science to engineering and from labs to the
field. To facilitate engineering, the agent-oriented software engineering community
has produced methods, methodologies, and tools in support of agent and MAS
development. The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) organization
has delivered specifications and standards. Agent programming languages have
flourished. These are all vehicles that aim to facilitate development and deployment
of agents and MAS in practice.

Agents and MAS introduce concepts and abstractions of which the combination
provides a novel approach to software systems design and implementation. In this
chapter, we introduce the fundamentals of agents.

Keywords Agent • Multi-agent system • Autonomy • Intelligence • Sociality •
Mobility

O. Shehory (�)
IBM—Haifa Research Lab, Haifa, Israel
e-mail: onn@il.ibm.com

A. Sturm
Department of Information Systems Engineering, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev,
Beer-Sheva, Israel
e-mail: sturm@bgu.ac.il

O. Shehory and A. Sturm (eds.), Agent-Oriented Software Engineering,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3__1, © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2014
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1 Introduction

Computer programs commonly exhibit limited flexibility in their ability to handle
unforeseen events and environmental conditions. That is, they can only act upon
events and conditions they were designed for, and they do so only in the ways
they were programmed to react upon those events. In many domains, such rigidity
and program behavior address well the application requirements. For instance, a
warehouse inventory management application needs to process only predefined
inventory conditions and events. However, there are application domains in which
rigidity of this type may negatively affect system behavior and even deem the system
impractical. For example, an unmanned vehicle may face a variety of unanticipated
conditions, e.g., changes in road shape and obstacle distribution. These may require
new maneuvers and planning for which the vehicle was not pre-programmed. In
light of the growing need for computer systems that can cope with dynamic,
unpredictable environments, and to cope with ever more networked and distributed
computing environments, agent-based systems have evolved, comprising software
agents of various types and designs. In this chapter, we introduce such agents and
agent-based systems.

A software agent is a software entity that performs tasks on behalf of another
entity, be it a software, a hardware, or a human entity. This is a widely agreed-upon
interpretation of the term agent in the context of software systems. This however
leaves much freedom for further classification of agents. Common dimensions
according to which such classification may be performed are autonomy and
intelligence. That is, one may examine whether an agent is autonomous in its activity
and whether its computation and actions exhibit intelligence.

With such dimensions in mind, an agent in its basic form is neither autonomous
nor intelligent. For example, it may perform pre-defined tasks such as data collection
and transmission as in the case of Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
agents [11] (which are used for network management). The fact that the tasks are
pre-defined leaves little freedom of action; hence, the agent’s autonomy is rather
limited. The fact that the agent merely collects and transmits data leaves no room
for intelligent manipulation; hence, the agent needs no intelligence.

Following these dimensions, more sophisticated agents may exhibit either auton-
omy or intelligence, or both. For example, Belief, Desire, Intention (BDI) agents [2]
are agents that are equipped with software layers specifically designed for intelligent
reasoning and action. They maintain and manipulate plans and plan-relevant data
and then execute their preferred plans to meet their goals. Such intelligent behavior
is based on concepts such as belief, desire, intention, and goal, all of which are
implemented as software artifacts within the agents. Thus, BDI agents exhibit both
intelligence and autonomy.

Another important dimension of agenthood is sociality. Sociality refers to the
ability of an agent to engage in meaningful interaction and collaboration with other
agents and non-agent entities. For instance, an agent may need to execute a task
that can be performed only in a collaborative manner. To collaborate, an agent must
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be able to communicate with, and understand, other agents. It may also need to
negotiate, coordinate, and share resources. In some cases, agents may need to take
part in a larger system comprised of multiple agents, referred to as a multi-agent
system.

To facilitate the development of agents that exhibit such dimensions (and others),
it is necessary to specify the dimensions, the underlying concepts, and the software
constructs needed. In this chapter, we aim to briefly introduce these.

2 Dimensions of Agenthood

There are many dimensions of agenthood. Yet, there is no single set of dimensions
that is widely agreed upon as the fundamental set for defining agents. Nevertheless,
we refer here to a core set that we find central to the definition and the development
of software agents. These include autonomy, intelligence, sociality, and mobility, on
which we elaborate in the following.

2.1 Autonomy

Autonomy appears among the most important and distinctive agent properties.
Autonomy refers to the ability of an agent to perform unsupervised computation and
action and to pursue its goals without being explicitly programmed or instructed for
doing so. Autonomy further refers to the encapsulation of data and functionality
within the agent. This aspect of autonomy is however also present in objects
as defined in object-oriented paradigms and is therefore not unique to agents.
An autonomous agent is assumed to have full control of its internal state and
its behaviors. To enable such autonomy, an agent’s blueprint should consist of
components that support autonomy.

An important autonomy-enabling component is an internal state module. Such
an internal state usually holds and maintains the state of the agent in its environment
as perceived and interpreted by the agent itself. For example, an agent may believe
that its physical location is at some (x, y) coordinate in a plane. Regardless of this
being its true location, its internal state should hold that information and update it as
the agent finds suit. An internal state of this sort facilitates autonomy as it allows the
agent to act upon its state without being in need for external supervision. An internal
state is also important for implementing artificial intelligence capabilities within the
agent, as we discuss later in this chapter.

Agents additionally exhibit autonomy by implementing behaviors. A behavior
is usually an activity which is comprised of more than one elementary action.
It is commonly assumed to be initiated and controlled by the agent itself, without
external instruction. Some behaviors may be iterative or continuous, while others
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are exercised in a one-shot fashion. Regardless, behaviors allow an agent to pursue
its goals in an autonomous manner.

In many cases, autonomy is also associated with pro-activeness. An agent may
react upon internal and external states and events—in which case it is reactive.
However, it may also initiate actions, e.g., in anticipation of states and events.
In the latter case, it is proactive. Re-activeness and pro-activeness may co-exist in
the same agent. Both may be present in an autonomous agent. Yet, pro-activeness
is more commonly associated with autonomy because it exhibits agent behavior,
which is seen as independent of direct external triggers. As such, pro-activeness
indeed suggests a higher level of agent autonomy.

Other agent autonomy enablers and indicators exist too; however, one can build
an autonomous agent based on the properties referred to above. To do so, the
architectural properties of the agent should include an internal state, behaviors, and
means for pro-activeness. Agent architectures indeed include such constructs.

2.2 Intelligence

Software agents need not be intelligent; however, intelligence and agenthood are
frequently associated with one another. Indeed, the notion of intelligent agents is
used not only in agent-based systems but in general artificial intelligence as well.
The motivation for associating agenthood and intelligence likely originates from
the agent having to act on behalf of another. In many cases, such action necessitates
intelligence. Therefore, commonly, intelligent agents are those that reason about
serving others and act accordingly.

Intelligence was never simple to define, and the task does not become easier
when moving to artificial intelligence. This chapter has no intention to define these
notions; however, it aims to present some of the major elements associated with,
and enabling, the incorporation of intelligent reasoning and behavior into software
agents. Such elements in turn entail architectural and engineering requirements that
are of much interest to this book.

Agent intelligence may require capabilities such as learning, reasoning, planning,
and decision making. These should in turn allow an agent to make educated
decisions and to behave rationally. These should also allow it to be goal-oriented.
That is, an agent can have abstract goals for whose achievement it may make
plans, reason about its plan alternatives, decide rationally upon the best one, and act
accordingly. The results of its action can serve as feedback for learning, to improve
future reasoning and action and to better meet its goals.

To facilitate such capabilities, an agent may need some specialized software
constructs. Several architectural approaches have been devised in support of agent
intelligence. The BDI approach, mentioned earlier, includes a beliefs component
that holds facts that are believed to be true by the agent. It also includes plans that
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Fig. 1.1 Intelligence-enabling software constructs within an agent architecture

the agent builds and can manipulate (referred to as desires in the BDI approach).
For this, plan segments and planning facility are required. It further requires a
mechanism for plan selection. This is typically a filtering, refinement, and eventually
decision-making mechanism, which allows the agent to select a single, preferred
plan of action (which is referred to as an intention). BDI is merely an example out
of a flora of goal-based, intelligent agents.

From an architectural viewpoint, goal-based agents commonly implement an
architecture similar to the one in Fig. 1.1. As shown in that figure, the agent
interacts with the environment by receiving sensor (or other) input and acting on
the environment via actuators. The inputs are stored in a persistent internal data
store, e.g., a beliefs database (DB), which includes facts about the environment.
The agent may hold a set of actions or plan fragments from which it can construct
plans. It commonly also implements some reasoning component which is used for
making decisions about preferred plans and actions and for updating the facts in the
beliefs DB. Reasoning may rely on, e.g., a rule base, an inference system, a decision
tree, and many other alternatives. A goal-based agent usually implements an internal
state module (see also autonomy, above). This is a data store, which may be part of
the facts (or beliefs) DB. Goals are usually also stored and serve for planning and
decision making. In some intelligent agents, a learning component is also present.

Note that the specific details of each component and the interaction among the
components need further architectural refinement, which may have significant effect
on the functionality and efficiency of the agent. Details of specific internal agent
architectures are widely present in the art, including textbooks such as [3, 4].

Further note that intelligent and goal-based agents commonly reside in a multi-
agent environment, where they need to interact intelligently to meet their goals.
In Fig. 1.1 we have not included software constructs that explicitly support such
interaction.
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2.3 Sociality

In many cases, an agent is situated in a multi-agent environment. To meet its goals,
the agent may need to interact with other agents and coordinate, collaborate, or
compete with them. For instance, an agent may need to form a team to perform
a rescue task in a disaster recovery mission. To facilitate such capabilities, the
architecture of the agent should include sociality-supporting constructs. At the
infrastructural level, communication is required. A communication component
should allow message sending, receiving, and processing. It should also support
specific communication languages, message formats, and protocols (e.g., FIPA
ACL and protocols [5]). Message parsing and understanding is also a fundamental
need for any meaningful communication. Chapter 6 provides more details on agent
communication.

In addition to communication, meaningful interaction with other agents com-
monly necessitates that an agent maintain models of other agents or at least hold
some data regarding them, e.g., their contact information, capabilities, and possibly
logs of past interaction with them. That is, the architecture of the agent should
include models of both self and other agents. The reasoning component should
include means for reasoning about others and about the interaction with them.
Similar extensions are also needed to the planning, decision-making, and learning
modules. That is, shared plans [6], joint decision making, and multi-agent adaptation
and learning [7] should be supported.

Further capabilities may be required to facilitate social behaviors. For instance,
mechanisms for collaboration, for team and coalition formation [8, 9], and for
strategic behavior in competitive scenarios all enable sociality. An example of a
need for such a mechanism is the case where an agent needs to buy some goods
on behalf of a human user and a discount schedule is available, which is based on
the number of items purchased. In such a case, it may be beneficial for the agent
to form a buyers’ group to obtain a discount. To this end, a proper mechanism,
and strategies to behave given that mechanism, are needed. Software constructs that
support comprehension of, and participation in, such mechanisms are needed as part
of a socially capable agent.

Agents that interact with others in a competitive environment may need to
negotiate and possibly use strategies and argumentation as part of this negotiation.
Hence, they should be equipped with negotiation and argumentation modules to
facilitate such capabilities. There are myriad ways to implement such modules and
the details are out of the scope of this chapter. A prominent reference to agent
negotiation and interaction is the book Rules of Encounter [10].

2.4 Mobility

Some agents and multi-agent systems exhibit mobility. That is, agents may be able
to change their logical or physical location. One way of mobility manifestation is

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_6
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for the agent to move from its current execution environment (the host on which it
runs) to another execution environment. Another incarnation of mobility is found
in cases where agents reside on mobile devices such as smartphones. In such cases,
even if the agent never leaves its host, the hosting device itself may roam, thus
changing location and environmental conditions. As a result, the agent that executes
on the device roams and changes its environmental conditions as well. Both types
of mobility require that agents be designed for mobility and be equipped with the
proper software artifacts to manage it.

Mobility in which agents move from one execution environment to another typ-
ically requires more infrastructure than other types of agent mobility. We therefore
discuss it (briefly) here. An agent that moves to another host (either physical or
logical) needs to record its state before moving, generate a copy of itself on the
target host, stop its execution on the source host, and resume execution on the target.
A special set of mobility behaviors should hence be incorporated in an agent that
needs to execute mobility. Yet, it is not sufficient that the agent itself is equipped
with mobility constructs. There is a need for the hosts on which mobile agents can
execute to have some mobility-supporting infrastructure such as a docking station.
The latter is an execution environment that provides the mobile agent with the
resources it needs for execution, yet guards the target host from overexploitation
and attacks.

Additional aspects of agent mobility are discussed in Chap. 4 of this book.

2.5 Other Dimensions

There are plenty of other agent properties that affect their engineering. As stated
earlier, we have no intention to cover all of them. An important property of some
agents is their ability to adapt to changes in goals and in environmental conditions.
Adaptation is indeed considered a dimension of agenthood; however, in many cases,
it does not necessitate a special adaptation module. For instance, adaptation may be
addressed by learning, planning, and reasoning capabilities.

Another aspect of agenthood is the interaction of agents with human users.
Since in many cases agents perform tasks on behalf of human users, the quality
of the interaction with the human is of much importance. This interaction must be
supported by human–computer interaction components, and indeed many agents
implement such components. Human–computer interaction is a broad field of
research and practice that spans beyond agents, multi-agent systems, and AI.
We leave this for the reader to explore.

Agents can have a physical body, such as in the case of robots. The physical
properties of agents introduce an array of requirements that are not present in
software agents. These are well addressed in the field of robotics. Again, we refer
the reader to that field for further details.

Some other aspects such as agent emotions [1] and self-awareness, agent security,
agent resource and quality management, and others introduce yet another set of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_4
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software components that can be incorporated into agents. It is important to note
however that seldom agent designers and developers incorporate all, or even a large
portion, of all of the dimensions introduced here, let alone those which were not
presented in this chapter.

3 Concluding Notes

As presented in this chapter, there are many dimensions that characterize agents
and affect agent design, implementation, and engineering in general. One may
have noticed that across our discussion we incorporated very little details on the
engineering needs of multi-agent systems. This comes for a reason. In Chap.
4 of this book, we introduce agent architectures. In that chapter, we focus on
architectures of multi-agent systems. To facilitate the discussion there, multiple
aspects of MAS are presented and elaborated upon. We believe that via those details
we cover well all major MAS dimensions needed for engineering such systems.
In fact, we include virtually no discussion of single-agent architectures in Chap.
4. Again, this is done because in the current chapter we put much focus on single
agents and their engineering needs.

As discussed here, the core dimensions of agenthood are autonomy, intelligence,
and sociality, while other aspects, though important, are not those defining agents
and distinguishing them from other software entities. We however stress that
full-fledged software agents should inevitably include software constructs that sup-
port multiple agent dimensions to address well both functional and non-functional
requirements commonly set for intelligent software agents.
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Chapter 2
Agent-Oriented Software Engineering:
Revisiting the State of the Art

Arnon Sturm and Onn Shehory

Abstract The field of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE), which has
evolved during the last two decades, attempts at introducing artificial intelligence
concepts into the practice of software engineering. Despite considerable progress,
it seems that the challenges the field encountered at its early days still hold. In
particular, the adoption of AOSE principles in the academia, and even more so in
the industry, is limited. This chapter aims to specify what AOSE is, to determine the
related research areas, to examine historical perspectives of AOSE evolution, and to
analyze its progress and point out challenges and future research directions.

Keywords Multi-agent systems • Agent-oriented software engineering • Sur-
vey • Adoption

1 Introduction

Agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) entails the application of software
engineering and artificial intelligence principles to the analysis, design, and imple-
mentation of software systems. Among the founders of the AOSE field are Nick
Jennings and Mike Wooldridge who, via a series of seminal papers [1–5], introduced
concepts and foundations for the domain. The intention at that time was to recruit
Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the purpose of Software Engineering (SE), and in
particular for building distributed complex systems.
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Fig. 2.1 Agent-oriented
software engineering
thematic map

Agent-based systems focus on dynamically interacting components. Each of
these components has its own thread of control, and is engaged in complex
coordination protocols. The emphasis is on the interaction of the components more
than on the internals of the components themselves [1]. Agent-oriented software
engineering is interpreted in two different ways. The first aims to support the
development of agent-based system, whereas the second is more revolutionary and
aims to support the development of complex systems where the notion of agent is
being used. While it appears that the AOSE community made considerable progress
towards the first, the second has not advanced much. This is stressed by Ricci and
Santi [6] as well.

During the last two decades, the AOSE field has evolved to address many sub-
jects. At present, the field includes the following high-level themes: methodologies,
modeling techniques, framework implementations, agent-programming languages,
and agent communication. The field’s thematic map is depicted in Fig. 2.1.

This book provides a comprehensive view of the AOSE field and of the themes
it comprises. This chapter merely aims to provide an overview of the research areas
within the AOSE domain, focusing on progress and on challenges to be met. It
also takes a historical perspective, examining the academic evolution of AOSE and
pointing at future research. In the next section, we elaborate on the themes covered
by the domain. Following, we take a historical viewpoint: we analyze surveys and
overview papers discussing the AOSE domain to better understand its evolution.
Finally, we conclude and point at voids and research challenges.
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2 AOSE Themes

In this section, we elaborate on the aforementioned AOSE themes. This should
facilitate the introduction of research questions and challenges the AOSE domain
aims to address. We do not aim at providing a comprehensive list of topics, rather
to reflect the type of research and development involved in the domain.

The AOSE paradigm is relatively new. As such, its establishment requires further
considerations as we discuss below.

• A crisp definition of the agent notion and its most important properties is not
yet fully agreed upon. There is much agreement on agent properties such as
autonomy, dependability, and robustness; however, several other properties are
not at consensus. Thus, the determination of the core set of agenthood properties
is clearly a challenge.

• To promote AOSE adoption, there is a need to clarify how agent-based solu-
tions facilitate complexity management in software engineering. The context
and trade-offs of using the AOSE technology and paradigm require further
deliberations.

• As a new discipline, the organizational implication of using AOSE should
be carefully examined. In this respect, studies may take various viewpoints
including technological, psychological, organizational, etc.

• Through its evolution, many alternative AOSE technologies were developed.
To facilitate industrial adoption of AOSE, standardization is required. Indeed,
standardization efforts of multi-agent systems are ongoing within working
groups in FIPA, IEEE, and OMG. Nevertheless, these are progressing in low
pace.

• There is a need to explore ways to integrate multi-agent and mainstream
technologies to further increase agent technology usability and adoption.

2.1 Applications

There is an ongoing search for the types of applications for which agents are
an adequate, valuable development approach. Below we list fields for which the
agent-oriented paradigm was studied or examined, or is considered promising.
We split the list into agent-oriented sub-list, which refers to the way in which
agent technology is weaved in with other technologies and domain-oriented sub-
list, which refers to application domains in which agents were found useful.

The agent-oriented fields consist of the following:

• Agent-based grid computing
• Agents and services—alignment of agents with service-oriented software devel-

opment
• Agents for self-adaptive systems
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• Integration of agent-oriented software into existing business processes and
implications on business process reengineering

• Integration of agents with legacy systems
• Multi-agent-based simulation

The domain-oriented fields consist of the following:

• Self-organizing systems
• Social engineering
• Electronic commerce
• Tourism services
• Games

The chapter 3 of this book refers to applications and their impact on the agent
technology.

2.2 Agent-Oriented Architectures

Multi-agent systems (MAS) can be considered as a new architecture style. Such
architectures may offer diverse ways for developing MAS applications and frame-
works. They may also suggest new ways for developing other types of large,
complex software systems. The subfield of agent-oriented architecture studies, and
likely needs to further explore, the following topics:

• New and adjusted software architectures for multi-agent systems
• The desired properties for such architectures, and the trade-offs among the

architectures
• Reuse of agent-based systems design knowledge, patterns, and reference archi-

tectures

The chapter 4 of this book elaborates on issues related to software architectures
of agents and MAS.

2.3 Agent Communication

An important aspect of agents is their ability to communicate. Communication
can be exercised in many different ways. In the art, agent communication has
been addressed from various viewpoints such as performance, scalability, reliability,
security, and privacy. Various levels of abstraction also affect the focus of communi-
cation studies. As a result, multiple topics related to agent communication are found
in research and practice, including the following:

• Agent Communication Languages (ACLs) including semantics and pragmatics
• Argumentation

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_4
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• Commitments in communication
• Communication infrastructure
• Conversation
• Conversational agents
• Coordination and cooperation
• Dialogue games
• Human-agent communication
• Integration of interaction protocols within agents
• Interoperability
• Multiparty conversations
• Natural language processing application to communication
• Negotiation
• Ontologies and communication
• Reuse in communication

The chapter 6 further elaborates on agent communication.

2.4 Agent-Oriented Methodologies

Agent-oriented methodologies are a main research theme within the field of AOSE.
It focuses on the development processes of multi-agent systems as well as the
techniques to be applied in that context. It mainly covers the analysis and design
stages within the development life cycle. Clearly, there is a need to further study
other stages, including requirements, implementation, and testing. Topics related to
agent-oriented methodologies are:

• Agent-oriented modeling techniques of various types (such as goal-oriented,
BDI, etc.)

• Agents and model-driven approaches
• CASE tools to support agent-oriented software development in practice
• Evaluation and comparison of modeling techniques and methodologies

Part III of this book further elaborates on these issues.

2.5 Agent Programming Languages

Agent programming languages were an important step towards the adoption of the
agent abstraction for software development [7]. One of the main ideas of agent
programming languages is to introduce the notion of mentality (of agents) into
the programming environment. Following this idea, research in the area addresses
various topics including:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_6
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• Type of programming languages:

– (Constraint) logic programming approaches to agent systems
– Declarative approaches to engineering agent-based systems
– Domain/purpose specific languages

• Applications of multi-agent programming languages including: legacy systems,
pervasive applications, multi-robot systems, autonomous software (e.g., UAVs),
(Semantic) Web and Grid-based applications, and deployed (industrial-strength)
multi-agent systems

• Benchmarks and test-beds for comparing multi-agent programming languages
and tools

• Evaluation of agent programming approaches including experiments and indus-
trial experiences

• Verification of agent-based software
• Modal and epistemic logics for agent modeling
• Model checking agents and multi-agent systems

Part IV of the book further elaborates on these aspects.

2.6 Agent-Oriented Frameworks

Over the years, as agent technology evolved, there was a need to develop software
tools and frameworks to accommodate the execution and development of such
systems. Some software tools include frameworks to develop individual agents
whereas others aim at MAS development. Many of these tools are open source in
the sense that they are freely available to use and allow extensions. The majority
of these frameworks was developed by the academia, and only a few were devised
by the industry. This opens a new venue for applied research. Research questions
addressed in this domain include the following:

• What should be the services included in agent-oriented frameworks?
• What are the required building blocks?
• How can such frameworks benefit from other evolving technologies?

The chapter 14 further elaborates on these agent-oriented frameworks, infrastruc-
ture, and platforms.

3 AOSE Surveys Analysis

Having explored major topics within the AOSE domain, in this section we review
AOSE surveys performed over the years. From these, we extract (our subjective)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_14
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observations of the domain and its evolution and perform a chronological review
to demonstrate the evolution of the field over time. Note that the observations we
mention in this chapter are only those which are relevant to AOSE.

3.1 Agent-Oriented Software Engineering: The State of the Art
(2001) [8]

In this study, the authors refer to AOSE as a means for managing software
complexity, and examine the developed techniques. They focus on two issues: agent-
oriented analysis and design and formal methods. In the context of agent-oriented
analysis and design, they explore AOSE methodologies and have the following
observations:

• AOSE methodologies can be classified as either Object-Oriented or Knowledge
Engineering approaches. They suggest that the object-oriented approach domi-
nates the area by either extending or adapting object-oriented methodologies.

• Following that observation they claim that the object-oriented approach is lacking
in capturing most of the agent characteristics such as proactiveness and dynamic
reaction. This led them to require further clarification regarding the relationship
between objects and agents. In addition, they make an analogy to the object-
oriented paradigm in which (according to an extreme approach) everything is an
object and raise the question of whether everything should be an agent.

In the context of formal methods they assert the following challenges:

• Being used for specification, formal methods (such as BDI logic [9]) lack in their
semantics. They assume that agents are perfect reasoners—which is not the case
for real agents. Hence, their mapping of BDI elements into computational entities
does not fully meet the capabilities of real agents.

• The survey refers to three implementation alternatives: (1) manual implemen-
tation through refinement; this is error-prone and a complex task; (2) a direct
execution approach (such as Metatem [10]); this requires following a specific
way of implementation; and (3) translation/compilation approach (such as in
[11]), in which the code is automatically created from the specification language.

• The survey has identified two verification approaches: (1) the axiomatic approach
in which one could take a specific program and systematically derive a logical
theory (such an approach could be found in Hoare logic [12]); and (2) Model
checking, which is more effective, yet hinders the problem of converting a
program into a BDI logic.

In general, the issues that still need to be addressed by formal logic are
complexity, decidability, and semantics.
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In that survey, the authors also state challenges to be addressed. These include
the following:

• The understanding of relationships to other paradigms
• The need for devising appropriate methodologies
• The need to address engineering for open systems
• The need to address engineering for scalability

3.2 A Manifesto for Agent Technology: Towards Next
Generation Computing (2004) [13]

As part of their leadership of the AgentLink network of excellence [14], Luck et
al. [13] published a comprehensive manifesto for agent technology. In that paper,
they address various aspects of agents among which is the domain of AOSE. In the
following, we summarize their observations at that time (2004) and their estimations
and long-term vision of the field:

• Within the area of AOSE, the authors claim that the main focus in on analysis
and design and on programming languages. They stress that the development of
these methods is at the prototype stage and evaluations of these have been done
in an ad hoc manner rather than in a systematic way.

• The authors assert that agent architectures focus on reactive and deliberative
ones, and suggest that, at that time, agent-based solutions were tailor-made and
not general ones based on generic architectures.

• When referring to communication language, the authors refer to KQML [15]
and FIPA ACL [16] as the two main major languages. They suggest that,
although both are well-developed, they do not address human and organization
communication.

• Discussing applications, the authors mentioned many domains in which agents
are being used. However, the use of AOSE within the development of these
applications is neglected (both by the survey and the related publications).

• Referring to industrial interest, the authors report on many companies that
employ agent-based research and development activities.

• The survey suggests several future AOSE challenges as follows:

– Further develop AOSE methodologies
– Provide developers with libraries of agent models
– Improve tool support
– Integrate existing and emerging technologies into agent development
– Further develop the notion of open systems
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3.3 Challenges and Research Directions in Agent-Oriented
Software Engineering (2004) [17]

Zambonelli and Omicini [17] present AOSE as a new software engineering
paradigm, which may contribute to various types of system engineering:

• First, they introduce AOSE as a novel approach to software engineering, which
relies on the concept of an agent as its main new abstraction, encompassing
properties such as autonomy, situatedness, and sociality. They consider the
environment to be an important part of designing the system. They also make
the distinction between objects and agents, where objects are statically connected
and agents dynamically interact. They make the observation that other technolo-
gies such as components and active objects do progress towards agenthood.

• Second, they stress that agent properties address well-distributed systems’
engineering needs.

• Third, they indicate the potential of using AOSE to promote artificial intelligence
research from theory to practice.

Since AOSE is a new paradigm, Zambonelli and Omicini suggested that main-
stream research should continue with the direction of agent modeling, MAS
architectures, MAS methodologies, notation techniques, and MAS infrastructure,
in order to increase the acceptance and the usability of AOSE. They divided the
(other) research directions into three scales of observation: micro, macro, and meso,
which differ in system size. In the following we summarize their observations:

• At the micro scale, there is a need

– To assess the advantages of agents in software engineering
– To explore nonstandard and extreme development processes
– For novel modeling techniques (to address agent abstractions and needs)
– For further exploration of formal methods
– To further stress the interweaving of AI into AOSE

• At the macro scale, there is a need

– To look for measurements for MAS in the macro scale, e.g., entropy [18] and
coordination [19]

– For general-purpose techniques to understand and control macro-level behav-
ior

– To devise a common model for different types of natural systems, to allow the
comparison of such mechanisms

• At the meso scale, there is a need

– To find ways of defining system boundaries
– To find ways to formalize nonformalized phenomena
– To adopt trust mechanisms
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– To identify ways to empower social intelligence, as intelligence cannot be
understood from a single agent or system

3.4 Moving Multi-agent systems from Research to Practice
(2009) [20]

DeLoach [20] identified three main obstacles in adopting MAS for practical
development:

• The lack of common interpretations of MAS concepts. This relates to two
aspects: (1) no agreement on the concepts that constitute MAS and their
interrelations; thus, DeLoach calls for reaching an agreement on these. (2) some
of these concepts are too complex. For instance, some concepts are based on
the BDI approach, which is more complex than the object-oriented approach.
DeLoach further suggests to focus on the usefulness of AOSE and not on its
agenthood properties.

• The lack of common notation and models. In that sense DeLoach calls for
adopting common notation and models to allow for easy comparison among
methods. He, however, suggests to avoiding formal standardization at this stage,
as the AOSE community may need more time for its technologies to mature.

• The lack of industry acceptance of AOSE methodologies. DeLoach explains it
by the lack of flexibility the AOSE methodologies introduce. Thus, he suggests
to adopt the method engineering approach.

3.5 Future Directions for Agent-Based Software Engineering
(2009) [21]

Winikoff [21] stated that there is a limited number of well-developed methodologies
which have tool support and are used in various case studies. Nevertheless, their
usefulness has not been proven yet, and there is a need for quantitative proofs rather
high-level and abstract arguments. Thus, he suggested to act in various directions:

• Identifying the “value-added” of adopting agent technology
• Documenting case-studies
• Making other scientific communities such as service-oriented commuting, the

grid, and autonomic computing, aware of the achievement made within the AOSE
domain

• Developing useful tools to support the real users
• Understanding the problems in real settings
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From the research point of view, Winikoff suggests to explore the following:

• From the foundation point of view, to examine the notion of goals and to further
weave it with other important concepts such as interaction and organization

• From the engineering point of view, to further understand and develop the
validation and verification aspects

3.6 Challenges and Directions for Engineering Multi-agent
systems (2012) [22]

Later on, Winikoff [22] revised his observations, suggesting that there are many
areas in which the agent paradigm was implemented and that some quantitative
results were produced too. He also stressed that educational resources (e.g.,
books and tools) have become available as well. Having analyzed the industry
involvement and adoption of agent technology, he found out that industrial interest
in agent technology has declined. Thus, he suggested to reengage with the industry.
Following the analysis performed by Dignum and Dignum [23] indicating that in
agent-based projects AOSE techniques were used to a limited extent, he suggested
to stop designing programming languages and methodologies, but rather to look at
techniques that weave the micro and the macro aspects of such systems. In addition,
he suggested to develop the thread of MAS assurance.

3.7 Engineering Multi-agent systems (2012) [24]

In 2012, a Dagstuhl seminar on the engineering of multi-agent systems was held
[24]. The seminar’s goal was to establish a roadmap for the AOSE domain. Thirty-
seven leading researchers, mostly from the academia, participated and contributed.
The seminar covered many aspects of agent-oriented software engineering. The
observations produced in that seminar can be found in [25]. Following, we present
the most relevant ones within the context of this book:

• With respect to verification of MAS, Natasha Alechina sets the following
challenges: (1) Addressing scalability issues in model checking; (2) Addressing
human agents; (3) Specifying systems at the right level of abstraction for the
purpose of model checking; and (4) Dealing with undecidable situations.

• Rem Collier, based on his experience in developing an agent-based framework
and in teaching MAS courses, stated that the agent community does not provide
enough resources in order to support MAS development, and there is no good
evidence that demonstrates the supremacy of agent technology. Thus, there is
a need to develop better tools for debugging and testing as well as metrics
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for evaluating the technology (and alternatives). These observations were also
supported by Jeremy Baxter.

• Birna Van Riemsdijk suggested that there is a lack in evaluating various
techniques and there is a need to employ empirical approaches that are based
on data to demonstrate the usability of agent-based approaches. This was also
reinforced by Tom Holvoet who concluded that there is a need for thorough
evaluation and guarantees.

• Many of the participants agreed that the advances made within the domain of
AOSE had a limited effect on communities other than the AOSE community.
Tom Holvoet pointed out that the reason for low impact is that AOSE is 90 %
software engineering and only 10 % MAS. As such, it is preferable that AOSE
results are communicated to other relevant communities. Another important
aspect that he referred to was real-world applications. He asserted that we need to
further collaborate with the industry on this, as also mentioned by Jörg P. Müller
and Amal El Fallah Seghrouchni. Christian Guttmann furthered that direction
and stressed that there is a need to clearly point out the advantages of agent
technology in order for the industry to adopt the agent notion.

In the following, we attempt to summarize the surveys discussed above and
other publications made in that area. First, it seems that agent communication has
gained much attention and has evolved continuously. This evolution includes various
research directions, such as protocols, dialogs, and conversation mechanisms. The
area of agent-oriented methodologies and programming languages received major
attention in the early days of the AOSE field. In recent years, the pace of progress
was much slower. This may suggest that there is a need to further explore this
area. The same holds for the area of frameworks and architectures: in early AOSE
times many frameworks, platforms, and architectures were devised; later on many
of these became obsolete; nowadays only a few are active. From the research point
of view, little innovation has been proposed in that area in recent years, although
support tools and improved interfaces were provided. The area of AOSE adoption
has advanced rather little over the years. It seems that the notion of agent-oriented
software engineering is not well accepted within the industry. Although, various
organizations, companies, and applications use the term agent, it is aimed at its
weak notion of independent components, neglecting the strong notion of agenthood
that includes autonomy, proactiveness, etc. Moreover, the engineering aspect is
also hardly adopted by the industry, and AOSE methodologies and programming
languages are rarely used.

4 Concluding Remarks

Agent-Oriented Software Engineering exists for almost 20 years. Its main purpose
was to introduce Artificial Intelligence to Software Engineering and to suggest a
new abstraction level in which agents play a major role. The domain has evolved
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to encompass a wide range topics including formal specification and validation,
programming languages, development methodologies, software engineering tech-
niques, architectures and infrastructure, communications, and applications as well.

Despite the depth and breadth of research in the field, it seems that agent-based
systems, and in particular AOSE, did not find their way to the industry. One of
the main reasons for this is that the benefits of multi-agent systems have not been
demonstrated, needless to say proved. We can say that instead of introducing AI to
SE, SE was introduced to AI, and enabled its refreshment by establishing ways for
implementing various theoretical AI approaches.

To address AOSE challenges and in particular the acceptance and adoption
challenge, there is a need to clearly state for what purposes and under what
conditions is the agent abstraction is better than alternative software engineering
approaches. To this end, it could be useful to develop or adopt a set of metrics
to measure the contribution of a specific approach to the industry. These metrics
may include technical aspects, organizational aspects, financial aspects, and so on.
Using the metrics, a comprehensive study should be performed to allow evaluation
of AOSE comparison with other SE alternatives. Such evaluation and comparison
can foster the AOSE research as they may reveal new improvement and innovation
opportunities.
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Chapter 3
Application Impact of Multi-agent Systems
and Technologies: A Survey

Jörg P. Müller and Klaus Fischer

Abstract While there is ample evidence that Multi-agent Systems and Tech-
nologies (MAS&T) are vigorous as a research area, it is unclear what practical
application impact this research area has accomplished to date. In this chapter, we
describe methods and results of a survey aiming at a comprehensive and up-to-
date overview of deployed examples of MAS&T. We collected and analyzed 152
applications, covering important perspectives, such as ownership, maturity, vertical
sectors, and usage of programming languages and agent platforms. We conclude that
MAS&T have been successfully deployed in a significant number of applications,
though mostly in what could be called niche markets. Off the spotlights of mass
markets and current funding buzzwords, it appears that MAS&T is useful for various
sectors.

Keywords Application impact • Applications of agents and multi-agent systems

1 Introduction

Since its inception in the 1980s, multi-agent systems and technologies (MAS&T)
research has established itself as a recognized field within Computer Science,
reaching out into other areas including economics, sociology, and psychology.
With successful conferences such as AAMAS [3], IAT [17], MATES [23], and
PAAMS [29], and with journals such as JAAMAS[19], AAAI [1], AAIJ [2], and
KER [20], there appears to be a stable community built around the questions
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of understanding and constructing large-scale open decentralized systems that
consist of autonomous components or systems, endowed with properties such as
proactiveness, reactiveness, and the ability of flexible social action to achieve their
design goals.

In the period from the mid-1990s until the early 2000s, the MAS&T research
field went through (we could also say: benefitted, or suffered from. . . ) a phase of
hype, characterized by glossy conferences with heavy involvement from compa-
nies ranging from Pixar and Disney to Siemens, Daimler, Motorola, and British
Telecom, and by ample public funding both in America (most notably the DARPA
programmes in agent communication (leading to KQML) and CoABS (Control of
Agent Based System)) and in Europe (exemplified by the AgentLink network1)
in Europe. In particular, AgentLink acted as an important dissemination channel
toward industry, pushing the perception of application impact through the Agent
Technology Conference series (held annually from 2002 until 2005) and through
the AgentLink case studies featuring “real” applications of MAS&T.

However, since the mid-2000s, public perception of our research commu-
nity appears to have become less prominent: Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) funding programmes were focusing on other labels, such as
Service-Oriented Computing, Grid Computing, Autonomic Computing, or The
Cloud; success stories in the software business, be it Apple, Facebook, Google, or
SAP, have not been associated with MAS&T—at least not in the public perception.

Before this background, recently a perception among some MAS&T researchers
appears to have formed—a perception that the field is lacking practical impact
outside our own research community. The question driving this research activity
has been to gain information and insights as to the extent to which this is true or
not. We wish to study the application-oriented impact our research area has reached
today.

There are some studies investigating agent applications, but we did not find
any up-to-date work on the application impact of MAS&T, that is, the force of
impression in the sense of being routinely and productively used in industrial,
commercial, or public contexts. An obvious starting point for related work are
the AgentLink case studies [4, 6]. While they did investigate a good selection of
promising applications, they came too early to produce results related to impact—
indeed, by the time of publication, the case studies were still prototypes or at the
beginning of commercial use. After the end of AgentLink, the further impact of the
applications described in the case studies was not systematically followed up.

In a study carried out in 2008 [9], Dignum and Dignum have collected and
systematically analyzed agent applications. Their survey revealed a rather limited
coverage in terms of replies, with very little industry participation. The focus of
their study was on the characteristics of the applications rather than on their impact.
[21] present a collection of industrial (manufacturing, logistics) applications; they
do not aim at a systematic discussion or comparison of impact.

1www.agentlink.org.

www.agentlink.org
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In a recent paper [5], Balke et al. analyze how implementations of software sys-
tems employing agent technology are represented in research-oriented publications,
both at conferences (AAMAS, PAAMS, ICAART [18], MATES) and in journals
(e.g., JAAMAS, AAIJ, KER). Their focus is on the impact of applications-related
work in general on scientific publication venues. The focus is neither on practical
application impact nor on specific applications. Their paper does not investigate the
outreach of agent technology beyond the agents/AI community.

Looking at related studies done for other, similar studies, we came across an
assessment project done by the Software Engineering research community: In [28],
Osterweil et al. establish a scholarly assessment of the impact that research in
software engineering has had so far on the practice in software engineering.
In Sect. 2, we will discuss commonalities and differences of their approach and
results when compared with our work.

In essence, the absence of systematic studies on the application impact of
MAS&T has been the motivation for us to produce the work reported in this chapter.
We describe the methods and results of a survey aiming at a comprehensive and up-
to-date overview of deployed examples of MAS&T.

In Sect. 2, we define our notion of application impact and review approaches
to describing and measuring it. Section 3 underlines method and settings of the
survey. Results are described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we provide an analysis of the most
important vertical sectors (according to our survey) where MAS&T have developed
impact. We discuss our findings and draw conclusions in Sect. 6.

2 Defining Application Impact

Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary [25] defines impact as the force of impression
of one thing on another, or as a significant or major effect. In our work, we are
interested in the application impact of MAS&T, that is, the force of impression/the
significant effect that MAS&T have had on applications. Capturing this requires us
to study related work on impact of ICT. Most literature definitions roughly classify
impact into economic, social, and sometimes also environmental impact. Economic
impact entails decreasing cost or increasing turnover/profits. Social impact includes
aspects such as supporting human work to make it more satisfying and productive,
changing the manner in which human users interact and cooperate, or making
work environments safer or healthier. Environmental impact means decreasing
environmental pollution or increasing sustainability of economic activities.

A prominent approach to defining and measuring ICT impact has been put
forward by the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in
[27]; it has been adopted and extended by the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) in [24]. The model indicates the web of relationships
between impact areas, and with the broader economy, society, and environment.
Impacts of ICT arise through ICT supply and ICT demand and are likely to be
influenced by the following factors (at a level of individual countries):
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1. The existing ICT infrastructure which enables an ICT critical mass that can
amplify impacts.

2. The country level of education, skills, and income, which influences both supply
and demand.

3. The Government ICT policy and regulation, and the level of e-government.

With respect to measuring ICT impact, the OECD model identifies a number
of interrelated segments, including (1) ICT demand (users and usage), (2) ICT
supply (being the players of the ICT sector), (3) the level of/investment in the
ICT infrastructure, (4) ICT products, information, and electronic content, and (5)
ICT in a wider social and political context. The model proposes different types
of impacts that address different (positive or negative) impact factors from the
perspectives of these segments. These measurable factors appear to be very broad
and diverse in terms of intensity, directness, scope, stage, timeframe, and char-
acterization (e.g., economic/social/environmental impact, positive/negative impact,
intended/unintended impact, subjective/objective impact).

While the OECD/UNCTAD approach can help us form an understanding of the
general nature of ICT impact and its influence factors, we found it to be of limited
use for addressing the particular problem of identifying and measuring the impact of
the particular ICT research field of multi-agent systems. Firstly, OECD investigates
impact by country, whereas we are interested in obtaining results involving a global
but still relatively small research community. Secondly, while OECD can build on
elaborated statistical data collected from countries and international bodies, no such
statistics are available for MAS&T. Third, while (or because) the OECD model is
very broad, it is not operational under the limited resources available for this study.
Fourth (and maybe most importantly), OECD starts from sectoral and demand sides
(e.g., studies the impact of ICT in healthcare, or the impact of ICT to specific user
groups), whereas our interest is to measure the impact of a specific bag of models,
methods, technologies and tools over a range of sectors and users.

Indeed, the application impact of a research area is hard to capture. While there
is a considerable body of work on measuring effects and impact of science and tech-
nology [8, 14, 24], they are mostly either domain-specific (e.g., ICT impact for law
enforcement [15]) or technology-specific (e.g., RFID technologies [32]). For most
relevant MAS applications, a mixture of both domain-specific and technology-
specific consideration is required: On the one hand, MAS have been applied in a
large number of application domains. On the other hand, the notion of agents and
MAS has been very broadly interpreted, making it difficult to subsume the applica-
tions under one technology-specific perspective. Also, when MAS researchers talk
about impact, they often talk about two very different things: We (as a commu-
nity) know our academic/scientific impact (measured in citation indices, scientific
awards, or acquired research funds) quite well. However, what we know much less
well is our application-related (i.e., economic, social, environmental) impact.

The aforementioned study by Osterweil et al. [28] (further referred to as SE
study) investigated determining the impact of Software Engineering research on
practice. This study was performed by leading players of the Software Engineering
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research area in a funded project, involving different subgroups being responsible
for different subareas (such as software configuration management, middleware, or
programming languages). The SE study was performed in

the form of a series of studies and briefings, each involving literature searches and, where
possible, personal interviews [28, p. 39].

While there are similarities between the SE study and our domain, there are some
important differences, too. First, software engineering has a much longer history
than MAS&T. A key finding of the above study has been that

[e]xperience, both in software engineering and diverse other disciplinary areas, has
indicated that the impact of Œ: : :� prototypes might take 20 years to manifest [28, p. 41]

and that

[i]t typically takes at least 10 to 20 years for a good idea to move from initial research to
final widespread practice.

Acknowledging that first concepts and prototypes featuring MAS&T are dating
back 20 years or less (as opposed to almost 50 years in the case of software
engineering), we must also acknowledge that our field is much less mature
than software engineering. Second, the perception of the importance of software
engineering to industry is very much different from the perception of MAS&T:
Software engineering promises to address an urging problem faced by virtually
every enterprise in the world, that is, to build robust, safe, efficient, scalable,
and sustainable software systems. While we strongly argue that MAS&T can
play a similarly important role in supporting future software-intensive societies
by enabling cooperation, coordination, and evolution of large-scale mixed human-
machine systems, our research community has so far been much less successful in
attracting funding for a study like the one at hand. This leads to the third difference:
Our study is a pure volunteer effort which fully relies on help from within the
community. Hence, its scope is limited compared to the SE study. What we can hope
for is to take a first step toward better understanding the current level of diffusion of
MAS&T in practical applications.

Despite some above-mentioned valuable work done within our community, in
studying the application impact of MAS&T we very much start on greenfield,
especially concerning the work that has been done from 2004 onwards (i.e., after the
end of the AgentLink network activity). While a reasonable number of application-
related papers have been published in venues such as the AAMAS industry track,
the PAAMS and IAT conferences, many of them are research prototypes, and so far,
there have been no systematic efforts to monitor their development over time. Also,
apparently there are companies that have been successfully building and improving
their businesses using agent (or agent-like) technologies and systems. However, data
on and insights into these applications [which are often “non-agent agent systems”
(a marvelous phrase coined by Les Gasser in [34])] are often difficult to get from
the owners of these applications, as also reported by Dignum and Dignum in their
study [9]. These observations lead us to set up the comprehensive study described
in this chapter. Our methodology is described in the following section.
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3 Survey Methodology

As stated above, the overall objective of this activity is to gain information
and insights of the application-oriented impact of MAS&T, and to provide a
comprehensive and up-to-date overview of deployed MAS. To this end, we carried
out a survey of deployed applications that use/are based on MAS&T, starting from
year 2000 onwards. Rather than just providing a list of applications, our approach
was to:

1. Classify the systems with respect to their maturity based on a set of indicators.
As a baseline for our maturity classification, we use the NASA Technology
Readiness Levels (TRL), which are a widely accepted standard [22]. We map
the original set of nine TRL levels into the three categories: TRL1 to TRL4
correspond to Maturity Level C (lowest), TRL5 to TRL7 correspond to Maturity
Level B, and TRL8/TRL9 correspond to Maturity Level A. We refer to Sect. 4.2
for further information.

2. Provide an at least qualitative characterization of the application impact based on
a set of criteria, and identify particularly high-impact application.

3. In particular, follow up the development and impact of previously published
application-oriented work (e.g., the AgentLink case studies as well as work
presented in the AAMAS industry tracks).

To achieve these goals, we pursued the following activities:

1. An open call for nominations of deployed MAS&T using a web-based online
system. This aimed at academic and industrial members of the broad MAS
community.

2. A mail-based survey directed toward the authors of papers presented at the
AAMAS2005 to AAMAS2012 Industry/Innovative Applications.

3. Direct/personal mails directed to dedicated (industrial but also key academic)
players, which would be unlikely to respond to 1 or 2.

In the course of the study, we have been collecting different sets of information:
In the first round (web-based survey), we were asking researchers to nominate real-
world applications that were deployed in the year 2000 or later, in a corporate,
administrative, or public environment. In particular, we were requiring that these
applications should have considerably and positively contributed to corporate or
administrative value creation, to public/social welfare, or to application-oriented
grand technology challenges (such as e.g. RoboCup). To restrict the survey to
MAS&T, we further imposed the requirement that the application uses research
results (models, methods, architecture, algorithms, technologies and platforms,
tools) in the realm of MAS&T at its core—no matter whether the label of
MAS&T is actually used or not. In parallel, we carried out a literature research to
identify prospective deployed applications based on work published in the AAMAS
Industry/Innovative Applications Tracks 2005–2012. Metadata and deployment
information was collected from these papers and a consolidated list of candidate
applications was created containing the applications from the survey plus the
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applications identified from the AAMAS industry track papers. In the second round,
a fact sheet form was created and mailed to the developer/owner of each of the
applications gathered previously. The objective of this second round was to validate
the deployment status based on first-hand, up-to-date information, and to obtain a
common level of information for comparing and uniformly presenting the results
of the survey, regarding development/deployment timeline, resources spent, and
benefits achieved for the different applications.

4 Survey Results

Based on the goals and method of the survey laid out in the previous section,
this section reports our results. Advertised using the major agent-related mailing
lists, the online survey was performed from July to early October 2012. People
were invited to propose either own applications or nominate applications they know
about and give a contact person for reference. One hundred and three applications
were nominated using the online survey. In parallel, 99 applications were identified
as the result of a literature research in the proceedings of the AAMAS Industry
and Innovative Applications tracks from 2005 to 2012. The two sets were merged,
duplicates and irrelevant entries (e.g., work finished before year 2000, just overview
or white paper but no application) were removed. The result was a list of 152
applications, which form the basis of the results presented in this chapter.

For each of the 152 applications, we identified a contact person we approached
in order to obtain additional information about the applications. We did so by
designing a simple fact sheet template, which we asked the contact person to fill
in. We received factsheet information for 89 applications, corresponding to 59 %
of all applications. While this appears to be an excellent return, the completeness
of input to the different factsheet questions varies. For instance, while over 80 % of
the returned factsheet provide information regarding the agent platform used, only
55 % provide information regarding the development resources. Thus, while the
fact sheets have fulfilled the purpose to verify the deployment status (maturity)
of the applications, they have only to a smaller extent allowed us to gather
information about timelines, resources, usage numbers, and quantitative benefits
(such as revenue) created through agents and multi-agent systems.

4.1 Distribution of Applications Across Partner Types

Based on information collected from the survey, the fact sheets, and additional
resources (publications and web pages related to the applications), we classified the
applications according to the partner characteristics, making a distinction between
applications developed (and owned) by industrial or governmental organizations,
applications that were developed in industry-academic cooperations, and appli-
cations developed/owned solely by academic partners. Forty-seven applications
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(corresponding to 31 %) were exclusively developed and owned by industrial or
governmental players, whereas 43 applications (28 %) were built by academic
partners, and 62 applications (41 %) were created in industry-academic cooperation.
Thus, academic partners were involved in 69 % of the applications. This ratio can
be partly explained by the high level of participation of academics compared to
industrials in the survey: 61 % of the applications were proposed by academic
participants, in 39 % of the cases industrial or governmental players were proposers
or otherwise involved in providing the information.

An interesting question is whether there is a correlation between the devel-
oper/owner category and the maturity of the applications. One would expect that
in general, applications developed by academic partners have lower maturity than
applications developed by industrial or governmental organizations. But how about
industry-academia co-productions? For this purpose, in the next subsection, we
consider the maturity of applications.

4.2 Maturity of Applications

Based on information collected from the survey, the fact sheets, and additional
resources (publications and web pages related to the applications), we classified
the 152 applications in the following three maturity classes (see also Sect. 3):

• Systems that are or have been in operational use in a commercial or public
environment (Maturity Level A, corresponds to TRL 8 to 9)

• Industry validated research prototypes (i.e., prototypes that are being vali-
dated/piloted in an industrial or public environment with online industrial data
under live conditions) (Maturity Level B, corresponds to TRL 5 to 7)

• Research prototypes validated with offline real-world data or in an offline
environment (Maturity Level C, corresponds to TRL 1 to 4)

A fourth category contains systems or activities that are not applications in
a strict sense, but that have (or have had) some indirect impact via technology
challenges, benchmarking activities, or standardization efforts (such as e.g., IEEE-
FIPA). Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the applications in the survey according
to their maturity levels. Forty-six applications (31 %) out of those classified as
A, B, or C are (or have been) in operational industrial or public deployment.
Further 55 applications (37 %) have been validated/piloted in an industrial or public
environment with online industrial data under live conditions, whereas other 46
(31 %) are research prototypes that were never (or not yet) deployed. The latter
category mainly comprises applications that were described in AAMAS Industry
Track papers. We decided to include them in our survey but clearly mark them with
respect to their maturity. Using the fact sheets, we tried to confirm the maturity
status of all applications in the survey with their developers or owners. We were
able to confirm 76 % of maturity class A applications, 59 % of class B, and 44 % of
class C. In the remaining cases where no confirmed information about the maturity
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Fig. 3.1 Maturity levels
of applications

Fig. 3.2 Maturity levels
of applications by partner
types (y-axis shows absolute
numbers of applications)

status was available, we perform the classification based on available information
such as publications, product/project websites, and personal communication.

Next let us revisit the correlation between partner types (Sect. 4.1) and maturity
of the applications. Figure 3.2 shows the maturity levels of the applications grouped
by different partner types. Not surprisingly, applications owned and developed
by industrial and governmental players have a considerably higher maturity (26
maturity class A applications, and only 7 maturity class C applications) than
applications developed by academics (only 4 maturity A, but 29 maturity C).
An interesting result is, however, that applications developed in cooperations of
academic institutions with industry or public bodies are performing remarkably well
in terms of maturity. This result goes in line with the observation made by [28, p. 41],
for software engineering research that

[t]echnology transition is most effective and best expedited when research and commercial-
ization maintain a close synergy over an extended period.

It will be interesting to see how many of the in-cooperation applications currently
in maturity level B will ultimately migrate to level A. Our subjective impression
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Fig. 3.3 Applications by
agent system types (figures
are absolute numbers)

based on feedback from the fact sheets is that there are quite a few new and emerging
applications “in the pipeline.”

4.3 Agent System Types

It is not only since Franklin and Graesser [12] that we are aware of the heterogeneity
of the notion of agents and its interpretation. It would be surprising if a survey
on the impact of MAS&T did not reflect this heterogeneity. We have classified
the applications in our survey into three categories according to the most well
known system types: (1) multi-agent systems focusing on interaction, cooperation,
and coordination; (2) intelligent agents focusing on single-agent aspects such as
planning or learning; and (3) personal/UI agent focusing on agent-human interaction
and assistance. Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of the applications considered in
the survey. The large number of applications in the multi-agent systems category
certainly reflects the focus towards multi-agent topics in the call for participation
rather than a lack of intelligent agent or personal/UI agent applications. Also note
that the three categories considered are, while being helpful, not orthogonal and
of limited discriminatory power: In many multi-agent systems, single-agent local
aspects play an important role. Also, human-agent interaction can be viewed as
multi-agent interaction as well depending on the perspective. Also, UI agents should
often reveal intelligent behavior. Yet, in most cases, some focus can be observed,
which is why we decided to keep these three categories.

4.4 Applications by Country

Next, we consider the distribution of the creators of the 152 applications covered
in the survey by country. As a general rule, in the case where an agent’s company
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Fig. 3.4 Applications by countries (absolute numbers, total and maturity A only)

located in country A has created an application for a customer located in country
B, we allocate this application to country A. In case of a company with multiple
locations we use the country of the responsible location in case we know it (e.g., in
the case of IBM, two applications were collected from the Haifa Lab, so they count
for Israel); otherwise, we count the application for the country where the company
headquarter is located. Figure 3.4 illustrates the distribution of applications by
the countries of their creators. The 152 applications covered by the survey were
created by parties from 21 countries. The USA is by far the country creating the
largest number (41, corresponding to 27 %) of MAS&T applications, followed
by the UK, Germany, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, and Australia. Also
when considering Maturity A applications only, USA takes the clear lead (12,
corresponding to 26 %), with runners-up being the UK, Spain, Germany, Italy, and
the Czech Republic. The strong presence of Spain and Italy for highly mature
applications is due to the strong industrial players Telefonica TCD and Telecom
Italia.

4.5 Applications by Vertical Sectors

The pie chart in Fig. 3.5 shows the distribution of applications across vertical
sectors. Within the 152 applications, 22 sectors are represented. It is noticeable
here that eleven sectors cover 86 % of all applications, whereas the top six sectors
(logistics and manufacturing, aerospace, energy, defense, security and surveillance,
and telecommunications) still represent 59 % of the applications. The picture
changes considerably if we do not only consider the number but also the maturity
of the applications in the different sectors. Figure 3.6 illustrates the number of
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Fig. 3.5 Number of
applications by vertical
sectors

Fig. 3.6 Number of
applications by vertical
sectors (maturity class A
only)

applications with maturity level A by vertical sector. It only displays the sectors
for which five or more applications have been recorded. From this view, we see
that logistics and manufacturing and telecommunications are the domains with the
overall highest number of mature agent applications, whereas energy, security and
surveillance, and defense appear to be emergent applications with yet little impact.
However, especially in the defense domain, it is well possible that confidentiality
issues may distort the picture—we may just not be aware of some successful
applications of MAS&T in this domain.

A final consideration reflects on the vertical sectors with a particular high
percentage of high-maturity applications. For this, we consider again the vertical
sectors for which at least five applications were listed and calculate the percentage
of maturity class A applications amongst all applications recorded for this sector.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. We observe that the Telecommunications
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Fig. 3.7 Vertical sectors with
high-maturity applications

sector is very mature in terms of agent-based solutions, reflecting the historical
development with early involvement of telecommunications companies, such as
Telecom Italia, Telefonica ICD, British Telecom, Siemens, and Motorola. Logistics
and manufacturing, e-Commerce, and robotics follow with 50 % to 40 % share of
maturity A applications. At the lower end of the spectrum in terms of relative
maturity, security and surveillance as well as energy sectors feature a large number
of applications, but most of them are (still?) of low maturity. Note that the figure
for the defense sector are associated with a high degree of uncertainty due to the
confidentiality requirements in this domain.

In Sect. 5, we shall review and discuss in more detail the most prominent vertical
domains emerging from our survey.

4.6 Programming Languages and Agent Platforms

Seventy-three out of 87 submitted factsheets provide information about the pro-
gramming languages used in application development. Since we were particularly
interested in the usage of dedicated agent platforms and tools, we asked for that
information separately. Seventy-five factsheets provide information about agent
platforms and tools used (including the rather frequent answer “None”). Java has
been by far the most popular programming language, used in 53 applications. It is
followed by C/CCC/C# (used in 15 applications, including but not restricted to
embedded or real-time applications), PHP (seven applications), and Python (four
applications). These four groups were used in 75 % of the applications for which
information was available to us. Note that some applications have used more than
one programming language. Figure 3.8 illustrates the coverage of dedicated agent
platforms in the applications.
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Fig. 3.8 Usage of agent
platforms in applications
(figures are absolute
numbers)

Fig. 3.9 Agent platforms
used for highly mature
applications (figures are
absolute numbers)

We can draw a couple of observations from this chart. First, a large majority of
applications (24, corresponding to 32 %) has not used any dedicated agent platform
or tool. Second, the most commonly used platforms are JADE (13 applications,
� 15 %), AOS’s Jack, CoJack, and C-BDI product family (12, � 16 %) as well
as WADE (11, � 14 %). Taking into account that WADE is a JADE extension,
JADE can be regarded the overall most-used agent platform. These are followed
in respectful distance by KOWLAN, and Whitestein’s Living Systems platforms
(LSTS and LSPS). Third, there is a high fragmentation in the agent platforms
landscape in that 20 different platforms and tools were used in a single application
only. This fragmentation was already observed in the study by [9].

At the end of this subsection, we shall investigate the question whether the
distribution of agent platforms shown in Fig. 3.8 will change if we only consider
applications with maturity level A, that is, in operational use. Figure 3.9 shows the
absolute usage numbers of agent platforms in these applications. This information
was extracted from 30 fact sheets submitted for maturity level A applications,
which have provided information about the agent platforms used. What is striking
when comparing it to the numbers over all applications considered in the survey
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is that the ratio of applications that do NOT use dedicated agent platforms is
significantly lower in the case of maturity A applications: only six out of 30 maturity
A applications that provide information about agent platforms have NOT used an
agent platform, compared to 24 out of 75 applications in total. On the one hand,
this reflects the strong role of players such as Telecom Italia, Telefonica ICD,
AOS, and Whitestein, who have been applying their agent platforms (JADE/WADE,
KOWLAN, JACK/CoJACK, LSTS/LSPS) to build a number of successful deployed
applications. On the other hand, we might conclude from this that dedicated agent
platforms actually can make a difference regarding business success.

A further interesting observation in this context is that the agent platform
landscape is much less fragmented for highly mature applications: While 20 out
of 75 applications in our survey are based on proprietary platforms which are not
used by any other application, in the case of maturity A applications, only five out
of 30 applications are based on “singular” platforms.

For maturity A applications, WADE and JADE are again the most frequently used
platforms, followed by KOWLAN, Jack, and the Living Systems Technology Suite
(LSTS). Apparently, mature applications, which often have a longer development
history, tend to be based on mature platforms; more recent platforms such as CoJack,
C-BDI, or Whitesteins Living Systems Process Suite may take some more time to
mature with the applications constructed with them.

4.7 AgentLink Case Studies Revisited

Running from 1998 until 2006, The European AgentLink Coordination Action for
Agent-Based Computing has gathered important application-oriented work in its
case studies. Elaborated in 2004/2005, eight prominent MAS&T applications were
described and analyzed [6]. The case studies are still available on the AgentLink
website [4]. Eight years after the case studies were written, we have reexamined
these eight applications, trying to gather up-to-date information with respect to their
further development. Table 3.1 summarizes the key information we were able to
obtain. The table provides the maturity level (see Sect. 4.2 above) reached by the
systems described in the case studies as well as the information whether the systems
are still maintained.

It reveals that, according to our findings, four out of eight case studies (the ones
by AOS, Whitestein, Magenta, and Almende) are still maintained and in operational
use (maturity A). Three are confirmed to be no longer used, of which only one
(EuroBIOS / SCA) had reached maturity A status at some point in time. Combined
Systems was a research project, the use case was not taken up after its end. Also, the
Chilled Water System Automation case study (Rockwell, CTU Prague) developed a
research prototype and was not commercialized. For one case study (Acklin B.V.),
no information was available to us.

Beyond the operational status (and connected revenue generation for their own-
ers) reached by specific AgentLink case studies, an important positive effect we can
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Table 3.1 What happened to the AgentLink case studies?

App id Title Partners Maturity level Still maintained?

64 Living Sys-
tems/Adaptive
Transportation
Networks

Whitestein
Technologies

A Yes

69 HV-CGF: Intelligent
Human
Variability
in Computer
Generated Forces

AOS, UK Ministry of
Defense

A Yes

71 Agent-based Factory
Modelling

EuroBios, SCA
Packaging

A No

73 Intelligent
Scheduling
of Cargo Fleets

Magenta Technology,
Tankers
International

A Yes

75 Software Agents for
International
vehicle Traffic
Insurance

Acklin B.V. No info No info

84 Chilled Water
System
Automation

Rockwell, CTU
Prague

B No

87 Combined Systems D-CIS, Thales C No
88 Agents for

Intelligent
Communications
Systems /
Self-organizing
systems

Almende, ASK CS A Yes

observe from the AgentLink case studies is that these applications have sustainably
fertilized products and businesses of the companies involved. For example, the main
result of the HV-CGF project was the CoJack reactive architecture, which AOS
has been using in further deployed applications. As another example, Whitestein
Technologies has not only created additional business in the area of logistics
based on the LS/ATN reference application, it has also used the experience with
LS/ATN to develop development and execution platforms (in particular, the LSTS
and the Living Systems Process Suite, which have been the basis for generating
additional business. Also, even if the Chilled Water System Automation case study
was not commercialized, results from that project have initiated and driven further
successful applications reported by the CTU team.

In summary, we regard the fact that 8–10 years after publication, four out of
eight applications are still operational and (apparently) thriving, a positive rather
than negative news, given that according to [13], from ten venture-backed startups,
three to four fail completely and only two produce substantial returns. To us, this
demonstrates that beyond past hype and disillusionment, successful and sustainable
businesses can be built on the grounds of MAS&T.
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4.8 Agent Companies

A major indication of impact of a specific technology is the number of companies
which successfully build business from selling products or services based on this
technology. In the following, we give examples of companies whose business is
known to build on agent technologies. Our list is exemplary and by no means meant
to be exhaustive. It is difficult (and was not in the scope of this survey) to find out
details of the business models of individual companies.

We start with a list of companies which successfully managed to establish
themselves in the market2:

Whitestein Technologies3 offers agent-based solutions for business process
management and execution in the areas of financial services, manufacturing,
telecommunications, or logistics. Additionally Whitestein offers solutions for
logistics management, optimization, and control.

Agent-Oriented Software (AOS)4 claims to be the leading company for provid-
ing autonomous and semi-autonomous systems. AOS provides platforms and
development tools for the design of agent-based systems (most noticeably Jack
and CoJack, the latter of which was a result of the HV-CGF project reported as an
AgentLink case study, see above) as well as solutions for dedicated application
domains like for example assisting surveillance and intelligence agencies as well
as for Oil and Gas industry.

Real Thing5 is a rather young company. It is not purely specialized on agent
technologies but also offers Apps for smart phones. However, toy robots for
kids are clearly agent-related. From the information available in open source,
it is difficult to decide which concrete technologies the products of this company
build on.

In addition to the above-listed success stories, there are also unavoidably
examples of startups who did not manage to establish themselves in the market:

xaitment was a startup founded by members of the multi-agent system group
at the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) GmbH. The
company specialized on middleware for the development of computer games.
xaitment recently merged with iOPENER.6

Agentis Software was a startup founded by members of the Australian Artificial
Intelligence Institute (AAII). The main objective of Agentis Software was to
apply the concepts of BDI agents to business process management and execution.

2Note we have not included players such as Telecom Italia or Telefonica ICD in this list because,
while they are using agent technology in their operations, their business does not build on it.
3http://www.whitestein.com/.
4http://aosgrp.com/.
5http://aosgrp.com/.
6http://www.iopenermedia.com/.

http://www.whitestein.com/
http://aosgrp.com/
http://aosgrp.com/
http://www.iopenermedia.com/
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Nevertheless, the positive examples are a clear indication that it is possible to
successfully build business models around agent technologies.

5 Vertical Sector Analysis

In Sect. 4.5, we have identified the vertical domains that, following the results of
our survey, appear to be most relevant for agent-related research and application
development. In this section, we provide a brief characterization of these sectors.

Aerospace is a very diverse application area with a large number of applications
in commerce, industry, and military. Early work in distributed artificial intelli-
gence (DAI) investigated the use of agent and multi-agent system technology
for robots designed for exploring the surface of remote planets. The majority
of applications collected in our survey investigates agent technologies for
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Additional applications are involved with the
support of pilots in military situations.

Defense To identify research on military applications is not really easy because
researchers working on such applications are at least sometimes not allowed to
publish their results with a direct pointer to the military context. Sometimes
a completely artificial application domain is chosen to obfuscate the real
application. Nevertheless, our study could identify a significant body of work in
this area. An obvious application of agent technologies in a military application
is the simulation of a human engaged in a military mission. Simulation of human
to human and human to environment interaction are investigated. Simulation of
unmanned vehicles or other intelligent and autonomous devices, as well as the
use of game-theoretical models for decision support are other relevant MAS&T
topics within deployed defense applications.

E-commerce Although online shopping was already invented in the late 1970s,
it became in broader use only after the advent of the World Wide Web and its
commercialization in the late 1990s. Online shopping forms a major part of e-
commerce but any kind of business interactions using the Internet falls into this
application area. With this broad scope it has a significant overlap with supply
chain management and manufacturing & logistics. The settings e-commerce are
inherently multiparty and geographically distributed, see [26].

Energy is a vibrant sector following an important societal theme, which has been
providing ample funding opportunities for research over the past few years.
Unsurprisingly, it has recently become attractive for agent-related research.
With the global change to produce energy (especially electricity) from fossil
or nuclear sources to sustainable sources, the control of electricity networks
became an even more demanding task than it already used to be. It is very
likely that in the near future completely decentralized control mechanisms need
to be put in place because individual households are likely to be at the same
time source and drain of flow of electricity. Even small electronic devices will
get into the position to buy and sell energy when it is economical in a given
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market situation. It is therefore not astonishing that agent research tries to
adopt well-understood negotiation and market mechanisms for this application
domain. Other applications support the retrieval of energy sources [e.g. iWD™
(intelligent Watchdog)].

Health Care Similar to energy, health care is an application area with great
importance especially when the demographic change in the western world is
taken into account. Related to health care is the application area of ambient
assisted living (AAL). With the increase in networking of devices on a wireless
basis in the general public or in the users’ homes, there is a huge potential
of innovative applications for agent technologies in this area. The applications
include monitoring of a person’s health status, selection of candidates for
transplant surgeries, resource management in hospitals, or the supervision and
support of people with health problems in their homes.

Manufacturing & Logistics has been an interesting application area for agent-
related research from the very beginning in the early to mid-1980s DAI research.
Already in the first DAI book by Huhns [16], manufacturing was listed as a major
application domain by Parunak [30]. In logistics, early work on transportation
scheduling was reported by Sandholm [31] and Fischer and colleagues [11].
Indeed, references collected for this survey reach over the whole period back
till 2000, which we used as a cut of year for collecting data. The different
applications in the survey collection cover a broad spectrum of topics. Pro-
duction planning and control, task allocation, product memories, negotiation,
and simulation were topics the applications in the survey collection dealt with.
Commercialization driven by companies such as Whitestein Technologies and
Magenta Technologies are active in this application area.

Robotics A relatively small but notable and successful part of the applications in
our survey deal with robotics, and, in particular, multirobot systems. Robotics has
always been a natural application area for AI, and such have multirobot systems
been a natural application domain for MAS&T. An autonomous robot is a
prototype of an autonomous agent which has a physical body. At the same time,
coordination and cooperation processes in multirobot systems can be efficiently
modeled and implemented using MAS&T, as examples such as Kiva or Cog-
niTAO on the commercial side, and Robocup [33] on the research side show.
Robotics itself is a huge application area in which other disciplines (especially
engineering) meet with research on pure agent technologies. The Autonomous
Agents (AA) conference in 1997 was the first international conference where the
two research areas of pure agent technologies and physical robots met in a major
international scientific event. Later on the AA, ATAL, and ICMAS conference
joined forces to form the AAMAS conference as we know it today.

Security and Surveillance Security is important for basically every application
domains. The Internet makes the need for security more than clear to all
participants. Agent research offers very interesting settings in which theoretical
solutions can be deployed and prove their strength. Surveillance puts the idea
of security to another level. In our networked society where wireless networks
spread out in an extremely fast manner, surveillance is getting more and more
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widely used which in some cases does increase security but also raises issues
with respect to privacy. Because the application domain is naturally distributed,
it is an ideal setting for the application agent technologies.

Telecommunications Telecommunication companies have been interested and
involved in agent-related research from an early stage on. Although the absolute
number of applications in our survey was not that high, as already noted, the
maturity of the applications has been outstanding (see Fig. 3.7), notably driven
by companies such as Telecom Italia and Telefonica ICD, which continue to
be active innovators. In present days, where smart phones take over mobile
telephony market, mobile devices are ubiquitous which can easily run a MAS
application and interact with similar applications running on other devices. It is
therefore very likely that there will be a boost of such applications in the near
future.

6 Discussion, Conclusion, and Outlook

When we started out with preparations for this survey in Spring 2012, we did so with
a certain degree of skepticism and with rather modest expectations. Our (subjective)
observation of the multi-agent systems research field as that it was fairly healthy as
a research field, but its track record in terms of application impact did not seem to
be prominent. Industry participation at conferences (most notably AAMAS) had
been considerably decreasing over the past years (see also the analysis by [5]),
project funding for research performed under the MAS&T label has become more
difficult to obtain, and agent companies and products are rarely a topic in daily
technology news. The agent application survey done by Dignum and Dignum in
2008 and published in 2010 [9] enforced our skepticism. They noted that they

were surprised by the small number of responses and by the dominance of academic
respondents ([9, p. 231])

and conjectured that

[a]lthough the reasons may be partially related to the announcement medium (the agents
mailing lists are mostly used within the academic world), this small number may be an
indication that there are indeed not many real applications of MAS around.

Almost 1 year later, at the time of writing this concluding section, we feel
we can be somewhat more confident and more optimistic regarding the current
and future impact of our research field. Supported by a large number of agent
researchers and practitioners (see Acknowledgements), we identified and analyzed
152 applications of MAS&T, out of which 31 % are deployed applications, while
additional 38 % were validated/piloted in industrial or public environments with
online industrial data under live conditions. So indeed, there are a considerable
number of “real applications of MAS around.” Also, an investigation of the destinies
of the applications known as the AgentLink case studies revealed that half of these
are still operational 8–10 years after their inception.
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Looking closer at the results of this survey, we can summarize our main conclu-
sions. The main players bringing about significant successful deployed applications
over a longer period in time, appear to be (more or less surprisingly) Telecom Italia,
Telefonica ICD, Agent-Oriented Software and Whitestein Technologies. On the
academic side, various research groups, for example, at CMU (Sandholm), Czech
Technical University (Pěchouček), DFKI and, most recently, USC (Tambe) have
repeatedly and successfully crossed the prototype-to-deployed-application chasm.

Looking at the main industry players that have been traditionally associated with
agent technology (beyond those already mentioned above), some of them seem to
have disappeared from the multi-agent business (e.g., Siemens, Motorola); some
others market their “agenty” solutions under different labels (IBM, Daimler, NASA,
Google), some (e.g., British Telecom) keep on developing their successful agent
technologies in the rather small scale, some are developing agent technologies for
their business using prototypes (e.g., Aerogility, Thales).

Yet, MAS&T seem to thrive best in what we could call niche markets. For
instance:

• Multi-agent architecture and distributed management have been successfully
applied in telecommunications network management.

• Flexible control, scheduling, planning, and optimization solutions have been
successfully applied in manufacturing and logistics.

• Agent-based simulation has become a respectable and respected microsimulation
approach for modeling large-scale systems consisting of autonomous entities, so
far in specific domains, including crowd, pedestrian, and traffic simulation.

• Applied game theory has grown into an very attractive application area, in
particular for security, surveillance, and defense applications.

• Very interesting work is being done in (multi-)robotics by relatively small players
(e.g., Kiva Systems, Cognitao).

So one could argue that we have not seen success stories of MAS&T—neither in
the large mass markets (such as consumer products) nor in the societal priority areas
such as energy and health care yet. Trying to contradict to this argument, in the sur-
vey we noted a substantial number of research prototypes in these areas (in particu-
lar: energy). As the field matures, many of them may turn into deployed applications.

A second observation we made regarding success stories while doing this survey
is somewhat anecdotal. In fact, two applications were proposed, which at first sight
beyond doubt qualify for the success story predicate: One is the use of proxy
bidding agents [10] in Google’s AdWords product, which is allegedly Google’s
main source of income.7 This work has been nominated by numerous researchers
for consideration in the survey. In his nomination, David Parkes wrote:

Google (and other search engines) use a multi-agent architecture to provide automated
bidding for their advertisers. An advertiser expresses a high level goal (e.g., maximize my
number of clicks without spending more than US$1,000 a day) and they try to meet that

7According to http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AdWords.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AdWords
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on behalf of the advertiser using an agent that represents the advertiser. This is one of my
favorite examples of MAS thinking and a truly agent-based market system.

The second relevant application has been PTIME [7], an application developed
by SRI as part of the DARPA-funded CALO research project, an effort to build an
adaptive cognitive assistant situated in the office environment. A PTIME agent is an
autonomous entity that works with its user, other PTIME agents, and other users,
to schedule meetings and commitments in its user’s calendar. Indeed, some results
developed in CALO were acquired by Apple and formed the technological basis for
the Siri assistant today available in Apple mobile phones.

What both high-impact applications seem to have in common is that the owners
of these applications do not seem to consider them as applications of MAS&T:
Despite numerous attempts, we could not obtain a response from the responsible
technical people at Google. When asked about the deployment of results from
CALO, we received an email response from a senior scientist at SRI stating that

The [CALO] system as a whole was never deployed externally although several parts of
it were deployed in fielded government systems or used as seed technology for startup
companies. In none of these cases, however, would I describe the deployed components as
multi-agent systems.

In summary, however, we can state that off the spotlights of ICT wonderland,
MAS&T has been successfully used in a significant number of applications, and
continues to be an increasingly useful and impacting technology in various sectors.
Yet, there is no reason for over-enthusiasm: Coming back to the comparison to the
Software Engineering study already discussed in Sect. 2, one finding of that study
has been that

[c]ontinued support for sustaining a vigorous research community is required ([28, p. 45]).

In our research community, there seems to be selective, but no broad continuous
support (public or industrial) over the past few years (in Europe, there has not been
much after AgentLink), which is definitely problematic.

In this chapter, we have provided the main results of the impact survey, covering
some important perspectives, such as maturity, vertical sectors, and usage of
programming languages and platforms. For other aspects, such as the analysis of
the system complexity, development effort, timescale, and economic performance
of MAS&T, our current data basis for now is insufficient to derive significant results.
Therefore, we have not included these aspects in this paper. In future work, we shall
attempt to complete our data collection with respect to these aspects, to be able to
carry out further analyses.

Additional Information

The following table (Table 3.2) lists the 46 applications contained in the survey,
which were classified as maturity level A (TRL 8/9).
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Table 3.2 List of maturity A applications contained in the survey

App id Application name Sector Owner/developer

1 Generalized combinatorial
multi-attribute
auctions/CombineNet for
Sourcing

Logistics and
manufacturing

CombineNet, CMU,
US

2 Live-donor (US-wide) kidney
exchange

Health Care T. Sandholm, CMU,
US

3 Poker Entertainment T. Sandholm, CMU,
US

5 cdmNet Health Care Precedence
Healthcare, AU

10 GlacsWeb Geosciences Southampton
University, UK

15 Global package tracking,
tracing, recovery

Logistics and
manufacturing

DHL, Agentis, US

20 Debatescape E-commerce British Telecom, UK
21 Kiva systems Robotics Kiva Systems, Peter

Wurman, US
23 Proxy bidding agents at Google E-commerce Google, US
26 PROTECT Security and

Surveillance
USC Teamcore, US

27 ARMOR Security and
Surveillance

USC Teamcore, US

28 IRIS Defense USC Teamcore, US
36 CAST Terminal Aerospace Airport Research

Center GmbH,
DE

38 Catalogue manager and price
checker/setter

E-commerce The Book
Depository, UK

51 Wizard Business process/IT
Management

Telecom Italia
S.p.A., IT

52 WANTS-Delivery (aka
Network Neutral Element
Manager)

Telecommunications Telecom Italia
S.p.A., IT

53 WANTS-Assurance Telecommunications Telecom Italia
S.p.A., IT

54 WeFlow Telecommunications Telecom Italia
S.p.A., IT

56 Legion Traffic and mobility Legion Ltd., UK
57 Steps Traffic and mobility Mott McDonald, UK
64 Living Systems/Adaptive

Transportation Networks
Logistics and

manufacturing
Whitestein

Technologies,
CH

65 LS/AMC Logistics and
manufacturing

Whitestein
Technologies,
CH

67 MasDISPO_xt Logistics and
manufacturing

Saarstahl AG, DFKI,
DE

(continued)
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Table 3.2 (continued)

App id Application name Sector Owner/developer

69 HV-CGF: Intelligent
Human
Variability in
Computer
Generated Forces

Defense Agent-Oriented Software
Ltd., UK MoD, AU

71 Agent-based Factory
Modelling

Logistics and
manufacturing

EuroBIOS, SCA
Packaging, SE

73 Intelligent
Scheduling of
Cargo Fleets

Logistics and
manufacturing

Magenta Technology,
Tankers International,
RU

77 AgentFly Aerospace AgentFly Technologies
and Agent Technology
Center, Czech
Technical University,
CZ

80 ExPlanTech PPS
system

Logistics and
manufacturing

Modelarna Liaz,
SkodaAuto, CZ

82 Ad-hoc networking
in disruptive
environments

Defense CTU Prague, CZ

88 Agents for
Intelligent
Communications
Systems/Self-
organizing
systems

Telecommunications Almende, ASK CS, NL

96 DHS Control Energy NODA Intelligent Systems
AB, SE

99 SUPREMA E-government Knowledge Genesis, RU
102 MAS-Dispo Logistics and

manufacturing
Saarstahl AG/DFKI, DE

112 KOWLAN
MACROLAN

Telecommunications Telefónica España
(MACROLAN), ES

115 CORMAS Simulation Francois Bousquet, FR
116 INNSIST E-commerce Grupo TCA. Monterrey,

MX
123 ASE (Autonomous

Sciencecraft
Experiment)

Aerospace NASA, US

126 OCA Management
System
(OCAMS)

Aerospace The Work Systems Design
& Evaluation group at
NASA Ames Research
Center, US

131 CogniTAO (Think
As One)

Robotics Cogniteam, Ltd., IL

133 EV2G (Electric
Vehicles to Grid)

Energy Willett Kempton,
University of
Delaware, US

(continued)
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Table 3.2 (continued)

App id Application name Sector Owner/developer

139 Living Systems Process
Suite (LSPS)

Business process/IT
Management

Whitestein AG, CH

142 Tacsim Defense AOS, Australian
Defence
Department, AU

150 KOWLAN CZ IP Connect Telecommunications Telefónica España
(MACROLAN),
ES

151 KOWLAN Digital probes Telecommunications Telefónica España, ES
152 KOWLAN Iberbanda Telecommunications Telefónica España, ES
153 KOWLAN BA Telecommunications Telefónica España, ES
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Chapter 4
Multi-agent Systems: A Software Architecture
Viewpoint

Onn Shehory and Arnon Sturm

Abstract Studies in agent-oriented software engineering address the merit of
agents and multi-agent systems as a software architecture style, though only in
part. MAS software architecture styles are of interest to both the MAS and the
software engineering communities. This chapter provides an introduction to these
software architectures. As we demonstrate, MAS implementations spanning across
decades have several common architectural characteristics, despite different design
and implementation details.

An important question associated with MAS development is whether MAS
constitute an appropriate solution for a computational problem at hand, and if so,
what type of MAS should be preferred for that solution? Preferably, this question
better be answered early on, to prevent the use of MAS as a solution approach where
simpler, more efficient solutions apply. MAS should be considered among an array
of alternative solution approaches. To assist system designers in their assessment of
MAS as a solution approach to their problem, we present architectural properties of
MAS and we demonstrate these properties by example.
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1 Introduction

The field of Multi-agent Systems (MAS) focuses on solutions to decentralized prob-
lems in dynamic, open computational domains. It discusses issues of intelligence
which include, among others, learning [1], negotiation [2, 3], strategic behavior
[4, 5], social behaviors and norms [6–8], cognitive activities, and mental states
(reasoning [9], beliefs, desires, intentions [10], emotions [11]). Thus, MAS combine
research from several fields, and in particular from the fields of Distributed Artificial
Intelligence (DAI) and Software Engineering (SE). The latter two constitute the sub-
field of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE), which complements MAS
research with practical means for developing multi-agent systems that implement
the desired intelligence properties.

A major focus of AOSE, as reflected in this book, is placed on methods,
methodologies, and tools for life cycle support of agents and MAS. Methodologies
commonly address a wide range of problem domains and types. Yet, when
attempting to address a specific problem, system developers frequently need to
develop software components and architectures which may already be present in
other solutions. In such cases, blueprints of agents and MAS—i.e., their software
architectures (SAs)—should be most valuable and facilitate reuse. The focus of this
chapter is on such architectures. To a large extent, the chapter is based on earlier
work by the authors [12].

Studies in software engineering have identified an array of architectures and
patterns and introduced blueprints to facilitate software architecture reuse (for
an elaborate discussion of software architecture refer to the seminal book by
Garlan and Shaw [13]). MAS research has introduced a variety of architectures to
support intelligent behaviors, however seldom in the form of software architecture.
Indeed, one aspect of AOSE which is only partly addressed in the art is the
merit of agents and multi-agent systems as a software architecture. This chapter
provides a brief introduction to MAS software architectures. As we demonstrate,
MAS implementations spanning across decades have several common architectural
characteristics, despite different design and implementation details. Several studies
have compared among MAS architectures (e.g., [14]). Work that extends the MAS
architecture line of thought, with emphasis on MAS design and implementation
based on architecture, is presented by Weyns [15].

MAS studies commonly address questions such as:

• Can a MAS serve as a solution to a given computational problem?
• How should such a solution be built?
• What is the class of problems that a given MAS solves?

AOSE studies commonly address questions such as:

• Can one devise a generic specification language or a protocol for MAS design
and specification?

• If this is possible, can one develop a tool to translate the specification into code?
• What is the process to be followed from conception to a working system?
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While the questions above are well-addressed in the MAS art (see, e.g., classical
resources such as [16–18]), some questions are not always well answered, e.g.:

• Do MAS constitute an appropriate solution for a computational problem at hand?
(That is, it is not sufficient for MAS to provide a solution—it should be an
appropriate one, where MAS are the preferred solution.)

• If so, what type of MAS should be preferred for that solution?

Preferably, these questions better be answered early on, to prevent the use
of MAS as a solution approach where simpler, more efficient solutions apply.
MAS should be considered among an array of alternative solution approaches.
To assist system designers in their assessment of MAS as a solution approach to
their problem, we present architectural properties of MAS, we demonstrate these
properties by example, and analyze advantages and drawbacks of the architectures.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we provide a brief
introduction to software architecture (Sect. 1.1) and to MAS (Sect. 1.2). Then, in
Sect. 1.3, we introduce some MAS terminology. Following, in Sect. 2, we present
properties of multi-agent systems relevant to software architecture, and assess the
advantages and disadvantages of different styles of MAS. We proceed in Sect. 3,
where we present specific multi-agent infrastructures and analyze them in light of
the properties discussed in Sect. 2. Finally, in Sect. 4, we conclude and point at open
questions and future directions.

1.1 Introduction to Software Architecture

Software architecture (SA) is an important software engineering discipline. As a
result of the increase in size and complexity of software systems, specification and
design of the overall structure of such systems has become an increasingly dominant
part of their development. At the abstract level, SA involves the description of com-
ponents of which systems are comprised, the interaction among these components,
and the patterns according to which the components are combined to form the whole
system. At the practical level, SA refers to the design and specification of issues such
as component decomposition and organization, communication protocols, control
and data flow and structure, synchronization and access to data, and so forth. Note
that in contrast to methodologies, architectures focus on specific problem types or
solution types. Hence, they complement methodologies: once a specific architecture
was identified for solving a problem at hand, methodologies and tools can be used
to develop the solution. The identification of the preferred architecture is commonly
part of the analysis and possibly an early part of the design of the target system.

When solving a computational problem, solution designers usually analyze the
problem, its characteristics, and typical patterns. These are matched against similar
patterns of problems encountered in the past and common software architectures.
Applying the most appropriate architecture should reduce development time and
increase the efficiency and adequacy of the resulting computational solution.
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To differentiate among architectural styles, software architecture usually employs
a common framework. The framework adopted in this chapter is based on treating
a system as a collection of components and a set of interactions between these
components (which is practically a MAS framework). The framework determines
what the components that construct instances of the architectural style and what the
constraints on the ways in which these components can be combined and interact
are. These may include, among others, constraints on the topology of the system
(for instance, can an agent be subsumed by another agent), or constraints on the
semantics of execution. Once the framework is used to describe styles and systems,
one can have a better understanding of the underlying computational model. This
can be used to sort out the essentials of the style. It also supports comparison
between styles and between systems within the style, thus evaluating advantages
and disadvantages of the style.

To utilize this approach, we need to distinguish unique components, interactions,
and constraints of different MAS, thus facilitating assessment of advantages and
drawbacks of different styles and substyles.

1.2 Software Architectural Aspects of Multi-agent Systems

We attempt to examine MAS mainly with respect to their software architecture
styles and attributes stemming from these styles, such as robustness, flexibility
and adaptability, code reusability, throughput, and other architectural properties.
An analysis of MAS at the architectural level is not common in the art. The AOSE
literature, including this book, analyzes attributes as suggested here. However, that
analysis is typically done at the methodology level, which is at a higher level of
abstraction. Methodologies which support domain engineering can focus on specific
architectures, but this is not commonly done, in particular not for MAS. We find it
necessary to analyze the relationship between the software architecture of a MAS
and its functionality. This analysis should provide system designers and engineers
with information upon which they can decide both whether a MAS is an appropriate
computational solution to a problem at hand, and if so, what type of MAS provides
the most appropriate solution for this problem.

Viewing them as a software architecture style, MAS are systems comprising
components called agents. The agents are usually designed to be autonomous, where
autonomy refers to a component not depending on the properties or the states of
other components for its functionality.

MAS components are usually capable of interaction, typically by message
passing in a predefined protocol (agent communication languages, e.g., FIPA-ACL
[19] and KQML [20]). In contrast to distributed object architectures (CORBA [21]),
it is commonly assumed that no direct function call or implicit event invocation
between components (that is, the agents) are allowed. In particular, the autonomy
of an agent a means that although others can request a service S which is provided
by a, it has the sole control over the activation of its service S and may refuse to
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provide it, or ask for a (monetary) compensation for its service.1 In this respect,
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) [22] exhibit similar attributes.

Several architectural styles have been recognized and described in the general
SE literature; however, agents and MAS architectures which are well-documented
(see, e.g., [23]) are not widely recognized by practitioners. With the increase in the
number of MAS industrial solutions, it is necessary to increase the visibility and
the accessibility of agent and MAS architectures. Due to their unique suitability to
several classes of computational problems, it is important to characterize MAS as
a software architecture style and to provide the architectural specifications of such
systems. Some effort in this direction was made by [15]. Such specifications should
equip system designers with a family of appropriate solutions for highly distributed
problems in open, heterogeneous, dynamic, and information-rich environments.

1.3 MAS Terminology

During more than two decades of multi-agent research and practice [24], many
terms describing agents and MAS have been introduced [25–27]. While some
terms are widely agreed upon, not all have a single widely accepted definition.
Nevertheless, to discuss architectural properties, one needs to remove ambiguity
in the terminology describing systems, components, and the relationships between
them. Below, we define some agents and MAS terms to be used in this chapter:

• Agent architecture describes the modules from which a single agent is comprised,
the relationships between, and the interactions among these modules. For
example, agents (in the context of MAS) usually have a communication module
to facilitate communication with other. Some types of agents have internal AI
modules such as a reasoning module or a planning module. Incoming messages
received by the communication module may affect reasoning and planning (e.g.,
reason to understand the effects of the message and plan to address these effects).
The internal AI modules may create outgoing messages to be processed and sent
out by the communication module.

• MAS organization describes the way in which a collection of agents is organized
to form a MAS. Relationships and interactions among the agents and specific
agents’ roles within the organization are the focus of MAS organization. The
agent architecture is not part of the MAS organization (although interrelations
between the two may exist). For instance, the agents may be organized in a rigid
hierarchy in which the interrelations are predefined. This may reduce the need
to locate other agents and reason about them, and the amount of communication
necessary for the system to function well.

1In object-based systems, a request for a service s from a service provider a would be performed
by calling a method of a’s. Also, a public method of an object o1 can be activated by another object
o2, and o1 is not assumed to have control over this activation.
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• Multi-agent services include services aimed to support a variety of MAS needs.
The service types listed below are examples of multi-agent services:

– Dynamic organizational activity facilitation, notably agent location and coor-
dination mechanisms (possibly implemented by means of middleware or
middle agents)

– Increased system efficiency and resource utilization (e.g., technologies for
network sensing, mobility facilitation, dynamic resource allocation and load
balancing)

– Agent and MAS activation, interfacing and testing tools (possibly delivered as
part of agent frameworks)

– Security infrastructure and services (for protecting the agents, information
they hold and transactions they perform)

Multi-agent services are usually associated with the MAS infrastructure.

• Multi-agent infrastructure combines agent architecture, MAS organization, and
multi-agent services. It also describes dependencies between these when present,
thus providing an infrastructure that enables constructing a domain-specific
MAS. Commonly, the infrastructure is associated with services which facilitate
MAS activity and organization (e.g., agent naming service, agent directory
service, agent execution platform, etc.).

The terms above are elaborated upon in the following sections to facilitate the
discussion of agent architectures.

2 Agents and MAS Organization

In this section, we present architectural properties of agents and MAS. These prop-
erties and their evaluation should facilitate comparison between, and assessment
of, different MAS infrastructures. The attributes discussed in this section are later
illustrated by examples.

2.1 Agent Internal Architecture

Over the years, a large variety of agent internal architectures were introduced by
agent researchers and practitioners. In this chapter we only briefly discuss them,
while keeping the major focus on MAS architectures. It is important to note that
the incorporation of an agent architecture in a MAS may in times be difficult or
not possible at all. This is because, for agents to be incorporated into MAS, it is
necessary to equip them with components that facilitate interaction with other agents
and users (e.g., communication and cooperation components). Additionally, being
part of a MAS imposes restrictions on the admissible interactions among the agents.
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Agents, either stand-alone or as part of a MAS, must be able to exhibit behaviors,
perform tasks, or provide services, regardless of their internal architecture. In
similarity to the information hiding provided via encapsulation in object-oriented
programming, agent designers and developers typically prefer that the details of
an agent’s internal architecture be hidden from other agents and users. This should
allow entities with which the agent interacts to assume some capability of the agent’s
and some interaction protocols (and maybe additional qualitative assumptions), but
will prevent the need that they know what methods and components are employed
by the agent to behave, perform its tasks, and provide its services.

In practice, although information hiding is a desired architectural property, it
is not always present in agent implementations. Often, agents that take part in a
MAS do assume some type and structure with respect to the agents with which
they interact. Nonetheless, MAS interoperability is facilitated, to a large extent, via
standard protocols (e.g., FIPA protocols), public ontologies (e.g., OpenCyc [28]),
and communication languages. Another aspect of internal agent architecture is its
influence on the overall MAS behavior and the ability of the MAS to efficiently
perform its tasks. Although such influence seems an inevitable property of MAS, no
extensive software engineering research was performed to investigate this issue.

2.2 MAS Organization

Generally speaking, MAS are organized in one of the following ways: hierarchical
organization, flat organization (in times referred to as democracy), subsumption
organization, and modular organization. Hybrids of these and dynamic changes
from one organization style to another are also possible, though not very common
in implemented MAS (probably due to the complexity of implementing dynamic
reorganization and the limited merit stemming from it). We summarize below the
properties of these MAS organizational models.

2.2.1 Hierarchical MAS Organization

Hierarchical MAS (e.g., federated MAS) are organized such that agents can
only interact (and in times only communicate) subject to a hierarchical structure.
A prominent advantage of the hierarchical structure in MAS is the significant
reduction in complexity, and therefore in communication, in the system. Another
advantage of a hierarchical MAS is that there is no need for a mechanism for agent
registry and location, which are commonly part of MAS infrastructure. For example,
in Sect. 4.4, where we present a federated MAS, the components in the upper level
of the hierarchy, the facilitators, are in charge of locating agents. The disadvantage
of the hierarchical organization is the rigid structure, which does not allow agents
to dynamically organize themselves to best fit varying needs and specific tasks.
Further, typically the hierarchy implies that the lower-level agents depend on the
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higher-level agents (e.g., in OAA [29]), and higher-level agents may even be in
partial or full control of the lower-level agents. This may contrast requirements for
agent autonomy and for agent self-interest.

A hierarchical organization may also imply, to some extent, a centralized control,
which is undesirable in systems which are comprised of components that belong to
different organizations, and may be geographically distributed as well. An example
of a hierarchical MAS organization is presented in Sect. 4.4.

2.2.2 Flat MAS Organization

A flat organization of a MAS implies that each agent can directly contact any of
the other agents. No fixed structure is imposed on the system; however, agents may
dynamically form structures to perform specific tasks. In addition, no control of one
agent by another agent is assumed. Such an organization requires that either the
system is closed in the sense that each agent knows all of the others ahead of time,
or (when the system is open) an agent location mechanism must be provided as
part of the infrastructure. A flat organization is advantageous since it fully supports
autonomy and self-interest of agents as well as distribution and openness of the
MAS. It also allows for dynamic adjustments of the MAS organization to changes
in tasks and the environment. However, openness and dynamism come at a cost:
they impose communication overheads, a need for agent location mechanisms, and
a need for mechanisms for dynamic MAS reorganization.

Additionally, the amount of reasoning an agent performs with regard to other
agents (and consequently the local computational overhead of an agent) increases
significantly in a flat organization. An example of a flat MAS organization is
presented in Sect. 4.1. MAS based on the Jade platform [30] are another example of
a flat organization (although other organizations can be implemented using Jade).

2.2.3 Subsumption MAS Organization

There are MAS where some agents are components of other agents. These agents
are subsumed by the container agents, which in turn may be components of larger
container agents. The subsumption model, which takes its roots in robotics [31],
however, applies well to distributed AI and MAS in general. It has some similarity
with the hierarchical model; however, it takes it to the extreme by requiring that
the subsumed agents completely surrender to the control of the container agent.
From a software architectural viewpoint, such architecture resembles an inclusion
of objects within a larger object, except for the (important) difference in the control
methods. That is, while objects are usually controlled and activated by (possibly
remote) procedure call or by event invocation, agents are activated by high-level
communication, i.e., message transmission. The strict control relationships in
the subsumption organization, which result in efficient task execution and low
communication overhead, however, restrict the system to address a well-defined set
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of tasks, with limited flexibility and adaptability. It is also not simple to modify a
subsumption MAS (e.g., add a new component) in the face of long-term changes in
tasks and the environment of the system. An example of a MAS with a subsumption
organization is presented in Sect. 4.2.

2.2.4 Modular MAS Organization

A MAS exhibits a modular organization when it is comprised of several modules,
where each of these modules can be perceived as a virtually stand-alone MAS.
Typically, the partition of the system into modules is done along dimensions such
as geographical vicinity or a need for intense interaction among agents and services
within the same module. Often, the system is comprised of such parts as a result
of its development process, during which new modules were gradually added to an
already existing system.

Modularity increases efficiency of MAS task execution and reduces communica-
tion overhead. Also, in similarity to a flat organization, each module exhibits internal
high flexibility. On the other hand, cross-module reorganization is rather complex,
hence in this dimension flexibility is limited. In addition, modularity implies
constraints on inter-module communication. For instance, while intra-module com-
munication is usually connection-oriented, inter-module communication may be
connectionless, which prohibits the execution of tasks that require inter-modular
concurrency. The OSACA [32] system provides an example of a modular MAS
architecture.

3 MAS Architectural Properties

MAS organization constitutes an essential element of its architecture. Other archi-
tectural properties such as communication structures and protocols, system open-
ness level, flexibility, infrastructure services, and robustness, also take part in MAS
architecture. These are referred to here as they are also commonly referred to in
general software architectures [13].

3.1 Communication

In the early days of MAS, a common practice was for MAS to implement a
specially designed communication protocol that best fits their agent architecture,
MAS organization, and the typical tasks of these systems (e.g., ARCHON [8]
or OAA [29], which uses an agent communication language (ACL) developed
specifically for OAA agents). In recent years, MAS increasingly rely on standard
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communication languages and protocols (typically FIPA2 ACL and protocols),
although proprietary languages and protocols are still in use. The advantage of
proprietary protocols is in their efficiency: the agents are implemented using the
same communication infrastructure and transmit only the information necessary
with very little overhead and message packaging and parsing.

The major disadvantage is the difficulty to facilitate conversations with agents
that are not part of the proprietary communication environment, as it is most unlikely
that other agents will have those specialized communication protocols implemented
in them.

To overcome this limitation, some MAS platforms implement both a propri-
etary and standard communication languages. Several other agent platforms do
not implement proprietary communication infrastructure and focus on standard
communication protocols (e.g., Jade [30], FIPA-OS [33]). Contemporary MAS
typically support agent communication languages (ACLs) such as FIPA-ACL (and
in times KQML, which is older than FIPA-ACL). This, however, does not mean that
two agents from different systems that support the same ACL are able to understand
each another. Interoperability requires a common ontology as well. To date, this
issue is only partly resolved: standard ontologies do exist and are available online;
however, they are either not used, extended and modified by their users, or leave
ambiguities even when used with no change. Nevertheless, communication modules
that are generic in nature were developed and some are available publicly (e.g., in
Jade [30], RETSINA [34] and D’Agents [35]).

Distributed computational systems implement several standard communication
protocols. We distinguish three main attributes of such protocols, which are relevant
to MAS and to their architecture:

1. Symmetry: In many systems, client/server protocols are used for communication.
Since client/server protocols are well-supported and documented as part of oper-
ating systems and programming languages, such implementations are simple and
efficient. The drawback of client/server protocols is that they imply asymmetry
between the communicating entities: one is in control of the communication,
whereas the other party can only respond upon request and cannot initiate
communication. In some MAS—in particular, those implementing proprietary
communication—agent communication is implemented as a client/server archi-
tecture. Designers of MAS, especially open MAS with a flat organization, have
realized that the asymmetry associated with such architecture is inappropriate for
these systems and have implemented symmetric means of communication. This,
however, increases protocol complexity and may affect communication speed.

2. Message Recipients: Messages in a network may be sent to a single addressee, to
multiple ones (multicast), and to all (broadcast). In an open system, broadcast is

2FIPA stands for Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents [23]. FIPA provides a specification
for agent-based applications including, among other specifications, an ACL called FIPA-ACL and
interaction protocols.
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impractical, since an agent does not know all of the other agents. Therefore, open
MAS usually implement peer-to-peer or multicast communication. In closed
MAS, however, broadcast is commonly used (see examples in Sect. 4.1). The
advantage of the latter is in the simplicity of the protocol. The disadvantage is
that all of the agents receive the message, even when it is completely irrelevant
for them, thus increasing network congestion.

3. Connection Type: Connection-oriented and connectionless communication are
both implemented in MAS. The advantages and drawbacks of these are not
unique to MAS, and can be found in standard networks’ textbooks (e.g., [36]).
Typically, MAS implement connection-oriented communication; however, in
some cases connectionless protocols are supported as well. Connection-oriented
communication is preferred when dependent tasks are performed concurrently
by multiple agents, and close coordination is necessary during execution. In such
situations, connectionless communication may prohibit coordination and proper
task performance. In MAS where task execution is loosely coordinated and where
concurrency is of minor importance, connectionless communication is sufficient.

3.2 System Openness

The openness of a MAS refers to the ability of introducing additional agents into
the system in excess to the agents that comprise it initially, and the capability of
agents to leave the system and of the system to cope with such departures. While
some MAS architectures do not allow the addition of agents (at all), others may be
more open, allowing to add agents with different styles of addition. In its basic level,
MAS openness refers to the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection [37]) definition of
system openness. However, in MAS, additional properties are considered. One can
classify MAS openness into three broad categories:

1. Dynamic Openness: In MAS, the level of dynamism allowed for adding and
removing agents has a significant effect on the properties of the system. MAS that
allow agents to leave or join the system dynamically, during run time, without any
explicit message to all of the other agents in the system, are the most open ones.
The advantage of such openness is in the ability of the system to dynamically
adjust itself to changes in the environment, tasks, and availability of resources.
Dynamic openness facilitates online addition of third-party agents, which in turn
enables dynamic introduction of new capabilities and resources. This type of
dynamism is necessary when MAS are deployed in environments with high levels
of uncertainty, unstable connectivity, and rapid changes in tasks. A prominent
disadvantage of dynamic openness is the additional services and computation
required to facilitate it. When agents can unpredictably appear and disappear,
a robust agent location mechanism is essential. Also, agents must be provided
with methods to alternate their tasks execution and planning, since availability
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of necessary capabilities and resources varies over time as the agent population
changes.

2. Static Openness: Less dynamic, yet considered open, is the case where agents can
be added to the system without restarting it, but either all of the agents are notified
on such an addition, or they all hold in advance a list of prospective additional
agents. This type of openness eliminates the need for a complex agent location
mechanism, and reduces the complexity of contingent execution and planning
computation (although these are not eliminated). On the other hand, the flexibility
of the system and its ability to adjust itself to dynamic changes is restricted.
Such openness is insufficient for environments with high levels of uncertainty. It
can better fit cases in which changes are more gradual and predictable. Online
addition of third-party agents is not supported by this architecture, which in turn
limits adaptability of MAS to changing conditions and tasks.

3. Offline Openness: The most restricted type of openness is the one that allows
the addition of new agents only offline, by halting the system, adding agents,
updating some connection information, and restarting the system. This approach
allows for changes in the system over time; however, dynamic changes are not
supported. While this restricts flexibility, it eliminates the need for infrastructure
services and for additional computation to handle dynamic changes in the
system. Hence, such systems perform more efficiently in cases of well-defined,
predictable, and relatively static problem domains.

The classes of MAS openness listed above are part of a wide spectrum of
openness levels and styles. Modifications of these classes and hybrids thereof allow
gaining some advantages and compromising others.

3.3 Infrastructure Services

In some MAS infrastructure services are inseparable from the system, whereas in
others they are optional or even unnecessary. We provide details of some of these
services:

1. Agent Naming: An open MAS must be provided with an agent naming service,
so that no two agents will have identical names, and the consequent confusion be
avoided. Close systems or slightly open systems, where all of the agents (or the
possible ones—in the latter systems) are known in advance do not need a naming
service.

2. Agent Location: Another type of service necessary in open MAS is an agent
location service (e.g., brokering or matchmaking [38]). When the existence and
availability of agents are not common knowledge, this service is a precondition to
the ability of a MAS to perform its tasks. An agent location service is sometimes
implemented in a centralized manner, which may be simpler to implement and
maintain, however more vulnerable, and creates a single point of failure of the
MAS. In contrast, distributed location mechanisms (see, e.g., [39]) are more
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complicated to design, implement, and maintain, and increase communication
and computation overheads; however, they can provide a reliable, robust service.

3. Security, Privacy, and Trust: Security, privacy, and trust are optional services
which can be very useful in open MAS. In such systems, an agent may be
uncertain with regards to the true identity and the trustworthiness of other
agents. Security mechanisms can reduce the risks that stem from this uncertainty.
Security infrastructure is not commonly provided as part of MAS infrastructure;
however, some support to agent trust [40] and secure transactions among agents
can be found [41]. For MAS in which such services are absent, the addition
of such services may require introducing trusted third parties such as electronic
Certification Authorities as well as implementing protocols to be followed by
the agents [42]. This, inevitably, increases computation (e.g., for encryption and
decryption) and communication (e.g., for reputation management) overheads,
and may create bottlenecks at the third parties.

4. Mobility: There is a unique family of MAS—those that allow for agent mobility
(e.g., Agent Tcl [43], D’Agents [35], Aglets [44], Jade [30]), where an infras-
tructure service that supports mobility may be required. The most common way
to provide this service is via mobility servers, sometimes called agent docks.
Agent docks are servers which are running on machines where mobile agents are
allowed to arrive. The mobile agent “docks” at the dock, and the dock provides
interface and access to resources on that machine subject to the restrictions
applicable to the arriving agent. Mobility servers increase computation overheads
on the machines they run. On the other hand, they provide an essential service in
case that mobility is necessary.

Other system services may be present as well (e.g., shared storage, dynamic
resource management). We have presented above only those few which we have
identified as more commonly used and required.

3.4 System Robustness

One of the advantages of MAS is the distribution of execution, which allows
for an increase in overall performance. In addition, failure of one agent does not
necessarily imply a failure of the whole system. The robustness provided by MAS
is further increased by replicated capabilities. This replication is enabled by having
multiple agents with the same or similar capabilities in the system. In such cases,
when an agent that has some capability becomes unavailable, another agent with a
similar capability may be approached. Replicated capabilities are more natural (and
useful) in open MAS; however, they can support robustness in close MAS as well.
The disadvantage of this replication is in the resulting redundancy, which in times is
merely a waste of resources. The robustness of a MAS depends also on the type of
services it uses and the way in which these are implemented, as mentioned above.

Other software architectural properties, although important, are of lesser sig-
nificance for the design of multi-agent systems and therefore not included in the
discussion above.
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4 Illustrative Examples

In this section we present MAS examples and illustrate their architectural properties
concentrating on the multi-agent infrastructure attributes of these systems. We ana-
lyze their properties along several dimensions, emphasizing the MAS organization.
We discuss the advantages and drawbacks of different MAS infrastructures in light
of MAS architectural properties presented in Sects. 2 and 3.

4.1 Early MAS Infrastructure

Among the earlier MAS infrastructures one may find Archon [8], which provides a
system organization as well as agent internal architecture. In similarity with other
early MAS infrastructures, Archon was developed at the time where no agents’
standards and no common agent communication languages were available. The
major goal of Archon was to reduce the complexity of control in large, complex
(usually preexisting) computational systems. This was achieved via distribution of
execution and control. A set of existing domain-specific applications which solve
specific problems are assumed. The whole system is comprised of these component
systems, and the MAS infrastructure provided by Archon facilitates this.

To implement cooperation among the component systems, Archon provides a
layered organization, somewhat similar to the OSI [37] layered communication
protocol. A session layer delivers interconnection services between agents. An
Archon layer component is attached to each application to provide two interfaces:
one to the underlying application and one to the rest of the agent community
via the session layer. Each Archon layer component controls itself, its application
system, and its interaction with other agents. In the Archon approach, an agent is
the combined entity that includes the application system and its attached Archon
layer. The application systems implement domain-specific functionality, and the
Archon layer serves only for coordination and cooperation among domain-specific
components.

The Archon architecture was aimed to be an open architecture. That is, applica-
tions may be added to the whole system by attaching an Archon layer component
to the added domain-specific application. Although Archon openness complies
with the OSI approach to openness, it is somewhat confined. First, the addition
(or removal) of components cannot be done dynamically. Agents can locate (and
communicate with) other agents using two complementing methods: (1) Hardwired
addresses in the local address list of each agent; (2) Agents broadcast their availabil-
ity to a single matching services agent, well known to all agents, which serves as a
blackboard-like mechanism. The latter constitutes a centralized mechanism which
results in a single point of failure, whereas the former limits the openness of the
system, since only predefined agents can be added to it, or at least all of the addresses
of agents that may potentially join the system must be known in advance. This
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Fig. 4.1 The Archon agent
architecture

means that new agents that appear dynamically cannot add themselves or be added
to the system. In the case of dynamic multi-agent systems, such an organization
is somewhat closed. Additionally, even when agents are known in advance, their
ability to join the system depends on their ability to appear as Archon agents. That
is, an agent can be connected to an Archon-based MAS only by using the Archon
session layer, which requires following its communication protocols. Note that
this confining attribute is typical to many early multi-agent infrastructures, mainly
because of the lack of standard protocols for agent communication.

Note again that the Archon MAS infrastructure is brought here only by example.
Other early MAS infrastructures deliver similar though not identical properties. For
instance, OSACA, an Open System for Asynchronous Cognitive Agents [32], is a
general multi-agent infrastructure which exhibits similar properties, although it is
somewhat more open in its ability to add new agents dynamically. In addition to its
MAS organization, Archon supports agent architecture as well. An Archon agent
architecture is comprised of two components: the Archon layer and the Intelligent
System (IS), which the Archon layer interfaces with, and monitors. The IS is usually
a preexisting, separately designed, developed, and implemented component, which
does not follow a dictated Archon architecture. The internal architecture of an
Archon layer consists of modules as follows (see Fig. 4.1).
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The information management module (AIM) provides a model and a language for
information manipulation, for local and remote access and update. It subsumes two
internal modules, the self model (SM) and agent acquaintance module (AAM). The
SM holds a model of the IS and reasons about its state. The AAM contains models
of other agents in the community. The monitor module monitors and manages the
IS by checking the states of its tasks, starting and stopping tasks, and supplying
data from external sources. The planning and coordination module (PCM) assesses
interactional situations and plans and monitors cooperation with other agents. The
high-level communication module (HLCM) is defined as the layer between the
session layer and other Archon modules (collectively referred to as the Archon
layer). The HLCM provides the other modules with three key services: intelligent
addressing, and message filtering and scheduling.

To summarize, following the architectural terms defined in earlier sections,
Archon is a multi-agent infrastructure with a flat organization and static openness.
It allows for cooperation between previously existing specialized systems. It
supports distributed control of these systems as well as high-level communication
and information exchange among them. In addition, Archon enables adding new
specialized subsystems to the system without recompiling the system. This addition
is limited to previously known names and addresses of the components to be added.
Archon was designed as a layered architecture. Conceptually, each layer may be
replaced by a component that complies with the interface requirements of the
adjacent layers. Issues such as security, privacy, and trust are not explicitly addressed
in Archon, and mobility is not supported.

4.2 Agent-Agency Infrastructure

ADEPT (Advanced Decision Environment for Process Tasks) [45] is another exam-
ple of an early multi-agent infrastructure. It was aimed at facilitating collaboration
among autonomous units of organizations. ADEPT suggests a subsumption MAS
organization: the MAS is comprised of agencies, where each agency may either
be a single agent or, recursively, a collection of several agencies. Communication
and cooperative task execution are performed either within an agency, among
its members, or between agencies, however not directly between members of an
agency and agents or agencies outside this agency. Each agency is represented by
a single responsible agent. Consequently, ADEPT can support both hierarchical
and flat organizational structures, and combinations thereof; however, the specific
organization style must be set in advance and cannot be altered dynamically. While
this organization is more flexible than the ones provided in Archon and OSACA,
the partition into agencies limits dynamic changes in organizational structure.

The ADEPT system organization is depicted in Fig. 4.2. Agents and agencies
can only communicate and (directly) cooperate with agents and agencies within
their encapsulating agency. For example, agencies 5 and 8, which are subagencies
of agency 4, cannot directly communicate with agencies 1 and 3. They can use
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Fig. 4.2 The ADEPT MAS
organization

the responsible agent 4 to contact entities external to agency 4 (however, they
are not assumed to know these entities). In ADEPT, communication requires that
agents, agencies, and tasks, which are all objects, register themselves with an Object
Request Broker (ORB) as defined in the CORBA specifications [21]. The ADEPT
internal agent architecture is similar to the one provided by Archon.

In summary, ADEPT supports a more flexible organization than other early
MAS infrastructures do. Yet, dynamic organizational changes are not supported.
An interesting property of ADEPT is of tasks being autonomous entities. This
allows mobility of tasks among agents and agencies and thus may support dynamic
mobility and load balancing. Issues of openness are not explicitly addressed in
ADEPT, and it seems to allow a rather close openness level.

4.3 Flexible MAS Organization

Examples presented thus far show specific MAS organizations such as hierarchy,
flat organization, and subsumption. Clearly, flexibility in MAS design is necessary.
DESIRE is a framework for DEsign and Specification of Interacting REasoning
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components [46] which facilitates such flexibility. It was used for developing
reusable multi-agent applications. Using logic, DESIRE enables specification of
generic multi-agent models. DESIRE specifications are based on compositional,
hierarchical architecture. In similarity to object-oriented design, each component
has its input and output interfaces specifications defined and known to other
components, whereas the internal structure is hidden from the rest of the system.
This allows for reuse.

DESIRE classifies agent types including reflective, reactive, cognitive, social
and BDI (believe, desire, intend) agents. This classification, although important
for multi-agent research, has a limited significance when software architecture
properties are examined. While reactive and proactive activity of agents can be
referred to as software architecture issues, cognitive and social behaviors are
not so. Nevertheless, the compositional approach of DESIRE presents interesting
architectural properties. Some such properties can be found, e.g., in the weak agent
type [10].

Following its compositional approach, the DESIRE framework does not dictate
a specific agent organization. It allows for a variety of organizational styles, each
designed to fit the properties of a specific problem domain. This results in flexibility
in the design stage of MAS based on DESIRE; however, once such a system
is implemented its organization is no longer flexible or dynamically adaptable.
Similarly, agent mobility is not supported, although it can be implemented using an
agent factory (thus providing generative agent migration). Issues such as security,
privacy, and trust are not explicitly addressed either. Communication follows
standard inter-object communication architectures.

4.4 Federated MAS

A different approach to constructing multi-agent systems is presented by Genesereth
and Ketchpel [47], in which they introduce a system organization which consists
of agents and facilitators as a means for interoperability. Facilitators and agents
are organized into a federated system (see Fig. 4.3). An example of a federated
system is OAA [29]. The federated organization suggests that agents communicate
via facilitators. This way, each group of agents who are facilitated by a single
facilitator is a federation in which an agent surrenders some of its autonomy to
the facilitator. In this organization, the facilitator’s role is to translate messages and
direct them to agents that can handle them. In a federated MAS organization, agents
can dynamically connect and disconnect from a facilitator, thus exhibiting dynamic
openness. Upon connection to a facilitator, an agent specifies its capabilities and
needs in an agent communication language (ACL). The federated organization
facilitates application interoperability, however, compromises agent autonomy.
Flexible interoperability can be supported by other types of middle agents [48]
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Fig. 4.3 Federated MAS organization

(e.g., matchmakers in [34, 49]). Issues such as security, privacy and trust are not
explicitly addressed either but are partly supported by facilitators.

4.5 FIPA Specifications

FIPA, the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents [23], has produced a set
of specifications for various aspects of agent architectures. These focus mainly
on the communication and the agent location aspects of the architecture, e.g.,
agent communication language and agent interaction protocols, among others.
Yet, FIPA does not provide specifications for MAS organization. Implicitly, the
communication and agent location as specified by FIPA facilitate a variety of
MAS organizations. Indeed, specific implementation of FIPA specifications in agent
frameworks (e.g., Jade [30]) suggest several different MAS organizations. Dynamic
openness is well-supported by FIPA specification and its implementations. Agents
from various FIPA-compliant frameworks can interoperate, and can join MAS
dynamically. FIPA also has security and mobility specifications.

Note also that examples presented in this section are in large part rather old MAS
and agent systems and frameworks. There are several reasons for this choice. First,
older architectures were usually the first ones to introduce the architectures we dis-
cuss. Second, older architectures tend to be simpler and thus more comprehensible
than newer ones. Third, and most importantly, they indeed exemplify well some
fundamental concept of MAS and agent architectures.
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5 Conclusion

Software architecture involves the structure and organization of a software system
as well as nonstructural properties associated with the system. In this chapter, we
have discussed software architecture styles of multi-agent systems and illustrated
these via examples. Many architectural properties presented here are not unique to
MAS. However, when combined in a single system they typically constitute a MAS,
establishing a unique architectural style. This combination and style facilitate the
suitability of MAS for solving problems where information, location, and control
are distributed, where heterogeneous autonomous (i.e., self-controlled) components
comprise the system, where the system is open, the environment is dynamically
changing, and uncertainty is present. In some cases, only a subset of these problem
domain characteristics is present. This does not mean that MAS are no longer
relevant as an architecture and as a solution approach. Yet, in such cases it may
be advisable to consider architectures other than MAS as a solution approach.
One should bear in mind that the high complexity of MAS and the amount of
code replication in such systems may result in excessive, unnecessary efforts in
the development and maintenance phases as well as inefficient solution and poor
system performance.

There is a large variety of agent systems, frameworks, and architectures, many
of which could serve as good examples of MAS software architectures too. We
leave their examination as exercise to the reader or as subject for future studies on
agent architecture. Indeed, there is a need to further study agents and MAS software
architecture styles. To facilitate reuse, one needs to know what MAS styles are
available and what the advantages and the drawbacks of each are. Additionally,
accurate, formal specification of architectural styles is required. Further, methods
and tools for applying agents and MAS architectures should assist in realizing
architectural styles in practical software projects. Methods and tools are widely
discussed in this book, but their association with agents and MAS architectural
styles is yet to be explored in future research.
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Chapter 5
Design Patterns for Multi-agent Systems:
A Systematic Literature Review

Joanna Juziuk, Danny Weyns, and Tom Holvoet

Abstract Design patterns document a field’s systematic knowledge derived from
experiences. Despite the vast body of work in the field of multi-agent systems
(MAS), design patterns for MAS are not popular among software practitioners.
As MAS have features that are widely considered as key to engineering complex
distributed applications, it is important to provide a clear overview of existing
patterns to make this knowledge accessible. To that end, we performed a systematic
literature review (SLR) covering the main publication venues of the field since 1998,
resulting in 206 patterns. The study shows that (1) there is a lack of a standard
template for documenting design patterns for MAS, which hampers the use of
patterns by practitioners, (2) associations between patterns are poorly described,
which results in a lack of overview of the pattern space, (3) patterns for MAS have
been used for a variety of application domains, which underpins their high potential
for practitioners, and (4) classifications of design patterns for MAS are bounded to
specific pattern catalogs, a more holistic view on the pattern space is missing. From
our study, we outline a number of guidelines that are important for future work on
design patterns for MAS and their adoption in practice.
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1 Introduction

Capturing design knowledge in the form of patterns is a common practice in
mainstream software engineering [2, 18, 19, 51]. Design patterns allow reuse of
best practices and avoiding worst. The usefulness of patterns has been proven
empirically [42, 47]. Design patterns improve software’s quality properties, like
maintainability and reusability, and speed up the development time. These factors
are crucial in practice, especially for project managers, since improving them
reduces costs.

During the last decade, the multi-agent system (MAS) community has put
significant efforts in documenting design patterns. Despite the substantial body of
work, design patterns for MAS have not received the attention they deserve, neither
in the agent-oriented software community nor among software practitioners [59,62].
In [11], the authors state that:

One of the main reasons why mainstream software developers do not benefit from MAS
patterns is that they simply do not know them.

As MAS have features that are widely considered as key to engineering complex
distributed applications [35, 63], it is important to provide a clear overview of
existing patterns to make this knowledge accessible to practitioners. To that end,
we performed a systematic literature review (SLR) covering the main publication
venues of the field since 1998. From the 815 studies considered, 39 were included
in the study, resulting in 206 patterns. In this chapter, we report the results of this
literature review, and from our findings, we outline a number of guidelines that, in
our opinion, are important for future work on design patterns for MAS and their
adoption in practice.

2 Background

To understand is to perceive patterns - Issaiah Berlin

The concept of design pattern was introduced in building architecture by
Christopher Alexander in the 1970s [1]. According to Alexander, building structures
and town planning should be supported by design patterns. These patterns consist
of three layers as shown in Fig. 5.1.

Design patterns have been adopted in many disciplines, for example, psychology
and social sciences. In the context of software engineering, patterns support better
design decisions, improve communication among stakeholders, and save time by
reusing proven solutions. Gabriel, as cited in [2], defines a design pattern as:

[: : :] a three-part rule, which expresses a relation between a certain context, a certain system
of forces which occurs repeatedly in that context, and a certain software configuration which
allows these forces to resolve themselves.
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Context

Recurrent
problem

 applies

requiresenvironmental
constraints

Solution

Fig. 5.1 Pattern anatomy [1].
The first layer embodies a
recurring problem. A problem
arises in a situation known as
a context—i.e., the second
layer. The third layer is the
solution, i.e., a well-known
and proven solution to a
problem in a context

Design patterns are meant to be generic, so their application and implementation
may vary. Furthermore, design patterns are pragmatic, yet tested solutions, as they
are derived from experience with building real, concrete systems.

Design patterns are often classified and grouped in a form of a catalog. A
catalog serves as a library of expertise of successful solutions, hence it is an
effective tool for learning and teaching. The Gang of Four (GoF) proposed the
first classification of software design patterns [19]. This pattern catalog uses a two
dimensional classification based on scope and purpose. The catalog contains 23
design patterns that were previously undocumented. Buschman’s classification [5]
is another well-known organization of software design patterns. This catalog
promotes functionality and structural principles and uses also a classification along
two dimensions: granularity and purpose. Other popular catalogs are Fowler’s
pattern catalog [18], J2EE blueprints [2] for large scale enterprise applications, and
Schmidt’s catalog [50] that documents design patterns for concurrency.

In conclusion, design patterns are considered particularly useful assets in engi-
neering complex systems, and various pattern catalogs have been documented.

3 Research Method

The research method used in this study is a SLR. An SLR is a well-defined approach
to identify, evaluate and interpret all relevant studies regarding a particular research
question, topic area or phenomenon of interest [31].

The study aims to provide an overview of documented design patterns for MAS.
In particular, we aim to identify how the patterns are documented, whether and how
the patterns are related, and for what applications the patterns have been applied.
From our study, we aim to outline guidelines for future work on design patterns
for MAS and in particular their popularization in practice. The main benefit of
applying an SLR is that it decreases the likelihood that the results of our study
will be biased. The material of the review is available online via http://homepage.
lnu.se/staff/daweaa/SLR-MASpatterns.htm.

http://homepage.lnu.se/staff/daweaa/SLR-MASpatterns.htm
http://homepage.lnu.se/staff/daweaa/SLR-MASpatterns.htm
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Fig. 5.2 SLR process used in our study

3.1 SLR Process

Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the SLR process we have followed. The study
started with defining an initial review protocol, followed by retrieving and selecting
publications, data analysis, and report writing. We organized the harvesting of the
publications in four iterations. This approach was inspired by methodologies for
Agile system development as their core principles are adaptive planning, time-boxed
iterations, and rapid/flexible response to change [37]. We deviated from a single
harvesting step of a regular SLR [31] as we wanted to learn from each iteration and
adapt the search strategy accordingly.
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The review was performed by three researchers. Two reviewers defined the initial
protocol. The actual harvesting process was performed by one reviewer, while the
three reviewers evaluated the results of the subsequent harvesting steps and adapted
the search strategy in consultation. One reviewer extracted the data from the selected
studies. Finally, two reviewers synthesized and analyzed the data and wrote the
review report. These final steps were crosschecked by the third reviewer.

3.2 Research Questions

The following research questions are defined:

RQ1: How are the patterns documented and what pattern templates are used?
RQ2: How are the design patterns interconnected?
RQ3: For what types of systems have the design patterns been applied?
RQ4: How can the design patterns be classified?

As simplicity and overview of a template are crucial factors for the usability
of patterns for practitioners, the motivation behind RQ1 is to study how pattern
templates are used, identify whether there is any (need for) standardization to
describe design patterns for MAS, and what may constitute as a common vocabulary
for a future pattern language. We formulated RQ2 to understand the relationships
between patterns. Visualizing associations between patterns will benefit users’
learnability and help orientation in the space of design patterns for MAS. RQ3
aims to identify for which type of systems or application domains design patterns
have been applied in practice. The answer may reveal potential domains for future
application of design patterns for MAS. Finally, with RQ4 we aim to identify
dimensions to classify design patterns. Such classification can serve as a roadmap
to search for particular patterns. The coverage for the various dimensions can help
in identifying areas that deserve attention in future work on patterns for MAS.

3.3 Review Protocol

A review protocol is essential to any SLR [31]. Driven by the research questions,
the protocol defines inclusion/exclusion criteria to select primary studies, a search
strategy, the data items that will be collected to answer the research questions, and
finally the approach that will be used for data analysis. In the following sections, we
explain in more detail how we have applied the different steps of the protocol.
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3.3.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

A study was included if it fulfilled all the inclusion criteria, that is:

IC1: The study concerns design patterns for MAS
IC2: It is published between 1998 and 2012
IC3: The abstract and content are written in English

A study was excluded if it fulfilled one of the exclusion criteria, that is:

EC1: The patterns are not described in detail, or a structured template is lacking
EC2: A newer study exists that documents the same patterns
EC3: The paper concerns a review or evaluation of existing patterns for MAS

3.3.2 Search Strategy

As explained above, we followed an iterative approach to search studies. In the
subsequent iterations we adopted a mixed search strategy to incorporate new search
results. The first iteration included a manual search of the International Journal of
Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (IJAOSE) and an automatic search based on
a list of keywords in the electronic databases: ACM Digital Library, Science Direct
and Lib Hub. The following Boolean search strings were used:

• (Multi-agent OR multi-agent OR MAS OR “multi-agent system” OR “multi-
agent systems” OR “multi-agent system” OR “multi-agent systems”) AND
(“design pattern” OR pattern OR patterns OR “design patterns”)

• (Agent-based OR agent-oriented OR agent) AND (“design pattern” OR pattern
OR patterns OR “design patterns”)

In the second iteration, the automatic search was extended to other databases:
IEEE Xplore, SpringerLink and GoogleScholar. In the third iteration, after initial
selection and creation of a preliminary list with patterns, other search techniques
were incorporated. In particular, we searched the reference lists of the selected
studies to find related missing articles and other publications of the same authors
to exclude doubles of the same patterns, mainly using CiteSeerX. In the fourth iter-
ation, we performed additional searches in three primary journals of the field: The
Knowledge Engineering Review (KER) was searched automatically, Transactions
on Autonomous and Adaptive Systems (TAAS) and Journal of Autonomous Agents
and Multi-Agent Systems (JAAMAS) were searched manually.

3.3.3 Data Collection

Table 5.1 shows data items that were collected for each paper. Data items F1–F7
were used for documentation purposes, and include authors, year, title, venue,
keywords, and design pattern name/alias. Catalog pattern categories (F8) refers
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Table 5.1 Data collection
form

Item id Field Concern

F1 Author(s) Documentation
F2 Year Documentation
F3 Title Documentation
F4 Venue Documentation
F5 Keywords Documentation
F6 Design pattern name RQ2
F7 Design pattern alias RQ2
F8 Catalog pattern categories RQ4
F9 Short pattern description RQ3, RQ4
F10 Pattern application domains RQ3
F11 Pattern associations RQ2
F12 Pattern template details RQ1

to different categories of patterns. We have built up a list of categories during
data collection. A number of authors explicitly define categories of their patterns,
such as Architectural, Mobility, Organizational, Mediation etc. Other categories
were inferred from the publications’ titles, descriptions of the patterns, such as
Self-organizing, Large-scale, Bio-inspired, Social etc. F8 helps determining a
pattern classification, answering RQ4. Short pattern description (F9) provides a
brief overview of a pattern, which helps identifying pattern relations (RQ2) and
supports pattern classification (RQ4). Pattern application domains (F10) refers
to specific type of systems or domains where the patterns are initially applied,
and is used to answer RQ3. This item includes the options domain-independent,
industrial applications (process control and manufacturing, air traffic control, traffic
and transportation), robotics, entertainment (games, etc.), and simulation. These
options were derived from a number of papers and books that comment on practical
MAS applications, including [15, 22, 28, 61, 64]. Pattern associations (F11) refers
to explicitly documented relations with other patterns. This information can be
found in template’s paragraphs such as “See also” or “Related patterns.” This
data supports answering RQ2. Finally, pattern template details (F12) refers to the
template paragraphs used to document the patterns (containing both textual and
graphical data), which helps to answer RQ1.

3.3.4 Data Analysis

The process of synthesizing and analyzing the collected data included the following
steps:

1. Listing of design patterns and articles
2. Analysis of the data
3. Answering research questions
4. Interpretation of the results
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We used three different methods to perform data analysis: meta analysis to
answer RQ1 and RQ3, cluster analysis based on a graph model to answer RQ2,
and data classification to answer RQ4. During meta analysis we defined qualitative
coding schema for different topics of interest with binary parameters. For RQ1,
we marked a pattern with 1 if it was documented with a structured template, and 0
otherwise. Furthermore, we systematically listed the various template paragraphs. If
a pattern template contained a paragraph we marked it 1, or 0 otherwise. We applied
the same approach for the documented application domains of the patterns. The
collected data was further analyzed using descriptive statistics. We used a graph-
based model for cluster analysis aiming to identify groups of related patterns. The
objective of topical classification of the patterns was to get a clear view on the
pattern space. However, the results of this method may be biased as it relies on
subjective categorization.

4 Data Collection and Results

In total, 815 papers were considered for the study: 526 journal articles and 289
papers derived from digital databases. From this set, 39 were included after applying
exclusion criteria. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of included studies from
academic databases and search engines.

From the 39 articles, 206 patterns were identified written by 95 researchers.
Table 5.2 lists the patterns in chronological order. Ninety-three percentage of the
patterns have unique names which indicates that some existing patterns where
rewritten.

Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of documented design patterns over the years.
We notice three peaks around the years: 1998, 2004, and 2010. We could not
identify clear arguments for these waves of publications over time. The Additional
Information in Sect. 7 gives an overview of the publication venues.

4.1 How Are the Patterns Documented and What Pattern
Templates Are Used? (RQ1)

The huge number of existing patterns indicates the need for a standard approach
to document patterns (F12). Overall, 69 % of the patterns are described using a
structured templates, which contains on average seven paragraphs. From the pattern
with a structured template, 53 % contains some graphical descriptions. Seventy-
three percentage of these graphical descriptions are modeled using UML.

In total, we identified 102 unique paragraphs. This huge number clearly indi-
cates that there is no consensus about a pattern template. However, some of
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Fig. 5.3 Included studies from digital databases/search engines

Table 5.2 Design patterns for MAS (chronological order)

Patterns Ref. Year

Itinerary, Master-Slave, Meeting, Plan, Ticket, Facilitator, Forwarding,
Organized group, Locker, Messenger

[3] 1998

The Layered Agent, Reactive Agent, Deliberative Agent, Opportunistic
Agent, Interface Agent, Intention, Prioritizer, Adaptable Active
Object, Message Forwarder, Plan as Command, Plan and Intention
Factory, Conversation, Facilitator, Agent Proxy, Protocol, Emergent
Society, Clone, Remote Configurator, Broker, Migration Thread
Factory, Agent Builder, Layer Linker

[29]

Basic Mobility, Itinerary, Star-shaped Movement, Branching, Contract net
protocol, Cooperation Protocol Pattern, Direct Interaction, Mediation,
Dispatching

[55] 1999

Broker, Embassy, Mediator, Monitor, Wrapper [25]
Metamorphic Architecture Pattern, Mediator, Task Decomposition

Pattern, Virtual Clustering Pattern, The Partial Cloning Pattern, The
Prototyping Pattern

[52]

Direct Coupling Pattern, Proxy Agent Pattern, Communication Sessions
Pattern, Badges, Event Dispatcher

[13]

Sentinel Agent Behavior Pattern [7] 2000
Receptionist, Session Pattern, Secretary, Mobile Session, Antenna, Private

Session, Meeting with Moderator
[53]

Blackboard, Market Maker, Meeting, Master-Slave, Negotiating Agents [14] 2001
Synchronizer, Environment Mediated Communication, Updating shared

state, Behavior-based Decision
[49] 2002

InteRRaP, Contract net protocol [36]
Agency Guard, Agent Authenticator, Sandbox, Access Controller [39] 2003
Role Agent Pattern [6]
Monitor, Broker, Matchmaker, Mediator, Embassy, Booking,

Call-For-Proposal, Bidding
[33]

Reflective Blackboard [54]
Organisation schemes, Protocols, Marks, Influences, BDI architecture,

Vertical architecture, Horizontal architecture, Recursive architecture,
Iniquity, Discretisation, Physical entity

[48] 2004

(continued)
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Table 5.2 (continued)

Patterns Ref. Year

Hybrid Recogniser, Sense-and-Infer, Assisted Sense and Infer, Ecological
Recogniser, Assisted Ecological Recogniser, Clairvoyant

[26]

Market-organiser, Agent-side comparison-shopping, Server-side
comparison-shopping pattern, Itinerary-balancing pattern

[43]

Pipeline [23]
Agent Society, Agent as Delegate, Agent as Mediator, Common

Vocabulary, User Agent, Task Agent, Resource Agent
[58]

Multi-agent layer pattern, Web usage mining pattern for adaptive
multi-agent systems, WUMA-Interface, WUMA-UserM,
WUMA-Acquirer, WUMA-Miner

[21] 2005

Rule Composer, Decision Tree [57]
Service Client Pattern, Service Representative [41]
Initiator, Observer [38] 2006
Structure-in-5, Pyramid, Chain of values, The matrix, Bidding, Joint

venture, Arm’s-length, Hierarchical contracting, Co-optation
[34]

Define Actors, Refine Actor Goals, Means-End Analysis, Contribution
Analysis, AND/OR Decomposition, Ask for Help, Refine Models,
System-to-Be

[40]

Replication, Collective Sort, Evaporation, Aggregation, Diffusion [20] 2007
Behaviour Helper Pattern [8]
Gradient Fields, Market-Based Control [12]
Agent Interface, SCADA control sequence agent, Agent optimization,

Agent NET-MAP pattern
[16]

Virtual Environment, Situated Agent, Selective Perception, Roles &
Situated Commitments, Protocol-based Communication

[60] 2009

Perception Memory Pattern, Exponential Growth Pattern [32]
Disciplined flood, Propertinerary, Smart message, Delegate ant MAS,

Delegate MAS
[27] 2010

Planner, VFHPlanner Pattern, A*Planner, Persistence agent, Memento
agent, Social agent, Explorer, Sequential-resource share , Parallel
resource share, Query, Inform, Request, Secure Query, Secure
Request, Secure Inform, Contract net protocol, Publish-subscribe,
Information agent, Holonic society, Supply chain

[10]

Selection of Relevant Source Material [9]
Policy-based [24] 2011
Scheduler Scramble, Context and Projection Hierarchy, Diffuser, Strategy,

Logo World, Learning, Model-View-Controller, Double Buffer
[44]

Aggregation, Spreading, Gossip [17]
Composite DelegateMAS [11]

the paragraphs are semantically more or less equivalent and can be grouped.
For example paragraphs such as Related patterns, Associated patterns, See also,
References, all refer to related patterns. For many other paragraphs it is difficult
to identify semantic relations, and as such grouping them is not obvious, for
example, Context/Applicability, Problem/Intent/Purpose, Examples/Known Uses or
Participants/Entities.
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PatternsPublications
14,712,79Mean
12,503Median
98,371,57Variance

325Maximum
20639Total

Fig. 5.4 Publications and patterns per year

Fig. 5.5 Popular paragraphs in pattern templates

The most popular paragraphs are illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Several of these para-
graphs are generally considered as essential for documenting design patterns,
especially Problem, Context, and Solution. Other paragraphs are rare and rather
unusual, for example, Technical Issues, Reasoning capabilities, Temporal context,
and Configuration.

4.2 How Are the Design Patterns Interconnected? (RQ2)

To answer this question, we created a graph based on data extracted from data items:
Pattern associations (F11), Design pattern alias (F7) and Design pattern name (F6).
Figure 5.6 shows the directed graph (114 nodes, 130 edges, modularity: 0.762) with
associations between the patterns. Three main clusters can be distinguished.

A first cluster contains patterns that are inspired by object-oriented pattern
catalogs, such as the GoF catalog [19] (Proxy, Mediator), and by the concurrency
patterns of [50] (Broker, Active Object). Those patterns are mainly concerned
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Fig. 5.6 Pattern space

with low-level design and implementation issues and are found in early papers:
[25, 29, 49, 55].

A second cluster is built around bio-inspired concepts such as pheromones, ants,
and stigmergy. This cluster includes recent patterns related to self-organization and
adaptive behavior: [11, 12, 17, 20, 24, 27, 48].
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Fig. 5.7 Pattern application domains

A third cluster groups patterns that are related to the mobile agents and Aglets
patterns [3]. This group contains patterns from: [14, 27, 43, 53].

Another cluster groups protocols related to FIPA protocols [10, 36, 55]. Several
closed clusters can be identified that typically include patterns from a single
catalog and as such only contains relationships within the catalog. Several of these
closed clusters contain domain specific patterns, for example, patterns for military
simulations, e-commerce, intelligent manufacturing, and security [16,26,39,43,52].

4.3 For What Types of Systems Have the Design Patterns Been
Applied? (RQ3)

To answer this research question, we derived data from Short pattern description
(F9) and Pattern application domain (F10). Overall, there is not a dominant type of
system for which MAS design patterns have been used. Figure 5.7 shows that 59 %
of the patterns are domain-independent, while 41 % of the patterns focus on more
specific uses.

For industrial applications, the main reported subdomains are process control
and manufacturing (6 %) and traffic and transportation (5 %). For commercial
applications, we identified information management (4 %) and electronic commerce
(3 %). We found no patterns applied in the entertainment domain. Nevertheless,
we observe that the design patterns for MAS have been used for a diversity of
application domains, which reveals their high potential for software practitioners.

4.4 How Can the Design Patterns Be Classified? (RQ4)

The objective of classifying design patterns for MAS is to provide an intellectual
graspable overview of the huge space of existing patterns. The classification offers
engineers a general picture of the pattern space of MAS, and helps those who are
not familiar with the domain to get an easy jump-start to understand the pattern
space. Several researchers have proposed classifications of design patterns for MAS,
but these classifications are either bound to a specific catalog of patterns, or to an
development methodology [3, 10, 29, 45, 49, 55]. The classification presented in this
paper covers the full space of patterns for MAS as document at the time of writing.
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Fig. 5.8 Classification of patterns for multi-agent systems with example patterns

We derived the data for the classification resulted from Catalog pattern categories
(F8) and Short pattern description (F9). Based on the analysis of the data, we
identified four dimensions of patterns for MAS: inspiration, abstraction, focus, and
granularity. Figure 5.8 shows a graphical overview of the dimensions, illustrated
with example patterns.

4.4.1 Inspiration

Metaphors and analogies help in understanding complex systems. The inspiration
dimension has four categories that provide intuitive domains from which patterns
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are derived. Examples of nature-inspired patterns are gradient fields [12] that is
inspired by the fields in nature, and delegate ant MAS [27] that is inspired by
behavior of social insects. Examples of society-inspired patterns are emergent
society [29] and holonic society [10] that get their inspiration from the way
societies emerge and structure themselves. Examples of human-inspired patterns
are receptionist [53] and gossip [17]. Finally, locker [3] and blackboard [13] are
example of patterns that get there inspiration from artifacts in our environment.

4.4.2 Abstraction

The abstraction dimension classifies patterns either as conceptual or concrete. Both
these main categories are further refined in subcategories that refer to stages in
the software life cycle where the patterns can be used. Define actors [40] and
pyramid [34] are examples of patterns that are useful in early phases in the life
cycle, while broker [25] and synchronizer [49] can be applied in detailed design and
the implementation phase.

4.4.3 Focus

The focus dimension has two categories: structural and behavioral. Structural
patterns are useful to deal with the decomposition of a system, while behavior
patterns are useful to deal with interaction aspects. Examples of structural patterns
are reflective blackboard [54] and joint venture [34], the former focusing a particular
coordination structure for an agent system, the latter focusing on the way a
community of agents is organized. Examples of behavioral patterns are market
maker [13], negotiating agents [13], and conversation [29]. These patterns provide
different approaches to support interactions among agents.

4.4.4 Granularity

Finally, the granularity dimension refers to the scope of the patterns, that is,
the system or parts of the system. Hierarchical contracting [34] and emergent
society [29] are examples of patterns that apply to a MAS as a whole. Messenger [3]
and virtual environment [60] are patterns that apply to parts of a MAS. Intention [29]
and InteRRaP [36] are patterns that support the design of individual agents.

5 Threats to Validity

The main threat to validity of the study is a potential lack of accuracy of search
results due to the search strategy. To anticipate missing papers during automatic
search, we performed pilot searches to tune the search criteria. Furthermore, we
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performed manual searches for the journal articles. We omitted theses and technical
reports as we assumed that the patterns would eventually be published in journals
or conference proceedings. We limited the time frame of searching to the period
1998–2011. This is motivated by the fact that the Agents conference started around
1998. Before that, we could not find documented design patterns for MAS. Finally,
the data was collected by a single reviewer, which may result in a bias. To anticipate
this threat to validity, we used various strategies, including:

• triangulation of data,
• crosschecking data from multiply sources,
• member checking,
• using rich and graphical descriptions to convey the findings,
• peer examination and reviewing.

6 Conclusions and Recommendations

The objective of this literature study was to summarize existing design patterns for
MAS, to make this knowledge accessible to practitioners. To that end, we performed
a SLR aiming to answer four research questions.

The first research question was concerned with the templates used to document
the patterns. Analysis of the collected data shows that there are currently no agreed
pattern templates to document design patterns for MAS. In addition, we observed
that many patterns are documented without structured templates. This observation
hampers the accessibility of the patterns for practitioners as well as students. Hence,
there is a need for standard templates to document patterns for MAS. Such template
should clearly define the semantics of the different paragraphs. We suggest to start
from a state of the art pattern template and include at least the following paragraphs:
Name, Problem, Solution, Context, Forces, Consequences, and Related Patterns.
The first four paragraphs are essential as any design pattern should document a
solution to recurring problem in a given context. Context and forces should be also
included as these aspects are essential for software engineers to select proper design
patterns and it also supports learning of the patterns. Documenting consequences
is crucial to understand the design trade-offs implied by patterns. Finally, related
patterns enable to connect patterns and build up pattern languages.

The goal of the second research question was to investigate how the design
patterns for MAS are interconnected. We observed a strong coupling between
patterns from the same catalog. However, more effort should be put in documenting
associations between patterns. Moreover, duplicated efforts in describing the same
patterns should be avoided.

The third research question identified the type of systems and application
domains for which design patterns for MAS have been used. The collected data
shows that the patterns have a wide range of applications. Nevertheless, although
MAS are suggested to be primary candidates to design emerging domains such as
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cloud computing and smart grids, no applications of patterns for these systems are
reported. Empirical evidence is required that demonstrates the usefulness of design
patterns for MAS in these areas.

Finally, the fourth question was concerned with classifying design patterns for
MAS. The data collected to answer this question shows that the space of design
patterns for MAS is huge and very diverse. Patterns are related to a variety of
disciplines, including Systems and Organization Theory, Social Sciences, Biology,
Psychology, or Ecology. To bring order in this huge space, we identified four
dimensions that enable classification of the patterns. This classification allows
engineers to better browse the pattern space and helps those who are new to the
field to better find their way through the myriad of patterns.

We conclude with some ideas for future work in the area of patterns for MAS:

1. Formalization and standardization of patterns (and pattern templates) will con-
tribute to improve the quality of pattern documentation and eliminate ambiguity.

2. Empirical evaluation of the patterns is required to demonstrate the added value
of the patterns (as well as their tradeoffs).

3. Creating catalogs and pattern languages will help to better interconnect patterns,
and enhance their combined use.

Other opportunities for future research are identification and documentation of
anti-patterns for MAS, that is, design patterns that have proven to be unsuccessful
[4], evaluation of patterns using standard frameworks for evaluating design patterns
[46], and development of CASE tools to support engineers with applying patterns
during system development [10, 30, 56].

7 Additional Information

Year Ref. Venue

1998 [3, 29] AGENTS’98: The 2nd International Conference on Autonomous
Agents

1999 [55] ICSE’99: The 21st International Conference on Software Engineering
[25] AGENTS’99: The 3rd International Conference on Autonomous

Agents
[13] IC-AI’99: The International Conference on Artificial Intelligence
[52] The 2nd International Workshop on Intelligent Manufacturing Systems

2000 [53] EuroPloP’2000: The 5th European Conference on Pattern Languages
of Programs

2002 [49] OOPSLA’02: Workshop on Agent-Oriented Methodologies
[36] AOSE’02: The 3rd International Conference on Agent-oriented

Software Engineering
(continued)
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Year Ref. Venue

2003 [33] SEKE’03:The 15th International Conference on Software Engineering
and Knowledge Engineering

[39] EuroPLoP’03: The 8h European Conference on Pattern Languages of
Program

[6] IEEE SMC’03: IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and
Cybernetics

2004 [23] AOSE’04: The 5th International Workshop on Agent-Oriented
Software Engineering

[43] AusWeb04: The 10th Australian World Wide Web Conference
[48] MICAI’04: The 3rd Mexican International Conference on Artificial

Intelligence
2005 [57] QSIC 2005: The 5th International Conference on Quality Software
2006 [38] ACS/IEEE International Conference on Computer Systems and

Applications
2007 [8] The 4th International Conference on Innovations in Information

Technology
[16] ACM-SE 45: The 45th annual ACM southeast regional conference
[20] CEEMAS’07: 5th International Central and Eastern European

Conference on Multi-Agent Systems
2009 [60] WICSA/ECSA’09: Joint Working IEEE/IFIP Conference on Software

Architecture & European Conference on Software Architecture
[32] MATES’09: The 7th German Conference on Multi-Agent System

Technologies
2010 [27] EuroPLoP’10: The 15th European Conference on Pattern Languages

of Programs
[9] PRIMA’10: The 13th international conference on Principles and

Practice of Multi-Agent Systems
2011 [11] AGERE!: Programming Systems, Languages, and Applications based

on Actors, Agents, and Decentralized Control
[17] EASe: The 8th IEEE International Conference and Workshops on

Engineering of Autonomic and Autonomous Systems
[24] TrustCom’11: The 10th International Conference on Trust, Security

and Privacy in Computing and Communications
[44] WSC’11: Winter Simulation Conference
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Chapter 6
Agent Communication

Marc-Philippe Huget

Abstract Traditional one-to-one communication à la Shannon as proposed in
distributed systems is no longer the best means for communication between agents.
Agents are interacting in the sense that they are communicating and expect some
reactions from their messages. Agent communication, preferably named agent
interaction, requires higher-level communication means such as an agent communi-
cation language and dialogue games to name a few. In this chapter, we present the
different tools available for agent communication: agent communication languages,
protocols, dialogue games, argumentation systems, and multi-party communication.

Keywords ACL • Protocols • Direct communication • Indirect communication •
Dialog • Ontology

1 Introduction

Agent communication is essential for realizing the agent-oriented paradigm, as
it facilitates cooperation, coordination, and other aspects of agent interaction.
Two major approaches to agent communication exist: direct communication [1]
and indirect communication [2]. Early work on agent communication focused on
direct communication via protocols (see the seminal work by Davis and Smith
on the Contract Net Protocol [3]). This approach was motivated by the need to
have a reliable way to represent communication between agents without requiring
excessive resources to interpret communication. Protocols are efficient means for
information exchange and coordination; however, they restrict agents’ autonomy;
agents have to strictly follow the admissible sequence of messages imposed by the
protocol.
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The dialogue games and the argumentation systems presented in this chapter are
two examples of communication support that restore agent autonomy.

Protocols, dialogue games, and argumentation systems are specialized in com-
munication between cognitive agents. Cognitive agents have a representation of
themselves, of other agents, and of the world, and reason about their courses
of action. Another kind of agent communication concerns reactive agents. Such
reactive agents do not have a representation of themselves, of other agents, and
of the world. They use a perception-action cycle, that is, they react to stimuli from
the environment via actions without deciding which course of action is best fitted.
For this kind of agents, it is necessary to define another way to communicate. For
example, communication can be done through (metaphorical) pheromones as used
in biological entities such as ants or termites. An agent releases specific kinds of
pheromones in the environment to communicate. Agents sufficiently close to these
pheromones can perceive them and properly react to them.

In this chapter, we use the term “direct communication” in reference to communi-
cation between cognitive agents and the term “indirect communication” in reference
to communication between reactive agents. In cognitive agent communication, the
recipient is formally defined, and therefore communication is direct. In contrast,
in reactive agent communication such as pheromone-based communication, the
pheromone is released in the environment and can be caught by any agent that
perceives it. Thus, communication is indirect.

Communication in multi-agent systems follows Shannon’s communication with
a sender and a receiver. Even protocols dedicated to one-to-many communication
such as the Contract Net protocol [3] are actually several concurrent one-to-one
communications. In this chapter, we will cover the recent work on one-to-many
and many-to-many communications that reinstate the notion of several parties in
the communication. This one/many-to-many communication is called multi-party
communication.

The chapter is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we present direct agent
communication with agent communication languages such as Knowledge Query
and Manipulation Language (KQML) and FIPA Agent Communication Language
(ACL), how ontologies are used to define terms employed in message content, and
finally the communication support for direct communication. In Sect. 3, we describe
indirect agent communication as used in biological examples such as ants and bees.
Section 4 presents how direct communication is structured via protocols, dialogue
games, and argument systems. Section 5 considers the novel approach of multi-party
communication. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the chapter and sketches current effort
on agent communication.

2 Direct Communication

Communication between cognitive agents (direct communication) has roots in
distributed systems communication and Shannon’s ideas: Communication is the
action of sending data from a sender to a recipient over a channel [1]. In agent
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communication, the intent to communicate is to produce an effect on the recipients
(crystallized by [4]): Message recipients will possibly act to provide an answer to
the sender.

Several elements require attention when considering direct communication: an
agent communication language, ontologies, and communication support. In the
following we elaborate on these.

2.1 Agent Communication Languages

Communicating requires that the entities have the same language (for human
conversations, we speak about English, for instance) to understand each other.
Currently, there exist two main agent communication languages: KQML (Knowl-
edge Query and Manipulation Language) [5] and FIPA ACL [6]. The first aim
of KQML defined in the context of the Knowledge Sharing Effort was to allow
data exchange between distributed knowledge bases. KQML is composed of 7
performatives for conversation management (sorry, error, etc.), 17 performatives for
the conversation (ask-if, tell, etc.), and finally 11 performatives for conversation
sending (forward, broker-all, etc.). KQML is the older of the two agent commu-
nication languages and is gradually replaced by FIPA ACL for several reasons:
(1) There was a need for clear semantics for the language; (2) it was recommended
to have a smaller set of communicative acts, while keeping the autonomy of agents;
(3) FIPA ACL has implementation of various protocols; and (4) FIPA ACL supports
communication at various levels.

The first point is certainly the one that makes the difference between KQML and
FIPA ACL since it is important to have a rigorous definition of each communicative
act. In this chapter, we only describe FIPA ACL.

Agent communication is based on human conversations. That is, a message
contains a verb (called performative or communicative act in speech act theory
[4, 7]) and a content. Formally speaking, a message is written as F(P), where F
corresponds to the illocutionary force and P is the message content. For instance,
inform(it rains) is such an example where inform is the illocutionary force and it
rains is the content. The illocutionary force corresponds to the performative verb.
Several types of speech acts exist in human conversations as shown by Austin [4]:

• Representatives, which give information
• Directives, which require something from the recipient
• Commissives, which commit the sender to do something in the future
• Expressives, which describe the mental states of the sender
• Declarations, which process an act just by saying it

Agents do not use all the types of verbs present in a natural language but a smaller
subset thereof (the representative and directive speech acts). Agent communication
languages do not offer a rich set of communicative acts as natural languages do; the
latter require too much interpretation from agents.
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Table 6.1 FIPA ACL performatives

Passing Requesting Performing Error
Performative info info Negotiation actions handling

Accept-proposal
p

Agree
p

Cancel
p p

Cfp
p

Confirm
p

Disconfirm
p

Failure
p

Inform
p

Inform-if
p

Inform-ref
p

Not-understood
p

Propose
p

Query-if
p

Query-ref
p

Refuse
p

Reject-proposal
p

Request
p

Request-when
p

Request-whenever
p

Subscribe
p

Table 6.2 FIPA inform and request semantics

<i, inform(j, ®)>feasibility preconditionrational effect Bi ® ^ eBi(Bif j ® _ Uifj ®)Bj ®

<i, request(j, ®)>feasibility preconditionrational effect BiAgent(j, ®) ^ eBiIjDone(®)Done(®)

Performatives in FIPA ACL are arranged into five categories: (1) passing
information, (2) requesting information, (3) negotiation, (4) performing actions,
and (5) error handling. Table 6.1 summarizes the different performatives and their
categories.

The inform and request performatives are the primitive performatives in FIPA
ACL; other performatives can be built on these. The inform performative means that
an agent informs recipients about something it believes and it believes recipients do
not yet believe it. The request performative requests that recipients perform actions.
Moreover, the sender believes recipients are able to perform them. The main issue
in KQML is the lack of semantics associated with the performative, and FIPA ACL
addresses this issue via two parts: the feasible preconditions and the rational effect.
The feasible preconditions correspond to the preconditions that have to be evaluated
to true to execute the performative. The rational effect expresses what the sender
hopes to bring about. Semantics are expressed via FIPA SL [8]. The semantics
associated with the inform and request performatives are given in Table 6.2.

In the table, Bi ® means that i believes ®. Bifj ® means that i has a definite opinion
whether ® is true or false. Uifj ® means that j is uncertain about ®.
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The feasibility precondition for the inform communicative act means that the
sender i believes ® and i does not believe the recipient j has a definite opinion about
® or it is uncertain about ®.

The semantics for FIPA ACL are based on mentalistic modalities for both sender
and recipient (their beliefs, desires, and intentions). It implies that both should adopt
a Belief-Desire-Intention architecture [9, 66] as demonstrated by Guerin [10] and
Singh [11]. An alternative to this semantics is the work on social semantics [12] and
intentional semantics [13] based on, respectively, the commitments agents take and
the intentions they have [67].

2.2 Ontologies

Discussing buying a car is not the same as discussing buying a book: Terms may
have different meanings and one does not use the same terms in both domains.
Moreover, it is possible that two agents speak about the same concept but not with
the same term: using the terms “painter” and “artist,” for instance. In order to avoid
these differences, it is important to use a common vocabulary also called an ontology
[14]. In [14], the following definition of an ontology is given:

An ontology defines the basic terms and relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic area
as well as the rules for combining terms and relations to define extensions to the vocabulary.

Below we present an example of an ontology—part of a computer science
department ontology available on SHOE.1 This part of the ontology describes the is
a hierarchy that denotes the different terms used in the computer science department.
Terms in square brackets refer to categories defined elsewhere. Terms in curly
brackets refer to additional super categories used in multiple inheritance.

The relationships between the terms are presented in Table 6.3.
Ontologies are represented within a FIPA ACL message via the field:ontology.

We let readers consult [14] to find examples of ontologies and their application to
agent communication.

2.3 Communication Support

Communicating requires a communication support, which is a mechanism that
stores, retrieves, and directs messages to the agents. Communication support is
present in agent platforms such as JADE [15]. Another example is MadKit [16],
where it is possible to send messages to (1) agents, (2) the roles they play in a
group, or (3) a group.

1http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/cs.html

http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/SHOE/cs.html
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[base.Entity]
[base.SHOEEntity]

Person 
Worker 

Faculty 
Professor 

AssistantProfessor 
AssociateProfessor 
FullProfessor 
VisitingProfessor

Lecturer 
PostDoc 

Assistant
ResearchAssistant 
TeachingAssistant

AdministrativeStaff 
Director
Chair {Professor}
Dean  {Professor}
ClericalStaff 
SystemsStaff 

Student
UndergraduateStudent
GraduateStudent

Organization 
Department 
School 
University 
Program 
ResearchGroup
Institute 

Publication 
Article 

TechnicalReport
JournalArticle 
ConferencePaper 

UnofficialPublication
Book

Software
Manual
Specification

Work
Course
Research

Schedule

3 Indirect Communication

Direct communication is the most widely used means of communication and multi-
agent systems, and accordingly we have elaborated on it. Indirect communication
corresponds to communication where the message is released in the environment.
Any agent sufficiently close to it can perceive it. Commonly, indirect communi-
cation is used by reactive agents. Indirect communication can only be used for
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Table 6.3 Relationships in the computer science department ontology

Relation Argument 1 Argument 2
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limited coordination, since it is not possible to represent a wide range of messages.
Examples of indirect communication include pheromones and forces. Such an
example of indirect communication via pheromones is the MANTA project [2]. Ants
and larva produce pheromones. There exist several kinds of pheromones; each one
has a different meaning. For instance, a larva can produce a pheromone when it
needs food. Pheromones can be used as well to highlight a path to goal states (e.g.,
food in insect societies).

Indirect communication via forces has seen several incarnations in AI, robotics,
and multi-agent systems, e.g., [17]. For example, it has an interesting use in
cartographic generalization. That is, generating a map is based on constraints such as
(1) the elements to write on maps (tourist maps versus military maps, for instance),
(2) the different constraints associated to each element (a building cannot go beyond
its position and crosses roads), and (3) the final dimension of the map [18]. Each
element (or part of it) on the map is a reactive agent that has attraction/repulsion
forces. The force is computed based on the size of the element and its importance in
the map. The system is stable when agents (or a portion of them) have found their
stable position. Communication is ensured here via attraction and repulsion forces.
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4 Structuring Communication

Three main different approaches exist to structure direct communication:
(1) protocols, which are the most widely used, (2) dialogue games, and (3)
argumentation systems.

Protocols are the main approach to represent communication in multi-agent
systems. A protocol represents the way to structure communication in a rigid
manner. A finite set of performatives is allowed for a particular state of the
interaction. Dialogue games are based on work in philosophy and computational
linguistics. Its aim is to offer more flexibility in communication in comparison with
protocols. The communicative acts are paired, for instance, a question is paired with
an answer [19]. Moreover, it is possible to embed dialogue games into other dialogue
games. Finally, argumentation systems are a specific kind of communication system
where agents can challenge the content of each message and as a consequence,
agents have to justify their message content via arguments [20]. Argumentation is
frequently used in negotiation-based systems [11].

4.1 Protocols

In multi-agent systems, we prefer using the term “interaction protocols” instead of
“communication protocols” for two reasons:

1. Receiving messages implies that agents may be updating their state and reacting
upon the messages based on the communicative acts used: This entails interac-
tion.

2. Communication in multi-agent systems is more complex than in distributed sys-
tems: Agents are autonomous and use richer communication via communicative
acts. Communicative acts and messages have semantics.

Research on protocols in multi-agent systems share work with communication
protocol engineering [21] and interaction protocol engineering [22]. The latter is
composed of several phases from analysis to execution:

Analysis This phase describes informally the protocol. That is, the admissible
sequence of messages, the message content, and the different requirements the
protocol should follow. This description is gathered within a document generally
written in natural language [23]. This document is important since it conditions the
success of the protocol design. If the document is too inaccurate, the protocol will
be incomplete. Designers can also use chronograms and algorithms to describe the
protocol.

Formal Description The previous phase gives an informal document. As
Holzmann pointed it out in [21], it is necessary to have a formal description so
as to avoid misunderstandings and to ease validation. Several formal description
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techniques are available for interaction protocol designers—some are coming from
distributed systems and some are specific to agent systems:

1. Finite State Machines [24] based on graph theory, where each state corresponds
to an interaction state and a transition sends or receives a message. AgenTalk
[25] and COOL [26] are two examples of formal description techniques based
on finite state machines.

2. Petri nets [27] based on finite state machines but allowing multiple flows and
synchronization on the same net. [28] and [29] are two examples of interaction
protocols represented via a Petri net.

3. UML-based notations [30]. UML and profiles of UML are frequently used to
represent interaction protocols. FIPA UAML [31] and Agent UML [32] are the
main ones and are both agent specific.

This is some of the most used formal description techniques, we can mention too
temporal logic [33] and the Z language [34].

Validation At this stage of the protocol engineering process, designers have a
formal description of an interaction protocol. A formal description should remove
misunderstanding, but it does not preclude protocols that are ill designed. It is hence
important to verify the protocol against the requirements defined in the analysis
phase. The validation can be structural (checking for deadlock, termination, etc.)
or behavioral (checking whether the protocol achieves its goals). Two techniques
exist for the validation of interaction protocols: (1) reachability analysis [21], where
a graph of all the reachable states of the protocol is built—validation is based on
graph properties; (2) model checking [65], where once again a graph of reachable
states is built, but this time the property is expressed as a temporal logic formula.
Checking a property via model checking implies the generation of a graph from
the temporal logic formula and checking whether this graph is contained within
the graph of the protocol. Model checking is the main technique for validating
interaction protocols [36].

Another kind of validation is the agent communication language compliance
verification, which checks whether an agent correctly implements the protocol and
the agent communication language [37–39].

Protocol Synthesis Once the protocol is formalized and verified, it is time to
implement it. Communication protocol engineering uses the term “protocol syn-
thesis.” The usual way to do that is to first generate the skeleton of the protocol
corresponding to the transitions in the protocol, then to add the semantics associated
with each transition. The first phase is automatic and the second one is manual.
Actually, a program is unable to generate the semantics particularly in cases where it
is required to account for standards [35]. We propose to directly execute the protocol
in its formalism. The advantage of this approach is that it reduces the effort required
for generating a protocol since it is not necessary to rewrite each time the semantics
of the protocol if it is modified [40].
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Conformance Testing This last phase in interaction protocol engineering checks
whether the implemented protocol contains the requirements defined in the analysis
phase. The process is to verify whether the output of an interaction state for the
implemented protocol corresponds to the one defined for the formally described
protocol.

In the remainder of this section, we present a few well-known multi-agent
protocols.

4.1.1 The Contract Net Protocol

The Contract Net protocol [41] is certainly the most renowned and widely used
protocol in multi-agent systems. The Contract Net protocol describes a protocol
in which there are two kinds of agents: (1) a task manager that has to perform a
task and does not have the skills for that, and (2) bidders that will bid to realize
the task. The Contract Net protocol is composed of four phases. In the first phase,
the task manager advertises the task to potential bidders. The message also contains
the constraints associated with the task such as the deadline by which the task has to
be performed. In the second phase, bidders can bid for the task. In the third phase,
the task manager selects one bidder based on its bid and awards it. Finally, the fourth
phase corresponds to performing the task.

The first message sent is the cfp message, where the task is advertised with its
constraints. The bidders can answer either by propose denoting that they agree to
realize the task subject to the constraints associated with it (as expressed in the
message content), or by refuse if the bidder refuses to execute the task—the reason
refusal is provided by the bidder in the message content field. After the deadline,
the manager agent selects a bid based on the constraints. It then sends an accept-
proposal to the awarded bidder and a reject-proposal to all other bidders. When
task execution completes, the awarded bidder informs the manager that the task is
realized (the inform-done message), or sends the result (the inform-result message),
or sends the failure message if it fails performing the task.

The Contract Net protocol is presented in Fig. 6.1.

4.1.2 Auction Protocols

Many auction protocols are implemented in multi-agent systems. Among them, the
English auction and the Dutch auction are likely the most widely implemented and
used. The English auction is an ascending open cry auction where the price of the
item for sale increases as long as at least one auction participant is willing to pay
the price. It stops when no participant is willing to raise the price beyond the current
bid. The English auction protocol is shown in Fig. 6.2.

The first message inform(start-auction) informs auction participants that the
auction has begun. The second message is sent by the auctioneer (the cfp message).
It informs the auction participants of the starting bid price. The participants can
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Fig. 6.1 The Contract Net Protocol

respond by a propose message including a bid equal to or greater than the current
bid. This can continue iteratively until a deadline is reached. After a deadline, the
auctioneer selects a bid and informs the winner with the accept-proposal message.
The other participants who placed bids receive the reject-proposal message. The
auction continues as long as there are at least two offers.

The auctioneer may close the auction (the inform(end of auction)) if there are less
than two offers. The protocol allows the auctioneer to check whether the hammer
price is greater than the reservation price, and to allocate the sold good to the winner
conditioned on this.

The Dutch auction protocol is a descending open cry auction. Unlike the English
auction, the price decreases as long as a participant does not inform it accepts to pay
the price.

The sequence of messages in the Dutch auction protocol is similar to the
sequence in the English auction. Here, however, the price decreases over time.
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Fig. 6.2 The English auction protocol

4.1.3 Sian’s Learning Protocol

Sian’s learning protocol [42] is a simple protocol where an agent proposes a
hypothesis to other agents. Those agents provide their opinion on whether the
hypothesis is correct or incorrect, and whether they want to modify it. Each agent
votes on the correctness of the hypothesis. The agent that proposed the hypothesis
gathers the votes and, using some heuristics, decides whether the hypothesis is
accepted or not. If the hypothesis is accepted, it informs other agents of the
acceptance.
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Fig. 6.3 Sian’s learning
protocol

The first message is a query-if message containing the hypothesis to validate. The
other agents can answer either by a confirm message denoting that the hypothesis is
correct, by a disagree message denoting that the hypothesis is wrong, by a noopinion
message denoting that they have no idea about this hypothesis, or by a modify
message requesting to modify the hypothesis. Based on heuristics and answers from
other agents, the initiator decides whether the hypothesis is true. If it decides that
the hypothesis is true, it informs the other agents via an assert message that the
hypothesis is considered true. Figure 6.3 illustrates the Sian protocol.

4.2 Dialogue Games

A prominent property of protocols is the strict definition of messages and message
sequences. As a consequence, conforming to a protocol implies conforming to the
admissible sequence of messages. While it has many advantages, this approach is
rather restricted, particularly regarding agents’ autonomy. Dialogue game protocols
were conceived with the idea of restoring agents’ autonomy. In dialogue game
protocols, only pairs of communicative acts are defined, e.g., a request with an
answer. It is then easier to create dialogues since the only constraint is the state
of the interaction and the last message.

Dialogue games are interactions between two or more players, where each
utters according to a defined set of rules given below. Such dialogue games found
application in philosophy [43], in computational linguistics [44], and in artificial
intelligence [45]. Dialogue games were used in philosophy to study fallacious
reasoning and in computational linguistics to study human–machine interaction.

There exist different types of dialogues as proposed by Walton and Krabbe
[46]. This categorization is based upon the information the participants have at the
beginning of a dialogue, their individual goals for the dialogue, and the goals they
share. Here are the different types of dialogues:
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Information-seeking dialogues are those where one participant seeks the answer
to some question(s) from another participant, who is believed by the first to know
the answer(s).

Inquiry dialogues are those where the participants collaborate to answer some
question or questions where answers are not known to any single participant.

Persuasion dialogues involve one participant seeking to persuade another to accept
a proposition he or she does not currently endorse.

Negotiation dialogues are those where the participants bargain over the division of
some scarce resource. Here, the goal of the dialogue—a division of the resource
acceptable to all—may be in conflict with the individual goals of the participants.

Deliberation dialogues are those where the participants collaborate to decide what
action or course of action should be adopted in some situation. Here, participants
share a responsibility to decide upon the course of action, or, at least, they share
a willingness to discuss whether they have such a shared responsibility. Note
that the best course of action for a group may conflict with the preferences or
intentions of each individual member of the group; moreover no one participant
may have all the information required to decide what is best for the group.

Eristic dialogues are those where participants quarrel verbally as a substitute for
physical fighting, aiming to vent perceived grievances.

A dialogue game consists of the following elements (from [47]):

Commencement rules: Rules that define the circumstances under which the
dialogue commences.

Locutions: Rules that indicate what utterances are permitted. Typically, admissible
locutions permit participants to assert propositions, permit others to question
or contest prior assertions, and permit those asserting propositions that are
subsequently questioned or contested to justify their assertions. Justifications
may involve the presentation of a proof of the proposition or an argument for
it. The dialogue game rules may also permit participants to utter propositions
to which they assign differing degrees of commitment, for example, one may
merely propose a proposition, a speech act that entails less commitment than
would an assertion of the same proposition.

Combination rules: Rules that define the dialogical contexts under which particular
locutions are permitted or not, or obligatory or not. For instance, it may not
be permitted for a participant to assert a proposition p and subsequently the
proposition ep in the same dialogue, without in the interim having retracted the
former assertion.

Commitments: Rules that define the circumstances under which participants
express commitment to a proposition. Typically, the assertion of a claim p in the
debate is defined as indicating to other participants some level of commitment
to, or support for, the claim. Since the work of Hamblin [43], formal dialogue
systems typically establish and maintain public sets of commitments, called
commitment stores, for each participant; these stores are usually non-monotonic,
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in the sense that participants can also retract committed claims, although possibly
only under defined circumstances.

Termination rules: Rules that define the circumstances under which the dialogue
ends.

A purchase negotiation dialogue game taken from [48] is illustrated below. The
example deals with buying a new car under some specific constraints such as
price, quality, number of seats, etc. The different communicative acts (also called
locutions) in this dialogue game are:

open_dialogue()
Locution: open_dialogue(PXi,All,™).

Preconditions: This locution must not already have been uttered by a participant
within the dialogue. To utter this locution, an agent PXi must have a potential
need for a purchase of a product in the specified category, or a willingness to
sell or to advice on the sale of products in the category.

Meaning: The speaker, participant PXi, suggests the opening of a purchase
dialogue on product category ™. A dialogue can only commence with this
move. The second argument, All, indicates that this is a statement broadcast
to all participants.

Response: Every other agent PXi wishing to participate in the dialogue must
respond with enter_dialogue(PXi, All, ™).

Information Store Updates: No effect.
Commitment Store Updates: No effect.

enter_dialogue()

Locution: enter_dialogue(PXj, All, ™).
Preconditions: Within the dialogue, a participant PXj with i ¤ j must have uttered

the locution open_dialogue(PXi, All, ™). Participant PXj must have a potential
need for the purchase of a product in the specified category, or a willingness
to sell or advice on the sale of products in the category.

Meaning: The speaker, participant PXj, indicates a willingness to join a purchase
negotiation dialogue on product category ™. All intending participants other
than the mover of the locution open_dialogue(PXi,All, ™) must announce their
participation with this move.

Response: No response required.
Information Store Updates: No effect.
Commitment Store Updates: No effect.

seek_info()

Locution: seek_info(PXi, S, p).
Preconditions: No specific preconditions.
Meaning: The speaker, a consumer or advisor participant PXi seeks information

from one or more participants in the set S about what sale options are
available, subject to the constraint expressed by p. For example, the constraint
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may be a budgetary one, with p expressing the statement that the price is
less than some threshold. The constraint may also be a null statement, i.e.,
expressing no constraints.

Response: A seller or advisor participant PYj 2 S must subsequently utter a
willing_to_sell(PYj, T, PSj, V) locution, where the elements of the set V of
sales options satisfy the constraint p, and where PXi 2 T.

Information Store Updates: No effect.
Commitment Store Updates: No effect.

willing_to_sell()

Locution: willing_to_sell(PYj, T, PSk, V).
Preconditions: Some participant PXi must have previously uttered a locution

seek_info(PXi ,S,p), where PYj 2 S, and the set of sales options V in the
willing_to_sell() locution must satisfy constraint p.

Meaning: The speaker, a seller or advisor PYj, indicates to the audience T a
willingness by seller participant PSk to supply a finite and possibly empty set
V D fa, b, : : : g of purchase options to any buyer participant in the set T. Each
of the sales options tendered in the set V must satisfy constraint p uttered as
part of the prior seek_info() locution.

Response: None required.
Information Store Updates: For each a 2 V, the 3-tuple (T, PSk, a) is inserted

into IS(PYj), the Information Store for participant PYj.
Commitment Store Updates: No effect.

desire_to_buy()

Locution: desire_to_buy(PBi,S,T,V).
Preconditions: No specific preconditions. The options included in this utterance

need not have been presented in the dialogue before this time.
Meaning: Consumer participant, PBi, speaking to all the participants in the set S,

requests to purchase an option in the set V of options from any seller in the
set T, where T � S.

Response: None required.
Information Store Update: For each a 2 V and each PSk 2 T, the 3-tuple (S,

PSk,a) is inserted into IS(PBi), the Information Store for participant PBi.
Commitment Store Update: No effect.

prefer()

Locution: prefer(PBi,S,V,W).
Preconditions: Each of the sale or purchase options contained in the sets V and

W must previously have been included as an option in a willing_to_sell()
locution, for which participant PBi and every participant in S was in the
intended audience, or a desire_to_buy() locution, uttered by PBi to an audience
that included S. Equivalently, we could express this precondition by saying
that each of the options contained in V and in W must be elements of an
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Information Store tuple, a tuple to which PBi and every participant in S has
viewing access.

Meaning: The speaker, a buyer participant PBi, indicates to the participants in
the S that she prefers each option in the finite set V of options to each option
in the finite set W.

Response: No response required.
Information Store Update: No effect.
Commitment Store Update: No effect.

refuse_to_buy()

Locution: refuse_to_buy(PBi ,S,T,W).
Preconditions: This locution cannot be uttered following a valid utterance of

agree_to_buy(PBi,U, PSj,V), for which both PSj 2 T and V \ W is non-empty.
Meaning: A buyer participant PBi, speaking to audience S, which includes every

participant in the set T, expresses a refusal to purchase any option in the set
W of options from any seller in the set T of seller participants.

Response: None required.
Information Store Update: No effect.
Commitment Store Update: No effect.

refuse_to_sell

Locution: refuse_to_sell(PSj,S,T,W).
Preconditions: This locution cannot be uttered following a valid utterance of

agree_to_sell(PSj,U, PBi ,V), for which both PBi 2 T and V \ W are non-
empty.

Meaning: A seller participant PSj, speaking to audience S, which includes every
participant in the set T, expresses a refusal to sell any option in the set W of
options to any buyer in the set T of buyer participants.

Response: None required.
Information Store Update: No effect.
Commitment Store Update: No effect.

agree_to_buy

Locution: agree_to_buy(PBi ,S, PSj,V).
Preconditions: For each option a 2 V, a locution of the form willing_to_sell

(PYk,T, PSj,W) must previously have been uttered such that a 2 W, and such
that PBi 2 T. In other words, buyer PBi can only agree to purchase options that
have previously been offered to her for sale.

Meaning: Buyer agent PBi, speaking to audience S, commits to purchase one of
each of the options in the set V from seller agent PSj. We call PSj the intended
seller of the locution.

Response: If seller PSj is willing to sell some or all of the options in the set V to
buyer PBi, she may respond with an appropriate agree_to_sell() locution.

Information Store Update: No effect.
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Commitment Store Update: For each a 2 V, the 3-tuple (S, PSj,a) is inserted
into CS(PBi), the Commitment Store for participant PBi.

agree_to_sell

Locution: agree_to_sell(PSj,S, PBi,V).
Preconditions: For every option a 2 V, participant PBi must previously have

uttered the locution agree_to_buy(PBi,S, PSj,W) for some set of options W
containing a. Note that this condition in turn implies that the options contained
in V must previously have been announced to an audience including buyer PBi

through a willing_to_sell() locution.
Meaning: Seller participant PSj, speaking to audience S, commits to selling each

of the options contained in the set V to buyer PBi. We call PBi the intended
buyer of the locution.

Response: None required.
Information Store Update: No effect.
Commitment Store Update: For each a 2 V, the 3-tuple (S,PBi,a) is inserted into

CS(PSj), the Commitment Store for participant PSj.

withdraw_dialogue

Locution: withdraw_dialogue(PXi,All,™).
Preconditions: No specific precondition.
Meaning: The speaker, participant PXi, announces to all participants her with-

drawal from the dialogue negotiating the potential purchase of products in the
category ™. This move may be executed at any time following her entry to the
dialogue.

Response: None required.
Information Store Update: No effect.
Commitment Store Update: No effect.

In terms of phase in the dialogue, one can arrange locutions as follows:

Open dialogue stage: open_dialogue and enter_dialogue
Inform stage: seek_info and willing_to_sell
Negotiate stage: desire_to_buy, prefer, refuse_to_buy, refuse_to_sell, seek_info,

and willing_to_sell
Confirm stage: agree_to_buy and agree_to_sell
Close dialogue stage: withdraw_dialogue

A trace of use of this dialogue can be found in [48].

4.3 Argumentation Systems

Protocols and even dialogue games assume that information and beliefs from agents
do not suffer from contradictions except for cases in which it is requested to (see
the example of Sian’s learning protocol [42]). Agents say something and it is
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considered to be true. An alternative is to allow challenging agents on their beliefs.
Consequently, agents can support their beliefs by other information. This kind of
process is called argumentation.

We first describe how argumentation is represented within an agent and then we
describe the process of argumentation between agents. The description given below
is an excerpt from [20].

To define an argumentation system we start with a propositional language which we call ƒ.
From ƒ we then construct formulae such as Bi(p), Di(p) and Ii(q) for any p and q which
are formulae of ƒ. This extended propositional language, and the compound formulae that
may be built from it using the usual logical connectives, is the base language L of the
argumentation-based dialogue system we are describing. Bi(.) denotes a belief of agent i,
Di(.) denotes a desire of agent i, and Ii(.) denotes an intention of agent i, so the overall effect
of this language is just to force every formula to be a belief, a desire, or an intention. We will
denote formulae of L by ®,§,¢ : : : . Since we are only interested in syntactic manipulation of
beliefs, desires and intentions here, we will give no semantics for formulae such as Bi(p) and
Bi(p) ! Di(p)-suitable ways of dealing with the semantics are given elsewhere (e.g., [38]).
An agent has a knowledge base † which is allowed to be inconsistent, and has no deductive
closure. The symbol ` denotes classical inference and � denotes logical equivalence.

An argument is a formula of L and the set of formulae from which it can be
inferred:

Definition 1

An argument is a pair A D (H,h) where h is a formula of

L and H a subset of † such that:

1. H is consistent
2. H ` h
3. H is minimal, so no subset of H satisfying both 1 and 2 exists

H is called the support of A, written H D Support(A) and h is the conclusion of A
written

h D Conclusion(A).
We talk of h being supported by the argument (H,h).
In general, since † is inconsistent, arguments in A(†), the set of all arguments that

can be made from †, will conflict, and we make this idea precise with the notions
of rebutting, undercutting, and attacking.

Definition 2

Let A1 and A2 be two distinct arguments of A(†). A1 undercuts A2 iff 9h 2
Support(A2) such that Conclusion(A1) attacks h.

Definition 3

Let A1 and A2 be two distinct arguments of A(†). A1 rebuts A2 iff Conclusion(A1)
attacks Conclusion(A2).
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Definition 4

Given two distinct formulae h and g of ƒ such that h �:g, then, for any i and j:

• Bi(h) attacks Bj(g)
• Di(h) attacks Dj(g)
• Ii(h) attacks Ij(g)

With these definitions, an argument is rebutted if it has a conclusion Bi(p) and
there is another argument that has as its conclusion Bj(:p) or Bj(q) such that q�:p.
An argument with a desire as its conclusion can similarly be rebutted by another
argument with a desire as its conclusion, and the same thing holds for intentions.
Undercutting occurs in exactly the same situations, except that it holds between the
conclusions of one argument and an element of the support of the other.2

To capture that some facts are more strongly believed and intended than others,
we assume that any set of facts has a preference order over it.3 We suppose that
this ordering derives from the fact that the knowledge base † is stratified into non-
overlapping sets †1, : : : , †n such that facts in †i are all equally preferred and are
more preferred than those in †j, where j > i. The preference level of a nonempty
subset H of †, level(H), is the number of the highest numbered layer that has a
member in H.

Definition 5

Let A1 and A2 be two arguments in A(†). A1 is preferred to A2 according to Pref
iff level(Support(A1)) � level(Support(A2)).

By > >Pref we denote the strict pre-order associated with Pref. If A1 is strictly
preferred to A2, we say that A1 is stronger than A2. We can now define the
argumentation system we will use:

Definition 6

An argumentation system (AS) is a triple
< A(†), Undercut/Rebut, Pref >

such that:

• A(†) is a set of the arguments built from †

• Undercut/Rebut is a binary relation capturing the existence of an undercut or
rebut holding between arguments, Undercut/Rebut � A(†)x A(†)

• Pref is a (partial or complete) preordering on A(†) x A(†)

2Note that attacking and rebutting are symmetric but not reflexive or transitive, while undercutting
is neither symmetric, reflexive, nor transitive.
3We ignore for now the fact that we might require different preference orders over beliefs and
intentions and indeed that different agents will almost certainly have different preference orders,
noting that the problem of handling a number of different preference orders was considered in [50]
and [64].
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The preference order makes it possible to distinguish different types of relation
between arguments:

Definition 7

Let A1, A2 be two arguments of A(†).

• If A2 undercuts or rebuts A1, then A1 defends itself against A2 iff A1 >>Pref

A2. Otherwise, A1 does not defend itself.
• A set of arguments † defends A iff 8 B such that B undercuts or rebuts A and

A does not defend itself against B then 9C 2 † such that C undercuts or rebuts
B and B does not defend itself against C.

Henceforth, CUndercut/Rebut,Pref will gather all non-undercut and non-rebut argu-
ments along with arguments defending themselves against all their undercutting
and rebutting arguments. [49] showed that the set † of acceptable arguments of
the argumentation system <A(†),Undercut/Rebut,Pref > is the least fix point of a
function ˆ

ˆ .†/ D
n
.H; h/ 2 A .†/

ˇ̌
ˇ .H; h/ is defended by S

o

where S � A(†)
Note that while we have given a language L for this system, we have given no

language ML. This particular system does not have a meta-language (and the notion
of preferences it uses is not expressed in a meta-language). It is, of course, possible
to add a meta-language to this system—for example, in [50] we added a meta-
language that allowed us to express preferences over elements of L, thus making
it possible to exchange (and indeed argue about, though this was not done in [50])
preferences between formulae.

4.3.1 Arguments Between Agents

Now, this system is sufficient for internal argumentation within a single agent,
and the agent can use it to, for example, perform nonmonotonic reasoning and to
deal with inconsistent information. To allow for dialogues, we have to introduce
some more machinery. Clearly part of this will be the communication language,
but we need to introduce some additional elements first. These elements are data
structures that our system inherits from its dialogue game ancestors as well as
previous presentations of this kind of system [51,52].

Dialogues are assumed to take place between two agents, P and C.4 Each
agent has a knowledge base, †P and †C, respectively, containing their beliefs.
In addition, following Hamblin [43], each agent has a further knowledge base,

4The names stem from the study of persuasion dialogues—P argues “pro” some proposition, and
C argues “con.”
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accessible to both agents, containing commitments made in the dialogue. These
commitment stores are denoted CS(P) and CS(C), respectively, and in this dialogue
system (unlike that of [52], for example) an agent’s commitment store is just
a subset of its knowledge base. Note that the union of the commitment stores
can be viewed as the state of the dialogue at a given time. Each agent has
access to their own private knowledge base and to both commitment stores.
Thus, P can make use of <A(†P)„Undercut/Rebut,Pref > and C can make use
of <A(†C)„Undercut/Rebut,Pref >. All the knowledge bases contain propositional
formulae and are not closed under deduction, and all are stratified by a degree of
belief as discussed above.

With this background, we can present the set of dialogue moves that we use,
the set that comprises the locutions of CL. For each move, we give what we call
rationality rules, dialogue rules, and update rules. These locutions are those from
[53] and are based on the rules suggested in [54] which, in turn, were based on
those in the dialogue game DC introduced by MacKenzie [55]. The rationality rules
specify the preconditions for making the move.

The update rules specify how commitment stores are modified by the move.
In the following, player P directs the move to player C. We start with the assertion

of facts:

assert(¥) where ¥ is a formula of L.

rationality: the usual assertion condition for the agent
update: CSi(P) D CSi-1(P) [ f¥g and CSi(C) D CSi-1(C)

Here, ¥ can be any formula of L, as well as the special character Y, discussed
in [48].

assert(S) where S is a set of formulae of L representing the support of an argument.

rationality: the usual assertion condition for the agent
update: CSi(P) D CSi-1 [ S and CSi(C) D CSi-1(C)

The counterpart of these moves are acceptance moves:

accept(¥) ¥ is a formula of L.

rationality: The usual acceptance condition for the agent
update: CSi(P) D CSi-1(P) [ f¥g and CSi(C) D CSi-1(C)

accept(S) S is a set of formulae of L.

rationality: the usual acceptance condition for every S
update: CSi(P) D CSi-1(P) [ S and CSi(C) D CSi-1(C)

There are also moves that allow questions to be posed.

challenge(¥) where ¥ is a formula of L.

rationality: ¥

update: CSi(P) D CSi-1(P) and CSi(C) D CSi-1(C)
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A challenge is a means of making the other player explicitly state the argument
supporting a proposition. In contrast, a question can be used to query the other
player about any proposition.

question(¥) where ¥ is a formula of L.

rationality: ¥

update: CSi(P) D CSi-1(P) and CSi(C) D CSi-1(C)

We refer to this set of moves as the set Md
DC. These locutions are the bare

minimum to carry out a dialogue, and, as we will see below, require a fairly rigid
protocol with a lot of aspects implicit. Further locutions such as those discussed in
[56] would be required to be able to debate the beginning and end of dialogues or to
have an explicit representation of movement between embedded dialogues.

Clearly, this set of moves/locutions defines the communication language CL,
and hopefully it is reasonably clear from the description so far how argumentation
between agents takes place; a prototypical dialogue might be as follows:

1. P has an acceptable argument (S,Bp(p)), built from †P, and wants C to accept
Bp(p). Thus, P asserts Bp(p).

2. C has an argument (S0, Bc(:p)) and so cannot accept Bp(p). Thus, C asserts
Bc(:p).

3. P cannot accept Bc(:p) and challenges it.
4. C responds by asserting S0.
5. : : :

At each stage in the dialogue, agents can build arguments using information from
their own private knowledge base, and the propositions made public (by assertion
into commitment stores).

5 Multiparty Communication

Early work in agent communication takes roots in distributed system communica-
tion and as a consequence favors one-to-one communication (although alternatives
are found in the multi-agent art): A speaker communicates with an addressee on a
dedicated channel [1]. Even if this mode of communication is efficient when it is
unnecessary to have auditors and over hearers, such an approach is rather restrictive
and does not support well all aspects of multi-agent communication. Agents are
not able to listen in to dialogue moves made by other agents and therefore cannot
react upon them. A few studies on multi-party communication do exist, e.g., [57–
59]. The focus of [59] is on multi-modal multi-party dialogues where verbal and
non-verbal behaviors are used for dialogues, focus of attention, and initiative. The
work reported in [57] concentrates on a system for multi-party dialogues based on
a blackboard. In [58], multi-dialogism based on the Ethernet protocol is described;
that is, agents are on a ring and receive messages serially.
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We first describe what the differences between agent communication and
multi-agent communication are. Then, we present our proposal for multi-party
communication [60]. Alternatives do exist but are not described here.

5.1 Agent Communication Versus Multi-agent Communication

Agent communication (as opposed to multi-agent communication) is a one-to-one
communication in which a speaker utters speech acts to a single addressee. One-to-
many agent communication, e.g., in the Contract Net protocol [41], is artificial since
it corresponds to many one-to-one communications. Bidders cannot hear offers
placed by other agents and cannot use such information for planning their proposals.
Several features characterize one-to-one communication:

• Communication is between two agents: a speaker and an addressee.
• Communication is privileged between two agents, that is, it is not possible for

other agents to hear the communication.
• Entering and leaving communications are subject to agreement from other

agents, particularly in dialogue games where there are dedicated speech acts for
this purpose [19].

• Terms of termination of communication are necessarily known before beginning
the communication.

Note that some of the features above may contrast concepts sought in multi-agent
systems. The remainder of this section reviews the above features, their fitness to
MAS, and gaps to be bridged to facilitate multi-agent communication. This review
sheds light on the structure for multi-agent communication and features it should
support.

1. Except for private conversations that should not be disclosed, communication
should not be restricted to message passing between two agents only. It is
frequently the case in human conversations that humans intervene in conversa-
tions where they are neither the speaker nor the addressee. Humans overhear
the content of a conversation and express their opinion when they perceive
it of importance. Multi-agent communication should allow such overhearing
and intervention in others’ conversations. Actually, one needs three different
kinds of communication: communications with potentially many hearers; private
communications, but agents are able to perceive that agents are conversing; and
finally, secret communications where agents outside of the communicating group
are unaware of this communication.

2. Multi-agent communication should allow for indirect communication. That is,
it should allow agents to listen to messages transmitted in their vicinity (either
physical or logical) but not too far-away communication. It is then important
to add the notion of earshot. In human communication, earshot can range from
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whispering (private communications) to shouting where even further agents can
hear. An equivalent earshot for multi-agent communication is needed.

3. Multi-agent systems are open systems; as a consequence, agents can enter and
leave at any moment during the conversation. Such openness should be facilitated
in multi-agent communication as well. One issue arises from this openness:
addressees may disappear before the message arrives to them. Multi-agent
communication needs, more than before, to be asynchronous in the sense that
agents participating in a protocol should be able to exit if protocol participants
with which they communicate are no longer present.

4. Termination of communications is not necessarily decided in advance.
Termination can happen if no more communication is needed—there is no more
argument against a proposal—or if a certain event appears such as weariness
in a long-lasting negotiation or an external event modifies the subject of the
communication—the subject of dispute is no longer present.

5. Turn taking introduces another main difference between multi-agent communi-
cation and one-to-one communication. In protocols, agents know when they have
to speak; however, this is not necessarily the case in multi-agent communication:
some agents can interrupt other agents or they can monopolize the conversation.
It is therefore required to augment a multi-agent communication framework
to address these issues. It is particularly important to allow agents avoiding
other agents that clog the conversation (e.g., communicating too frequently) or
monopolize it.

5.2 Multiparty Communication Proposal

5.2.1 Three Modes of Communication

Agent communication is based on Shannon’s ideas [1], that is, a message is sent
from a sender to a receiver via a medium also called a communication channel.
As a consequence, communication between agents is private to these agents. It is
then not possible to send the same message to all the agents and to see the
answers without using a multicast or a broadcast mechanism. Moreover, hearing the
message assumes that the agent is recognized as a member of this communication.
An agent cannot overhear the communication and intervene if needed. In our
proposal, this mode of communication is called the secret mode since this thread
of communication is only visible to members of the communication group. We
also consider two other modes of communication: the public mode and the private
mode. The public mode is similar to the Internet multi-party communication where
chats and forums are accessible to everybody and even if a message is addressed
to a specific addressee, everybody can read the message, and they can answer the
message too. This is essentially a many-to-many communication. The private (but
not secret) mode corresponds to private conversations in which other agents can
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observe that agents are involved in communication but they cannot listen to that
communication.

In Internet applications, the more common modes are the public and the secret
modes. The secret mode is frequent in chats and forums when two participants
want to exchange messages without disclosing them to other participants. We
briefly present this mode for completeness; however, its application to agent
communication is limited.

The three communication modes are described from a technical point of view in
the following sections. They are all supported by a communication server.

5.2.2 Public Communication

As stated above, the public communication mode resembles the Internet multi-party
communication, where potentially all agents are able to “hear” a message. The agent
communication not only contains the sender and the addressees but auditors and
overhearers as well. If we want to allow auditors to hear this message, it is necessary
to either “open” this channel to everybody or to send the message to all agents. The
latter approach is commonly too resource-consumptive to be used, in particular in
large-scale MAS. Chats and forums on the Internet are using a dedicated “area”
where everybody can read the messages as they arrive to the chat server. We follow
two different approaches for our public mode: (1) a forum-based communication
and (2) an environment-based communication. The difference between the two
approaches is in the way in which communication is handled. For instance, one can
gather a couple of hundred people in the same place—a physical environment—to
hold a discussion; gathering thousands of people for this would be more challenging.
In an Internet environment, this is resolved via forums and the similar, where there
is no difficulty in gathering thousands of people in a shared virtual environment. We
follow these two approaches in agent communication too: Public communication
via the environment is reserved for small multi-party communication whereas the
forum is used for larger-scale multi-party communication.

5.2.3 Forum Communication

Forum communication is used when communication is focused on discussion
comprised of messages posted by multiple parties. Argumentation and auctions
are examples of communication that can be addressed by a forum. Multi-agent
communication forums are equivalent to the ones found on the Internet, that is, a
shared zone where one or several threads of conversation run concurrently. For the
sake of simplicity, we restrict our discussion to one thread and several subsequent
threads derived from the main thread. Subsequent threads are used to clarify some
points in the current conversation. Clarifying message content is an example of a
subsequent thread since it deserves the main thread. Forums are created on request
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of agents for a particular need. For instance, an agent may want to open an auction
to sell an item.

When an agent begins a new dialogue in forum mode, the communication
server creates a forum with one participant and posts the message. Then, the
communication server advertises this forum to other agents. The way of advertising
can be done along different modes:

1. The sender identifies an agent role to which the advertisement should be sent.
2. The sender gives an advertisement to be sent to all the agents.
3. The sender gives no advertisement, the message is sent to all the agents.

The communication server should update the list of active forums. For each
forum, it creates a slot that contains the list of participants and the advertisement
if one exists. This list is used by agents to access the forum if they have not
received the advertisement. This list contains only details relevant to public and
private communication (and not to secret communication). All the messages posted
to the forum are stored. One of the reasons for storing the messages is to facilitate
agent joining during the conversation. This allows new-comers to find what the
current state of the conversation is. Turn taking is not restricted and agents can speak
freely whenever they see fit. Termination in multi-party communication is ensured
either by the communication server or by the agents. The communication server may
remove inactive agents when this is found necessary, according to a removal policy.
A common reason for agent removal is communication slowdown agents may be
imposing. Removal requests may be made by the participants, but the server has the
sole responsibility for such removals.

5.2.4 Environment-Based Communication

In contrast to forum communication, the environment-based communication pre-
sented here assumes that agents communicate via the environment. Thus, the
sending of a message is not done via a dedicated communication channel but via
propagation in the environment. A similar approach was presented in MANTA [2]
where the message is a pheromone. One reason for agents to choose this mode
of communication is the need to coordinate or to cooperate with multiple agents,
many of which are possibly unknown. This mode of communication is also driven
by some specific applications such as human-lifelike applications or games. For
instance, a war game can use this approach to coordinate platoons or to help
soldiers in danger. An excellent example of communication via the environment
is found in the software Massive, widely used in movies (e.g., in Lord of the Rings,
Massive was used for the battle of Helm’s Deep). In Massive, attacks are passed
via the environment to allow opponents’ reaction. This facilitates reduction in agent
complexity as there is no need for a complex vision process to recognize opponents
and attacks.

In environment-based communication, messages are released in the environment
with a specific intensity. The associated intensity of the message is maximal at the
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Fig. 6.4 Environment-based
communication in public
mode

message source location, and it decreases as the distance grows (in Fig. 6.4 the
decrement is by 1 unit per cell distance). Thus, the further the message is from
its source, the weaker it is. In Fig. 6.4, agent Ag1 sends a message inform with an
intensity of 4 and a decrement of 1. Agent Ag2 “hears” the message since it is within
earshot, but Ag3 does not “hear” it since it is out of earshot.

Contrarily to communication via forums, messages are not stored in
environment-based communication. Moreover, messages may be substituted by
new ones if the earshot of a new message covers some cells of a previous message.
In some cases, physical agents (or simulations thereof) can face different directions.
In such cases, agent direction may affect message perception. For instance, a
message may be more easily heard if the speaker faces the recipient compared to
the case in which the speaker has its back to the recipient. The structure of the
environment (e.g., the presence of obstacles) may also affect message propagation
and perception. For example, the decay in message intensity when propagating
through obstacles such as walls may be of 3 units instead of 1.

When an agent begins a new dialogue in the environment-based mode, the com-
munication server retrieves the intensity of the message and updates the environment
with this message. That is, it propagates the message within the environment and
decreases the intensity of the message based on the distance between the current
location and the source, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Message perception by addressees
is performed by perceiving the environment and retrieving the message. This is
only possible if the agent is within earshot. An expiration time is associated with
messages. When that time passes, the message is removed from the environment.
The same approach is used for pheromones in MANTA to avoid considering
outdated information [2].
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5.2.5 Private Communication

Private communication is certainly the less frequent mode of communication in
multi-agent systems. The aim of this mode is to offer some privacy to agents during
the conversation. Agents outside the communication group may be aware of this
communication but cannot perceive the content. Private communication is similar
to secret communication; in the latter, agents outside the communicating group are
not aware of the communication. The aim of this mode of communication is to
let agents outside the communicating group learn that some agents are acquainted.
Agents can infer beliefs about this private conversation. For instance, in games, it
can imply that some relationships exist between characters and this can in turn affect
agent strategies in the game.

In this mode, communication privacy has to be ensured and agents outside
the communication have to be aware of this communication going on. Private
communication is enabled via a forum with a restricted accessibility. That is, the
communication server controls the access to the forum and only agents approved
by the participants can access it. New participants are chosen either by the leader
of the communication—if exists—or by a vote of all the participants. If most of the
participants agree, new participants can enter the discussion. The communication
server saves a list of all the active forums. It is straightforward for agents to retrieve
the list and learn about agents involved in forums.

5.2.6 Secret Communication

Our mode of secret communications is similar to current one-to-one communi-
cation. That is, it is not possible for agents other than the participants of the
communication to be aware of this communication. We adopt the same approach as
for private communications, that is, the communication server uses a forum to store
the messages exchanged during this communication, but in this case, this forum
does not appear in the list of ongoing forums. The use of this forum is as described
above.

6 Summary

This chapter describes two different uses of communication in agent systems:
(1) direct communication and (2) indirect communication.

Direct communication shares roots from distributed systems and natural lan-
guage conversations with three different approaches: (a) protocols that have strong
similarity with distributed protocols and differ slightly from these to cope with
agent-specific features such as autonomy and asynchronous communication to name
a few, (b) dialogue games that restore agents’ autonomy by providing a more flexible
way to communicate, and finally (c) argumentation systems that are more flexible
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than the two other approaches since agents in an argumentation system may revise
their beliefs hence updating their arguments during the conversation.

Recent approaches in agent communication consider multi-party communication
where communication is not restricted to two-way channels between senders and
receivers. Communication may be enlarged to an audience that can enter in the
discussion at every moment.

The notion of communication is central in multi-agent systems since it could
help to coordinate [61], cooperate [62], and negotiate [36]. As a consequence, this
domain of research remains active even if it shifts from its early subjects. First,
research on agent communication just considered how it is possible to efficiently
communicate between agents but it seems important now to address the question
of when it is required to communicate. Agents are more and more frequently used
on resource-bounded devices (such as sensors, motes, and mobile phones) and it is
preferable to save energy when communicating. It is then essential to find the fastest
protocols to reach a goal [63].
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Chapter 7
The Landscape of Agent-Oriented
Methodologies

Arnon Sturm and Onn Shehory

Abstract Agent-based systems have evolved during the last two decades.
To support the development of such systems, agent-oriented methodologies
have emerged. In general, most of the methodologies have originated from two
major research domains, namely software engineering and artificial intelligence,
and were adjusted to address the agent abstraction. It seems that many of the
methodologies share a common basis, an observation that calls for unification and
for standardization. In this chapter, we survey existing agent-oriented methodologies
and describe the support for agent-based concepts required in such methodologies.
We then analyze the most influential agent-oriented methodologies in light of the
required agent-based concepts as well as other criteria. We also examine alternatives
such as methodology integration and the support for developing a tailored agent-
oriented methodology. The main concern that arises from the survey and the analysis
is the lack of evaluation of agent-based methodologies, which may have negatively
affected, at least in part, the adoption of these methodologies for developing agent-
based systems. We also discuss the need to further extend the methodologies to
support the entire lifecycle.
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1 Introduction

During the last 15 years, many methodologies for developing agent-based systems
have been developed. When referring to a methodology, we follow the definition of
[1], according to which a methodology should provide the following: a full lifecycle
process; a comprehensive set of concepts and models; a full set of techniques
(rules, guidelines, heuristics); a fully delineated set of deliverables; a modeling
language; a set of metrics; quality assurance; coding (and other) standards; reuse
advice; and guidelines for project management. Naturally, Agent-Oriented Software
Engineering (AOSE) methodologies adopt general software engineering concepts.
However, their coverage of activities required from a comprehensive methodology
is partial, as they mainly focus on technical issues and not on managerial ones.

Agent-oriented methodologies can be classified into two major classes: general-
purpose methodologies and domain-specific methodologies. In this chapter we
refer to the former. Methodologies of that kind have emerged from several dis-
ciplines, but mainly from the classical software engineering, in times influenced
by the knowledge engineering stream. When referring to software engineering,
these methodologies emphasize the way in which agent-based systems should be
constructed following software engineering principles (e.g., expressiveness, acces-
sibility, and reuse). When referring to knowledge engineering, these methodologies
emphasize implementation mechanisms of agents within the system (e.g., coopera-
tion, reasoning, negotiation) in terms of the knowledge perspective. Table 7.1 lists
most of the agent-oriented methodologies that were developed during the last two
decades. In that table, the methodologies are classified according to their domains
of origin.

This chapter aims to explore the plethora of AOSE methodologies and the way
these were evaluated. This should shed light on research and practice in this area
and present challenges in the field of AOSE methodologies.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce and define a set of
evaluation criteria. These are then used in Sect. 3, where we shortly introduce the
main methodologies and evaluate them. In Sect. 4, we discuss alternative approaches
for AOSE methodologies. Section 5 concludes, presenting major challenges in the
area of AOSE methodologies.

2 Criteria for Examining AOSE Methodologies

Several techniques for evaluating a methodology or comparing it to alternatives
exist. These include the following:

• Feature analysis, in which a set of features is determined before the evaluation
takes place followed by subjective grading of the features for each methodology.

• Survey, in which a methodology is evaluated by an individual, usually following
a questionnaire.
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Table 7.1 AOSE methodologies

Methodology name Domain of origin Methodology name Domain of origin

AAII [2, 3] AI-KE MAS-CommonKADS [4] SE C AI-KE
ADELFE [5] SE MASSIVE [6] SE
ADEM [7] SE MESSAGE [8] SE
ADEPT [9–11] AI-KE Nemo [12] SE C AI-KE
AO [13] SE ODAC [14] SE
AOR [15] SE OPEN for MAS [16] SE
Cassiopeia [17] SE PASSI [18] SE C AI-KE
CoMoMas [19] SE C AI-KE Prometheus [20] SE C AI-KE
DESIRE [21–23] AI-KE Roadmap [24] SE C AI-KE
FAF [25–29] SE SADDE [30] SE
GAIA [31–33] SE SODA [34] SE
INGENIAS [35] SE Styx [36] SE
MASD [37] SE C AI-KE Tropos [38] SE C AI-KE
MaSE [39] SE

SE Software Engineering, AI-KE Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Engineering

• Case study, in which the strengths of the methodology are demonstrated on a
case study. Usually, case studies are of limited extent and are within the context
of research projects.

• Field experiment, in which a methodology is examined in a real world environ-
ment, yet with some kind of control.

• Lab experiment, in which a methodology is examined in an artificial setting.
• Qualitative approach, in which the methodology is examined for understanding

phenomena that occur during its use. The approach may use techniques such as
observations, interviews, and think aloud techniques.

Many of the aforementioned evaluation techniques are difficult to apply.
Therefore, they are rarely used. Thus, in the area of AOSE methodologies,
evaluation is performed using case studies for specific methodologies, and
comparison is done using the feature analysis approach. The latter is also
used in this chapter. Multiple research efforts were allocated to feature-based
evaluation frameworks for agent-oriented methodologies. In [40], the authors
set a list of questions that a methodology should address. In [41], the authors
suggest a framework for evaluating agent-oriented methodologies referring to the
expressiveness of the methodologies. In [42], the authors perform an evaluation of
the modeling part within a methodology. In [43] and [44], a comparison of several
agent-oriented methodologies is presented. In [45], [46], and [47], the authors
also present alternative frameworks for evaluating agent-oriented methodologies;
the frameworks suggest different sets of criteria with partial overlaps. Due to the
proliferation of evaluation frameworks, in [48] the authors performed some meta-
analysis and proposed a profile-based approach to examiningAOSE methodologies.
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In this chapter, we follow the set of characteristics that was adopted by [48] and
explain each of these.

2.1 Concepts and Properties

As mentioned within the first chapter of this book, agent-based systems are unique
in several characteristics. These are elaborated in the following:

1. Autonomy is the ability of an agent to operate without supervision.
2. Reactiveness is the ability of an agent to respond in a timely manner to changes

in the environment.
3. Proactiveness is the ability of an agent to pursue new goals.
4. Mental notions is the ability if an agent to refer to metal attitudes such as a

belief (which is a fact about the world), a desire (which is a fact an agent would
prefer that it be true), and an intention (which is a fact that represents the way of
realizing a desire).

5. Organization is a group of agents working together to achieve a common
purpose. An organization consists of roles that characterize the agents, which
are members of the organization.

6. Protocol is an ordered set of messages that together define the admissible
patterns of a particular type of interaction between entities.

2.2 Modeling and Notations

When examining a methodology that includes modeling capabilities, one should
look at the following issues:

1. Analyzability is a capability to check the internal consistency or implications of
models.

2. Complexity management (abstraction) is an ability to deal with various levels
of abstraction (i.e., various levels of detail).

3. Expressiveness is a capability of presenting system concepts that refer to:
the structure of the system; the knowledge encapsulated within the system; the
system’s ontology; the data flow within the system; the control flow within the
system; the concurrent activities within the system (and the agents); the resource
constraints within the system (e.g., time, CPU, and memory); the system’s
physical architecture; the agents’ mobility; the interaction of the system with
external systems; and the user interface definitions.

4. Accessibility is the ability that refers to the ease, or the simplicity, of understand-
ing and using a method.
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2.3 Process

A development process is a series of actions, changes, and functions that, when
performed, result in a working computerized system. In particular, we refer to
the lifecycle coverage and the development stages that are supported by the
methodology.

2.4 Pragmatics

A methodology requires support for using it. Thus, from a pragmatic viewpoint it is
beneficial to examine the extent to which the methodology addresses the following.

1. Resources: What resources are available in order to support the methodology? Is
a textbook available? Are users’ groups established? Are training and consulting
offered by the vendor and/or third parties? In addition, are automated tools
(CASE tools) available in support of the methodology (e.g., graphical editors,
code generators, and checkers)? This issue should be examined in order to enable
a project/organization aiming at adopting a methodology to check the resources
(in terms of training and budget) required and the alternatives for acquiring these.

2. Domain applicability: Is the use of the methodology suitable for a particular
application domain (e.g., real-time and information systems)?

3. Scalability: Can the methodology, or subsets thereof, be used to handle various
application sizes? For example, can it provide a lightweight version for simpler
problems? This issue should be examined to check whether the methodol-
ogy is appropriate for handling the intended scale of applications within the
project/organization.

3 Analysis of Existing AOSE Methodologies

In this section, we review several methodologies selected from the list above and
discuss their evolution and their characteristics. The selection of these methodolo-
gies was motivated by the continuous flow of publications as well as their impact
on the AOSE methodologies field. As the purpose of this chapter is to provide an
overview of the field, we focus on evaluation criteria that are accessible to a wide
readership and can be objectively measured.

3.1 GAIA

GAIA is an agent-oriented methodology that is not coupled to a specific program-
ming language nor deals with implementation issues. GAIA [31, 33] provides a
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set of models that are used at the analysis and design stages of the multi-agent
system development and evolve over that process. Following the (plain vanilla)
GAIA guidelines, the analysis of an agent-based system results in an environmental
model, a preliminary role model, a preliminary interaction model, and a set of
organizational rules.

• The environmental model is intended as an abstract, computational representa-
tion of the environment in which the multi-agent system will be situated.

• The preliminary role model is used for identifying the basic skills required
by the organization and contains only those roles, possibly not completely
defined, that can be identified without committing to the imposition of a specific
organizational structure. Also, the notion of roles, at this stage, is abstracted from
any mapping into agents.

• The preliminary interaction model specifies the basic interactions required
to accomplish the preliminary roles. This model must abstract away from the
organizational structure and can be left incomplete.

• The organizational rules that should be respected and enforced. These rules
express constraints on the execution activities of roles and protocols of the
organization.

In the architectural design stage, there are two main activities:

• The definition of the system’s organizational structure in terms of its topology
and control regime. This activity, which could also exploit catalogue organiza-
tional patterns, involves considering: (1) the organizational efficiency, (2) the
real-world organization in which the multi-agent system is situated, and (3) the
need to enforce the organizational rules.

• The completion of the preliminary role and interaction models.

Finally, in the detailed design stage the following activities are executed:

• The definition of the agent model. This identifies the agent classes that will
make up the system and the agent instances that will be instantiated from these
classes.

• The definition of the services model. This identifies the main services intended
as coherent blocks of activity, in which agents will engage, that are required to
realize the agent’s roles, and their properties.

Note that GAIA has many extensions and elaborations such as [24, 49–53]. These
include CASE tool development, additional models, moving towards implementa-
tion, case studies, etc.

Examining GAIA in light of the evaluation criteria, we found out that it supports
well all multi-agent concepts except for the mental notion (i.e., BDI). With respect
to the modeling and notation aspect, GAIA requires further attention, mainly in
analyzing the specification and in its scalability. As for the development lifecycle
coverage, although many extensions have been made to GAIA, further adjustments
are still required. From the pragmatic point of view, as there is no coordinating effort
of developing GAIA, its resources are limited.
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3.2 INGENIAS

INGENIAS is a methodology for the development of multi-agent systems, which
is based on the well-known, well-established software development process, the
unified process. It is based on a definition of a set of meta-models that describe
the elements that form a multi-agent system from several viewpoints, and that
allow to define a specification language for MAS. There are five viewpoints within
INGENIAS: agent, interactions, organization, environment, and goals/tasks. In the
following, we elaborate on these views.

• The organization view consists of agents and their groups from the structural
point of view and the goals and workflows they should execute from the
behavioral point of view.

• The environment view consists of the elements that surround the systems and
the various stimuli, as well as the system resources.

• The tasks/goals view consists of a description of the agent mental states and the
way they change over time, the consequence of executing a task with respect to
the mental state of an agent, and how to achieve goals.

• The agent view consists of the primitives that describe a single agent. It can be
used to define the capabilities of an agent or its mental state.

• The interaction view consists of the description of two or more agents
interacting.

INGENIAS uses the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) standard to describe the five-
view metamodels, to enable easy change when required.

As for the development process, INGENIAS adopts the unified process concepts
and provides more than 70 activities to be performed during the development
process of a multi-agent system. In general, INGENIAS has two main workflows:
the analysis and the design. During the analysis workflow, it is expected to generate
use cases and identify their actors, sketch system architecture with an organization
model, and generate environment models. Next, there is a need to refine use cases
and the interactions associated with them, develop agent models that detail elements
of the system architecture, describe workflows and tasks in organization models,
and refine the environment model. During the design workflow, the first task is to
generate a prototype (out of the analysis results); then, refinements of the workflows
should be introduced; following, it is necessary to specify the interaction models,
to model tasks and goals, and to define the agent models. Finally, the social
relationships that regulate organizational behavior should be outlined. According
to INGENIAS, the implementation of MAS follows the Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) approach. Also, note that INGENIAS supports an iterative approach in
which the workflows and activities are repeated during the development lifecycle.

Similarly to GAIA, INGENIAS supports well all multi-agent concepts except for
the mental notion (i.e., BDI). With respect to the modeling and notation aspect, it
seems that using INGENIAS requires more training. INGENIAS covers most of the
development lifecycle. From a pragmatic point of view, INGENIAS was applied in
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many contexts and has a supporting IDE. A detailed description of INGENIAS and
its evolution is described in Chap. 10.

3.3 MaSE

Multi-agent Systems Engineering (MaSE) is a general-purpose methodology for
developing heterogeneous multi-agent systems [39, 54]. MaSE uses a number
of graphical models to describe system goals, behaviors, agent types, and agent
communication interfaces. It uses most of the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
diagrams and makes some enhancements to adjust them to the MAS domain. MaSE
also supplies a method (process) for developing MAS that consists of two major
phases: analysis and design.

The purpose of the analysis phase is to provide a set of roles whose tasks meet
the system’s requirements, i.e., specifying what the system should do. The analysis
phase consists of the following stages:

• Capturing goals, in which the system goals are elaborated and specified from
the system point of view in a hierarchical manner.

• Applying use cases, in which the system’s use cases are specified along with
their elaborating sequence diagrams.

• Refining roles, in which system functional decomposition is performed by
producing a set of roles and their associated tasks. This stage consists of two
sub-stages: building the role diagram and specifying the tasks’ behavior.

The purpose of the design phase is to specify the way according to which the
system-to-be should behave and be constructed. This means, specifying how the
system will achieve its goals. The design phase consists of the following stages:

• Creating agent classes, in which the overall multi-agent system architecture in
terms of agents and the conversations among them is determined

• Constructing conversations, in which the designer defines the coordination
protocols (i.e., conversations) between agent pairs. In particular, two commu-
nication class diagrams are defined for each conversation. One diagram specifies
the initiator’s behavior during that conversation and the other specifies the
responder’s behavior during that conversation

• Assembling agents, in which the internal architecture of the agents is specified
• System design, in which the physical system architecture and the distribution of

agent classes’ instances within that architecture is specified

MaSE is also supported by a CASE tool and was applied in various contexts
[55]. Recently, MaSE has shifted into the area of method engineering in which the
development process is further customized according to specific needs [54, 56] (see
Chap. 9).

MaSE supports all multi-agent concepts except for the mental notion (i.e., BDI).
With respect to the modeling and notation aspect, we found out that MaSE supports

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_10
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_9
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well all of the criteria. MaSE also covers most of the development lifecycle. From a
pragmatic point of view, MaSE is also equipped with a CASE tool.

3.4 PASSI

PASSI (a Process for Agent Societies Specification and Implementation) is a
step-by-step requirement-to-code methodology for designing and developing multi-
agent societies, integrating design models and concepts from software engineering
approaches and using the UML notation [18].

PASSI consists of five models that should be built sequentially in an iterative
manner. In the following, we elaborate on these models and the activities that should
be done in order to achieve their purposes.

• The system requirements model aims at describing the system requirements in
terms of agents and their goals. It consists of the following:

– Domain description, in which the system functionalities are described using
the use case technique

– Agent identification, in which separation of concerns is done by identifying
agents using the UML stereotype mechanism. Each agent functionality is
represented as a package of use cases

– Role identification, in which each agent is specified by the roles it can
play. This is done using class diagram accompanied by the object constraint
language

– Task specification, in which the agent behavior is described using the activity
diagram of UML

• The agent society model aims at depicting agent interactions and dependencies.
It is achieved by performing the following tasks:

– Role identification, in which an elaboration of the previous outcomes is
performed by analyzing agent interactions to gather additional understanding
on the agent roles

– Ontology description, in which the knowledge that is used within the system
is modeled using class diagrams and the stereotype mechanism. In addition,
a communication ontology description is achieved within that activity and its
purpose is to identify the protocol, the content language, and the ontology
mapping

– Role description, in which the roles are described in the context of the agents
that play them

– Protocol description, in which protocols that were not defined by FIPA need
to be specified using sequence diagrams

• The agent implementation model captures the solution architecture in terms of
classes and methods. It is achieved by:
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– Agent structure definition, in which one class diagram represents the MAS
as a whole, whereas attribute compartments can be used to represent the
knowledge of the agent and operations’ compartments are used to signify the
agent’s tasks. In addition, for each agent one class diagram is used to specify
the agent’s internal structure

– Agent behavior description, in which one or more activity diagrams are
drawn to show the flow of events between and within both the main agents’
classes and their inner classes (representing their tasks). In addition, the
internal behavior of an agent or a task can be specified using flowcharts,
activity diagrams, or statecharts

• The code model aims at describing the solution at the code level and consists of
the following activities:

– Code reuse library, in which special design patterns are gathered and applied
– Code completion baseline, in which the designer/programmer completes the

generate code

• The deployment model aims at specifying the distribution of the parts of the
system across hardware processing units, and their migration between processing
units. It is done via a deployment configuration diagram.

PASSI is supported by a CASE tool and continuously evolved over the years.
It made its progress through patterns [57], agility [58], and tools [59].

PASSI supports all multi-agent concepts except for the mental notion (i.e., BDI).
With respect to the modeling and notation aspect, we found that PASSI—as it uses
the common modeling language UML—supports well accessibility, expressiveness,
and complexity management; however, little information is provided regarding its
support for analysis. PASSI also covers most of the development lifecycle. From a
pragmatic point of view, PASSI is equipped with a CASE tool and has set plans for
continuous improvements.

3.5 Prometheus

The Prometheus methodology aims to provide a means for designing multi-agent
systems [20]. It is specifically aimed at building intelligent agents. The Prometheus
methodology consists of three phases: (1) the system specification phase that is
focused on identifying the basic functionalities of the system, its inputs, its outputs,
and its shared data sources; (2) the architectural design phase that is focused on
determining the system agents and their interactions; and (3) the detailed design
phase that is focused on the internals of each agent. In the following, we elaborate
on the activities required in each of the Prometheus phases:

• During the system specification phase, the designer is expected to identify the
system goals and assign them to roles. She should also spot the actions to be taken
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and the precepts to be considered by the system and assign them to roles as well.
Finally, she should specify the system functionality using the use case technique;
the latter provides a set of scenarios to be associated with the identified roles.

• During the architectural design phase, the designer should identify the agent
types within the system. In addition, an analysis of the knowledge and data
coupling is done along with the agent acquaintance model. Moreover, the agents’
lifecycle and description are determined. Referring to the system behavior
(phase 1), the interaction protocols are identified in this phase. Finally, the system
overview is determined in terms of agents, protocols, events, actions, and shared
data.

• During the detailed design phase, the internals of the agents should be specified.
This should be done by identifying capabilities, plans, internal events, and data.
The capabilities can be defined in a hierarchal manner.

The Prometheus methodology also provides a CASE tool that makes it easy
to follow its guidelines [60]. The methodology has been integrated into a MAS
platform called JACK [61].

Prometheus supports all multi-agent concepts. It supports the modeling and
notation to some extent as it introduces additional concepts into the development
process. Prometheus also covers most of the development lifecycle. From a
pragmatic point of view, Prometheus is equipped with a CASE tool, is taught in
courses, is continuously refined [62] and examines additional software engineering
aspects to be supported. In Chap. 8, additional research directions of Prometheus
are elaborated.

3.6 Tropos

Tropos is an agent-oriented software development methodology founded on two key
features: (1) the notion of agent and the associated mentalistic notions (e.g., goals
and tasks), and (2) requirements analysis and specification of the system to-be is
analyzed with respect to its intended environment [38, 63]. Tropos consists of five
development stages:

1. Early requirements analysis focuses on the intentions of stakeholders. These
intentions are modeled as goals that, through some form of a goal-oriented
analysis, eventually lead to the functional and nonfunctional requirements of the
system-to-be. The modeling is performed using the i* modeling language, in
which stakeholders are represented as (social) actors who depend on each other
for goals to be achieved, tasks to be performed, and resources to be furnished.

2. Late requirements analysis results in a requirements specification that describes
all functional and non-functional requirements for the system-to-be. In Tropos,
the system is represented as one or more actors specified in the early requirement
stage.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_8
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3. Architectural design describes how system components work together. Tropos
defines organizational architectural styles for cooperative, dynamic, and dis-
tributed applications like multi-agent systems, to guide the design of the system
architecture. These styles are used to express assertions on the system organi-
zational structure and help match the MAS architecture to the organizational
context in which the system will operate.

4. Detailed design introduces additional details for each architectural component
of a system. In Tropos, one can define how the goals assigned to each actor are
fulfilled by agents with respect to pre-defined design patterns.

5. Implementation refers to the actual coding of the system-to-be.

Note that Tropos supports the transformational approach in which the transitions
from one stage to the next are done by following certain transformational guidelines.

Tropos supports all multi-agent concepts, yet integration with the mental notions
(i.e., BDI) requires further examination. It supports the modeling and notation to
some extent as it introduces several concepts into the development process that need
to be examined. Also, the transitions among the stages require further attention.
Tropos also covers most of the development lifecycle. From a pragmatic point of
view, Tropos is equipped with a set of tools that provide a suite for specifying,
analyzing, and implementing MAS applications. Also, Tropos is continuously
evaluated using various techniques.

3.7 ADEM

The agent-oriented development methodology (ADEM) aims at supporting the
development of agent-based systems [64]. In particular, ADEM focuses on
modeling aspects of agent-based systems using the Agent-Modeling Language
(AML) [7, 65]. Similarly to other newer methodologies, ADEM consists of method
fragments, techniques, artifacts, and guidelines for creating MAS models. As it
is based on RUP, ADEM mainly addresses the business modeling, requirements,
and analysis and design workflows. In the following, we list the method fragments
provided by ADEM.

Workflow Activity

Business modeling Define the business domain ontology
Model business goals
Detail a business actor
Identify business use case responsibility
Structure the extended identify business use case model
Model business organization structure
Model business interactions
Model business services

(continued)
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Workflow Activity

Model business observations and affecting interactions
Model business deployment
Detail business architecture
Define the business domain ontology

Requirements Define the domain ontology
Model system goal-based requirements
Detail an actor
Identify use case responsibilities
Structure the extended use case model

Analysis and design Model society
Model interactions
Model interaction ontology
Model services
Model observations and effecting interactions
Detail an entity
Model mental attitudes
Structure behavior
Model deployment
Detail design

ADEM follows the situational method engineering approach, according to which
organizations may adapt their development processes to better fit in. ADEM was
developed based on industrial needs within Whitestein Technology, which might
position it as better suited for practitioners. However, no evidence is provided of
applying the methodology elsewhere. As AML is based on the UML profile, it has
several implementations and supporting tools.

It seems that ADEM addresses all multi-agent concepts. It supports the modeling
and notation to some extent as it requires the integration of multiple elements
and diagram types. Also, the model verification/validation/checking requires more
exploration. ADEM also covers most of the development lifecycle. From a prag-
matic point of view, ADEM is supported by tools and has been used in various
industrial projects.

4 Alternative AOSE Methodologies

With the proliferation of AOSE methodologies, the need to integrate these has
emerged. In [66] the authors analyzed the meta-models of six methods for develop-
ing agent-based systems and found that there is a wide agreement on the concepts
of agent-based systems. Following that finding, the authors proposed a unified
(and abstract) metamodel that captures the agent-based notions of the six methods.
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The resulting metamodeling has many similarities with the metamodels of AML
[64] and OPM/MAS [67] in which various aspects of agent-based systems are
captured. Another similar effort results in FAML—a generic metamodel for MAS
development [68]. Following [69], in which the authors call for standardization of
AOSE methodology concepts that will serve as the basis for the next generation
methodology, similar to what has been achieved with UML, FAML is a potential
candidate for such an effort.

Nevertheless, there in a common understanding that one solution cannot fit
well for all cases. Thus, an alternative approach to handle the diversity in AOSE
methodologies has emerged, following the method engineering (ME) notions [70].
The approach refers to each of the AOSE methodologies as a set of method
fragments. For setting a specific method, one should select the relevant fragments
and glue these together. Note that some of the aforementioned methodologies have
already adopted that direction. These include INGENIAS, O-MaSE, and ADEM.
Akbari [71] also calls for the adoption of the ME approach. However, the ME-based
approaches may result in problems in integrating and gluing fragments into a single
coherent method. Thus, further examination of this approach is required.

5 Concluding Remarks

There are more than two dozen agent-oriented methodologies. Although differences
exist among them, there are many similarities as well. As a result of diversity with
similarities, the selection of a methodology for developing agent-based systems and
applications is nontrivial. This problem intensifies when industrial development
is sought, where specific requirements and constraints apply. Additionally, in
many cases insufficient resources are available for issues other than modeling,
notation, and development process. In particular, as suggested in [72], much work
is needed to allow the quantitative evaluation of the agent-based paradigm and
the associated methodologies. Such quantitative evaluation should facilitate better
assessment of the advantages of agent-based methodologies over existing paradigms
in software analysis, design, and maintenance. Additionally, it seems that existing
agent-oriented methodologies focus on the development of new systems and not
on other stages and aspects within the system lifecycle. Even with reference to
development process, not all phases are well supported (e.g., the testing phase is
hardly supported). An example of a non-supported aspect is system maintenance,
which is hardly dealt with in agent-oriented methodologies. Yet, another void is
the lack of support for a paradigm shift to agent orientation. We believe that
the latter is a grand challenge for agent-oriented methodologies. That is, it is
necessary—yet challenging—to justify the paradigm shift from existing paradigms
such as object-oriented, service-oriented, and business-process-oriented to the
agent-oriented paradigm.
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Chapter 8
Prometheus Research Directions

Lin Padgham, John Thangarajah, and Michael Winikoff

Abstract Prometheus is a well-established and widely used methodology. In this
chapter, we briefly review the methodology and then discuss a number of active
research directions. The key research directions that we discuss are: automated
testing of agent systems, including test coverage; development of agent systems that
are structured as teams, and of open agent systems that operate within Electronic
Institutions; and the design and representation of agent interaction. We also briefly
present the Prometheus Design Tool (PDT) and conclude with a brief look at other
areas for future work.

Keywords Agent-oriented software engineering • Interaction design •
Prometheus • Teams and organizations • Testing

1 Introduction

Prometheus is a well-established methodology for assisting and guiding developers
in building agent-based applications. Its development started in the late 1990s
as a result of collaboration between academics at RMIT University who were
teaching students to develop agent programs and doing research in agent systems,
and practitioners who were building and marketing agent development platforms
and doing commercial work in building agent based applications. In the early
2000s, work was consolidated into the named methodology, a support tool (PDT)
was developed, and in 2004 a book was published [19], which provided detailed
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guidelines and a running example for agent system design. In 2005, PDT was
demonstrated at AAMAS and won the award for best demonstration.

Today Prometheus is used quite widely internationally, though primarily for
teaching and research purposes with only relatively limited use within industry.
Nevertheless, it is used by some industry practitioners, including some customers
of Agent-Oriented Software, the producers of the JACKTM development platform, a
widely used and comprehensive commercial agent development platform [24].

We now briefly outline the three phases that constitute the core of Prometheus,
after which we mention a number of topics that are not part of the core of the
methodology, but where we have done some work. The remainder of this chapter
focuses on three areas where we have substantial recent or ongoing research relating
to Prometheus: automated testing, representation of teams and organizations, and
the design of agent interactions. We then discuss the Prometheus Design Tool,
before concluding with a look to the future. A more comprehensive overview of
the state-of-the-art in Agent-Oriented Software Engineering can be found in [27].

1.1 Prometheus Design Phases

The core of the Prometheus methodology consists of three design phases: System
Specification, Architectural design, and Detailed design. Each of these phases
includes a number of design artifacts encompassing structural design, dynamic
processes and detailed descriptors. Many of the artifacts are highly structured to
support automated propagation of information, both between phases and between
aspects of a specific phase. The use of structured information also supports a range
of consistency checks to ensure the internal coherence of the design. Figure 8.1
shows the key artifacts in each phase and how they relate to other artifacts. The
three phases are discussed in a little more detail below. This discussion is intended
to give a high-level summary of the methodology. Since the focus of this chapter is
not to introduce the methodology in detail, we do not include a detailed example,
but instead refer the reader to existing examples of Prometheus designs that have
been published [6, 19].

1.1.1 System Specification

During System Specification, the designer develops an overview of how the agent
system fits into the context in which it will operate, and what are the interactions it
has with external actors, which may be humans or other systems/subsystems. This
is captured in an analysis overview diagram that shows the core system scenarios
or functionalities and their interactions with key external actors (via percepts or
incoming information, and actions where the system provides information to or
otherwise influences external entities). This, together with a goal hierarchy of
top-level goals and their subgoals, provides a high-level view of the structure of
the system. Scenarios, similar to use cases, provide examples of key processes and
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Fig. 8.1 Overview of prometheus

how they execute. These are described using a possible sequence of actions, goals,
percepts, and subscenarios. Roles are also specified, and descriptors (structured
forms) are developed to describe these as well as all the other entities such as
percepts, actions and goals.

1.1.2 Architectural Design

During architectural design, decisions are made as to how to group the roles into
agents, and which goals should belong to each agent. The communication protocols
are also developed to specify the dynamics of agent interactions required to achieve
the various goals. The system overview diagram captures the top-level view of the
system architecture, showing which agents (agent types) exist, what communication
protocols are defined for interaction between which agent types, and also any data
stores within the system with shared access. Various information is also captured in
descriptors for each of the entities in the design.

1.1.3 Detailed Design

During detailed design the internals of each agent type are developed to allow
the agents to accomplish their specific goals or tasks within the overall system.
Information from the architectural design specifies what percepts an agent is
expected to respond to, what actions it is expected to take, and what messages it
is expected to both receive and send as part of communication protocols. Internally
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it must then do whatever processing is necessary to make choices and fulfill its
role. Detailed design may contain multiple levels of hierarchy using the concept of
capabilities to encapsulate modules (or collections of plans and goals), which are
related to a specific aspect of the agent’s functioning. An agent overview diagram
captures the structure of capabilities and the interactions between them, while a
capability overview diagram (at least at the lowest level) specifies which plans are
designed to accomplish which subgoals, and which subgoals are part of achieving
some plan. The capability overview diagram (at least at the lowest level) shows
plans and their triggers (e.g., messages, internal events, or (sub-)goals),1 where
each goal has a number of plans, from which one is selected to achieve the goal
based on the particular situation. Each plan may have a number of subgoals, the
achievement of which is part of executing the plan. A modified version of UML
activity diagrams can be used to describe the dynamic process within an agent, as
part of a particular protocol, or joint effort to achieve a system goal. Descriptors are
again used to provide details of each entity.

1.2 Extensions Beyond the Core

Prometheus is continually being developed and refined as a result of use, feedback,
and ongoing research work. There have been a number of areas where work has
been done that builds on the core. These include scoping and prioritising [18],
maintenance [3], goal oriented protocols [2], testing [23, 29] debugging [20], and
model driven architecture [12]. Currently, the key research areas in Prometheus are
automated testing using design specifications, design of agent systems using teams
and organizations, and a better representation of agent dynamics and interactions.
There are also important issues around tool development and support. We will
discuss each of these, outlining briefly the current research and state of the art. There
are also a range of topics that are an important aspect of future work in refining and
developing Prometheus and PDT, including integration with other design paradigms
such as object oriented design (UML) and database design. However, many of these
have to do more with industry needs than research areas, so we do not cover them
in any detail here.

2 Automating Testing

Automated testing is an area where there is tremendous potential for added
value within agent-oriented development environments and methodologies. Within
Prometheus we have been doing substantial work in this area, with its beginnings

1The diagram also shows data, actions, and percepts.
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about 10 years ago, but with increased focus over the last 4–5 years. The fact that
Prometheus provides structured artifacts—generally produced using PDT—means
that these can be used as input to software that can automate (or partially automate)
testing processes. The flexible nature of agent systems means that there are very
many different ways that tasks can be accomplished [26], making it very difficult to
do manual testing sufficiently thoroughly. Consequently, we see automated testing
as extremely important. In looking at testing there are three different essential
phases to any testing process2: specifying the test cases, running the test cases, and
checking and reporting on the correctness of the output. Our aim is to automate
as much as possible of all three of these phases. There are also different levels
at which a system can potentially be tested: unit testing that separately tests the
component pieces, integration testing that tests how the components work together,
and system testing that tests the system as a whole. We have done some work within
Prometheus on each of these levels, and we have also done some initial work on
how one might characterize the adequacy of a particular set of tests with respect to
a specific program [16]. We describe below the work we have done at each of the
testing levels and finish with a description of our work on measuring test coverage.

2.1 Unit Testing

Unit testing is the most well-developed aspect of testing within Prometheus [31],
and we have a preliminary version of PDT that integrates automated unit testing,
generating a comprehensive test report of issues found. This was the focus of a
2011 PhD thesis [29], and evaluation found that the approach was able to identify
some intermittent and difficult-to-reproduce bugs in student written software.

In doing unit testing for an agent system, one of the issues is what are the units, or
components that should be tested, as well as what aspects should/could be tested. In
Prometheus we identified events (or goals), plans, and beliefs as the core component
units that we test. The aspects of these components that we test are developed by
considering what information is captured in a Prometheus design, and how this
information can be used to test these components. For example, if a number of
different plans are specified for achieving a goal, one would expect that, with a
comprehensive set of tests, each plan would be used in some situation. If it is not,
then, while it is not necessarily an error (it may be that we did not test the right
cases, or it may be that the plan is there only as a backup in case a preferred plan
fails during execution), a warning is generated to allow the developer to check. If it
is the case that a suitable test was not used, the developer can add the appropriate
test case, and it will be recorded for future use. If the intention is that no test case
should result in the plan being chosen as the first priority, then it can be noted and

2An additional, nonessential, phase that we discuss below is assessing the quality of a collection
of test cases, that is, coverage analysis.
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the system will not notify the warning in future (unless it is requested to ignore such
cases).

Another test that is related to a goal/event and a set of plans is whether, in any
particular situation there is an applicable plan type. It is not necessarily wrong to
have no suitable plan for achieving a goal in some situations. However, having
this situation arise unexpectedly is a common cause of errors in agent programs.
Developers using Prometheus are prompted to specify both coverage (whether there
will always be some plan applicable for the event/goal) and overlap (whether there
are any situations where there will be multiple plan types applicable—and if so how
should the choice be made between them). During testing these aspects are checked,
and all cases of overlap or lack of coverage are recorded for potential checking. If
they are inconsistent with the specification they are flagged as an error.

Nineteen different aspects were identified that could be tested with respect
to goals, plans and beliefs. The testing tool developed annotates program code
automatically, to provide a test driver for each component that can automatically
be executed with a suite of tests, collecting the data for analysis and reporting.
Components are tested in an order appropriate to the hierarchical structure of the
program, that is, components that are used by another component are tested prior to
testing the using component. Cyclical structures are managed separately as a unit.

Generation of test cases is also an important aspect of testing. If these must be
specified manually this will inevitably limit the extent of testing. In Prometheus,
we require that the developer provide some information about variables, such as
type and valid value ranges. On the basis of this information, we automatically
generate test cases using equivalence classes of variable values. Where possible we
generate test cases with all valid equivalence class combinations of values. However,
if desired we can apply pairwise reduction to limit the number of test cases.

In our unit testing work, we assume that the design artifacts form the oracle that
identifies correct behavior. It may of course be the case that code is functioning
as desired but the design artifact is faulty. Our position here is that such errors
are as important to identify and fix as bugs in code, in order to ensure ongoing
consistency between design and implementation, as a support for maintenance and
ongoing development.

2.2 Integration/Interaction Testing

Integration testing involves ensuring that no errors in behavior are introduced when
components that are individually tested are used together within the system. Our
approach to unit testing ensures integration testing within an agent, as our approach
to testing abstract plans involves execution of all (previously tested) subsidiary
plans. An important aspect of testing agent systems is the interaction between
agents, and this is an area where errors often arise. In work on debugging [21],
we have used the protocol specifications developed during design as an oracle
regarding correct interaction behavior. The approach developed converts these to a
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Petri net specification that is then executed as the program executes, identifying any
mismatches between specification and actual execution. These are then identified as
errors.

This work provides an oracle for determining correctness of behavior. However,
work on automated generation of test cases for interaction testing, as well as their
automated execution, is work in progress as part of a PhD thesis.

2.3 System Testing

In the area of system testing, we have currently focused on use of scenarios
as the oracle against which behavior will be measured. In [23], we refined the
previous specification of scenarios to provide additional information about percepts
and actions, in particular their possible order of occurrence. This then enables us
to use this specification to determine whether a particular test case conforms to
expectations. We use a simulation system to initialize different configurations of
the environment, and then to accept actions and generate percepts, allowing us to
systematically test all scenarios. Automated test case generation can in principle
follow the same approach as for unit testing—namely creating test cases where
relevant variables are initialized to a value within each equivalence class, and
combined systematically to create a comprehensive set of situations.

2.4 Test Coverage

One of the key issues in testing is how to know when you have tested sufficiently.
The approach we have used in our unit testing is systematic generation of test cases
according to equivalence classes of variable values. An alternative approach is to
measure to what extent the test suite provides coverage of the code. In [16], we
define different levels of coverage for interaction testing. We (loosely) base our
coverage criteria on a notion of graph coverage, where the graphs are induced from
messages within a protocol, or for more extensive coverage, on plans sending and
receiving messages within a protocol, or plans within a decision chain regarding
sending of such messages.

The basic idea in this work is that protocol specifications, together with detailed
design of plan–event relationships, allows induction of a graph showing all possible
paths from the start of a conversation, through plans and messages, to the conclusion
of a conversation. Given this graph it is possible to define different levels of
coverage, mapping to node, arc and path coverage in the graph. The most basic
is message coverage, and requires only that every message is sent at least once. Plan
coverage requires that each plan that sends or receives a message in the protocol is
executed at least once. However, these are weak criteria, equating only to ensuring
that every method in an interface is called, for standard integration testing. Arc
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coverage is stronger than node coverage, and path coverage—which can include
or exclude plan nodes between message receipt and message sending—is stronger
again.

The paper [16] explores the nuances of these different coverage criteria and how
they can be monitored using the Petri-net representation used for protocol testing
as described above and in [21]. Using this kind of coverage criteria it is possible to
keep generating test cases (possibly with some “intelligence”) until an acceptable
level of coverage has been reached.

3 Teams, Organizations, and Social Agents

The Prometheus methodology supports the development of multi-agent systems,
where multiple agents may communicate (via message passing as specified in a
protocol) to achieve their own goals as well as goals of the system. However, the
current Prometheus design does not provide explicit support for specifying team and
organizational structures that are specializations of multi-agent systems. Developing
methodology support for agent teams is one of our current areas of research and we
have developed an approach for designing agents for Electronic Institutions.

3.1 Teams

There are many existing team-based agent programming tools, for example, JACK
Team,3 Machinetta,4 and GORITE.5 These approaches incorporate team specific
concepts such as team, role, joint-goal, shared-belief, shared-plan, and subteam,
which are not found in the common agent design methodologies, including Prome-
theus.

We are currently investigating, by considering the popular team-based agent
frameworks mentioned above, the common and necessary concepts for building
agent teams. Whilst some of these concepts such as “team”, will be new to the
methodology, others such as “role” and “goal” exist but may require different
semantics in a team environment. In addition to incorporating these concepts into
the different stages of design, we will also develop suitable mechanisms for auto-
propagation. For example, a “team-goal” will be propagated into the Agent design
of the agents that belong to the team.

3www.aosgrp.com.
4teamcore.usc.edu/doc/Machinetta.
5www.intendico.com/gorite.

www.aosgrp.com
teamcore.usc.edu/doc/Machinetta
www.intendico.com/gorite
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The result of our current research will be a Team plugin to the Eclipse-based
(PDT, see Sect. 5) that, when enabled, provides the additional constructs and
mechanisms necessary for developing teams, including automatic-code generation.

3.2 Electronic Institutions

Virtual organizations where heterogenous agents can join and interact with other
agents to achieve their own individual objectives (e.g., agents in an auction house
where buyers and sellers interact) are becoming more commonplace. Electronic
Institutions are a way of implementing the interaction conventions for agents to
regulate their interactions and establish commitments in such environments.

In [22], we developed an approach for designing agents for Electronic Institu-
tions, by incorporating a social design phase developed using ISLANDER—a tool
for building e-institutions—into the methodology. The approach is for the initial
analysis and requirements to be developed in PDT using the Prometheus System
Specification stage with additional concepts, such as soft goals, to incorporate the
additional needs of an e-institution. This is then exported to the ISLANDER tool
for developing the social design, which is the electronic institution component,
where the interaction rules, norms and obligations of the various roles are specified.
The social design is then imported into PDT, and the Prometheus approach is
used to develop those parts of the system that lie outside the actual electronic
institution infrastructure, in particular the agents that participate. The social design
provides information such as interaction specification and ontology definitions that
are incorporated into the architectural design with PDT.

One challenge with Electronic Institutions is that they should allow heterogenous
agents to interact in an open environment. We explored some of these issues,
proposing a layered architecture for enabling agents to join an e-institution [7].

4 Representing Interactions

A significant outstanding challenge concerns the design of agent interactions, and
their representation. Almost any multi-agent system involves interactions between
agents, and almost invariably (for the sorts of systems that AOSE methodologies
deal with6) this interaction is realized using messages sent between agents. Unfor-
tunately, current approaches to designing agent interactions have two significant
weaknesses.

6There are also certain types of agent systems where interaction is realized not by messages, but
through changes to the environment (“stigmergy”), such as depositing pheromones to indicate
paths.
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The first weakness is that the common approach for designing agent interactions
is one that focuses on the messages, by describing explicitly the legal sequences of
messages that are permitted in an interaction (i.e., an interaction protocol). Whilst
using interaction protocols works fine for non-agent software, it is a poor match
for agents [2]. This is because an interaction protocol is prescriptive: it prescribes
the precise sequences of messages that can occur. Flexibility needs to be explicitly
indicated, and is the exception, not the default behavior. On the other hand, agents
are designed to be flexible in how they achieve their goals, and this flexibility allows
them to be robust: if something goes wrong, a plan-based agent will try an
alternative plan to realize the goal at hand. In other words, there is a mismatch
between prescriptive interaction protocols based on legal sequences of messages,
and flexible and robust agents. One consequence of this mismatch is that interactions
designed using the common message-sequence-based approach tend to be brittle,
because they do not exploit the flexibility of the agents participating in the protocol.

The solution to this first issue is to develop alternative representations for
interactions that allow the flexibility of agents to be exploited, along with appro-
priate design processes and heuristics for using these alternative representations.
A range of approaches have been proposed (e.g. [2, 8, 14, 28]), and they all have
in common that they design the interaction not at the level of legal sequences of
messages, but at the level of what drives the messages to be sent, such as goals
or social commitments. By focusing on why an interaction is taking place, rather
than on the sequence of messages, the interactions tend to be more flexible. For
example, using an approach based on commitment machines [28], any sequence of
messages that discharges existing commitments is permissible. However, although
these approaches are promising, none of them are sufficiently well developed and
refined to be currently usable for real applications. More work is needed to further
develop and refine these approaches, including both concepts, and also clear and
detailed methodologies, including support tools.

The second weakness relating to agent interactions and their representation is that
the notations used to capture interaction protocols—such as Finite State Machines
(FSMs), Petri nets, and Agent UML—are lacking features to support designers.
Specifically, a good notation should provide mechanisms for abstraction that make
it easy for the designer to decompose a design into loosely coupled aspects, and then
consider each aspect in (relative) isolation. For example, in a Holonic manufacturing
system [11] a rotating table needs to be locked at various points in the interaction (in
order to prevent it moving while a robot is loading, unloading, or joining parts). It
would be useful for a designer to be able to specify the sequence of steps involved in
manufacturing a part (and associated agent interactions), separately from the details
of locking. However, this cannot be specified using existing notations (such as the
ref region in Agent UML). This is because locking involves three steps (lock,
perform a task, and then unlock), and the second step is specific to the context: each
time we invoke the lock sub-protocol, the second step will be a different sequence
of messages. Agent UML does not have a way to pass a protocol as a parameter to
a ref region, which means that its abstraction mechanism cannot handle this sort
of situation. The lack of a good mechanism for abstraction in interactions leads to
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Shopper Customer Vendor 
Purchase Product

Request Product Availability

Product Available

Propose Price

Proposed Price Accepted

Proposed Price Rejected

alt

Product Unavailable
Product Not Available

Terminate Interaction

alt

Negotiate Price Protocol

[product available] 

Propose Price 

[price acceptable] 

ref Purchase Product 

else

Propose Price 

else

Fig. 8.2 Example interaction protocol in Agent UML

interaction protocols being difficult to specify and to understand (see Fig. 8.2 for a
typical interaction protocol).

Other desirable features that are lacking in current notations include: representing
agent responsibilities; showing the creation and discharge of social commitments;
depicting percepts and actions7; clearly indicating the trigger of an interaction; and
linking to the processing within each agent (e.g., the goals that it achieves at various
points in the interaction [13]). These missing features also have implications for the
implementation of interaction protocols. Currently, mapping a protocol into what
each individual agent needs to do to play its part in the interaction, is a manual and
error-prone process. Extending protocols to include information on triggers and on
the agent goals that are involved would allow this process to be better supported.

Unfortunately, this second issue has not been adequately tackled in the literature.
What is needed is a new notation (or significant extensions to existing notations)
that allow for these various aspects to be represented; along with a revised design
process. It is important for the new (or extended) notation to be precisely defined;
for the design process to include detailed heuristics and clearly specified steps; and
for there to be tool support, especially for the implementation step.

Taken together, these issues imply that the current state of the art in designing
multi-agent interactions is adequate (at least for interactions that are not too

7It is fairly easy to extend AUML to do this, for instance, by depicting the environment as an
additional agent.
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complex), but that interaction design is not well supported by existing notations
and processes, and that the interactions that are produced tend not to exploit the
flexibility and robustness of individual agents.

5 Tool Development

An essential aspect of any software development methodology, is tool support.
The Prometheus Design Tool is an integrated development environment (IDE) for
agent system designers that offers a graphical interface for designing agent systems
following the Prometheus methodology. It includes features such as type safety,
entity propagation, automatic code generation, report generation and other features,
some of which we describe further in this section.

PDT is developed as a plugin to the Eclipse IDE8—a popular open source and
extensible IDE for developing software applications. Thus, PDT inherits many of
the rich features of Eclipse such as file management, project management, version
control, editing, coding and debugging tools that supports a variety of languages.

Figure 8.3 provides a screenshot of the PDT tool within Eclipse with the main
views highlighted: Graphical Editor (top-center) where each diagram is displayed
and edited, Entity Palette (top-left) for adding entities to a diagram, Diagram Outline
(top-right) that lists the diagrams in a Prometheus design and Entity Properties
(bottom-right) that displays the structured descriptor of a selected entity including
its relationships to other entities. The tabs in this view group related attributes. For
example, a data entity has a “general properties” tab (for name, description etc.), a
“data fields” tab (describing the fields of the data) and an “events posted” tab that
describes any events posted when the data is modified.

We highlight some of the features of the PDT tool below:

• Graphical Editor: All of the diagrams that are part of a Prometheus design
can be graphically edited in PDT. The graphical layouts take advantage of
Eclipse features such auto-arrange and a miniature view to easily navigate large
diagrams. PDT also provides a drag-and-drop feature for grouping entities in an
agent design into new capabilities.

• Automatic Propagation: As with type safety, appropriate automatic propagation
of entities assists in minimising design errors and is an important support aspect
of PDT. Propagation occurs in PDT when entity relations are created or modified.
For example, when a role is associated to an agent, all goals achieved by the role
are automatically propagated to that agent.

• AUML Protocols: PDT supports protocol specification via a textual protocol
editor that employs a modified version of Agent UML [25]. The corresponding

8www.eclipse.org.

www.eclipse.org
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AUML interaction diagram is automatically generated by the tool. The text editor
supports syntax highlighting and auto-indentation.

• Code Generation: This is an important aspect to assist in ensuring that the
implementation is faithful to the design. In the current version, PDT is able to
generate skeleton code in the JACK agent programming language,9 using the
detailed design descriptions. Developers may iterate between coding and design
with manual updates to the code retained. We note that the design is such that
the code generation module may be replaced to generate skeleton code into other
agent programming languages. Work is currently underway to provide skeleton
code generation to GORITE,10 an open source agent programming language that
we use in a number of our projects.

• Report Generation: PDT supports the generation of an HTML formatted report
comprising all the graphical and textual information of the design, or the export
of the individual diagrams, where the resolution/size of the images may be
customized.

The above features are in the mainstream release of PDT that can be freely
downloaded from www.cs.rmit.edu.au/pdt. The tool has attracted over 2000C
downloads since 2005. In addition to the main release, there have been other
branches that have been developed by the agents group at RMIT incorporating
various research aspects. Of particular significance and maturity are the PDT-
UnitTesting plugin [30] and the CAFnE tool [12].

The PDT-UnitTesting plugin incorporates the techniques discussed in Sect. 2.1
and is an extension to PDT within the Eclipse framework. It adds a “test” tab to the
properties view that elicits additional information necessary for testing, and menu
items to perform automated testing that generate and display test reports.

The Component Agent Framework for domain-Experts (CAFnE) toolkit is an
extension to an earlier version of PDT (now deprecated) that allowed complete code
generation via component modules. CAFnE takes the detailed design components
and first creates a domain dependent but platform independent component model
of the application. This model is then transformed by a transformation module into
code for a specific agent platform that can be compiled and executed.

6 Further Directions

There are a number of other potentially valuable areas of work that could use or
refine/extend Prometheus, some of which are currently receiving varying degrees of
attention from the AOSE community. We have covered those where we are actively

9www.aosgrp.com.
10www.intendico.com/gorite.

www.cs.rmit.edu.au/pdt
www.aosgrp.com
www.intendico.com/gorite
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working, but we now briefly mention a number of additional topics, that could be
fruitful areas of endeavor.

Beyond Testing: As discussed earlier, it is particularly challenging to obtain
assurance that an agent system will behave appropriately in all situations.
Work on formal verification (e.g., [5]) can be an alternative or complement
to testing. Currently state-of-the-art model checkers for agent systems are still
only applicable to toy programs, not real systems. Potentially, formal verification
could be integrated into Prometheus with regard to crucial subparts of the system,
or some form of partial formal verification could be done using some of the
design artifacts of Prometheus.

Designing Emergent Systems: The bulk of the work on AOSE methodologies
has focussed on so-called cognitive agents. That is, multi-agent systems where
each agent has some form of reasoning capability (such as BDI agents). However,
there are also agent systems that consist of very simple agents, where interesting
behavior arises from the emergent interaction of many agents [1, 15]. While
development environments exist for such systems (e.g. Repast [17]), there are
no real methodologies for design of such. There is also potential for a design
methodology for systems incorporating both cognitive and simple agents.

Software Maintenance: Once it has been implemented, software is usually
subject to ongoing changes (“software evolution” or “software maintenance”)
to fix bugs, add features, or deal with changes in the deployment environment.
Although these changes can account for most of the cost of software, there has
been very little work on software maintenance of agent software [3].

Standardization: Although the number of AOSE methodologies in active use
and development has shrunk, there are still a number of methodologies. It has
been argued that it would be desirable to standardize methodologies, in order
to avoid gratuitous differences, and to allow further development to build on a
common core [4, 10].

Industrial Adoption: Finally, the industrial adoption of agent-based solutions is
being held back by various practical issues [9]. If agents are to be more widely
adopted, then we need to ensure that we integrate AOSE methodologies, tools
and standards with mainstream approaches. Although this work is arguably best
done by industry, the academic community has a role to play.
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Chapter 9
O-MaSE: An Extensible Methodology
for Multi-agent Systems

Scott A. DeLoach

Abstract As the complexity of software systems continues to grow, the multi-agent
systems approach has been proposed as an approach to handling this complexity.
A key factor to the use of multi-agent systems in real systems is the existence
of industrial strength development methodologies. The Organization-based Multi-
agent Software Engineering (O-MaSE) methodology was created in response to
this realization. O-MaSE integrates a set of concrete technologies aimed at making
multi-agent technology available to industry and facilitating widespread acceptance.
Specifically, O-MaSE was created as a customizable methodology that can be
adapted and extended for a wide variety of uses.

Keywords Agent-oriented methodology • Method engineering • Metamodel •
Software analysis • Software design

1 Introduction

One of the discoveries related to software methodologies over the last several
decades is that there is not a single methodology that will work for all software
development projects. This is true due to the vast number of different software
applications as well as the increasingly large number of paradigms used to develop
software. To develop complex, distributed, and adaptive software solutions, multi-
agent systems (MAS) have been proposed as a promising approach to meet these
difficult demands [1]. However, even within a given paradigm such as MAS, a single
methodology or approach will never be sufficient given the broad range of appli-
cations for which MAS are applicable. Thus, either several unique methodologies
must be created to handle a broad range of MAS applications or an approach must
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be found to tailor methodologies to their proposed applications. One approach to
supporting the ability to tailor methodologies to a specific application is situational
method engineering (SME) [2]. Henderson-Sellers [3] was one of the first to argue
that SME is the key to creating flexible, industrial strength methodologies as it
allows the development of standard approaches that are widely used and accepted
while continuing to allow the methods and processes of those approaches to be
modified and extended. SME provides this flexibility by allowing method engineers
to construct methods and processes1 (a.k.a. methodologies) from a set of existing
method fragments.

There has been some work at unifying the disparate MAS methodologies.
For example, the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering Technical Forum Group
(AOSE-TFG) was created to help find a way to allow MAS methodologies to move
toward interoperability by creating a common metamodel of MAS concepts [4, 5].
More recently, the IEEE FIPA Design Process Documentation and Fragmentation
working group has been working to standardize the definition of existing MAS
methodologies [6]. This group held a workshop in 2010 where authors of several
MAS methodologies (including ASPECS [7], GORMAS [8], O-MaSE [9], INGE-
NIAS [10], PASSI [11], and SODA [11]) presented their experiences in applying a
proposed standard for process documentation. This work resulted in an IEEE FIPA
standard [12]. There has even been work done by a group of MAS researchers on
developing standard notations [13].

However, Dam and Winikoff [14] argue that while combing existing MAS
methodologies may have its utility, it is time to begin working on a new generation
of the MAS methodologies. Their first step was to study the strengths, weaknesses,
and application domains for existing methodologies followed by identifying the
commonalities and differences of the methodology’s processes and models. Their
next step will be to propose an entirely new methodology that incorporates aspects
of these well-established approaches.

This chapter presents an overview of the Organization-based Multi-agent Soft-
ware Engineering (O-MaSE) methodology, which is a customizable agent-oriented
methodology based on consistent, well-defined concepts. O-MaSE was designed
from its foundation using SME concepts in order to integrate a set of MAS devel-
opment methods and techniques into a flexible methodology creation framework.
This chapter also shows how O-MaSE can be extended to include new methods and
techniques to allow it to handle new applications.

The goal of O-MaSE is to allow method engineers to build custom agent-oriented
methods using a set of method fragments, all of which are based on a common
metamodel. To achieve this, O-MaSE is defined in terms of a metamodel, a set
of method fragments, and a set of method construction guidelines. The O-MaSE
metamodel defines a set of analysis, design, and implementation concepts and a set

1In this chapter, the terms method and methodology are used synonymously with process model
while process is used to denote an instance of a process model that is enacted to develop a specific
system.
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of constraints between them. The method fragments define a set of work products, a
set of activities that produce work products, and the performers of those activities.
Finally, method construction guidelines define how the method fragments may be
combined to create O-MaSE compliant methods. In general, an O-MaSE compliant
method is an instance of the O-MaSE methodology in which appropriate method
fragments are assembled into a method such that the method construction guidelines
are satisfied. Critical to the O-MaSE methodology is the agentTool III integrated
development environment2 that supports the creation of custom O-MaSE compliant
methods as well as providing the editors, verification tools, and code generators for
creating complex, adaptive systems using MAS technology [15, 16]. In addition,
agentTool includes the agentTool Process Editor that can be used to create and verify
O-MaSE compliant processes.

O-MaSE currently omits many tasks critical for a complete software method-
ology such as management, product deployment, and testing and evaluation.
Management and deployment issues are non-MAS-specific issues, and existing
approaches can be applied. While many traditional test and evaluation techniques
can be applied to MAS, the need for research into MAS-specific approaches and
tools is clear [17, 18].

O-MaSE is introduced in Sect. 2 and described in terms of its metamodel, method
fragments, and method guidelines. Then, an extension to O-MaSE is introduced in
Sect. 3 in the form of a new type of goal model, a Value-based Goal Model (VGM),
with an example showing its use in a custom process in Sect. 4.

2 The O-MaSE Methodology

In method engineering, methodologies are created from a set of method fragments,
which are typically tasks and techniques taken from existing methods that have been
redefined using a common metamodel of concepts. Unfortunately, the application
of method engineering for MAS is made more difficult by the lack of consensus
on the key MAS elements. While concepts such as agents, roles, and goals appear
in many MAS techniques and methodologies, the definitions of those concepts are
inconsistent and often unrelated. Thus, it has been suggested that the first order
of business in applying SME to MAS is to develop a well-defined metamodel of
common agent-oriented concepts agreed upon by the MAS community [5]. While
a MAS-specific metamodel has yet to be created, we did base O-MaSE method
fragments on a well-defined MAS metamodel so that their relationship to other
methods and techniques can at least be made clear.

The O-MaSE methodology is based on two metamodels: SPEM 2.0 and the
O-MaSE metamodel. The SPEM metamodel defines methodology-related concepts
while the O-MaSE metamodel defines the product-related concepts. O-MaSE

2http://agentTool.cis.ksu.edu/

http://agentTool.cis.ksu.edu/
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consists of three main components: the O-MaSE metamodel, method fragments, and
guidelines. In general, a method engineer creates new O-MaSE compliant methods
in agentTool by selecting O-MaSE fragments and combining them into a method
that is consistent with the method construction guidelines. O-MaSE fragments are
instances of SPEM elements such as tasks, work products, and roles, and are defined
in terms of concepts from the O-MaSE metamodel. For example, the O-MaSE Role
Model is an instance of the SPEM work product and is defined in terms of roles,
goals, and capabilities, each of which are defined in the O-MaSE metamodel. After
a brief discussion of the SPEM 2.0, the three O-MaSE components are defined. First,
the O-MaSE metamodel is defined. Next, a discussion of O-MaSE phases is given
followed by an explanation of the method fragments. Finally, guidelines governing
the assembly of O-MaSE compliant methods are given.

2.1 SPEM 2.0

To describe SME-based methodologies, a metamodel defining key concepts is used.
While there are several metamodels to choose from (e.g., [19–21], etc.), we have
chosen to use the Software and Systems Process Engineering Metamodel (SPEM).
SPEM is “a process engineering metamodel as well as conceptual framework, which
can provide the necessary concepts for modeling, documenting, presenting, manag-
ing, interchanging, and enacting development processes” [21]. SPEM distinguishes
between reusable method content and the way it is applied in actual methodologies.
SPEM method content captures and defines the key tasks, roles, and work products3

that are used in a software methodology. Tasks define the work that is performed
by roles in order to create work products, which are used as inputs to other tasks
that create new work products. Methodologies are assembled into a set of activities
that consist of a set of tasks and their associated roles and work products. SPEM
defines three types of activities: phases, iterations, and processes. Phases are special
activities that take a period of time and end with a major milestone or a set of work
products. Iterations are activities that group other activities that are often repeated.
Finally, processes are special activities that specify the structure of a software
development project.

SPEM has been used to document other MAS methodologies such as ADELFE
[22]. While ADELFE was not designed from scratch as a methodology creation
framework from which a variety of ADELFE-compliant methods could be created
as was O-MaSE, its use of SPEM was instrumental in supporting the extraction of
existing ADELFE fragments for use in SME approaches [23].

3SPEM 2.0 defines task definitions, role definitions, and work product definitions as method content
with task uses, role uses, and work product uses as instances of those methods. This paper refers
to both forms as tasks, roles, or work products.
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2.2 O-MaSE Metamodel

The O-MaSE metamodel, shown in Fig. 9.1, defines the main concepts and
relationships used to define MAS. The O-MaSE metamodel is based on an
organization-based approach to building MAS [24] and includes notions that allow
for hierarchical, holonic, and team-based decomposition of organizations [25].
The O-MaSE metamodel was derived from the Organization Model for Adaptive
Computational Systems (OMACS), which captures the knowledge required of a
system’s structure and capabilities to allow it to organize and reorganize at runtime
[24]. The key decision in OMACS-based systems is determining which agent to
assign to which role in order to acheve which goal. While O-MaSE does not focus
solely on OMACS based systems, it does support the definition of such systems.
In O-MaSE, an Organization is composed of five entities: goals, roles, agents, a
domain model, and policies. In Fig. 9.1, shaded entities correspond to OMACS
entities. Each type of entity is discussed below.

O-MaSE uses goals to define the objectives of the organization. As such, a goal
may represent a desired state [26], the objective of a computational procedure [27],
or “a mental attitude representing preferred progressions of a particular multi-agent
system” [28]. A role defines a position within an organization whose behavior
is expected to achieve a particular goal or set of goals. Agents are autonomous
entities that can perceive and act upon their environment [26] using their inherent
capabilities. Capabilities can be soft (i.e., algorithms) or hard capabilities (i.e.,
physical sensors or effectors). An agent that possesses all the capabilities required to
play a role, may be assigned that role in order to achieve a specific goal. Capabilities
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can be defined in several ways including as a set of sub-capabilities, as a set of
actions, or as a plan that uses a specific set of actions.

Organizational agents (OAs) are organizations that act as agents in a higher-level
organization and thus capture the notion of organizational hierarchy. As agents, OAs
may possess capabilities, coordinate with other agents, and be assigned to play roles.
OAs are similar to the notion of nonatomic holons [29] and can be used to represent
a variety of agent groups.

The domain model captures the environment in which agents operate. The key
elements of the environment are captured as domain object types and include agents
as well as the relationships between object types. The domain model also captures
environment properties that describe how objects behave and interact. Elements of
the domain model, along with entities defined in the O-MaSE model such as goals,
roles, agents, can be used to define organizational policies to constrain organization
behavior.

Protocols define interactions between roles or between the organization and
external actors in terms of patterns of communication [17]. A protocol can be
external or internal. External protocols define interactions between external actors
and the organization and internal protocols define interactions between agents in the
organization. Either messages or actions can be used to define protocols. Messages
are typically used for communications although actions that modify the environment
may also be used to communicate with other agents [30].

2.3 Method-Roles

As discussed above, SPEM roles perform specific tasks in order to create work
products, while O-MaSE roles refer to positions within an organization. Due to the
name conflict between O-MaSE roles and SPEM roles, we use the term method-
role to refer to SPEM roles in the remainder of this chapter. The current version
of O-MaSE has 12 method-roles: Requirements Engineer, Goal Modeler, Domain
Modeler, Organization Modeler, Role Modeler, Agent Class Modeler, Protocol
Modeler, Policy Modeler, Plan Modeler, Capabilities Modeler, Action Modeler, and
Programmer. Each O-MaSE method-role is responsible for carrying out specific
tasks to produce the work products shown in Table 9.1.

2.4 Phases

Phases are generally used by methodologists to organize activities. However, since
O-MaSE is defined to be customizable, we make no commitments to a specific set
of phases. Instead, method engineers may organize activities based on their needs
or preferences. We have used O-MaSE in iterative, incremental approaches [31] as
well as more traditional waterfall approaches [32].
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Table 9.1 O-MaSE method fragments

Figure 9.2 shows how a method engineer might allocate O-MaSE activities in
an iterative, incremental approach. The Inception Phase establishes what should be
part of the product, the Elaboration Phase defines an architecture for the system,
and the Construction Phase completes the implementation of the system. Thus, an
O-MaSE compliant method defines the distribution of activities and tasks to a set of
phases. While there are no hard and fast rules on what activities should be placed in
which phases, the dependencies between the method fragments (captured as method
construction guidelines) must be preserved.

2.5 Activities

Table 9.1 shows six activities currently covered by O-MaSE: Requirements Gather-
ing, Problem Analysis, Solution Analysis, Architecture Design, Low-Level Design,
and Code Generation. Yet, as O-MaSE is flexible and extensible, these activities can
only be considered the current set since O-MaSE continues to evolve.
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Requirements Gathering is used to identify software requirements from a variety
of sources. Typically, requirements are classified as functional or non-functional
requirements. The goal of the Problem Analysis is identifying the overall purpose of
the product and documenting the environment in which it will be deployed. O-MaSE
captures this information in a Goal Model and a Domain Model. The objective
of Solution Analysis is to translate the purpose and environment of the project
into a description of the required system behavior and interactions with external
entities such as users and existing systems. This behavior is captured as roles and
interactions in the Organization Model and Role Model.

Once the goals, environment, behavior, and interactions of the system are
defined, Architecture Design is used to create a high-level description of the main
system components and their interactions, which are captured in Agent Class
Models, Protocols, and Policies. This Architecture is then used to drive Low-Level
Design, where the detailed specification of the internal agent behavior is captured
in Plan, Capability, and Action models. These low-level specifications are then used
to implement agents during Code Generation.

While not currently defined in O-MaSE, system creation ends with testing,
evaluation, and deployment of the system. Fortunately, the nature of O-MaSE allows
it to be easily extended, as will be demonstrated in Sect. 3.

2.6 Tasks

Next, the typical tasks, work products, and method-roles used in O-MaSE are
presented. Although Table 9.1 shows tasks as being associated with specific
activities, in reality, O-MaSE does not require specific tasks to be assigned to
specific activities. However, to help organize the tasks, we will present them based
on the activities defined in Table 9.1. The only constraints that must be realized are
defined in the method construction guidelines discussed in Sect. 2.7. Due to page
limitations, only a general description of each task is given. The reader is referred
to [33] for a more detailed explanation and examples of the work products produced
by each task.
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2.6.1 Requirements Gathering

There are several techniques for gathering software requirements. In many cases,
traditional techniques for gathering requirements will be sufficient [34] while in
other cases newer approaches focused toward multi-agent systems are applicable
[35, 36]. O-MaSE assumes that either traditional or multi-agent-focused require-
ments gathering techniques are sufficient and thus does not stipulate a specific
technique.

2.6.2 Problem Analysis

The Model Goals task transforms the requirements into a set of system goals in the
form of an initial Goal Model, which is shared by many agent-oriented approaches
[37–39]. The most common way of modeling goals is via AND/OR decomposition
[27], which refines the overall goal of the system into a set of subgoals.

The Refine Goals task captures the dynamic aspects using a technique called
Attribute-Precede-Trigger Analysis, resulting in a GMoDS (Goal Model for
Dynamic Systems) goal model [40]. The Refine Goals task captures sequential
constraints among goals, parameters used to define a unique goal state, and the
runtime events that cause new goal instances to be created.

The Model Domain task captures the object types, relationships, and behaviors
that define the domain in which agents will sense and act. The domain model
is developed using traditional domain modeling or domain analysis techniques
common to many object-oriented methodologies [41].

2.6.3 Solution Analysis

The Model Organization Interfaces task identifies the organization’s interfaces to
external entities, whether they are other agents, organizations, or actors external
to the system. Sub-organizations (an OA) of a higher-level organization should
consider the interactions between the OA and the roles/agents in the higher-level
organization while a top-level organization should consider interactions with users,
external systems, or databases to find the appropriate interfaces. The interfaces are
defined in an Organization Model, which depicts a single organization interacting
with a set of external actors.

The Model Roles task identifies and documents the roles in the organization in a
Role Model. To ensure consistency, each leaf goal from the Goal Model should be
assigned to at least one role. The Role Model also identifies interactions between
roles as well as those with external actors; interactions with external actors should
be consistent with those defined in the Organization Model.

The Define Roles task defines the behavior of a role in terms of a plan, along with
the capabilities required to carry out that plan. The designer specifies the capabilities
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required by each role, the goals the role can achieve, constraints associated with the
role, and the plan(s) that implement the role. The plan details are developed later
using Model Plan task described below.

The Define Role Goals task is an alternative to the Define Roles task as it defines
role behavior in terms of a role Goal Model. The starting point for a role Goal
Model is the organization leaf goal that the role is designed to achieve; that leaf
goal becomes the top goal of the role Goal Model. The semantics of the role Goal
Models is the same as for organization Goal Models created except that at the role
level, each leaf goal is achieved by a capability instead of a role.

2.6.4 Architecture Design

The Model Agent Classes task identifies the types of agents in the organization.
Agent classes may be defined to play specific roles or in terms of capabilities, thus
implicitly defining the roles that may be played. An Agent Class is a template for a
type of agent in the system. In an open system where specific agents are not known
a priori, an Agent Class Model may not be used as agents register themselves and
their capabilities directly with the system.

The Model Protocols task defines the interactions between agents or roles in
terms of messages, thus implementing the protocols specified in Organization
Models, Role Models or Agent Class Models. The Protocol Model has the same
basic semantics as the Agent UML [17] and UML [42] interaction models.

The Model Capabilities task defines the internal structure of the capabilities in
a Capability Model, where each capability is modeled as an Action or a Plan. An
action is a piece of atomic functionality that is further defined in the Model Actions
task described below. A plan is a state-based algorithmic definition that is defined
via the Model Plans task discussed below.

2.6.5 Low-Level Design

The Model Plans task captures how an agent can achieve a specific goal using
either a set of actions to define a soft capability. The result is a Plan Model that is
specified in terms of a finite state machine where states contain action sequences and
transitions contain inter-agent communications using two special transition actions,
send and receive. User-defined actions are carried out sequentially within states and
the variables used in actions and messages are globally visible within the Plan.

The Model Actions task defines the details of user-defined actions used in the Plan
Model. Each action used in a plan must belong to one of the capabilities required
by the plan. Actions are typically defined as a function with a signature and a set
of pre- and postconditions, but may also be defined via an algorithm, which may be
encoded directly in a programming language.
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The Model Policies task defines a set of rules to which an organization must
adhere. In general, policies are used to restrict agent behavior and may either be
specified informally for use at design time or formally for automated enforcement
at runtime. How policies are enforced is a critical decision that affects the way the
Policy Model is used during development.

2.6.6 Code Generation

The Generate Code task takes all the design models created during the development
and converts them into code that correctly implements the models. Obviously,
there are several approaches to code generation based on the runtime platform and
implementation language chosen. Automated code generation facilities can be used
to generate code for specific languages and platforms, while manual code generation
can be used to develop systems in virtually any language or runtime platform. The
choice of automated versus manually generated code can significantly affect the
choice and formality of design models used for development. The agentTool toolkit
includes an automatic code generation framework that currently supports the JADE
platform [43].

2.7 Method Construction Guidelines

Table 9.2 shows the method construction guidelines, which are defined in terms of
preconditions and postconditions for each O-MaSE task. The precondition specifies
the set of work products that must be available prior to the task being undertaken
while the postconditions specify the work products produced by the task. For
example, the Model Goals task requires that either a (1) Requirements Spec or (2)
a Goal Model/GMoDS and a Role Model work products must be available. While
preconditions specify required/alternative work product inputs for a task, they do not
limit the information that can be used during task execution. Although the Model
Domain task only requires a Requirements Spec as input, other work products such
as Goal Models can also be used; this information is generally documented in the
individual task definitions.

3 Extending O-MaSE

While the customization of O-MaSE has been the focus of previous papers (e.g.,
[33]), one of the main goals of O-MaSE is to allow O-MaSE to be easily extended
to capture new types of models and tasks, while not affecting the existing tasks and
methods. To ensure backward compatibility, we require that any new extensions
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Table 9.2 Method construction guidelines

be just that, true extensions. While not formally defined, a true extension to
O-MaSE would require that (1) no new constraints be placed on existing entities and
relationships in the O-MaSE metamodel, (2) the method guideline pre-conditions
must not become stronger or postconditions made weaker, and (3) no existing
metamodel entities, tasks, work products, or method-roles may be eliminated.

To demonstrate extensibility, we add a new type of Goal Model to O-MaSE called
the Value-based Goal Model (VGM) [44]. While the current O-MaSE goal model,
GMoDS, is good for capturing goals of achievement, it is not always suitable for
long-lived systems where the overall objective is to maintain a set of goals and,
if necessary, make tradeoffs to ensure continued support of the most important of
those goals in the case that limited resources require the system to choose between
which goals to support. To integrate the VGM, we define a new work product, a new
task to produce that work product, and extensions to the method guidelines to allow
existing tasks to use the VGM.
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3.1 VGM Work Product

A VGM is a tree whose nodes are value-based goals (G) rooted at goal g0, where g0

represents the overall mission goal of the system. Value-based goals are defined as a
desired state of the world that must be preserved, or maintained, by the system.
There are five types of value-based goals: Value goals, AND goals, OR goals,
composition goals, and leaf goals. All subgoals of a composition goal contribute
some percentage to its value, which must total 100 %. A composition goal’s
current value is the sum of its currently maintained subgoal contributions. An AND
goal denotes the case when all subgoals must be maintained for the parent to be
maintained. Thus, the current value of an AND goal is the minimum current value of
its subgoals. An OR goal is maintained if any of its subgoal is maintained. However,
each subgoal also has a contribution value. Leaf goals are the only goals explicitly
maintained by the system. As the system maintains (or fails to maintain) leaf goals,
the value of the VGM is aggregated based on parent goal types until an overall VGM
value is arrived at.

An example of a VGM for an online web system is shown in Fig. 9.3, which
includes a web server that supports online-shopping business and additional com-
puters that are used by employees for their daily work. In our example, the system’s
goals are decomposed into two main goals: supporting a web store (Webstore) and
work access (User Work Access). Since the Webstore goal constitutes the majority
of our business income, we have estimated that if this goal is 100 % operational,
we will generate approximately $50,000 per hour from it. Likewise, for each hour
it is not operational, our business will lose $50,000. The User Work Access goal
represents the ability of the employees to access the system in order to maintain it
and perform their daily work. The estimated value of this access is approximately
$3,000 per hour. The Webstore goal is decomposed into a set of subgoals, where
each subgoal is weighted to express its contribution to its parent goal. The Browse
goal represents the ability of consumers to browse our website looking for goods
to purchase. This constitutes a major aspect of the webstore and thus we have
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assigned a 60 % value to the overall webstore goal. The next goal, Shopping Cart,
is obviously important for customers who actually purchase items from the website.
While customers can browse the website, without the ability to add items to their
shopping cart, they cannot actually buy those items. Since there is still functionality
to the webstore without the shopping cart, we give it a 20 % contribution. Finally, the
Place Order goal represents the actual transaction where the customers buy what is
in their shopping cart. While customers can shop and add items to their cart, without
the ability to check out and purchase their items, the system is not complete. Thus,
we assign a 20 % contribution to this goal.

Based on the values assigned to the VGM, the system can now perform
computations to determine the effect of maintaining or not maintaining certain goals
as it relates to the overall system value.

3.2 Refine Value-Based Goal Model Task

If we assume we can use the existing Model Goals task to identify and decompose
the basic system goals as done for the GMoDS goal model, then we simply need
to define the techniques and steps required to convert the basic Goal Model into
a VGM. Unfortunately, the approach to defining the value of system goals is not
necessarily straightforward for all applications. In some cases, the goals can be
monetized and their value assigned based on their monetary value. In other cases,
valuation is much harder as goal can have both tangible and intangible value.
Determination of intangible values tends to require domain-specific approaches and
is a research topic in its own right, for an example, see [45].

3.3 Method Guideline Extensions

To incorporate the Refine Value-based Goal Model task into O-MaSE, we need
to define a set of new and modified guidelines for O-MaSE that define (1) the
appropriate inputs for the Refine Value-based Goal Model task and (2) what tasks
may use a VGM as required or optional inputs. Table 9.3 shows the new and
modified guidelines. The first row is the new guideline for the Refine Value-based
Goal Model task, which states that it requires a basic Goal Model as input and
produces a VGM. The remaining six guidelines in Table 9.3 are modified versions
of the guidelines listed in Table 9.2. In each case, since a VGM model is used in
the same way as a GMoDS model, each time a GMoDS model was mentioned, the
choice of a GMoDS or VGM model is given as (GMoDS _ VGM).
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Table 9.3 New and modified method construction guidelines

4 Example O-MaSE Process

To demonstrate our approach to assembling customized methods using O-MaSE,
an example of a custom O-MaSE process is presented for a sensor-based Building
Monitoring System (BMS) whose operation relies on relatively simple sensors with
little computational overhead. The BMS will have a predefined set of sensor types
and each sensor will be deployed to a fixed location. Each sensor will be modeled
as an agent that achieves a specific set of goals; the system will not need to reason
about its capabilities or reorganize. While other contractors will design the internal
operation of the individual agents, each agent will have to conform to system-
specific protocols to ensure compatibility between agents.

Given the well-defined nature of the system, a waterfall development approach
is chosen. Appropriate models are selected based on the implementation needs.
Because there is no need for adaptivity in terms of reassigning agent responsibility,
an organizational approach is not required. Therefore, a straightforward agent-
centered approach is taken where agents are designed to achieve specific goals.
Figure 9.4 shows the process developed for the project. As shown, the Refine Value-
based Goal Model task is used to develop a VGM, which is used as both input to the
Model Agent Classes task and the Model Domain task.
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5 Conclusions and Future Research

The overall goal of O-MaSE is to provide a suite of technologies aimed at removing
impediments to the industrial acceptance of agent technology. O-MaSE provides
a customizable agent-oriented methodology based on consistent, well-defined con-
cepts supported by plug-ins to an industrial strength development environment. The
O-MaSE methodology allows developers to create custom agent-oriented methods
using a set of well-defined method fragments that support a variety of system types
and complexities. This is achieved in O-MaSE via the O-MaSE metamodel, a set
of method fragments, and a set of method construction guidelines. Each aspect of
O-MaSE is supported by the agentTool integrated development environment, which
supports method creation and maintenance, model creation and verification, and
code generation and maintenance. As shown in this chapter, O-MaSE is easily
extensible using a straightforward process. A valid O-MaSE extension has three
constraints:

1. No new constraints may be placed on existing entities and relationships in the
O-MaSE metamodel.

2. The method guideline preconditions must not become stronger or post-conditions
made weaker.

3. No existing metamodel entities, tasks, work products, or method-roles may be
eliminated.

When incorporating new tasks, not only must the tasks themselves be defined,
but the method guidelines must be modified to allow the new task to be used. These
guidelines must define (1) the appropriate set of inputs for the new task and (2)
which existing tasks may use the new task as a required or optional input. As the goal
of O-MaSE was to build an extensible and customizable methodology, we expect O-
MaSE to continue to change and adapt as new models and techniques for building
multi-agent systems are created.

O-MaSE has been used to develop several different types of systems including
cooperative robotic applications [46], information systems, medical decision sup-
port systems [47], and intelligent power distribution systems [48] to name a few.
One of the main reasons cited for choosing O-MaSE as the methodology of choice
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was “easy customization of the analysis and design process” [47], which validates
our claims that O-MaSE is both extensible and customizable.

While many pressing issues have been tackled in O-MaSE, at least for the
moment, many tasks critical for a complete software methodology such as man-
agement, product deployment, and testing and evaluation have been intentionally
ignored. Management and deployment issues are generally applicable over a wide
variety of software projects and thus existing approaches can and should be applied.
Testing and evaluation is not yet included in O-MaSE, as current work has focused
strictly on the analysis, design, and implementation of multi-agent systems; while
many traditional techniques can be applied to multi-agent systems, the need for
unique approaches and tools is recognized. Existing research [18, 49] can be used
to extend O-MaSE in this area.

Perhaps, as Dam and Winikoff propose [14], it is time to develop a new
generation of MAS methodologies based on the knowledge gained from the first
generation of MAS methodologies. If that is the case, then based on our experiences
with O-MaSE, we propose that this new generation of methodologies be developed
with a method engineering mindset and make use of a common metamodel of MAS
concepts. Then, and only then, can true interoperability of MAS methodologies truly
be attained.
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Chapter 10
Ten Years of the INGENIAS Methodology

Jorge J. Gomez-Sanz

Abstract This chapter introduces a review of most of the work done in the
INGENIAS methodology along 10 years. Few methodologies have been capable
of evolving while keeping their initial premises. The key for INGENIAS survival
has been an extreme adoption of Model Driven Development practises since
its inception. The needs of its end users, the developers, have been gradually
incorporated using those techniques. INGENIAS proposes a modelling language
for Multi-agent Systems, recommendations for using it, tool support, and integration
with some Software Engineering (SE) development processes. INGENIAS has its
own support tools, which concern code generation, documentation, visual edition
of the specification, simulation, testing, and installation. This chapter explains how
INGENIAS was able to grow while keeping an updated tool support, introduces
some important advances, and enumerates some of its challenges in the near future.

Keywords Agent-oriented methodologies • Agent-oriented software •
Agent-oriented software engineering • Code generation • INGENIAS • JADE •
Metamodel • Model-driven

1 Introduction

In 2012, INGENIAS methodology became 10 years old. The first contribution
about INGENIAS was published in the Symposium of Applied Computing held
in 2002 [23]. At that time, it was one of the first in presenting complex metamodels
applied to Multi-agent Systems, but the methodology was still to be fully developed.
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Methodology is a term used mainly in the Software Engineering (SE) discipline.
It refers to a body of methods in the sense of the IEEE Standard Taxonomy of
SE Standards [27], a description of the characteristics of the orderly process or
procedure used in the engineering of a product or performing a service. Similarly,
a process deals with the series of actions or operations used in making or achieving
a product. The SE Book of Knowledge [1], which is a more modern account of SE,
remarks that methods come together with tools, and that methods may be heuristic,
formal, or prototyping. So, when one talks about a methodology, and for the sake
of preventing misunderstandings, one should ask about the process in which this
methodology operates, how the method affects the process, which scope it has, what
approach (heuristic, formal, or prototyping) it follows, and which tools support the
activities.

INGENIAS is an Agent-Oriented SE Methodology created initially to work with
the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [30], which is different from the Unified Pro-
cess. Other development formulae are possible, though. The INGENIAS-SCRUM
variant [10] follows the SCRUM development process [42] and proposes an agile
variant to the more rigid RUP. Both SCRUM and RUP are complex development
processes to deal with complex problems. When the problem to solve is a small one,
usually the kind of problem a single person solves in a matter of a couple of weeks, it
is enough by performing a produce a specification—generate code—execute cycle.

INGENIAS initially proposed a set of artifacts to be produced during the require-
ments, design, and implementation basic workflows in the RUP. Artifacts created
along the process range from specifications to actual programming code. Specifi-
cations are models built according to a meta-model explaining what a Multi-agent
System is. Such metamodel is the basis for building a MAS modeling language. This
modeling method is semiformal because there are no formal semantics; still, a MAS
specification is created using some grammar rules, the metamodel, and converted
into programming code, by means of a text to code transformation. In addition,
there are tools to assist in the creation of MAS specifications, their documentation,
maintenance, and code generation. INGENIAS is supported by the INGENIAS
Development Kit (IDK), which is distributed as free software from its main site.1

This methodology received the best demo award in AAMAS 2008 [20]. We
demonstrated how to quickly create MAS with little effort. The chosen MAS
for the demo was a distributed consensus agreement system based on the Delphi
method [12]. The video of the demo is still available in the INGENIAS site.

The path to the current INGENIAS has been long. The INGENIAS methodology
will be briefly introduced in Sect. 2. Its origin is explained later on in Sect. 3. INGE-
NIAS has gone through changes and it is not the same as in 2002. Evolution happens
as a result of trying to apply the methodology to solve problems. Nevertheless,
managing the INGENIAS evolution has turned out to be a problem by itself, forcing
to devise engineering solutions and take long term decisions, as Sect. 4 shows.
INGENIAS has contributed with development experience in several domains listed

1http://ingenias.sf.net.

http://ingenias.sf.net
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in Sect. 5. As a result of these experiments, INGENIAS has been growing, some-
times incorporating new concepts and sometimes adding new tools to the standard
set. Section 6 includes the conclusions and future challenges for INGENIAS.

2 A Gentle Introduction to INGENIAS

Understanding the INGENIAS methodology implies knowing the modeling lan-
guage it proposes, being aware of the recommendations for applying this language,
and being capable of integrating this knowledge into a development process (if
needed). These tasks are facilitated by a tool support that will be introduced in
Sect. 3.

The notation and vocabulary are embodied into a MAS modeling language.
This language is represented through graph-relationship diagrams as in Fig. 10.1.
Each element can be represented with an INGENIAS or a UML-like notation and
captures a relevant concept in MAS research. In Fig. 10.1, INGENIAS notation is
used to represent the agent and its goal, but UML-like is used to represent the fact
GreetTrigger. It is up to the developer to choose which to use. Each agent has a
mental state, whose initial configuration can be included in the specification. In this
case, it has a single entity representing a fact about the world. Concepts are related
to each other in different ways. An agent pursues a goal (relationship GTPursues)
and an agent has a mental state (relationship AHasMS), for instance. The language
identifies several diagram types, each one devised to capture a specific aspect of
the system: its organization (organization diagram); an individual description of the
agent (agent diagram); a detailed description of its tasks and goals (tasks and goals
diagram); a description of the interactions among agents (interaction diagram); the
elements in the environment and their relationship with the MAS being defined
(environment diagram); the deployment of the MAS (deployment diagram); and a
correspondence between elements in the specification with physical elements such
as files or pieces of code (component diagram).

The semantics of the modeling language are contained within a reference manual.
These semantics are referred to a custom agent framework which is implemented
over JADE. The framework is called INGENIAS Agent Framework (IAF), and it
will be mentioned again in the next section.

The different tools in INGENIAS are used to support some basic activities. My
own PhD [15] reproduced in a stepwise refinement how the INGENIAS modeling
language was used to solve the self-organization of virtual communities using the
RUP. Further work reinterpreting these results in terms of the Software Process
Engineering Modeling Language (SPEM) [34] is available in [14] and [32].

The most basic assumption one can make about the INGENIAS process is
the one introduced in Figs. 10.2 and 10.3, a result that was published in [38].
Figure 10.2 refers to the person or persons whose responsibilities attain the support
tools mentioned in the previous paragraphs and in Sect. 3. These persons provide
assistance to the ones performing the development process. The domain specific
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Fig. 10.1 An example of INGENIAS agent diagram modeling a hello world agent

Fig. 10.2 Activities to be performed by supporters of the process

Fig. 10.3 Activities to be performed by the end users of IDK

metamodel activity refers to the customisations one has to make to the original
INGENIAS metamodel (see comments about metamodel evolution in Sect. 4).
Changes in the metamodel are then to be considered in the other tools, either to
ensure some constructions are followed (like those requested by the IAF) or to define
new ways to map the specification concepts into code or other models. Figure 10.3
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represents a basic cycle design-simulate-deploy-design where developers create the
MAS oriented product. It is a very simplified version of what may actually happen,
since a longer development ought to refine each one of these activities, perhaps to
produce something resembling those activities of [32].

3 The Origins of INGENIAS

INGENIAS stands for INGENIería de Agentes Software in Spanish (Software Agent
Engineering). The seminal work that lead to INGENIAS was our participation in
the MESSAGE methodology [3]. MESSAGE was the first full methodology to
evidence the potential of Model-Driven practises. It made extensive use of the
Meta-Edit tool [44] for producing a customised visual editor to experiment with.
Up to MESSAGE, having aids for the specification of MAS was rare. There were
remarkable examples at that time, like agentTool [5] or ZEUS [33]. Both were
discontinued, though it should be noted that agentTool is being reborn as an
Eclipse plugin with the name of agentTool III [13].

The lesson is that having a metaediting facility permitted focusing on the research
part. So, the MESSAGE team discussed the best ways to capture MAS concepts and
found possible translations of these concepts into a design and an implementation.
INGENIAS can be regarded not as a continuation of MESSAGE but as a branch
where different modeling concepts are applied and organised. There are links to
the original MESSAGE, but it remains fundamentally different, as shows the first
version of INGENIAS MAS meta-model [23].

The development of the INGENIAS methodology has been a challenge in several
aspects, but I consider the tooling to be the main one. Other methodologies, focused
in creating the most adequate MAS modeling language according to some criteria,
have seen how the language was unable to evolve due to the costs of modifying the
support tool. In this case, where the modeling language support is the bottleneck for
the methodology, having technology solving the modeling language evolution issue
becomes utterly important. And Model-Driven technology was the key. Perhaps, it
is the increasing popularity of the platform, or the need of recognising the benefits
of a Model-Driven solution, but all methodologies are slowly converging in the
Eclipse platform and applying Model-Driven techniques. They either construct ad
hoc plugins that implement the metamodels each methodology is proposing or just
use it as it is, taking advantage of existing software for this platform. The Eclipse
platform provides many facilities. There are some specially relevant ones for Model-
Driven developers: the Plugin Development Environment (support for creating
Eclipse extensions), the Eclipse Modeling Framework (support for metamodeling),
and the Graphical Modeling Framework (visual editor generation). This migration
has happened in the case of Prometheus [35], Tropos [31], the above mentioned
agentTool III [13], and GAIA [4]. Nevertheless, Eclipse is not the perfect platform.
The long term stability of Eclipse and the difficulties for creating stable plugins are
something to take into account [28]. There are alternatives, though. Uhl [45] lists
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several Model-Driven support tools. Any of them ought to bring the methodology a
similar tool independence as INGENIAS has.

In the case of INGENIAS, the development of custom metaediting facilities
was motivated by a defect in 2002 Meta-Edit [44] version that could not be
fixed. INGENIAS started using Meta-Edit to create prototype editors implementing
experimental metamodels, just as in MESSAGE. It turned out the tool did not
allow you to alter a hierarchy of concepts once defined. This affected strongly a
project like INGENIAS that needed to experiment with different configurations
and change whatever is required. Additionally, Meta-Edit commercial nature was
a problem if others were to use the editors one produced. So, instead of continuing
with this tool, it was studied if some alternative software, preferably free software,
existed. Eclipse did not have the facilities it has today, and the best candidate was,
and still is, JGraph.2 It provided very basic diagram support and some simple
editors exemplifying trivial modeling languages, though it lacked capabilities to
easily change the modeling language those editors supported. Support for complex
relationships was also missing, just as multiple diagram management support,
persistence services, and others. Anyway, it was a good starting point. So, a
proof-of-concept editor was created from this editor that permitted to draw three
types of entities and two types of relationship plus basic services enabling to start
experimenting in similar conditions as in Meta-Edit. This prototype was analyzed
to identify which code sections were associated with each entity or relationship,
to establish mappings that permitted to infer, if a new entity type was to be
incorporated, what new code should be aggregated. A smart combination of this
information with a custom made template management infrastructure, led to a first
version of a self-made meta-editor. A file contained the specification of the entities,
relationships, and diagrams following a notation inspired by GOPRR [29], which
is the metamodeling language of Meta-Edit. This file was interpreted by a program
that implied which new code sections were to be added to the basic infrastructure.
As a result, there was an editor capable of holding any number of entities and
relationships distributed along several diagram types.

This editor was the first component of the IDK, which is the name given to
the set of tools that support INGENIAS. Metaediting capabilities were developed
separately and conformed the INGENME tool.3 The resulting editor changed as
well to allow the fast development of plugins. These are an extension of its basic
capabilities that can be incorporated in runtime, while the editor is open. A plugin
can access the specification when plugged to the editor or work in stand alone
mode by executing it from command line over a specification file. The specification
can be traversed to extract information, and this information can be used to fill
in template files, just as it was done to generate new editors. This mechanism
constitutes the basic principle for code generation capability.

2http://www.jgraph.com.
3http://ingenme.sf.net.

http://www.jgraph.com
http://ingenme.sf.net
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The most important plugin for the IDK is the IAF code generator, which is
coupled with the INGENIAS Agent Framework (IAF). IAF is an implementation
of an agent architecture over JADE. It allows distributed state protocol implementa-
tions, task execution activated by goals, multiple conversation management, and an
implementation of the mental-state concept, among others. The IAF Code Generator
maps the specification elements to chunks of code so that a new agent system can
be generated that matches the specification, using the same mechanisms the meta-
editing capabilities use.

To complement the IAF, a basic HTML documentation plugin was developed
as well. The plugin generated HTML pages with the specification together with
hyperlinks interconnecting different sections. The purpose of these was to enable
the review of a diagram in a regular Internet browser and define basic navigation:
click on an entity to obtain its description and then move to other diagrams where
this entity appears.

The experience of using IAF revealed something every developer disliked about
code generation: it prevented modifying generated files because they would be
overwritten after the code is regenerated. This problem is generally regarded as
round-trip engineering because one intends to go from the specification to the
code, then modify the code, and expect the modification is transferred back to
the specification. Trying to reproduce this ideal behavior, two additional plugins
were incorporated to the IDK: one to upload pieces of code to the specification,
named Code Uploader, and another to synchronise APIs between the specification
and the code for concrete entities, named AppLinker. The first assumes a developer
only has to alter concrete parts of some concrete files. These parts were identified
and associated with elements of the specification, called INGENIAS Code Compo-
nents. These are responsible of containing pieces of text to be used when generating
code for concrete files and concrete parts of these files. This way, a regeneration
of the code would take into account these elements and the resulting one would
be coherent with the previous state. The AppLinker serves to maintain coherence
between an API declared in the specification and the API exposed by concrete
implementation classes.

The combination of these elements led to a sufficient tool support for a MAS
development. This initial set of tools was improved with new features as Sect. 4
discusses. The use of these tools in a development process has been studied to some
extent as previous section has introduced.

4 Keeping INGENIAS Healthy

Software Engineering (SE) plays an important role in the INGENIAS methodology.
On the one hand, the INGENIAS methodology pursues the practical application of
MAS theories to develop Agent-Oriented Software. In such cases, engineering, and
not Artificial Intelligence, has to be the driver [16]. Concepts such as planning the
development, supporting the software lifecycle, or promoting reusability do belong
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to this realm. On the other hand, SE also serves to work with INGENIAS as a
long term product itself. Needs identified in several developments, like altering
the modeling language or including MAS-based simulation features (see Sect. 5),
are major changes whose cost-benefit trade-off has to be analysed. Without the
resources to realise an exhaustive change management policy, INGENIAS focused
on the following requirements:

• The metamodel for MAS specification should improve as development experi-
ence increases.

• Support tools do not obstruct the metamodel evolution and keep the same pace.
• Generating releases of IDK must not be an expensive process.
• Any released software artifact must have passed some control tests that ensure a

minimum of functionality.

There was not always a clear solution for each requirement. A combination of
main stream SE tools and theory was necessary.

Dealing with the MAS specification metamodel evolution has been a most
challenging task. Evolution happens as a result of trying to apply the methodology
to solve problems (check Sect. 5 for an overview of the problems). In general, a
change in the metamodel is needed when:

• You work in a case study and discover some fatal flaw that prevents you from
capturing properly the problem and/or the solution.

• Your knowledge on some domain improves in a way that you discover better
solutions

• You tried to adapt a current framework or platform to fit the methodology, but
the information contained in the model was not enough

The specification language, based on a metamodel for MAS specification, was
supported by a custom made metamodeling tool. This tool was introduced in the
previous section. It is called INGENME. It is now free software4 with GPL license.
This tool takes as input a XML file containing the modeling language abstract syntax
specification, that is, the metamodel, and generates a visual editor supporting it.
Concrete syntax, that is, the notation, can be included as well, but it requires extra
files containing the images. Even using this tool, there has to be a strict policy
for allowed changes in the metamodel. In principle, a change in the metamodel
means you cannot reuse a specification conforming with the previous metamodel.
INGENME produced backwards compatible visual editors provided that three rules
were respected: extend existing concepts rather than modify existing ones, aggregate
new attributes rather than eliminate them, and never change the name of an existing
entity.

A change in the metamodel was immediately followed by a regeneration of the
official editor. Optionally, the IAF was altered to take into account the new elements
or just remained the same. Other plugins were usually unaffected. The drawback

4http://ingenme.sf.net.
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is the size and coherence of the metamodel. After all, having too many concepts
may be as bad as having a few. To deal with this issue, the capability of filtering
concepts in the editor was included. It is possible to show only those concepts and
relationships listed in an external file, which is a very cheap mechanism to customise
an already existing editor without altering the underlying meta-model.

The incorporation of metamodeling facilities makes it possible to deliver more
versions of the tools. It was decided to follow the release early and release often [41]
motto, which is an extended philosophy in the free software community. It took time
to adopt it because of the inherent risk of releasing buggy versions. Also, releasing
a version of the support tools took too much effort despite the meta-editing tools.
Metamodeling tools can be buggy too. This reduced the number of releases to one
per year until 2008. That year a new release approach was essayed, one simpler to
maintain: a Continuous Integration system. These systems, when properly installed,
can download snapshots of the software from version control systems, such as SVN
or CVS, and generate the releases after some tests are applied. This way, it is easy
to know whether a change broke the distribution. We chose the Hudson platform.5

Hudson is installed in our servers6 and distributes four flavours of IDK: a jar based
self-installer, a zipped full distribution of the IDK (combining IAF, the editor, and
all plugins), and the editor only alternative.

Preparing the IDK deliverables with the Hudson framework is a step forward.
Being sure the deliverables are the right ones is a different matter. To have
guarantees of this, releases now have to go through a testing process that reviews
the functionality of the visual editor (this implies simulating user inputs and repro-
ducing actions to generate a new specification from scratch), the code generation
features (generating code, e.g., MAS projects), and the functionality of resulting
MAS (validating the execution of generated MAS). This is automated using the
TestNG7 platform, which has a good integration with FEST,8 our favourite GUI
testing framework.

Despite the framework and the tests ensuring the quality of the release, develop-
ers did not want to have the latest version, a wise decision in some scenarios. So,
the Hudson framework did not turn out as successful as expected.

A new step in INGENIAS has been adopting the Maven9 development scheme.
Maven is a software project management tool for building, reporting, and releasing
software products. It defines a comprehensive software lifecycle that can be
customised. This lifecycle includes managing software dependencies, controlling
software heterogeneity when two or more different programming languages are
used, or facilitating the installation and release of the developed software, among
others. It has required to reorganize the IDK, but now releases can be more stable

5http://hudson-ci.org.
6http://ingenias.fdi.ucm.es/hudson.
7http://testng.org.
8http://fest.easytesting.org.
9http://maven.apache.org/.
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and frequent. Developers can choose which version of the IDK they want. An
added value is that INGENIAS is now available to all developers in the world
that use Maven without requiring special configurations. Maven has global software
repositories where IDK releases are uploaded and downloaded.

5 Results Obtained By INGENIAS

INGENIAS has been tested in a variety of domains. This was useful to validate the
expressiveness of INGENIAS metamodel and the viability of developments with the
available tools. The list of addressed application domains follows:

• Collaborative Information Filtering [15]. It is the first case study specified in
my PhD with INGENIAS. It is about dealing with information overload through
collaborative information filtering. There were communities of users where
information is distributed according to shared topics of interest and the individual
topics of interest of the users. Users are subscribed to communities because
of their shared interests. These may change along time, so user subscriptions
change as well. Communities and users were represented by agents that learnt
what pieces of information were interesting and which ones were not. Users may
suggest information to a community. This information would be evaluated by a
subset of users through their agents. If found meaningful, the information was
forwarded to all users.

• Bookstore management [21, 22]. The Juul Møller BokHandle case study was
obtained from Espen Andersen site, which is dedicated to technology and
management.10 It is about a bookstore that sells book mainly to students
of one university. This business collaborates with the professors, looking for
recommended books, for instance. This bookstore wants to become “electronic,”
just as Amazon, and needs to define what services may make the bookstore
more competitive. The case study solution uses the organization concept and
introduces ways in which this concept can be realized during design and
implementation.

• eCulture [7]. eCulture is a web-based broker of cultural information developed
with Tropos methodology. The case study is the same, but the contribution
proposes to use UML-AT to transform the Tropos specification to an INGENIAS
one.

• Robocode [8, 36]. Robocode11 is a Java programming game where the behavior
of a tank has to be programmed. The tank has a radar to identify enemies and can
shoot bullets. There can be several coordinating tanks, and large battles can be
easily deployed.

10http://www.espen.com.
11http://robocode.sourceforge.net/.
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• Delphi process [12]. It studies the application of the Delphi method to build a
set of agents that achieve agreements through argumentation based on keyword
relevance. The system was designed and implemented using INGENIAS. The
Delphi method was created in the fifties by the RAND corporation, in Santa
Monica, California. This method was created initially for foresight studies, that
is, long-term decisions that guide the policy of a country or a company. Such
studies require reaching a consensus in a community of experts, and this is what
the method provides. The method was implemented for a document classification
problem. The resulting MAS worked better than a common implementation at the
expense of dedicating more time to each query. It was demonstrated in AAMAS
2008 [20]. The system contained six expert agents, one referee agent, and one
client.

• Social Simulation [39, 40]. The case study is a society of bats that live in roosts.
Bats return to them after hunting. In roosts, bats are expected to share food and
to groom one another. Assisting other bats gives credits, which are spent when
help is returned. The bats have some memory of past grooming and food sharing
experiences. In such population, and defining some specific behavior profiles,
the simulations intend to investigate the benefits, and drawbacks of altruism.
The specification was made with INGENIAS, while coding was made with the
REPAST agent based simulation tool.12

• Business Intelligence [18]. Technology surveillance is an important activity
in Business Intelligence. Elaborating a state-of-the-art report is expensive but
necessary if a company wants to evaluate the interest in investing in a concrete
technological area. Once there is a basic report, the problem is how to keep this
knowledge updated. Such is the challenge technology surveillance addresses.
The success of the surveillance depends greatly on which information sources
are used. These sources are usually suggested or discovered by individuals, but,
again, determining their quality is expensive. To ensure certain quality of the
information sources while keeping maintenance costs of such systems, a MAS
is proposed that uses a trust & reputation model. Trust & reputation metrics
serve to account the quality of individual information sources and decide whether
the information source ought to be used or not. The resulting MAS captures
the quality evaluation process as well as the intelligence to handle the expected
quality.

• Surveillance [37]. Traditionally, the control of a surveillance system has been
performed with a centralized configuration. Sensors report to a central controller
that makes decisions on what to do and transmits orders to remote devices. The
paper studies how a MAS can bring autonomy, coordination, and decentralization
to surveillance activities using the INGENIAS methodology. A MAS model is
created and an executable system is obtained that simulates a deployment of
four mobile platform sensors, ten microphone sensors, two tracking devices, five
cameras, and three area coordinators.

12http://repast.sourceforge.net/.
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• Powergrid [25]. This case study was about modeling coordination for energy
distribution in a grid. The scenario considered power faults and how to reconnect
the grid so that critical infrastructures, like hospitals, could get energy. The case
study synthesizes discussions held in the SOAR’10 workshop.13

• Cinema [2,43]. It is one of the testing cases for validating the IAF. There are users
that want to go to a cinema, but have very specific interest in the services each
cinema provides. This way, some users like giant pop-corn buckets while others
prefer comfortable seats. Each cinema offers a price for such services and not all
cinemas provide all services. So, first of all, one cinema offering the requested
services has to be found. Then, a price has to be arranged and, if it is within the
margin provided by the user, a ticket is bought. The problem is captured using
INGENIAS and is currently deployed using different sizes, from a few agents to
hundreds, reaching the limits of JADE platform. It is interesting as case study,
mainly.

• Operation and Maintenance workflows [26]. It introduces several real workflows
in a company and studies how INGENIAS provides the concepts to model them.
These workflows illustrate the interest in having Tropos-like primitives to express
goal positive and negative effects.

As a result of the above-mentioned case studies, INGENIAS has been incorpo-
rating techniques and new modeling concepts. A summary of the techniques and
associated contributions follows:

• Simulation[18]. This is a major contribution that permits to implement simu-
lations based on a discrete time approach. It required to define new entities to
express what a simulation is and how to extract information from a run.

• Testing [17]. This work introduces new testing features in INGENIAS that
allow developers to define their own tests, though the test content is not created
automatically. Some facilities are given to simplify enquiring about the mental
state of agents. Enquiries are the way to check whether the system state is
the appropriate one. The new concepts are accompanied with new artifacts in
implementation that capture the concrete test.

• Data mining for debugging. Using the cinema test case, it shows how data mining
techniques can be used to analyze system traces and deduce what is going on
[43]. This work is a continuation of [2]. It uses Aspect-Oriented Programming to
obtain a new JADE platform version where communication related methods are
intercepted. With this change, accurate information of interchanged information
is obtained. This information is stored off-line so that it can be analyzed using
different kinds of diagrams. Similar techniques are applied in [24]. This study
introduces a crisis management case study elaborated with INGENIAS and
proceeds to inspect the involved communication costs.

• Model transformations. Though INGENIAS is strong in modeling support, its
solutions for model transformation were not in line with current trends in the

13http://distrinet.cs.kuleuven.be/events/soar/2010/papers.php.
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Model-Driven community. One of the reasons is that developing a transformation
had little support, less than doing it the old way using programming constructs.
A promising technique in this sense was the generation of transformations by
example. The concept was proven with the Model Transformation Generator
Tool (MTGenerator). This tool took as input examples of expected input and
output models. Using them it deduced what transformation could provide such
conversion. Hence, the cost of such transformations can be reduced with the aid
of tools like MT Generator [11]. An expanded example of the transformations
that can be obtained is available in [9], together with some guidelines for the
disciplined use of this tool in the context of an AOSE methodology.

• Model integration [7,40]. It proposed UML-AT as interlingua for the translation
of models from one methodology to another. It is based on the previous work
in UML-AT, where conversion of INGENIAS to UML-AT and vice versa were
addressed [6].

• Requirements Elicitation [8]. Creating a specification is always time consuming.
Hence, the interest in facilitating the construction of an initial version of the
requirements specification. In this research line, it is studied how research
in Activity Theory can facilitate the requirement elicitation and analysis of a
problem using patterns discovered for human activity. An adequate translation
of these concepts for agents can enact a faster identification of relationships
and problem entities. The proof of concept is made with INGENIAS and an
experiment is conducted with several volunteers.

• Coordination [22]. It introduced the way interactions are handled in INGENIAS.
It is a multiparty approach where interactions have an explicit representation,
they are a first-class citizen, using UML terms. These interactions are associated
with a protocol. The protocol implementation does not uses a global state
approach, which is inefficient, but a distributed state one. Each party knows
of only the states of the interaction where it has an active role. Besides the
implementation, there are several debugging tools.

• Organization modeling [21]. The concept of organization is relevant as well in
INGENIAS. Using as example a case study of a book store, it shows possible
implementations of the organization. With INGENIAS, subscription and un-
subscription services can be costless designed and produced.

• Web applications [19]. It applies INGENIAS to the generation of web applica-
tions. The implementation is not agent oriented, but was a proof of concept that,
sometimes, an agent-oriented implementation was not the best option.

6 Conclusions

INGENIAS is an Agent-Oriented Methodology with a strong tool support. Its scope
includes requirements, design, implementation, and testing related activities. For
those activities, there are sets of identified artefacts to be created and guidelines to do
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so. INGENIAS is a living methodology in the sense that it grows to incorporate new
knowledge, something only possible because of the metaediting facilities behind.

INGENIAS is not finished at all. There is a number of problems that need to be
addressed:

• Tide-up the metamodel. The INGENIAS metamodel has grown since the 2002
version as a result of dealing with different domain problems. Some concepts
were introduced because they were important in some agent theories. Others
were introduced trying to cope with some unexpected modeling need. Despite the
reasons, the incorporation of concepts has made the current version of the meta-
model, in XML format, a file of 446K. Just finding a concrete entity definition,
takes time, and existing XML editing facilities do not make the work easier.
Besides, from this metamodel, just a few concepts are actually used for code
generation . Considered actions to deal with this problem include removing non-
used concepts, better structuring the INGENIAS MAS metamodel, or finding
better representation mechanisms to deal with modeling languages of that size.

• Information overload. Diagrams tend to be too informative. After some time they
are collapsed with all kinds of entities and relationships and it is hard to read any-
thing. As the number of elements grows, the bigger is the need of powerful layout
algorithms. Also, new ways of organising the information would be welcome.
Ideas like hyperlinks interconnecting parts of the specification may facilitate
understanding later the inter-diagram dependencies. By now, this problem is
addressed with discipline. Through the use of a folder-like mechanism, diagrams
are arranged into groups. Development discipline determines which meaningful
groups exist and what kind of content should be expected in each one.

• Improve code generation facilities. Code generation relies in a template-based
mechanism. The creation of a template implies certain processing steps which
are not fully supported yet. As any other program, a template must be written,
executed, and debugged. Specific support for this may motive more developers
to create their own code generation module for other target platforms. Support
editing tools permit to have different plugins at the same time providing
different conversion means. This is a powerful solution to create, from the same
specification, different implementations form the same specification.

• Transformation development support. There have been important advances in
this direction with the work done with a Model Transformation By Example
approach. Nevertheless, more is needed to make this a stable feature. As in
the case of templates, creation, execution, and debugging phases need to be
experimented further.

• Migration to another standard metamodeling language. At this moment, INGE-
NIAS uses GOPRR that is not as widespread as Ecore, the language the Eclipse
Modeling Framework uses. This eliminates for developers the possibility of using
the existing software, like ATL Transformations, which is currently developed for
Eclipse.

• Multiuser support. This is perhaps the major problem in INGENIAS and other
methodologies toward their adoption in big projects. At this moment, having
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multiple developers working at the same time in the specification is not possible.
Instead of a version control system, Model-Driven community is addressing this
problem as a merge of two models coming from the same metamodel. In the case
of INGENIAS, merging pieces of the specification, though possible through the
“import” feature of the editor tool, does not work well because it requires from
developers to be very strict with the way entities are named. Name clash is very
easy and have negative effects in the merged specification.
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Chapter 11
A Survey of Multi-agent Programming
Languages and Frameworks

Mehdi Dastani

Abstract This chapter surveys the multi-agent programming research field by
presenting and discussing some typical multi-agent programming languages and
frameworks. It provides an overview of the concepts and abstractions that are
used to describe multi-agent systems. It is argued that the existing programming
languages and frameworks are designed to support the implementation of high-level
abstractions such as individual agents, the organization that controls and regulates
the behavior of individual agents, or the environment with which individual agents
interact. The distinction between agent, organization, and environment is used to
structure the presentation of the programming languages and frameworks.

Keywords Agent-oriented programming languages • Multi-agent development
frameworks • Multi-agent programming • Organization-oriented programming
languages

1 Introduction

Multi-agent systems can be seen as an advance in software engineering that has
resulted in new software development methodologies. Multi-agent systems provide
a repertoire of high-level concepts and abstractions to model and develop distributed
complex systems. At the highest level of abstraction, multi-agent systems are
conceived as consisting of communicating individual agents, an environment with
which individual agents interact, and an organization that regulates the behavior
of individual agents. These entities are in turn defined in terms of other concepts
and abstractions such as beliefs, goals, plans, actions, events, roles, interaction,
organizational rules and structures, communication, norms and regulation policies.
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Like other software development methodologies, multi-agent systems cover
different phases such as requirement, specification, design, implementation, and
testing. In the literature of multi-agent systems there have been various multi-agent
software development methodologies proposed, e.g., Gaia [62], Prometheus [43],
Tropos [14], INGENIAS [30], and others (see [8]). Each methodology focuses on
specific phases of the software development process and assumes that other phases
can be used and instantiated from other software development methodologies.
For example, Gaia focuses mainly on the analysis and design phases of software
development, and assumes that the generated design documents from the design
phase can be implemented in some conventional programming language such as
Java. Gaia assumes also that conventional requirement engineering and testing
approaches can be employed for the development of multi-agent systems.

This chapter focuses on the implementation of multi-agent systems and provides
an overview of the multi-agent programming research field. The main aim of the
multi-agent programming research field is to propose programming languages and
development frameworks that facilitate direct and effective implementations of
multi-agent systems. One can consider a multi-agent programming language or a
development framework as a computational specification language or a computa-
tional framework that can be used to implement a certain class of multi-agent system
architectures. After all, a multi-agent programming language or framework provides
computational constructs and tools to implement specific concepts and abstractions
that are proposed by some multi-agent architectures. Therefore, it is plausible
to assert that the existence of various multi-agent development methodologies
together with the fact that these methodologies propose different abstractions
and architectures have inspired the proposal of various multi-agent programming
languages and development frameworks.

In order to present this survey in a systematic way, the existing programming
languages and development frameworks will be structured along their foci on
individual agents, multi-agent organizations, and multi-agent environments. The
proposals that focus on individual agents aim at introducing programming con-
structs to support the implementation of individual agent issues such as autonomy,
reactive behaviors, social awareness, reasoning about norms and organizations,
communication with other agents, and capabilities to sense and act in the environ-
ment. The proposals focussing on multi-agent organizations aim at facilitating the
implementation of social and organizational issues such as norms (obligation, prohi-
bition, permission), norm compliance, norm enforcement mechanisms, sanctions or
rewards that should be imposed if norms are violated, roles that agents can or should
enact, responsibilities and tasks assigned to agents, delegation of tasks and respon-
sibilities, or the synchronisation of agents’ actions. Multi-agent organizations can
be implemented either endogenously or exogenously. In endogenous organizations
individual agents are internally designed and implemented by means of social and
organizational concepts such that their executions generate organized multi-agent
system behaviors. On the other hand, exogenous organizations are implemented as
computational entities that reside outside the agents’ codes and their executions
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control the concurrent executions of individual agent programs at runtime. Finally,
programming languages and development frameworks that are designed to support
the implementation of multi-agent environments provide programming constructs to
support the interaction between individual agents and their external environments.
Such programming constructs should allow a programmer to implement the results
of sense and act abilities of individual agents as well as tools, artifacts, services, and
resources that can be used by individual agents.

This chapter starts with a brief discussion on concepts and abstractions that are
used to describe and model multi-agent systems. It then presents an overview of
the existing multi-agent programming languages and development frameworks, and
discuss the subset of multi-agent concepts and abstractions that are addressed by
them. This overview is by no means complete. The programming languages and
frameworks covered in this overview are chosen because they illustrate different
ways to program multi-agent concepts and abstractions, have execution platforms,
and of course, because of the author’s familiarity with them. Other multi-agent
programming languages and development frameworks can be found in [10, 11].

2 Multi-agent Concepts and Abstractions

This section presents some key concepts and abstractions that are used to describe
multi-agent systems. The concepts and abstractions are structured in three sub-
sections reflecting the highest level of abstraction in multi-agent systems: agents,
environments, and organizations.

2.1 Individual Agents

Generally speaking, multi-agent systems comprises a set of individual agents. An
essential characteristic of individual agents is autonomy, that is, the ability of an
agent to decide and perform actions at each moment of time in order to achieve its
goals and objectives [61]. We consider an agent as autonomous if it has a decision
making component that determines its decisions based on its informational (e.g.,
beliefs, distributions, knowledge), motivational (e.g., desires, utilities, preferences),
and deliberational (e.g., intention, plans, commitments) attitudes. One can argue
that any computational system that interacts with other systems can be seen as
autonomous, at least from an external point of view. However, the development
of an autonomous software agent requires developing the internals of the agent
including an explicit decision making component that can be specified, designed
and implemented in terms of informational, motivational and deliberational atti-
tudes. The decision-making component should allow a programmer to implement
different decision issues such as decision strategies, resolving decision conflicts, and
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rationality or realism of decisions. Programming languages that support the imple-
mentation of autonomous agents should therefore provide programming constructs
to implement their decision components. There are various abstract decision models
that can be used to implement an agent’s decision component. For example, an
agent’s decision component can be implemented based on decision models such as
POMDP (Partially Observable Markov Decision Process model) [55], BDI (Belief-
Desire-Intention) [15, 48], or a combination of both [41].

Another characteristic of an individual agent is its reactive behavior (see, e.g.,
[40]). The implementation of reactive agents requires an event handling mechanism
that generates reactions to the received events. There are many types of events such
as messages that are received from other agents, information that are originated from
the external environment, and information about the internal working of agents.
It should be noted that there is an essential difference between events and goals.
In principle, an event causes the generation of a plan and, as soon as the plan
is generated, the event is deleted and considered as being processed. Goals are
similar to events in the sense that they cause the generation of plans. However,
and in contrast to events, goals are not dropped after they have caused plans to
be generated. An achieve goal is, for example, dropped if the state denoted by
it is achieved, i.e., if the agent believes that the state denoted by the goal is
achieved. It should also be noted that autonomy and reactive behavior are two
different characteristics such that agents can be both autonomous and reactive, be
autonomous without being reactive, or vice versa.

Finally, individual agents should be able to cope with plan execution failures
since they generate and execute plans in uncertain environments or because the
agents’ state may change between the time a plan is generated and the time the plan
is executed. The implementation of individual agents with such capability requires
programming constructs to implement plan repair mechanisms. This includes
constructs to identify failed plans and constructs to indicate how failed plans should
be repaired. A particular difficulty for such a mechanism is that the execution of a
plan may fail at different execution steps such that the reparation procedure depends
on the exact step in the plan execution where failure has occurred. In general, the
reparation procedure should be simple and intuitive, but at the same time expressive
enough to specify how a plan should be repaired if it fails at different execution
steps.

2.2 Multi-agent Environment

In many multi-agent system applications, individual software agents have to interact
with an environment consisting of shared resources or services. An environment is
often implemented as an external software component. The state of the software
component is considered as the state of the environment while the methods that
allow the interaction with the software component are used to implement the effect
of the actions that agents can perform in the environment. In fact, the repertoire
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of the actions that an agent can perform in an environment is determined by the
methods of the corresponding software component.

The concept of environment was originally used with different meanings [44,
59]. Some researchers considered multi-agent system environments as runtime
environments and equivalent to infrastructures such as message transport sys-
tem and other infrastructural tools, for example, brokers and management tools.
Other researchers considered multi-agent system environments as encapsulating
resources, services, and objects. It should be emphasized that the concept of multi-
agent system environment as used in this chapter is also different from agent-based
simulation environment. An agent-based simulation environment can be used to
model, execute, and analyse agent-based simulations. An agent-based simulation
environment can be compared with an integrated development environment for
multi-agent systems. In particular, agent-based simulation environments can be seen
as special cases of integrated development environments where the focus is on
tools for analyzing simulation behaviors rather than general purpose tools for the
development of multi-agent systems.

A multi-agent system environment can also be used for various other purposes,
for example to coordinate agents’ interactions by means of exchanging information
through it (i.e., using environment as a shared space such as in blackboard
architectures and tuple spaces),1 or to provide agents the sense and act abilities
in order to observe and modify the state of the environment, respectively (see e.g.,
[44, 59]). In particular, an environment can provide artifacts or services to allow
agents to manage their coordination or to exchange information. An environment
can also provide various sense and act modalities such as blocking and non-
blocking sense operations, event broadcasting, event subscription mechanisms, and
synchronous or asynchronous actions.

The implementation of environments therefore requires dedicated programming
languages and development frameworks that allow direct and effective implemen-
tations of related concepts and abstractions such as resources, services, and objects.
Like the development in agent-oriented programming languages, one may expect
typical architectures for multi-agent environments. Such architectures would sug-
gest specific concepts, concerns, or components that often need to be implemented
when developing a multi-agent system environment. In particular, a dedicated
environment programming language or development framework should provide
programming constructs to implement resources, services, artifacts, processes, and
several sense and action types. In this sense, one can consider the A&A model (see,
e.g., [42]) as a generic approach for modelling environments. In the A&A model,
an application is composed of agents and a dynamic set of so-called artifacts each
of which encapsulates resources, services, or objects designed by the environment
developer.

1In contrast to direct communication by means of send and receive messages, a shared environment
can be used to communicate indirectly by reading and writing information from/to it.
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2.3 Multi-agent Organization

The overall behavior of multi-agent systems depend on the behavior of individ-
ual agents, which pursue their own objectives. The overall multi-agent system
objectives, which may be different or even conflicting with individual agents’
objectives, can be ensured by controlling and coordinating the behaviors and the
interactions of individual agents. There have been various proposals for regulat-
ing and organising the behaviors of individual agents. Some of these proposals
advocate the use of coordination artifacts that are specified in terms of low-level
coordination concepts such as synchronization (see, e.g., [2]). Other approaches are
motivated by organizational models, normative systems, or electronic institutions
(e.g., [19,25,26,31,34,37]). In these approaches, the behaviors of individual agents
are regulated by means of norms and organization concepts that are either used
by individual agents to decide how to behave, or being enforced or regimented
by an exogenous organization component. A plethora of social and organizational
concepts (e.g., roles, groups, social structures, organizations, institutions, norms)
has been introduced in multi-agent system methodologies such as Gaia [62], models
such as OperA [23], specification and modelling languages such as S-MOISEC
[35], platforms such as ISLANDER [25], and computational frameworks such as
AMELI [26].

The implementation of organizations requires programming constructs to imple-
ment social/organizational concepts and mechanisms such as roles, role enactment/
deactment [20], norms, policies, regulations, and enforcement. Such constructs may
allow multi-agent programmers to either endogenously or exogenously coordinate
the behaviors of individual agents. In an endogenous approach, the programming
constructs allow the implementation of agents that make their decisions not
only based on their individual goals and beliefs, but also based on the existing
interaction protocols, norms, regulations, and other organizational rules. However,
in an exogenous approach, an organization is implemented as an external soft-
ware component that monitors the behaviors of individual agents, evaluate their
behaviors, and intervene when needed. As the internals of individual agents are
generally assumed not to be externally accessible, their external behaviors (i.e.,
communication and interaction with the environment) remain the only observable
and controllable entities [22]. An exogenous organization component can thus
observe agents’ external behaviors, evaluate them based on a given organization
specification, and take necessary measures as specified by the given organization
specification. For example, if the organization specification disallows certain agents
to interact, then the organization component should be able to block (or respond
to) such interactions. This suggests that the agents’ actions (e.g., communication,
environment actions including sense actions) should be processed and managed
through the organization component, that is, the organization component interme-
diates the interaction between agents as well as the interaction between agents and
environments. This implies that an organization component can access and control
environment and the message transport system at runtime.
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3 Programming Individual Agents

In this section, we use the term agent-oriented programming language to denote pro-
gramming languages that are developed to support the implementation of individual
agents. One of the earliest agent-oriented programming languages is AGENT-0
proposed in [53]. In his seminal paper, Shoham proposes to implement agents in
terms of mental components such as beliefs, commitments, capabilities and actions.
An agent program in AGENT-0 consists of an initial belief base, a set of capabilities,
a set of commitment rules, together with a repertoire of private actions. Agents
can perform different types of actions such as communication, private, conditional
and unconditional actions. Agents enter into new commitments by means of
commitment rules. A commitment rule consists of conditions on an agent’s mental
state and the incoming messages. The application of a commitment rule generates
a commitment consisting of an action together with the agent identifier towards
whom the commitment is made. In fact, the commitments define the actions that an
agent have to perform. The execution of an agent is a continuous cyclic process. At
each cycle, the received messages are processed, commitments are generated, and
actions are performed. AGENT-0 is undoubtedly one of the first attempts to develop
an agent programming language that supports the implementation of autonomous
agents, i.e., agents that decide actions based on their mental states. However, as
indicated in the discussion section of this seminal paper, the state of an AGENT-0
agent lacks motivational attitudes such as utility, desires, goals, or preferences such
that an agent’s decisions are based only on events and messages rather than the
agent’s motivational attitude.

Since the introduction of AGENT-0 various agent-oriented programming lan-
guages have been proposed that extend AGENT-0 with a larger repertoire of
agent concepts and abstractions. The aim of these programming languages is to
support the implementation of multi-agent systems, although most of them focus on
the implementation of individual agent abstractions. Some of these agent-oriented
programming languages have an imperative programming style, some languages
have a declarative programming style, and yet others combine both styles.

3.1 Imperative-Style Programming Frameworks

In this subsection, some typical imperative-style agent-oriented programming
frameworks are presented. The programming framework Jade (Java Agent
DEvelopment framework) [7] is based on Java programming language and extends
Java with a set of agent concepts and abstractions. An agent is created by extending
the predefined Jade agent class and redefining its setup method. After an agent
is created, it will receive an identifier and is registered with the agent management
system (a Jade built-in service). The agent is then put in the active state and its
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setup method is executed. The setup method is therefore the point where any
agent activity should start. Jade agents are behavior-based in the sense that they
can create and execute behaviors. A behavior can be created by extending the
Jade behavior class via a special construct that adds behaviors (initially in the
setup method). The created behaviors are added to a behavior pool. Behaviors
are selected for execution from this pool based on a scheduler that constitutes the
execution model of the Jade agents. Agents are executed concurrently as different
pre-emptive Java threads. The Jade framework is developed for practical and
industrial applications and comes with a development environment providing a set
of graphical tools that can be used to monitor and log the execution of multi-agent
programs. The Jade execution platform is based on a middleware that facilitates
the development of distributed multi-agent applications based on a peer-to-peer
communication architecture. The platform is distributed in the sense that it can run
over multiple machines while seen as a whole from the outside world. The Jade
platform implements the basic services and infrastructure of a distributed multi-
agent application. It supports agent life-cycle, agent mobility, and agent security,
and provides services such as white and yellow-pages that can be used by the agents
to register their services and search for each other.

In contrast to the behavior-based Jade, other imperative-style agent-oriented
programming frameworks are based on the BDI abstractions. Jadex [45] builds
on Jade and extend it with programming constructs to implement BDI concepts
such as beliefs, goals, plans, and events. It uses XML notation to define and declare
an agent’s BDI ingredients and Java constructs to implement the agent’s plans.
Yet another imperative-style BDI-based agent-oriented programming framework
is JACK [60]. This framework extends Java with programming constructs to
implement BDI concepts. In both JACK and Jadex a number of syntactic constructs
are added to Java to allow programmers to declare beliefsets, to post events, and
to select and execute plans. The execution of agent programs in both languages are
motivated by the classical sense-reason-act cycle, i.e., processing events, selecting
relevant and applicable plans, and execute applicable plans. Beliefs and goals in
JACK and Jadex have no logical semantics such that an agent cannot logically
reason about its beliefs and goals. A consequence of this is that JACK or Jadex
agents cannot achieve their goals gradually in terms of subgoals. Moreover, the
consistency as well as the rational balance of an agent’s state in both JACK and
Jadex, as far as they are defined, is left to the agent programmer, i.e., the agent
programmer is responsible to ensure that state updates preserve the state consistency
and that the rational balance (e.g., between beliefs and goals) is maintained. In these
programming languages, an agent’s goal is not automatically dropped because it is
entailed by the agent’s beliefs. Finally, Jadex provides a programming construct
to implement non-interleaving execution of plans. Jadex and JACK come also with
integrated development environments and provide monitoring and logging facilities,
similar to those proposed in the Jade framework.
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3.2 Declarative-Style Programming Frameworks

There are many proposals for declarative-style agent-oriented programming lan-
guages and frameworks. One reason for this is probably the easy modelling of an
agent’s reasoning. This subsection describes some of these programming languages
and frameworks.

KGP (Knowledge, Goals, and Plans) [13, 38, 50] is a declarative-style program-
ming framework characterized by a set of modules. The framework is based on
computational logic and logic programming techniques. It has an internal state
module consisting of a collection of knowledge bases, the current agent’s goals
and plans. The knowledge bases represent different types of knowledge such as
the agent’s knowledge about observed facts, actions, and communication, but also
knowledge to be used for planning, goal decision, reactive behavior, and temporal
reasoning. KGP includes also a module consisting of a set of capabilities such as
planning, reactivity, temporal reasoning, and reasoning about goals. These capabil-
ities are specified by means of abductive logic programming or logic programming
with priorities. Another KGP module contains a set of transitions to change the
agent’s internal state. Each transition performs one or more capabilities, which in
turn use different knowledge bases to determine the next state of the agent. Finally,
KGP has a module, called cyclic theory, that determines which transition should be
performed at each moment of time.

Minerva [39] aims at specifying an agent’s state and its dynamics. A Minerva
agent consists of a set of specialized sub-agents manipulating a common knowledge
base, where subagents (i.e., planner, scheduler, learner, etc.) evaluate and manipulate
the knowledge base. These subagents are assumed to be implemented in arbitrary
programming languages. Minerva gives both declarative and operational semantics
to agents allowing the internal state of the agent, represented by logic programs,
to modify. Minerva is based on multidimensional dynamic logic programming and
uses explicit rules for modifying its knowledge bases.

The family of Golog languages, as presented in [29, 51], propose high-level
program execution as an alternative for controlling the behavior of agents that
operate in dynamic environments with partial observation. In fact, the high-level
(agent) program consists of a set of actions, including the sense action (e.g.,
IndiGolog [51]), composed by means of conditionals, iteration, recursion, concur-
rency and non-deterministic operators. Instead of finding a sequence of actions to
achieve a desired state from an initial state, the problem is to find a sequence of
actions that constitute a legal execution of the high-level program. When there
is no non-determinism in the agent program, then the problem is straightforward
as the agent program determines one sequence of actions. However, on the other
extreme, when the agent program consists of actions that are merely composed by
non-deterministic operators, then the problem becomes identical to the planning
problem.

Concurrent MetateM [27] is based on the direct execution of an extension of
propositional temporal logic specifications. A multi-agent system in Concurrent
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MetateM consists of a set of concurrently executing agents with the ability to
communicate asynchronously. Each agent is programmed by means of a temporal
logic specification of the behavior that the agent have to generate. In particular, it
consists of rules that can be fired when their antecedents are satisfied with respect
to the execution history. The consequent of a fired rule, which can be a temporal
formula, forms the commitment of the agent that needs to be satisfied. The execution
of an agents builds iteratively a logical model for the temporal agent specification.
In Concurrent MetateM, the beliefs of agents are propositions extended with modal
belief operators (allowing agents to reason about each others’ beliefs), goals are
temporal eventualities, and plans are primitive actions.

CLAIM [52] is a declarative multi-agent programming language focusing on
mobile agents. It comes with a distributed platform called SyMPA that enables the
execution of multi-agent programs. A multi-agent system in CLAIM is a set of
hierarchies of agents distributed over a network. An agent in CLAIM can be a sub-
agent of another one such that the hierarchies determine the parent–child relation
between agents. Agents in CLAIM are BDI-based and can be programmed in terms
of knowledge, goals, capabilities, messages, parent and children. Agents can migrate
within a hierarchy as well as between hierarchies by means of the move-operation.
The migration of agents in CLAIM is a strong migration, i.e., the state of the agent
just before the migration is saved, encrypted, and transferred to the destination. At
the destination, the agent’s state is restored and processes are resumed from their
interruption point.

3.3 Hybrid-Style Programming Frameworks

While imperative-style programming constructs are powerful means to implement
an agent’s procedural issues such as an agent’s actions and plans, declarative-style
programming constructs support the implementation of an agent’s reasoning and
decision making mechanism. This subsection describes some hybrid agent program-
ming frameworks that combine both imperative and declarative programming styles.

3APL (An Abstract Agent Programming Language), as originally proposed by
[33], assumes an agent as having a state consisting of declarative beliefs and plans.
Plans comprises belief update, test, and abstract actions composed by sequence and
conditional choice and iteration operators. This initial version of 3APL provides
only plan revision rules that are applied to revise an agent’s plan. The execution
of a 3APL agent program is a cyclic process. At each cycle, a plan revision rule
is selected and applied after which a plan from the plan base is selected and
executed. The execution of a plan modifies the belief base of the agent program.
This original version of 3APL was an abstract programming language which
lacked a development and execution platform. This version is extended in [21]
with declarative goals and a variety of action types and reasoning rules. Also, an
execution platform is developed for the extended version of 3APL.
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2APL (A Practical Agent Programming Language) [16] is developed to imple-
ment multi-agent systems. It provides two sets of programming constructs to
implement multi-agent and individual agent concepts. The multi-agent program-
ming constructs are provided to create individual agents, external environments, and
to specify the agents’ access to the external environments. In 2APL, an environment
is implemented as a Java object having a state and providing a set of methods which
model the actions that can be performed in the environment. Individual agents that
interact with the environment can execute actions (by calling the methods of the
Java object) in order to change the state of the environment. At the individual
agent level, 2APL agents are implemented in terms of beliefs, goals, actions,
plans, events, and three different types of reasoning rules. The beliefs and goals of
2APL agents are implemented in a declarative way, while plans and (interfaces to)
external environments are implemented in an imperative style. The declarative part
of the programming language supports the implementation of an agent’s reasoning
task and the update of its mental state. The imperative part of the programming
language facilitates the implementation of plans, control flow, and mechanisms such
as procedure call, recursion, and interfacing with legacy codes. 2APL agents can
perform different types of actions such as belief update actions, belief and goal test
actions, external actions (including sense actions), actions to manage the dynamics
of goals, and communication actions. Three types of reasoning rules are used to
generate plans. The first type of rules is designed to generate plans to achieve goals,
the second type of rules generates plans to process (internal and external) events
and messages, and the third type of rules generate plans to replace the failed plans.
Finally, 2APL comes with a development environment with tools to log and monitor
the execution of multi-agent programs. These tools are similar as those provided by
the Jade framework.

GOAL [32] is a BDI-based programming language developed to implement
individual agents with declarative goals. It provides programming constructs to
implement an agent’s knowledge, beliefs and goals declaratively. It also provides
programming constructs to implement action selection rules that can be used
to select actions based on the agent’s current knowledge, beliefs and goals. A
characteristic feature of GOAL is the distinction between knowledge and beliefs.
Knowledge represents an agent’s general information that are not the subject of
modification, for example the agent’s domain knowledge, while beliefs represents
an agent’s current information that can be modified during the agent execution,
for example by sensing the environment or performing mental actions. Another
characteristic feature of GOAL is the absence of plans. The action selection rules
generate only atomic actions when they are applied. GOAL provides different types
of actions such as user defined actions, built-in actions, and the communication
actions. The execution of a GOAL agent is a cyclic process where at each cycle
the agent senses the environment, applies action selection rules, and performs the
generated actions. The development environment of GOAL can be used to log and
monitor the execution of multi-agent programs.

Jason [12] is introduced as an interpreter of an extension of AgentSpeak, which is
originally proposed by [47]. Jason distinguishes multi-agent system concerns from
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individual agent concerns, though it does not allow the specification of agents’
access to external environments. An individual agent in Jason is characterized by
its beliefs, plans and the events that are either received from the environment or
generated internally. A plan in Jason is designed for a specific event and belief
context. The execution of individual agents in Jason is controlled by means of
a cycle of operations encoded in its operational semantics. In each cycle, events
from the environment are collected, an event is selected, a plan is generated for the
selected event and added to the intention base, and finally a plan is selected from
the intention base and executed. A plan rule in Jason indicates that a plan should
be generated by an agent if an event is received/generated and the agent has certain
beliefs. Jason has no explicit programming construct to implement declarative goals,
though goals can indirectly be simulated by means of a pattern of plans. Moreover,
the beliefs and plans in Jason can be annotated with additional information that can
be used in belief queries and plan selection process. Finally, plan failure in Jason
can be modelled by means of plans that react to the so-called deletion events. The
development environment of Jason provides tools to log and monitor the execution
of multi-agent programs.

IMPACT [24] is a project that aims at developing a multi-agent system platform.
This project is based on the idea of agentisation, that is, agents are built around given
legacy code. The multi-agent system platform comes with a programming language
and its formal semantics. An agent is built around a legacy code by abstracting from
the legacy code and describing its main features. In particular, an agent is specified
in terms of the set of all datatypes managed by the legacy code, a set of functions
over the datatypes allowing external processes to access the datatypes, and a set of
composition operators that are defined on the datatypes and generate new composed
datatypes. The state of an agent is determined by the state of the data in terms of
which the agent is defined. Each agent has a set of actions that it can perform in
its environment. An action can have different status such as permitted, obliged, or
forbidden. The execution of an agent follows a cycle where messages from other
agents are processed (which may in turn change the data and thus its state), the
status of each action is determined, the actions that can be executed are determined,
and the state is updated accordingly.

4 Programming Multi-agent Organizations

The behavior of individual agents can be controlled and regulated by the so-
called multi-agent organizations. There have been many proposals for specification
languages and logics to specify and reason about multi-agent organizations (see,
e.g., [1, 9, 37, 46]). How to develop, program, and execute such organizations was
one of the central themes that were discussed and promoted during the AgentLink
technical fora on programming multi-agent systems (see [17, 18] for the general
report of these technical fora). In this section, we discuss some proposals for
specifying and programming multi-agent organizations.
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One of the early frameworks for multi-agent organizations and institutions is
ISLANDER [25]. This framework specifies multi-agent organizations and insti-
tutions in terms of organizational rules and norms. In order to interpret such
specifications and execute them, an execution platform, called AMELI , has been
developed by [26]. This platform implements an infrastructure that, on the one hand,
facilitates agent participation within the institutional environment and supports their
communication and, on the other hand, enforces the institutional rules and norms as
specified in the organizational specification. The key aspect of ISLANDER/AMELI
is that norms can never be violated by the agents. In other words, systems
programmed via ISLANDER/AMELI make only use of regimentation in order to
guarantee that norms are actually followed. The norms in [26, 28, 54] are related
to actions that the agents should or should not perform. In these approaches the
issue of expressing more high-level norms concerning a state of the system that
should be brought about is ignored. Such high-level norms can be used to represent
what the agents should establish—in terms of a declarative description of a system
state—rather than specifying how they should establish it.

Another approach concerning specification of multi-agent organizations by
means of social and organizational concepts is M OISEC [36]. This modelling
language can be used to specify multi-agent systems through three organizational
dimensions: structural (e.g., specifying roles, groups, and links within organi-
zations, subgroup relation, number of agents that can play a role), functional
(e.g., goals, missions, and social schemes specifying structured sets of goals),
and deontic (e.g., norms, obligations, and prohibitions within organizations). In
a series of papers, different computational frameworks have been proposed to
implement and execute M OISEC specifications. Examples of such frameworks
are S -M OISEC [35] and its artifact-based version ORG4MAS [34]. These
frameworks are concerned with norms that are about declarative descriptions of
a state that should be achieved. S -M OISEC is an organizational middleware
that provides agents access to the communication layer and the current state of
the organization specified in M OISEC. This middleware allows agents to change
the organization and its specification, as long as such changes do not violate
organizational constraints. In the artifact version of this framework, ORG4MAS,
various organizational artifacts are used to implement specific components of an
organization such as group and goal schema. In this framework, a special artifact,
called reputation artifact, is introduced to manage the enforcement of the norms.

It should be noted that AMELI and S -M OISEC lack a complete operational
semantics. An explicit formal and operational treatment of organizational concepts
and operations such as norm enforcement is essential for a thorough understanding
and analysis of computational frameworks of multi-agent systems. Also, the
computational frameworks related to M OISEC are not grounded in a logical system
such that the soundness and properties of the programmed systems cannot be
analysed through formal verification mechanisms. One of the main contributions
of ISLANDER/AMELI and M OISEC/S -M OISEC is the variety of social and
organizational concepts that they have proposed to specify and implement multi-
agent organizations.
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powerJava [5] and powerJade [4] are developed to implement institutions
in terms of roles. While powerJava extends Java with programming constructs
to implement institutions, powerJade proposes similar extensions to the Jade
framework. In these frameworks, an institution is considered as an exogenous
coordination mechanism that manages the interactions between participating com-
putational entities (objects in powerJava and agents in powerJade) by means
of roles. A role is defined in the context of an institution (e.g., a student role is
defined in the context of a school) and encapsulates capabilities, also called powers,
that its players can use to interact with the institution and with other roles in the
institution (e.g., a student can participate in an exam). For an object or an agent to
play a role in an institution to gain specific abilities, they should satisfy specific
requirements. In powerJava roles and organizations are implemented as Java
classes. In particular, a role within an institution is implemented as an inner class
of the class that implements the organization. Moreover, the powers that a player
of a role gains and the requirements that the player of the role should satisfy are
implemented as methods of the class that implements the role. In powerJade,
organizations, roles and players are implemented as subclasses of the Jade agent
class. The powers that the player of a role gains and the requirements that a
player of a role should satisfy are implemented as Jade behaviors (associated to the
role).

A recent programming language that is developed to support the implementation
of multi-agent organizations is 2OPL (Organization Oriented Programming) [19,
58]. This is a rule-based programming language that facilitates the implementation
of norm-based organizations. In this approach, an organization is considered as a
software entity that exogenously coordinates the interaction between agents and
their shared environment. In particular, the organization is a software entity that
manages the interaction between the agents themselves and between agents and
their environment. 2OPL provides programming constructs to specify (1) the initial
state of an organization, (2) the effects of agents’ actions in the shared environment,
and (3) the applicable norms and regulations. In 2OPL norms can be either enforced
by means of regulations or regimented. In the first case, agents are allowed to violate
norms after which sanctions or rewards are imposed. In the second case, norms are
considered as constraints that cannot be violated. The enforcement of norms by
means of regulations (imposing sanctions or rewards) is a way to guarantee higher
autonomy for agents and higher flexibility for multi-agent systems. The interpreter
of 2OPL is based on a cyclic control process. At each cycle, the observable
actions of the individual agents (i.e., communication and environment actions)
are monitored, the effects of the actions are determined, and norms are enforced
by means regulation policies. An advantage of 2OPL approach is its complete
operational semantics such that normative organization programs can be formally
analysed by means of verification techniques (see, e.g., [3]). This organization-
oriented programming language is extended with programming constructs that
support the implementation of concepts such as obligation, permission, prohibition,
deadline, norm change, and conditional norm (see [56–58]).
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5 Programming Multi-agent Environments

In contrast to the variety of programming languages and frameworks that are pro-
posed to facilitate the implementation of individual agents and their organizations,
there are only few programming proposals to support the development of agents’
environments.

A framework for the development of multi-agent environments is Cartago
(Common artifact infrastructure for agent open environment) [49]. This framework
is based on the A&A model which proposes a working environment to be used
by agents for supporting their activities. A working environment is considered as
consisting of a set of artifacts organized in workspaces (containers of artifacts).
The artifacts are meant to encapsulate specific functionalities and can be added,
removed, and organized in the workspaces by agents at runtime. Artifacts can
be used by agents through their usage interfaces. They allow agents to trigger
and control the execution of artifacts’ operations and to perceive events from the
artifacts. Different operations are supported by artifact interfaces. An agent can for
example create, remove, or search for artifacts and workspaces. Agents can also
execute operations of artifacts, e.g., sense the events generated by the artifacts
or inspect the artifacts by retrieving their descriptions. This framework can be
distributed in the sense that a working environment can consist of one or more
workspaces that can be mapped onto different nodes of a network. Cartago is
implemented in Java and has been connected to various agent executions platforms
such as the execution platforms for 2APL and Jason.

Beside this generic framework for the development of multi-agent environ-
ments, there have been many interesting environments implemented using existing
programming languages such as Java or CCC. These environments are initially
developed in an ad-hoc manner either for an existing agent platform (e.g., the
platforms for 2APL, GOAL, Jadex, and Jason) or as a simulation environment. The
availability of these implemented environments raises the question how they can
be (re)used and applied to arbitrary agent platforms. In practice, agent developers
rebuild similar environments from scratch. Apart from this duplicating works, the
interaction between agents and environments are managed in an ad-hoc manner
making the reuse of the environments a dedicated task that depends on the
specific agent platform and the environment at hand. This problem has lead to an
initiative for creating a generic environment interface which provides the required
functionalities for connecting agents to environments (see, e.g., [6]). This initiative
wants to become a de-facto standard and it is already supported by the 2APL, Jason,
and GOAL platforms. If environments were developed using such a standard, they
could be exchanged freely between agent platforms that support the standard and
thus would make already existing environments widely available. In order to develop
a generic environment interface standard various issues should be addressed. An
important issue is the right level of abstraction for modelling the interaction between
agents and environments. This generic environment interface standard supports the
interaction between agents and environment in two ways. On the one hand, agents
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can perform actions, including sense action, in the environment (the environment is
assumed to realize the effect of the actions). On the other hand, the environment can
send events to individual agents. This interface provides constructs to establish and
manage the relation between agents with entities (agent bodies) in the environment,
the registration of agents by the interface, adding and removing entities from the
environment, and performing actions and retrieving percepts from the environment.

6 Conclusion

This chapter surveyed the multi-agent programming research field by discussing
some existing multi-agent programming languages and frameworks. The presented
languages and frameworks differ from each other in the set of abstractions,
programming constructs, and principles they convey. Although these programming
languages and frameworks are evolving towards a certain level of maturity in
the sense that their programming concepts and operations are well motivated and
have profound semantics, a majority of them are still not being employed for the
development of large-scale industrial applications. Currently, these programming
languages and frameworks, in particular those that are based on cognitive and
social constructs, are mainly considered as research works that aim at designing
and prototyping high-level multi-agent abstractions.

The main focus of multi-agent programming community has been on the
development of programming languages and development frameworks for individ-
ual agents. Although research on (formal) models for multi-agent organizations
and environments has relatively a long history, the emergence of programming
languages and development frameworks for supporting their implementations is
a recent phenomenon. The evolution of programming languages and development
frameworks for individual agents show a convergence in the sense that they propose
programming constructs for an established set of concepts and abstractions. These
languages and frameworks differ from each other as they use different programming
styles (declarative, imperative, or both), support different programming principles
such as modularity, abstraction, recursion, exception handling, support for legacy
code, and as their corresponding integrated development environments provide
different sets of functionalities such as editing, debugging, and automatic generation
of codes.

One of the current challenges in multi-agent programming research field is the
integration of programming languages and development frameworks for individual
agents, multi-agent organizations and multi-agent environments. Although there
have been several attempts to integrate specific programming languages, the
ultimate goal is a mechanism to facilitate the integration of arbitrary program-
ming languages and development frameworks for individual agents, multi-agent
organizations, and multi-agent environments. A possible solution to realize such
a goal is to develop standard interfaces that can manage the interactions between
individual agent programs, multi-agent organization programs, and multi-agent
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environment programs. There have already been some initiatives to establish
standard interfaces for managing the interaction of individual agent programs and
environment programs, but the research in this direction is still in a preliminary
phase and needs support and collaboration from the community.

Another issue currently challenging the multi-agent programming community is
the debugging and testing of multi-agent programs. There is a need for powerful
debugging facilities and testing tools that can cope with the distributed nature
of multi-agent systems, the autonomy of individual agents, and the interactions
between individual agent, multi-agent organization, and multi-agent environment
programs. There have been some initial attempts for enriching debugging tools
with expressive specification languages such that tools can be initialized and
activated when the execution of multi-agent programs satisfy certain properties, but
these approaches are mainly concerned with debugging individual agents and have
ignored multi-agent organization and environment programs.

There are still many issues related to multi-agent programming that need to be
investigated. Among these issues are mechanisms to deal with plan failure, goal
types, reasoning about organizations and environments from an agent’s point of
view, the integration of concepts such as sensing, planning, acting, learning and
emotions in the agent’s deliberation process, the adaptivity of organization and
environment based on the executions of individual agent programs, and formal
verification of multi-agent programs.

The observation that the proposed multi-agent programming languages and
development frameworks have not been adopted by the industry may sound
disappointing, in particular because technology transfer was identified as a main
challenge and a milestone for the multi-agent programming community. There
are various reasons for why these programming languages and frameworks fell
short of expectations [18]. First of all, the adoption of new technologies by the
industry is generally assumed to be a slow process as the industry often tends to
be conservative, employing known and proven technologies. Moreover, industry
adopts new technologies when they can be integrated in their existing technologies,
and more importantly, when they reduce their production costs, which is in this
case the costs of the software development process. Finally, the industry tends to
see the contribution of multi-agent programming community as AI technology.
Main problems with such technologies are thought to be their theoretical purpose,
scalability, and performance.

One possible approach to stimulate technology transfer is by integrating the
contribution of multi-agent programming community in the technologies that
are already adopted by the industry. The fact that object-oriented programming
languages and development frameworks have already found their ways to the
industry together with the claim that multi-agent systems provide solutions to
reoccurring problems in large-scale distributed applications make it plausible to
propose multi-agent programming techniques and technologies as design patterns
in object-oriented technologies. The starting point for this approach is to identify
high-level multi-agent concepts and abstractions for which programming constructs
have been developed. The identified concepts and abstractions together with their
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developed programming proposals can then be used to introduce corresponding
design patterns in the standard object-oriented technology.

As explained earlier in this chapter, multi-agent concepts and abstractions are
defined with respect to individual agents, multi-agent organizations and multi-agent
environments. For example, individual agents are conceived as being pro-active
(i.e., agents behave to achieve their objectives), reactive (i.e., agents behave to
respond to their received events), or autonomic (i.e., agents behave to recover their
failures). These characteristic behaviors of individual agents, which are introduced
to meet reoccurring challenges in the design and development of software systems,
can be presented as behavioral patterns in object-oriented technology. This vision
suggests having objects which can be fed with various plan libraries to achieve
objectives, to respond to events, or to repair failures. At the level of multi-agent
organization, the provided concepts and abstractions can be used to introduce
design patterns to cope with coordination and regulation challenges involved in
distributed software systems. These software systems often require mechanisms
to monitor and regulate the execution behavior of software components. Such
mechanisms can be introduced using existing technologies such as aspect-oriented
programming, which allows monitoring specific aspects or crosscutting concerns
in software components, and intervening by means of advices when irregularities
are observed. The monitor and regulation mechanisms can be presented as design
patterns in object-oriented technology too. The introduction of aspects and advices
may suggest to separate the organization concerns from individual agent concerns.
Finally, concepts and abstraction that are related to multi-agent environments can
also be used to introduce design patterns for modelling multi-agent environments
in object-oriented frameworks. Examples of such concepts and abstractions are
various types of actions (including sense actions), resources, and services. It should
be emphasized that the existing practice to design an agent’s environment as an
object having a state and methods to change the state (as described earlier in this
chapter) can be considered as a design pattern. Such a design pattern can be refined
to accommodate related concepts such as various types of actions, resources, and
services.
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Chapter 12
GOAL: A Multi-agent Programming Language
Applied to an Exploration Game

Koen V. Hindriks and Jügen Dix

Abstract GOAL is a multi-agent programming language based on the BDI
paradigm. It is a logic-based language that supports modular agent design based
on established software engineering principles and interaction with environments
using an environment interface standard (EIS). GOAL recently won the multi-agent
programming contest (MAPC), where two teams consisting of ten agents play
against each other in order to explore and defend occupied territory on a distant
planet. The MAPC game is a complex and dynamic environment that supports
EIS and thus facilitates easy connection of a multi-agent system (MAS) to an
environment that is remotely run. We describe the design of the multi-agent solution
that won the competition, the EIS interface that was used, and the MAPC scenario.

Keywords Agent programming • Environment interface • Multi-agent program-
ming contest • Testing

1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is not to describe yet-another agent programming language
and claim that it is the best on the market. Developing good software for non-trivial
applications using the agent paradigm is a highly complex task depending not only
on the chosen programming language.

We strongly believe that documenting and discussing projects that use existing
agent platforms for software development is useful for a number of reasons. Only
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by actually using such platforms can we learn about the effectiveness and usability
of them as well as about the issues we are facing during such projects. Based
upon findings related to the development process itself, comments by software
developers, and facts derived from inspection of the agent software developed,
insights may be gained in how agent technology is best applied and how the
application of agent technology can be made more effective. We can learn new
lessons from how software developers or programmers actually used the tools and
technology at hand and the choices they made while doing so. We also gain more
insight into the needs of agent programmers.

In this chapter, we present an example project that, given the current state of
the art, represents one of the larger coding projects that used a logic-based agent
programming language for developing multiple software agents that control non-
player characters in a dynamic and real-time gaming environment. The language that
was used is the agent programming language GOAL [8, 9, 16]. This agent platform
supports an environment interface standard (EIS) [2]. The gaming environment that
was used is the multi-agent programming contest (MAPC) made available for the
2011 contest. The MAPC game is what we call here an exploration game that
requires multiple vehicles to explore an unknown map, and compete with opponent
vehicles for resources. We discuss and analyse how the winning team of MAPC
2011 developed their code base, their approach and most important design decisions
and strategies, and discuss the testing strategies that were used by the team.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the GOAL agent
programming language and provides the background necessary for understanding
the project that we discuss. In Sect. 3, the MAPC is introduced. This section
also discusses the EIS that is supplied with the MAPC software to support easy
interaction between a multi-agent system (MAS) and the simulation environment.
Section 4 discusses the design and strategy for the MAS implemented in GOAL.
Finally, Sect. 5 presents lessons learned and concludes the chapter.

2 The Agent Programming Language GOAL

In this chapter, we present a project that has used the GOAL agent programming
language for programming a MAS. It is one of the many agent programming
languages that support the agent-oriented programming paradigm [3]. These lan-
guages explicitly aim for the construction of autonomous software agents. Most
agent programming languages are based on the concept of a cognitive agent, derived
from the belief–desire–intention (BDI) model of agency [7]. Such cognitive agents
maintain a mental state that typically consists of one or more variants of the BDI
components, including knowledge, beliefs, desires, goals, and/or intentions. These
mental states are used for representing an agent’s environment and for decision
making or planning. In rule-based agent programming languages, rule libraries
that are provided by a programmer are used by the agent to decide what to do
next. Agents typically execute a deliberation or reasoning cycle similar to the
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sense-plan-act cycle. Agent programming languages also provide support for agent
interaction by means of communication at the knowledge level [11], that is, in terms
of what they believe and desire to achieve.

We briefly introduce the main concepts of the agent programming language
GOAL that was used by the team to program their MAS for the MAPC 2011. Some
code snippets are provided in Sect. 4. We refer the reader to [8, 9, 16] for more
detailed information about the language.

GOAL is a logic-based agent programming language for programming cognitive
agents. GOAL agents maintain a mental state that consists of beliefs and goals and
derive their choice of action from their beliefs and goals. GOAL agents also use a
knowledge base to represent conceptual and domain knowledge. The current version
of GOAL uses Prolog to represent the knowledge, beliefs, and goals of an agent.1

Prolog is a declarative programming language. A Prolog program consists of Horn
clauses, which are logical rules and simple facts [15]. These clauses represent what
is the case and what is desired; computation in Prolog is performed by evaluating
queries by means of an inferencing process. GOAL agents use Prolog for deriving
new conclusions from their beliefs about the environment and the goals they want
to achieve in combination with the knowledge that they have.

One of the main strengths of the language is that it facilitates the development of
high-level strategies for agents. GOAL is a rule-based language. The philosophy of
GOAL is that writing agent programs essentially means writing rules that determine
for each situation that the agent finds itself in what it should do in that situation.
Rules are ordered, which allows for imposing a priority on what needs to be done
first by an agent. On top of this design philosophy GOAL mainly adds two things: a
basic reasoning cycle and modular programming.

GOAL supports a basic reasoning cycle that consists of two phases. The purpose
of the first phase is to process all events such as percepts and messages and make
sure that the agent’s mental state is up-to-date. In this phase, the GOAL agent
retrieves and processes all perceptual information available from the environment.
Percepts received can be used to update the beliefs and goals of the agent. The idea
is that an agent should first make sure its mental state is up-to-date before it decides
on a choice of action. The second phase of the cycle is about decision making:
Agents decide what to do next. Typically, in this phase one environment action is
selected and sent to an environment (it is also possible to perform more than one
environment action in one cycle if needed). After completing the second phase, the
cycle is repeated.

The concept of a module is a key programming construct in GOAL for structuring
and writing larger agent programs. A GOAL agent is a set of modules. With each
of the phases of the reasoning cycle corresponds a built-in module. The event
module corresponds to the first phase and is designed to support event processing

1The GOAL agent programming language does not commit to Prolog or any other computational
logic in particular (cf. [8]). In principle, other languages such as Answer Set Programming or
ontology languages such as OWL might also be used.
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whereas the main module corresponds to the second phase and is designed to
support decision making. In addition, a special init module is available for
initialising the mental state and other components of an agent. More importantly,
however, a programmer can add and write its own set of modules for structuring and
organizing code. A module provides a container for a set of rules and thus provides
an abstraction mechanism: A module can be used for coding more abstract actions
as well as for programming roles of agents.

GOAL is a multi-agent programming language and supports communication
between agents. Both communication from agent-to-agent as well as broadcasting
information to all other or a selected set of agents is available. GOAL also supports
the distributed running of agents in a MAS on multiple machines.

The GOAL language is distributed with an Integrated Development Environment
for coding, testing, and debugging. It provides the usual program editing tools as
well as tools to analyse the code (e.g., creating an overview of predicates used in
a program). It also provides extensive debugging tools including introspectors for
inspecting agent states, stepping functionality, (conditional) breakpoints, runtime
querying and modification of agent states, tracing and logging functionality at dif-
ferent levels of granularity, and basic performance measurements of Prolog queries.

The GOAL platform, moreover, fully supports the EIS [2]. EIS provides an
elegant interface for interacting with environments. It facilitates the exchange of
actions from agents to an environment and the exchange of percepts from an
environment to agents. As we will discuss below in more detail, this allowed the
team to focus completely on the strategic aspects of the MAPC scenario and no
time needed to be spent on low-level details related to, for example, communicating
with the simulation server.

3 The MAPC

The MAPC has been annually organized by the CIG-group from Clausthal
University of Technology since 2005 [1]. The contest has been initiated with the
aim of putting agent programming frameworks to the test, gaining new insights
and detecting problems with these platforms that may stimulate research in the
area of MAS development and programming [18]. The focus of the contest has
shifted more and more toward coordinated action, which is perceived as a key issue
associated with MAS design and, therefore, should be an essential ingredient in
any scenario for evaluating multi-agent programming languages, platforms, and
tools. More pragmatically, the contest is also expected to be useful for debugging
existing agent platforms and tools and for identifying the strengths and weaknesses
of various platforms.

Since 2005 various scenarios have been used in the contest, including food
gathering (2005), gold mining (2006–2007), cows and cowboys (2008–2010), and
a Mars scenario (2011). Scenarios have been changed to focus the contest more and
more on coordinated action. All of the scenarios, however, have required agents to
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explore an unknown map. The maps used have been grids with obstacles except
for the Mars scenario which uses a graph as a map. In essence, therefore, all of
the contest environments can be classified as exploration games. In addition, all
scenarios are competitive and require two agent systems to compete for scarce
resources.

The performance of a system developed by a participating team is determined in
a series of matches where the systems contributed by various teams compete against
all other agent systems. A single match between two competing agent systems
consists of several simulations. Winning a simulation yields three points for a team,
a draw is worth one point and a loss zero points. The winner of the whole contest is
evaluated on the basis of the overall number of collected points in all the matches.
HactarV2, the MAS discussed in the next section, scored the highest possible score
of 72 points whereas the runner-up scored 60 points.

Technically, the contest is realized by means of a test-bed environment specifi-
cally designed for the MAPC called the MASSim (multi-agent systems simulation)
platform that provides the server infrastructure for running the contest. The contest
scenario is realized as a plug-in for the MASSim platform. Participating agent sys-
tems connect via TCP/IP to and exchange plain XML messages with the simulation
server. In other words, agents receive percepts encoded as XML messages from
the server and can act in the gaming environment by encoding their actions as
XML messages and transmitting them to the server. The MASSim test-bed supports
round-based game simulations where all agents are allowed to perform one action
in each round. Agents need to act in real time because the window for transmitting
a valid action to the server for each agent is fixed. In the 2011 scenario this time
window has been reduced from the 4 s it used to be to 2 s. Taking into account that
participating teams are located all over the world and connect via the Internet, which
introduces latency, this means that agents need to act well under 2 s to ensure they
submit an action to the server in time. After a finite number of steps the simulation
server stops and the agents that participated in a simulation receive a notification
about the end of that simulation.

3.1 The 2011 Mars Scenario

The Mars scenario used in the 2011 contest concerns an exploration game on the
planet Mars [19]. The game requires a set of vehicles to explore, locate and occupy
valuable zones on the planet Mars. At the start of a game, vehicles are placed
randomly on an unknown map. At first vehicles therefore need to individually
explore the map and exchange information. Vehicles need to coordinate their actions
to occupy a zone of the planet that is as large as possible.

Story The story of the scenario is that water wells have been discovered on planet
Mars. The objective of a team of vehicles is to identify locations with large water
wells and to occupy those places. Because multiple companies want to profit from
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this discovery, a team will have to compete for the possession of water wells. A
graph is used to represent Mars, where nodes denote locations and have a value indi-
cating the amount of water that is present in a well. The graph is mirrored to provide
a fair symmetric map on which ten vehicles from each team can move around.

Roles Vehicles are each assigned one out of five different roles: explorer, sentinel,
inspector, saboteur, and repairer. Given that ten vehicles are available, each role is
evenly distributed and assigned exactly twice. Explorers can determine the amount
of water at nodes. Sentinels have a better vision to provide more information
about what happens on the planet. Inspectors can determine the roles and status
of opponent vehicles. Saboteurs have the ability to attack and disable opponent
vehicles. Repairers are able to restore disabled vehicles back to a working state.

Scoring Scheme Two teams play a match over three games each with a duration
of 750 steps. The final score of a game is the total of all the step scores in that
game. Each team starts the game with ten achievement points which can be spent on
upgrades. A team can collect more points by gaining achievement points for actions
like attacking enemies and exploring the map. A zone score is determined each step
by the nodes that are controlled/guarded by the agents of a team and is computed
as the sum of the values of all the nodes in the controlled area. This means that a
zone with higher valued nodes will provide a better score. The step score then is
determined by adding the number of unspent achievement points to the zone score
of that step. This scoring mechanism thus requires a team to weigh and balance
scoring achievement points by performing particular actions such as exploring a
node or maximizing the value of the occupied zone on the map. Typically, at the
start of a game vehicles are not “connected” yet and therefore do not occupy a zone.

3.2 Support for the Environment Interface Standard

The MAPC software provides an implementation of the EIS interface [2] to facilitate
easy connection to the MAPC server. This interface automatically establishes and
maintains connections to the MASSim-server. It provides support for configuring
some parameters of the simulation, registering agents, associating agents with the
vehicles in the game, starting a simulation, perceiving the simulation environment,
and acting in it. Because the GOAL platform fully supports EIS, a programmer does
not need to concern himself with low-level details of connecting to an environment
and the functionality that MAPC provides is made available without requiring any
effort from a programmer. In addition, the support for the EIS interface by GOAL

also ensures that a programmer does not need to concern himself with the low-level
details of the XML-format for percepts and actions that is used by the MASSim-
server. Instead, a programmer can concentrate completely on how to handle these
percepts. Similarly, a programmer can focus on coding a strategy for selecting
actions without any need to consider how the environment is able to process actions.
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Actions and Percepts We briefly describe some of the more important actions and
percepts out of the ten actions that can be performed and out of the 33 percepts that
may be received from the simulation environment. For more details, refer to [19].

Actions have a name and some of them have a parameter which identifies a
MAPC entity by its name. A saboteur can perform an attack on any vehicle that
is in the same location by attack(<Identifier>) and the vehicle can use the
action parry to defend against an attack. Upgrades can be bought by performing
buy(<Identifier>). A vehicle moves to a neighbour vertex by performing
goto(<Identifier>), which has an energy cost equal to the weight associated
with the traversed edge. The actions probe and survey yield, respectively, the
amount of water present on the current vertex and the weights of visible edges.

An action may cost energy, health, and achievement points (money). These costs
vary depending on the success or failure of the action, and on whether the agent is
in a normal or disabled state. Actions may fail at random with a certain probability
and may yield achievement points for six different types of achievements that can be
realized. Achievement points can be scored by probing a specific number of nodes,
surveying a specific number of edges, inspecting a specific number of opponent
vehicles, performing a specific number of successful attacks, performing a specific
number of successful parries, and by obtaining points for a zone that is occupied.

Just like an action a percept consists of a name followed by a (possibly empty)
list of parameters. Besides names represented by <Identifier> a percept may
also provide numerical information represented by <Numeral>. Percepts differ
per individual vehicle and depend on the location and range of sight of the vehicle.
Percepts are omitted with a certain probability by the server. The Mars simulation
environment provides a large number of different percepts to inform agents about
what is going on during the game. Agents are informed about their role, the
actual and maximal amounts of energy, health, and strength they can have, their
visibility range, whether an action was performed successfully or not, the amount
of money (achievement points) available to the team, the total number of vertices
and edges present in a simulation, the current round number, and the current (zone)
score. The percept achievement(<Identifier>) indicates an achievement
that has been realized. position(<Identifier>) provides the name of
the vertex the vehicle is on. probedVertex(<Identifier>,<Numeral>)
andsurveyedEdge(<Identifier>,<Identifier>,<Numeral>)yield,
respectively, the result of a probing and survey action. Several percepts such as
simStart, which indicates the start of a simulation, are available that inform
agents about the current state of the simulation and the server.

4 Developing a Multi-agent Program for MAPC

This section provides a detailed overview of the code development process of the
MAS HactarV2. HactarV2 performed exceptionally well during the contest and won
every single one of the 24 simulation games against eight other teams. The MAS
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has been programmed completely in the agent programming languageGOAL. One
of the strengths of GOAL is that it facilitates the development of high-level strategies
for agents by providing a declarative way to represent and reason about an agent’s
beliefs and goals.

We provide some information and statistics about the project to indicate the
project’s size and effort that went into developing the MAS. The agent system has
been developed by a team of six students at the Delft University of Technology
(henceforth referred to as the team). All team members were familiar with GOAL

because it is being taught as a first year bachelor course in the Computer Science
curriculum at Delft University of Technology. The agile software development
approach Scrum [14], supported by the open-source platform iceScrum[17], has
been used to manage the project. The team decided not to use an agent-based
development methodology such as Prometheus[13] because of a lack of experience
with these methodologies. In total, the team spent roughly 500 man hours on the
project. About 60 % of the time was spent on implementing and debugging the
multi-agent strategy and the remaining 40 % was spent on system performance and
other problems. The final code base consists of 1,758 lines of code spread over 18
files.

The MAS has been run on a single high-end desktop computer consisting of an
Intel core i7-870 quad-core CPU running at 3.53 GHz, and 8 GB of DDR3 RAM
running at 1,600 MHz. The option of distributing the MAS on multiple machines
was considered as a possibility, mainly for performance reasons, but because the
MAS turned out to be efficient enough to run on a single machine this option was not
investigated any further. The team considered the development on a single machine
to be easier. This poses a challenge because the MAS needs to control ten nonplayer
characters that each individually need to act within a two second time frame. As
explained, because communication with the server over the Internet takes time as
well, in fact this means that each agent needs to decide on an action within about a
100 ms (given that agents take turns on a single machine).

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the design of the MAS (Sect. 4.1),
the overall flow of control (Sect. 4.2), the ontology that was developed (Sect. 4.3),
the testing strategies of the team (Sect. 4.4), and briefly assess the code base against
a set of proposed design guidelines (Sect. 4.5).

4.1 Design of the HactarV2 MAS

The design of the HactarV2 MAS has been based on several observations related
to the game. Most importantly, two phases may be distinguished within the game:
a first phase in which agents do not yet act as a team (initially agents are randomly
placed on the map) and a second phase in which agents act as a team in order to
occupy valuable zones on the map. The 2011 MAPC map generator produces maps
that have a single cluster of higher valued nodes more or less at the center of the
map. Because of this, the two phases can be clearly distinguished from each other
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based upon the fact whether or not this zone has been identified. The main strategy
therefore consists of finding these nodes of highest value by means of explorer
vehicles and, when such a node (called the optimum by the team) is found, informing
all other agents about this node so they will start moving toward this node as well.
The second phase is called the swarming phase because agents are perceived as
being part of a swarm that aims at occupying a zone of valuable nodes that is as
large as possible.

Because the MAS identifies a single node as the “center” of the optimum zone
at most one swarm will be created. Agents that are part of this swarm identify the
highest valued node directly outside the zone occupied by the swarm and move
toward that node. By using this tactic the swarm will always expand in the direction
of the highest valued nodes that are not yet owned by the MAS.

Finally, in games where it is difficult to occupy a large, valuable zone, the points
that are obtained by achievements can determine the difference between winning
and losing. Based on the observation that attack and parry actions yield the most
achievement points it was decided to focus on these achievements. Of course,
inspections of opponent vehicles and probing nodes, for example, also need to be
performed to do well in the game.

It is clear that this general design of the MAS strategy completely depends on a
proper understanding of the MAPC simulation environment. Such an understanding
comes about only after running a MAS in the environment. This suggests that initial
experimentation with and testing of a MAS in an environment is a very important
aspect of designing a MAS.

Decentralized Coordination and Communication Strategy One of the main
challenges of the Agent Contest is to design a decentralized MAS that is able to
strategically compete with other agent teams. This excludes, for example, the design
of a MAS with a central manager that has access to all information available in the
MAS and sends instructions to individual agents what to do. The team decided to
address this challenge by designing a strategy of HactarV2 that is based on implicit
coordination between agents.

Another reason for choosing a decentralized design over a centralized design
that uses a managing agent is that a decentralized design may reduce the need
for communication if properly designed. A managing agent that coordinates the
activities of all other agents creates overhead because all information needs to be
made available to this manager agent and instructions need to be send back to these
agents, which can significantly impact performance.

In order to minimize the communication between agents, agents were designed
to base their decisions mainly on the information that is perceived by the agent
itself. The main exception concerns the information that is obtained by different
agents about the map. Map information is shared by communication between agents
because more knowledge about the map can be used to optimize the exploration
process and allows agents to prevent doing probe and survey actions twice. Sharing
this information may require each agent to process up to 90 messages that are
received from the other nine agents per round. Because all agents have to process
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received map information, special attention has been paid to optimizing the updating
of an agent’s beliefs with this information. Although in a centralized design only the
central manager would maintain a map and need to perform such updates, this single
agent would still have to process all information received from all other agents.

In addition to messages about the map, messages with requests for repairs
are exchanged between disabled agents and repairer agents and messages with
information about the location of opponent agents are exchanged between non-
saboteur agents and saboteur agents. Communication has been optimized by making
sure that an agent will only send a message if it knows that the receiving agent does
not perceive this information itself (which can be deduced from local information
and previous messages).

One of the key issues that needs to be addressed in the design of a decentralized
MAS concerns the question how to avoid that agents perform the same action. Deci-
sions of agents on the action it will perform need to be coordinated to avoid doing the
same thing twice. To this end, agents in the HactarV2 MAS have been equipped with
the capability to predict what other agents will do. Using a simple agent ranking
principle each agent then can decide by itself which action to perform and rule
out conflicts. For example, this principle is used to decide which out of multiple
agents on the same edge of the occupied zone will perform a move to another node
to expand the zone. The basic idea is simple: Agents that are located on the same
node are ranked and assigned a unique number called the agent’s rank.2 This rank is
used to arbitrate between multiple agents that are about to perform the same action.
This mechanism allows agents to divide tasks without having to communicate and
ensures that each agent performs a unique action whenever possible.

The design choice to develop a decentralized MAS for the MAPC environment
has raised some interesting issues that need to be taken into account. Two issues
stand out: The design needs to explicitly deal with minimizing communication
overhead and the prevention of the duplication of effort by agents. One mechanism
for dealing with the latter issue used in the HactarV2 team is prediction of what other
agents may do. An interesting topic for future research is the question whether, and
if so, which, alternative mechanisms may be employed to the same end.

Agent Roles and Strategies Apart from the overall MAS strategy discussed above,
various goals and strategies were designed and identified at the agent level including
strategies for specific agent roles, for defence, and for buying upgrades.

The main goal of explorer agents at the start of the game is to locate the highest
valued node on the map, called the optimum. Once this node has been found, it is the
task of the explorer agent to communicate the name of this node to the other agents
and start forming a swarm that occupies the zone around this node. The strategy
for finding the optimum consists of performing probe, survey and goto actions
according to a set of specific rules: Always probe a node if it has not been probed

2This can be done, for example, by using the fact that GOAL attaches numbers to names in order
to create unique names for each agent.
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yet and survey any edges that have not been surveyed yet. The agent then will go to
a node that has not been probed yet only if (a) this node is connected to the current
and last visited node and (b) the current node has a lower value then the last visited
one. If there is a neighboring node that has a higher value than the current one, the
agent will go there. The agent will also try to go to a neighbouring node that is not
close to a (potentially) dangerous opponent but the agent will take a chance in case
there is no such node. Otherwise, the agent will go back to the last visited node,
if unexplored options are available at that node. The agent will conclude that the
optimum has been found if no move can be made any more. This conclusion may
not always be right but turned out to work well in practice. Once the “optimum” has
been found, an explorer agent will team up with the other agents and start swarming
around this node. It will continue to probe nodes as doing so allows for finding even
higher valued nodes than the currently believed optimum.

The defensive strategy of an explorer is to move away from nodes it considers
unsafe. A node is considered to be unsafe if an opponent agent is located on that
node that is either a saboteur or its role is unknown.

A sentinel agent basically uses the same exploration strategy as explorer agents.
The defensive strategy of a sentinel is to parry opponent saboteurs. If successful,
parry achievements are gained. If the opponent’s role is unknown, a repairer will
also initially parry. However, if no attack was performed, with a 50 % chance, a
sentinel agent will ignore opponents with unknown roles on the same node.

An inspector agent also uses the same exploration strategy as explorer agents.
The difference is that an inspector agent gives priority to inspecting opponents
in order to identify saboteurs, to keeping track of the status of these agents
(by repeating inspection of these agents every 50 rounds), and to sharing this
information with all other agents. The defensive strategy of an inspector is to move
away only from known opponent saboteurs.

The main goal of repairer agents is to repair friendly disabled agents. Priority
is given to repairing a disabled repairer agent and repairs of other agents are
interrupted when a repairer is itself disabled or upon receiving a request from
another repairer agent. Disabled agents request a repairer agent for help and will
start moving toward the closest repairer. They send a path to the repairer they are
moving to which prevents the repairer from having to calculate the same path.
Repairers use the same defensive strategy as sentinels.

The main goal of saboteur agents is to disable opponent agents. These agents
move toward a nearest and last known location of an opponent agent to attack that
agent. Tests showed that this strategy reduced the effectiveness of opponent teams.
Saboteurs do not have a defensive strategy but are designed to be superior to any
opponent agent by means of HactarV2’s buying strategy to which we now turn.

Buying is an important aspect of the game but the team considered achievement
points (money) more important and they decided to try to spend less money than
the opponent does. The reason is that the amount of money available each round
has a high impact on the score for that round. Although the team experimented with
sentinels that buy sensors to increase visibility range, this performance gain was
considered insufficient compared to the costs and the team decided to only upgrade
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Fig. 12.1 Scores HactarV2
(gray) vs TUB (black)

saboteur agents. Upgrades are bought right at the start of the game and throughout
when it is discovered that upgrades are needed to match opponent health or strength.
Upgrading is aimed at two things: (a) saboteurs have one health point more then the
maximal strength of opponent saboteurs and (b) the strength of saboteurs is at least
equal to the maximal health of opponent saboteurs. If both these goals are realized,
saboteur agents will survive opponent attacks while disabling opponents by a single
attack. The initial investment at the start of the game means that the score often is
lower than that of opponents in the first 100 or so steps but it starts to pay off in the
remainder of the match. See Fig. 12.1 for an example game illustrating this.

The fact that the exploration strategy is among the most complex strategies
matches the fact that the MAPC environment is what we have called an exploration
game. It is obvious that in a game of competition that has entities with different roles
agent specific role and defensive strategies need to be designed. More interestingly,
however, is the fact that the design of the buying strategy is derived from the results
of extensive testing, which highlights again the importance of this activity.

4.2 Control Flow of the MAS

GOAL agents execute an Observe–Orient–Decide–Act (OODA) loop [5].3 At the
start of a reasoning cycle of an agent, events including percepts and messages are
collected (Observe) and processed by means of so-called event rules (Orient). This

3In many areas of competitive activity, the theory is that if you can cycle through the OODA loop
faster than your opponent, you have the advantage.
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ensures that an agent can make a decision based on the most up-to-date information
available. A decision on what to do next (Decide) is made using so-called action
rules. Upon making a choice, the action selected is sent to the environment (Act).

The control flow of this cycle matches the general structure of a GOAL agent
program. More specifically, the event module of a GOAL agent corresponds to
the Observe–Orient part of the loop and its main module with the Decide–Act
part of the loop. A programmer can add additional structure to the agent’s cycle
by adding as many user-defined modules as needed. For example, code related to
percept handling, communication, navigation, and roles can be placed in separate
modules.

A more detailed overview of the structure and flow of control of the event module
is provided by the diagrams in Fig. 12.2a, b. Horizontal rectangular boxes in the
figures refer to particular modules and submodules, whereas vertical rectangular
boxes indicate the flow of control. The notation LA in the latter boxes indicates
that the order of rule evaluation in the corresponding module is Linear and that
All applicable rules need to be applied (in order). This linear-all style of rule
evaluation is the default mode for the init and event modules. In all other modules,
the default mode is a linear style mode of evaluation where only the first applicable
rule is applied. Using the order option the rule evaluation style of a module can be
changed. This explains the fact that the submodules such as selectPercepts,
etc. are also indicated in Fig. 12.2 to use linear-all style evaluation.

An agent starts a new cycle upon receiving information from the simulation
server that a new round has started. The commonPercepts module handles the
percepts that every agent uses. The surveyVertices module processes vertex-
related percepts and broadcasts this information to the other agents if a successful
survey action just was performed. Next role specific modules handle any role
specific percepts. The selectReceive module then processes messages, which
in a similar fashion uses various sub-modules. For example, a disabled agent uses
module disabledReceiveMail to handle messages specific to disabled agents.
The clearMailbox module finally cleans the mailbox of an agent by deleting all
received and sent messages.

After all events are processed and the mental state of the agent is made up-to-date
again, the agent decides what to do next in the main module. Instead of providing
a flow diagram for this module, we list the code in Fig. 12.3. As explained above,
the rule evaluation in this and user-defined modules is linear style. This means that
the action rules in these modules are evaluated one by one from top to bottom and
only the first applicable rule is actually applied. If no decision has been made yet
(not(doneAction)), first it is checked whether the agent is disabled and the
disabled module is entered in that case to ensure the agent gets itself fixed as
soon as possible. A special case where the MAS is in control of the entire map
(allMapAreBelongToUs4) because all opponent agents are disabled is checked
next which is handled by the superioritySelect module. Only if none of

4See http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_your_base_are_belong_to_us.

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_your_base_are_belong_to_us
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Fig. 12.2 Control flow of the
event module. (a) First part;
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main module{
program{

if bel(not(doneAction)) then {
if bel(disabled, not(role(’Repairer’))) then disabled.

if bel(allMapAreBelongToUs) then superioritySelect.

if bel(role(’Repairer’)) then repairerAction.
if bel(role(’Inspector’)) then inspectorAction.
if bel(role(’Explorer’)) then explorerAction.
if bel(role(’Saboteur’)) then saboteurAction.
if bel(role(’Sentinel’)) then sentinelAction.

if bel(true) then explore.
}

}
}

Fig. 12.3 Main module code

these cases apply enter agents their role specific modules. Finally, if there are no
role specific tasks that need to be performed these modules are exited and an agent
will try to swarm, or, if that is not an option explore the map.
The use of modules has several benefits. It facilitates programmers that are part of a
team to each focus on a specific part of code while at the same time maintaining a
clear structural overview of the MAS. It also reduces the chance of code duplication.
And last but not least, it facilitates structuring code of roles by means of a pattern
similar to the Strategy design pattern [6]. The agent program of every agent in our
MAS uses the same structure while still being able to handle agent specific roles due
to code that allows an agent to adapt to the particular role associated with a vehicle.

4.3 Ontology

Besides the 33 percept predicates that agents may receive from the environment, in
the HactarV2 MAS an additional 60+ Prolog predicates were defined that are used
throughout the agent program. In a team of programmers where each programmer
codes part of the MAS it is important to have easy access to such large numbers of
predicates and their intuitive meaning. Code in a sub-module of the main module,
for example, may depend on predicates in the belief base that are updated in a sub-
module of the event module. One lesson learned from a first year bachelor project
where student teams have to program a MAS for controlling bots in the real-time,
first-person shooter game UNREAL TOURNAMENT 2004 [10] is that the teams that
did a better job at maintaining an ontology outperformed other teams and obtained
better results in the final competition. For this reason, the team also maintained an
ontology for the HactarV2 MAS.

Ontology Structure An ontology for a GOAL MAS documents all predicates that
are used in the MAS code base. As Prolog is used, the ontology documents in the
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usual Prolog format name/nr a predicate named name that has nr of arguments.
For example, enabledEnemy/2 means a predicate enabledEnemy with two
arguments is used. The ontology maintained by the HactarV2 team in the form of
a table also indicates the type of a predicate label, that is, whether it is used for
representing a belief, goal, percept, or knowledge of an agent. It also briefly explains
the intuitive meaning of each predicate, how its parameters should be instantiated,
and the code base location where the predicate is defined (i.e., the file where it is
used).

Example Predicate Definitions In the remainder of this section, we briefly discuss
and illustrate two of the predicates used and their definitions. Important other
predicates that were defined were used, for example, for implementing the agent
ranking principle discussed above (Sect. 4.1), path planning,5 and for keeping track
of which vehicles that are part of the team can be relied upon.

The concept of an agent being connected to others is used in the swarming phase,
that is, the second phase of the game. It is an important concept for establishing that
nodes are owned by a group of agents. The nodes that connected agents are located
on are also called swarm positions. Informally, an agent is said to be connected if
that agent has links with at least two other agents it can depend on. A link between
two agents is said to exist if there are at most two edges that connect the nodes on
which these agents are located and these nodes are owned by the agent team. The
concept is implemented by the predicate connectedAgent/2; see Fig. 12.4).
Figure 12.4 also lists the most important predicates related to swarming.
Code explanation: the predicate connectedAgent/2 indicates whether the sec-
ond agent is connected to the first agent. This means the second agent must be one
or two edges apart from the first agent, and must not be considered an independent
agent (see below for the concept of independency); connectedPos/2 does the
same as connectedAgent but instead of reasoning from the position of the
first agent it reasons from any node position; edgeDest/1: finds a list of probed
nodes (and their corresponding values) that are not in the optimum zone but have
a direct edge to a node in the optimum zone; swarmPos/1: a vertex that is a
swarm position is a vertex that makes sure the agent is still connected to two other
agents; expandPos/1: checks if a node is neutral (has no vertex owner) and
is a swarming position; expandDest/2: finds all expanding destination (using
expandPos) from the agents current position; bestExpandDest/3: finds the
highest value expanding position to expand the swarm to from a certain node.

Recall that the map generator produces maps that have one cluster of higher
valued nodes at the center of the map. It is the goal of explorers to locate these high
valued nodes and identify the optimum node. Occupying a zone around this node is
very important during the game. Such a zone is called the optimum zone. In order

5It is often argued that path planning is better delegated to another software component that is not
programmed using a logic-based agent programming language. The HactarV2 agents, however,
use Prolog for path planning and implement variants of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.
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connectedAgent(Agent1, Agent2) :- team(Team),
visibleEntity(Agent1, Pos1, Team, normal),
visibleEntity(Agent2, Pos2, Team, normal),
visibleEdge(Pos1, Pos2), not(independableAgent(Agent2)),
vertexOwner(Pos1, Team), vertexOwner(Pos2, Team).

connectedAgent(Agent1, Agent2) :- team(Team),
visibleEntity(Agent1, Pos1, Team, normal),
visibleEntity(Agent2, Pos2, Team, normal),
visibleEdge(Pos1, Pos3), visibleEdge(Pos3, Pos2),
not(Pos1 == Pos2), not(independableAgent(Agent2)),
vertexOwner(Pos1, Team), vertexOwner(Pos2, Team),
vertexOwner(Pos3, Team).

connectedPos(X, Agent) :- currentPos(Agent, Y),
not(independableAgent(Agent)), visibleEdge(X, Y).

connectedPos(X, Agent) :- currentPos(Agent, Z),
not(independableAgent(Agent)), not(X == Z), visibleEdge(Z, Y),
team(Team), vertexOwner(Y, Team), visibleEdge(Y, X).

edgeDest(List3) :- neighboursOfOptimumZone(F), !,
findall([Value, Vertex], (member(Vertex, F), vertexValue(Vertex, Value),

not(Value == unknown)), List),
not(List == []), sort(List, List2), reverse(List2, List3).

swarmPos(X) :- connectedPos(X, Agent1), connectedPos(X, Agent2),
not(Agent1 == Agent2), !.

expandPos(ID) :- vertexOwner(ID, none), swarmPos(ID).

expandDest(List3, Pos):-
findall([Value,Neighbour],(neighbour(Pos,Neighbour), expandPos(Neighbour),
vertexValue(Neighbour,Value), not(Value==unknown)),List),

not(List == []), sort(List, List2), reverse(List2, List3).

bestExpandDest(ID, Value, Pos):- expandDest(List,Pos), List=[[Value,ID]|_].

Fig. 12.4 Related predicates and predicate definition for connectedAgent/2

allInformationOptimumZone([], [], []) :- not(optimum(_)), !.
allInformationOptimumZone(Agents, Nodes, Neighbours) :-

optimum(Opt), team(Team),
allInformationOptimumZone([Opt], [], Nodes, Agents, Neighbours, Team),!.

allInformationOptimumZone([], _, [], [], [], _).
allInformationOptimumZone
([First|ToConsider], Visited, [First|Nodes], Agents, Neighbours, Team) :-
vertexOwner(First,Team),
findall([Agent, First], visibleEntity(Agent, First, Team, normal), Agts),
findall(Node,(e4(First, Node, _), not(member(Node, Visited))), TempNodes),
list_to_set(TempNodes, FoundNodes),
union(FoundNodes, ToConsider, NewToConsider),

allInformationOptimumZone(NewToConsider,[First|Visited], Nodes,
NewAgents, Neighbours, Team),

union(NewAgents, Agts, Agents).
allInformationOptimumZone([First|ToConsider], Visited, Nodes, Agents,
[First|Neighbours], Team) :- not(vertexOwner(First, Team)),
allInformationOptimumZone(ToConsider, [First|Visited], Nodes,
Agents, Neighbours, Team).

inOptimumZone :- me(Id), agentsInOptimumZone(A), member([Id,_], A).

Fig. 12.5 Related predicates and predicate definition for allInformationOptimumZone/3

to be able to reason about this important zone, various predicates related to this
concept have been defined; see Fig. 12.5.
Code explanation: allInformationOptimumZone/3: finds all nodes and
agents that are currently in the optimum zone. The definition uses the helper
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predicate allInformationOptimumZone/6. Using a breadth first search
this latter predicate finds all nodes owned by the team that have a path to the
optimum node, using only nodes that are owned by the team. It also finds all the
agents that are currently on these nodes as well as all neutral and enemy owned
nodes that have an edge to these nodes; inOptimumZone/0 checks if the agent
is currently in the zone that contains the optimum.

Maintaining an ontology facilitates keeping track of what programmers that are
part of a team are doing. The HactarV2 team has reported that using an ontology
has saved them a lot of time. They found that it is important to pay special attention
to the predicates that are used for representing the environment. An ontology also
provides support for understanding the program code and communication between
team members. The GOAL platform provides some functionality for automatically
identifying the predicates that are used and warns if redundant predicates are present
in a MAS. Given the usefulness of an ontology it is worth while to consider
extending this functionality and provide more automated support for maintaining
an ontology.

4.4 Testing

The team has put a lot of effort into testing and analysing the results while
developing the MAPC MAS and reported that extensive testing was very important
for becoming familiar with the gaming environment. We briefly discuss the various
testing strategies that were used by the team.

The Use of Dummy Agents It is important to test whether the MAS has bugs
without other agents disturbing the environment. In order to do so, dummy agents
that do nothing were used as opponents. Problems such as agents getting stuck at a
certain point, or performing no operations at all are more easily detected and solved
this way. For example, if a vehicle controlled by an agent does not perform an action,
by stepping through the code of the agent in debugging mode it is often relatively
easy to determine what goes wrong in a set-up with dummy agents (other options
such as that an agent has been disabled cannot occur in this case).

Strategy Testing Testing is not only suitable for detecting and solving errors but
also needed for measuring the performance of a MAS. In a competitive setting, an
adequate and readily available way of measuring performance is by testing a current
version of the MAS against older versions. This yields insight into whether recent
code changes have improved performance. During these tests the team observed
suboptimal behavior that they believe could only have been found because the
strategy of the opposing MAS of an older version is still quite similar (assuming
testing is regularly performed). For the same reason why it is a good idea to test
against earlier versions it is also necessary to test against MAS written by other
teams, whenever the possibility is available. Only by doing so are issues detected
that occur only against MAS that have a very different strategy.
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module debug[exit=noaction]{
program{

if bel(debug(attack(X))) then attack(X).
if bel(debug(survey)) then survey.
if bel(debug(probe)) then probe.
...
bel(debug(moving(X)), currentPos(X))

then delete(debug(moving(X))) + explore.
}

}

Fig. 12.6 Example debug
module for the MAPC

Debug Modules In order to properly test agent behavior, it is necessary to create
particular situations in an environment to be able to observe the behavior that a
program produces in those situations. In order to create such situations, it can be
useful to “manually” assign each agent a new task at runtime. For example, it is
often quite useful in the MAPC environment to direct an agent to go to a particular
location and stay there.

It is useful to have support for setting up particular situations. In GOAL, the team
came up with the idea of using a combination of a what they called a debug module
and so-called debug facts. An example of such a module is provided in Fig. 12.6. A
debug module is a module like any other module with the namedebug. The module
includes a set of simple action rules that are executed when a corresponding debug
fact is part of the agent’s belief base. A debug module is used in combination with
a feature in GOAL that allows to insert new beliefs in the belief base of a particular
agent while the MAS is running. Once an agent believes a “debug fact,” it will
deviate from its normal behavior and will immediately give full priority to the rules
in the corresponding debug module. The team reported that this proved to be a very
useful debugging tool. All agents can, for example, be instructed to line up in a
particular way to make it easy to test a strategy or situation in a controlled manner.

Real-Time Debugging An important problem with testing a MAS is that the
environment upon which the system acts is highly dynamic. Many different agents
perform actions in real time and continuously affect the state of the environment.

A more specific testing tactic that was used while debugging the MAPC MAS
involved the use of an edited XML configuration file for a simulation which granted
the agent team two million seconds for sending actions. According to official game
settings, all agents have only 2 s to submit their actions. While stepping agents in
debugging mode, however, such a time limit is too strict and action would not be
submitted in time. In the MAPC environment, this would mean that agents that are
being debugged perform skip actions, while the opponent MAS is sending valid
actions. By raising the time limit for submitting an action, the server would “pause”
during that time and it is possible to complete debugging a simulation step. As a
result, bugs were found more easily.

Testing was performed at all levels distinguished in [12], including unit, agent,
integration, system, and acceptance testing. Acceptance testing in this context meant
testing the system in the environment provided by the MAPC organizers. This
required some creativity, as discussed above, from the team. Testing of MASs
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may be differentiated from other types of software systems and is particularly
challenging due to the many interactions that need to be taken into account. Agents
run concurrently and interact with other agents, both by means of communication
as well as by interacting in a shared environment, and need to take into account how
to coordinate their actions or compete with other agents for resources. The metrics
that needed to be considered for the MAPC competition in particular were related
to real-time performance and the performance of the MAS in terms of the scoring
scheme of the competition. Other metrics related to code quality are discussed in
the next section.

Generally speaking, the lesson learned from this project is that the more a MAS is
being tested the better it is. As noted above, testing is very important to gain a proper
understanding of the environment a MAS needs to be programmed for. Interestingly,
some techniques were used by the team that can be reused in other cases. The idea
of putting an agent in “debug mode” by means of debug modules in order to create
specific testing conditions provides only one example. An issue that often arises
while debugging MAS for complex environments concerns real-time. Whereas
for the MAPC environment the real-time pace of the game could be controlled,
parameters for doing so are not available for all environments. It is therefore clear
that more effort is needed to improve the tooling for effective debugging and for
developing effective testing approaches for multi-agent programs [1].

4.5 A Look at the HactarV2 Code Base

Due to space limitations, we only discuss and illustrate a small but important part of
the code base related to the swarming behavior of agents that occupy a zone.

The swarming module shown in Fig. 12.7 is a key module during the second
phase of a game, when the objective of the MAS is to occupy a zone that is as large
as possible. To be more precise, the objective is to obtain a higher zone score than
the opponent team. In order to do so, the swarming agents sometimes will even
reduce the occupied zone in order to maintain a steady flow of score instead of
aiming for occupied territory that is easily disrupted by the opponent. Agents will
only enter this module when they do not have any more important role specific tasks
to perform, such as repairing a broken agent or destroying an enemy saboteur that
is disrupting one of the repairers.

The module heavily depends on several defined predicates, such as the
swarmPos predicate defined in Fig. 12.4. The module also uses the agent rank
system to efficiently distribute possible moves between agents. Two main cases are
distinguished in the module: the agent is (a) inside the occupied zone (dealt with by
the first rule) and (b) on a boundary node and has options available for expanding
the zone. Using the expandDest/1 predicate these options are retrieved, the
agent’s rank is determined, and using the expandDest/2 predicate options of
connected agents are retrieved. In case the agent is allowed to expand (it has more
options than other agents), it does so using the moveSplit/2 module.
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program{
if bel(insideZone, edgeDest(List), agentRankHere(Rank))
then moveSplit(Rank, List).

if bel(expandDest(List),List=[[Value,Vertex]|_],me(Id),agentRankHere(Rank))
then {
if bel(not((connectedAgent(Id, Agent), currentPos(Agent, Pos),

bestExpandDest(_, Value2, Pos), Value2 >= Value)))
then gotoSplit(Rank, List).

if bel(not(kingOfTheHill), Rank2 is Rank-1)
then gotoSplit(Rank2, List).

if bel(currentPos(Pos), not(swarmPos(Pos)), optimum(Opt),
path(Pos, Opt, [Here,Next|Path], _))

then advancedGoto(Next).
}

if true then recharge.
}

Fig. 12.7 Program section of the swarming module

The code fragments discussed provide some indication of the quality of the
code produced but do not provide an overall perspective. More generally, we can
assess the code quality produced by the HactarV2 team by means of a set of
design guidelines that have been proposed for GOAL agent programs [16]. Part of
these guidelines also concern the earlier discussed topics of ontology and testing.
Table 12.1 provides an overview of these guidelines and indicates to what extent
they were followed.

It turns out that the HactarV2 team followed most of the design guidelines
for producing quality code but not all. Overall, rules were grouped according to
purpose (e.g., communication rules were grouped together) and a declarative style
of programming has been used. Percepts are not all handled in the event module,
however, and the deletion of facts was not always handled by the delete action. The
team explained that they did not follow these guidelines for reasons of performance
and preferred less expensive queries here instead of relatively expensive update
actions. Other items that stand out concern the high level of testing and the fact
that a project management tool was used at the start of the project but not used
actively any more later on.

5 Conclusion

The design and development of a MAS for an exploration game such as the MAPC
involves all challenges that will typically be encountered when developing a MAS
for controlling a complex and dynamic environment. We think that the Mars contest
scenario poses some interesting challenges with respect to coordinating agents. We
discussed the programming project and results of a team of six bachelor students
that coded a MAS they called HactarV2 that won the 2011 contest. The team had
to design a winning strategy for ten agents in a competitive environment facing ten
opponent agents, design a coordination strategy for coordinating the activities of
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Table 12.1 Which design guidelines and best practices were followed?

Code quality and style
Predicate labels are declarative �

Beliefs represent current state �

Program does not contain redundant predicates �

Knowledge represents conceptual and domain logic �

Agent program uses goals �

Goals are declarative �

Goals are concrete �

Only action specifications for environment actions are present �

All environment actions are declared in the init module �

Specified action preconditions match environment constraints �

insert is used to add and delete is used to remove beliefs �

Action rules are only used in the main module or linked modules �

Percepts are only used in the event module �

Percepts are handled by forall rules �

Communication rules are located in the event module after percept handling code �

Rules for goal management are located at the end of the event module �

Unrelated modules are placed in separate files �

Comments (documentation)
% predicates in knowledge base that are explained in comments 100 %
% action specifications that are explained in comments 50 %
% of modules the use of which are explained in comments 90 %
% of program rule groups that are explained in comments 100 %

Ontology (documentation)
The ontology was kept up to date throughout the project �

Items in the ontology are properly explained �

The ontology was used by team members during the project �

Testing
Level of testing during project High
Team performed module tests �

Team performed full MAS system tests �

Team performed systematic tests on domain configurations �

Project management
A project management tool was used during the project �

The project management tool was kept up to date throughout the project �

these agents, develop a relatively large code base as a team, and perform extensive
tests to validate the performance and strategy of the MAS that was developed.

The code for the MAS that was developed has been completely written in the
logic-based agent programming language GOAL. This made the coding project a
useful object for our study to learn more about the actual use of such a language in a
relatively larger project. We discussed key aspects of the project including program
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and strategy design, the use of modules in a team programming effort, the ontology
used for reasoning and representing the gaming environment, strategies for testing a
MAS, and we briefly discussed whether code followed proposed design guidelines.

According to the team, the concept of a module for structuring code turned out to
be of great value. Modules were used to write code for specific roles that were used
by only some agents, as well as for shared functions such as navigating the map, for
communication, etc. The team reported that being able to structure code by means of
modules facilitated the division of coding tasks among team members. Furthermore,
writing code in a logic-based agent programming language as a team requires that
all team members are aware of the logical predicates that are used throughout the
code. We have called this the ontology used by the MAS. The team reported that
documenting and updating the ontology while developing code facilitated team
coordination and saved time. The team followed most but deviated also from some
of the proposed guidelines for quality code mainly for reasons of efficiency.

In conclusion, we have found that developing a MAS is far from trivial.
In particular, testing a MAS remains one of the key challenges that seems to
set development of such a system apart from other software systems. The key
differences are the potentially large number of agents that may have different roles
and the fact that the MAS is developed for controlling entities in and is connected to
an external environment that cannot be fully controlled. A development team needs
to become familiar with the external environment at the start of a project. This means
that different testing strategies may be useful at the beginning than toward the end
of a project. The team used some interesting techniques for debugging some of
which can be applied more generally to the development of other MASs as well. In
particular, in a gaming environment where bots compete for resources, at the start
of a project it may be more effective to use dummy opponents that pose little or no
challenge while testing initial versions of a MAS. A testing approach to evaluate
whether subsequent versions of the MAS improve the system’s performance is self-
play, that is, have a newer version play an older version.

In this chapter, we have made an attempt to gain insights from a coding project
that uses a logic-based agent programming language. We believe that we have been
able to identify and illustrate some useful strategies for making such a project a
success. Much, however, remains to be done and we believe it would be useful to
draw more lessons learned from other agent-oriented software engineering projects.
Analysis of such projects is useful for identifying coding (design) patterns, best
practices, improving agent-based development tools, and developing automated
testing tools, as well as evolve agent programming languages in a way that enhances
their use in real-world applications [20].
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Chapter 13
Unravelling Multi-agent-Oriented Programming

Olivier Boissier, Rafael H. Bordini, Jomi F. Hübner, and Alessandro Ricci

Abstract A fully-fledged programming paradigm based on ideas from multi-agent
systems requires a lot more than early agent-oriented programming languages
envisaged. More than interaction between autonomous entities, the social level of
multi-agent systems as well as the shared environment where the agents are situated
also need to be suitably designed. In fact, the abstractions used at each of those three
levels are all equally important and interrelated. In this chapter, we discuss JaCaMo,
a platform for multi-agent-oriented programming that covers abstractions such as:
beliefs, goals, and plans at the agent level; groups, roles, functional schemes (i.e.,
social plans), and norms at the organizational level; and artifacts and workspaces
at the environment level. The chapter also includes a simple multi-agent system
example to illustrate the approach.
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1 Introduction

This chapter aims to present the JaCaMo multi-agent-oriented programming plat-
form [3].1 What we mean by a multi-agent-oriented programming platform is a
multi-agent system development platform that provides programming constructs
that match the abstractions used at the various levels of a multi-agent system. In
particular, JaCaMo allows the use of abstractions such as groups, roles, and norms
at the social/organizational level; of abstractions such as beliefs, goals, and plans at
the agent level; and of artifacts and workspaces at the environment level.

JaCaMo was developed by solving various issues that arose when trying to
put together the MOISE [11, 12]2 organization-oriented programming platform,
the JASON [4, 5]3 agent-oriented programming platform, and the CARTAGO [14,
15]4 environment-oriented programming platform. By carefully allowing all those
platforms to work together in a unified way, not only did we have a platform for
multi-agent-oriented programming, but we could also actually allow users to use all
the expressive power originally available in each of the platforms that were being
developed for many years before we realized the potential of integrating them. As
such, there are many features at each level that would be impossible to present in
a single book chapter. So in this chapter we have chosen to present JaCaMo as the
unified platform it is, without references to the individual platforms that originated
it, and concentrating on those essential features of JaCaMo that were required in
modeling a particular scenario we have selected as a running example for this
chapter.

Although there are other approaches to multi-agent programming that consider
more than one level of abstraction, for example [7, 8, 18], to our knowledge
JaCaMo is the only fully operational programming platform that provides first
class abstractions for the organization, agent, and environment levels of multi-agent
systems. Of course, there is much related literature on programming languages for
multi-agent systems and in agent-oriented software engineering; this book covers
much of the relevant work in the latter area, but we can also mention [2,9,16,17,20].

Throughout this chapter, we will use a running example to illustrate some the
programming constructs available in JaCaMo. The section structure follows the
three levels of such abstractions: organization, agent, and environment; that is, we
will present the relevant abstractions in a “top-down” fashion from social, to agent,
and then the environment shared by the agents. The language constructs or design
diagrams related to those abstractions are all introduced through examples from the
following scenario. A small metal manufacturing company is modeled as a multi-
agent system; this is not industrial production but rather like a workshop where

1http://jacamo.sourceforge.net.
2http://moise.sourceforge.net.
3http://jason.sourceforge.net.
4http://cartago.sourceforge.net.

http://jacamo.sourceforge.net
http://moise.sourceforge.net
http://jason.sourceforge.net
http://cartago.sourceforge.net
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metal products are crafted manually. Employees of the company are, of course,
the agents who play particular roles in that organization. The environment is the
workshop itself, where a variety of artifacts available in that environment are used
by the agents to help individual labor as well as to coordinate their work. One of the
various products produced at that workshop is a pan, so the company has a scheme
for producing that particular type of pan, which will depend on a number of agents
playing particular roles and consequently performing specific tasks (i.e., goals the
agents have to achieve) so that the pan piece can be produced.

The computational system resulting from the JaCaMo specification could be used
for simulation of work practices in an attempt to optimise the work of humans, or
indeed for developing a system that would support the work of humans, or even
with a view to fully automate the work with robots and so forth. However, the above
scenario can also just be thought of as metaphor for various coordination relations,
autonomous behavior, and resource sharing that occur in any (large-scale) multi-
agent system.

After the next three sections, each covering one of the levels of programming
abstractions in JaCaMo, we discuss some issues of multi-agent-oriented program-
ming and finish with conclusions and future work.

2 Organization Level

In this section, we will look into social-level programming in JaCaMo. One of the
essential aspects of the social level of a multi-agent system is the structure of the
agent society. The main abstractions related to the structure of a society of agents are
those of groups and roles. Agents play particular roles within groups. Groups can
relate to each other, and form more complex groups. In its simplest form, a group is
a functional unit that will need a number of agents playing particular roles in order to
accomplish a particular task within the multi-agent system. All these aspects related
to social structure are programmed in JaCaMo through a structural specification,
which is usually first modeled as a diagram using a graphical notation.5 In Fig. 13.1,
we show the structural specification diagram for our running example.

As we can see in the diagram, roles can inherit characteristics from more general
roles. For example, a smith is a type of metal worker, which is represented with
a role inheritance arrow. In our scenario, there are forger agents who operate the
furnace and can cast individual parts from liquid metal. The smiths then mould and
finish the parts with hammers. The last type of metal worker is the finisher who only
polishes the assembled pieces and packages the final products. Forgers are highly
skilled, as they need to operate the furnace, requiring significant training according
to safety regulations. Smiths and finishers need less training so in fact the same

5At runtime, the organization program is available to agents and the organization infrastructure as
an XML file.
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Fig. 13.1 A structural specification showing roles, groups, and some possible links between them

person can act both as a smith and as a finisher (normally in the production of two
separate products), hence the compatibility relation between the smith and finisher
roles. At any moment in time, there is one shift supervisor present in the workshop,
who manages all the metal workers. The shift supervisor is in a relation of power
over all metal workers and, of course, all employees can communicate with each
other.
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Although normally groups should be detailed down to the level where the group
operates together toward specific tasks (such as producing a particular metal piece),
in this example we have purposely left the groups fairly underspecified. We have
only stated that the group of agents representing the whole community of interest
(the employees of the metal manufacturing company’s) has two main (sub)groups,
one for the day shift and the other for the night shift. We can also note that the night
shift has only half of the workers required in the day shift. When we aggregate roles
into groups or groups into other groups, we can state a cardinality. For example, the
day shift group requires that at least 2 and up to 4 agents playing role forger have
been scheduled to work on that shift.

In this scenario, the workers at the workshop spontaneously engage in the
required work to complete incoming orders of handcrafted pieces. In case of dispute
or orders that require urgent attention, the shift supervisor intervenes and ask
particular workers to take up roles in the ad hoc groups formed to complete the
orders. Note again that this is not the usual approach. We could have included in
the structural specification specific groups for each type of product, and we could
later specify that agents of relevant roles have the obligation to commit to tasks that
require the participation of agents playing that role. The obligation ceases to exist if
enough agents playing the necessary roles have already committed themselves to a
given task. This would be a much more rigid organization, one that is often required
in computational systems. Other JaCaMo examples available in the references given
at the beginning of the chapter are like that. We chose a different approach in this
chapter precisely to emphasize that the degree of freedom left to agents really is a
designer choice.

Besides the social structure, another fundamental aspect of the social level are
the schemes, which provide a practical way for a group to work on particular tasks.
A scheme is much like a social plan: it decomposes a social goal into simpler goals,
and assigns subsets of those goals, called missions, to agents playing particular
roles within the group that will be responsible for a particular instance of such
scheme. The task decomposition structure makes it explicit whether the goals
can be achieved in parallel or only sequentially. The organization infrastructure
automatically takes care of informing the agents when they are required to achieve
individual goals, based on the dependencies between goals resulting from the partial
order specified in the scheme. The functional specification of the organization is
given by scheme diagrams as the one shown in Fig. 13.2.

The figure shows a scheme used when a new pan of a certain kind needs to be
produced. The scheme gives a “recipe” for how a group of agents can efficiently
produce a pan. Note that work on the pan would only start if enough agents commit
to work on the specific roles required by that scheme; this is also ensured by the
organizational infrastructure. As can be seen in the diagram, the agents (playing
role forger as we see later) responsible for missions forging1 and forging2 work
in parallel and the smith agent responsible for mission smithing will assemble the
layers of the pan base while the agent responsible for mission forging2 finishes
forging the other parts of the pan. Note how smithing is also annotated as the mission
that goal assemble parts belongs to. This means that the agent responsible for
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Fig. 13.2 A functional specification showing a scheme containing goals, deadlines, and missions;
goals can be achieved either sequentially or in parallel

the mission will have to achieve both goals, and will do so when the organization
informs the agent that it can go ahead and try to achieve the next goal in the agent’s
mission. After the parts are assembled, the agent responsible for mission finishing
will achieve the goals to polish the piece and then to pack it. Note that, like roles and
groups, missions also can have a cardinality specification. In this example, we need
exactly one agent (of the appropriate role, as stated later) to commit to each mission
before the scheme is considered “well formed” by the organization infrastructure,
and only then the work on the scheme can be started. The acronym “TTF” used in
Fig. 13.2 stands for “Time to Fulfil” and denotes the specification of a deadline for
the achievement of the corresponding goal.

Finally, we need to say which roles are permitted or obliged to which missions.
This is done through a normative specification. Table 13.1 shows the normative
specification for our running example.
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Table 13.1 A normative specification for the running example

Norm Role Deontic relation Mission/goals

n1 Forger Permission Forger1
n2 Forger Permission Forger2
n3 Smith Permission Smithing
n4 Finisher Permission Finishing

Interestingly, the organization infrastructure, which ensures the organization
works according to the specification, is implemented by means of organizational
artifacts. That is, the same mechanism that agents use to interact with the environ-
ment is also used for agents, for example, to request adopting a role in a particular
group, or to check which schemes currently instantiated are in need of particular
roles to be taken up, and so forth. We do not discuss in details the organization
infrastructure here, but refer the interested reader to [12] instead.

3 Agent Level

At the agent level, we need to program the autonomous behavior of individual agents
within the system. This time, we will not be using diagrams but we will stick to
a logic-based programming language. While there are many trends toward visual
programming, most computer scientists still enjoy having an actual language in
which to program. The particular language used for JaCaMo agents has constructs
that directly map to the main abstractions we associate with autonomous agents:
beliefs, goals, and plans in particular. Of course, we could have avoided explaining
the language here; for example, we could have used Prometheus [13] overview
diagrams to give some ideas of the kinds of beliefs, goals, and plans our agents
would need in the running example. It would not be difficult to then generate the
main code skeleton from such diagrams, if we later wanted to have a fully working
code for our JaCaMo agents. However, we have preferred to introduce the actual
programming language, as many users find the language quite appealing.

The first abstraction at this level is that of a belief . Beliefs are used to represent
information available to the agent, and any such information will have one of
three main possible sources of information in a multi-agent system: sensing (i.e.,
perception of the environment), other agents, or the agent itself (in which case we
call the belief a “mental note”). For example, in our running example, an agent
might need to know the time when the work shift is expected to finish. The agent
would then hold a belief:

shift end(1700)[source(percept), artifact name("shift time"), ...].

This could be used to represent that the agent believes that the shift ends at
17:00 h. In square brackets we have annotations that are used to keep in the belief
base the relevant meta-level information about the belief itself. The source of the
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information is always present, for all beliefs in the belief base. In this case, we
see that this information (about the scheduled end time for the current shift) was
acquired via perception of the environment, in particular, in this case, it was obtained
from an artifact available in the workshop called “shift time”, perhaps an electronic
sign displaying the shift times and visible to all workers.

Agents also typically need domain knowledge (i.e., theoretical knowledge as
opposed to practical knowledge that is given to agents in the form of plans, as
discussed below). For this, users can write prolog-like reasoning rules. For example,

compatible(R1) :- .my name(Me) &
not ( commitment(Me,G2, ) &

goal for(R1,G1) & ttf(G1,T1) & ttf(G2,T2) &
time todo(G1,T3) & T2+T3 > T1 ).

could be used for agents to reason about whether role R1 is compatible with its
current commitments toward goals related to other roles the agent is currently
playing. In particular, the rule says that there cannot be any goal G2 in any of the
missions to which the agent is currently committed that will be finished at a time
T2 at which it will be too late to achieve goal G1 (related to role R1) that takes T3
units of time to achieve and for which the deadline is T1. Recall that a TTF is how
deadlines for goals to be achieved are specified in the functional specification (see
Fig. 13.2). Furthermore, it must be emphasised that some of the predicates used
above (such as ttf, goal_for, and time_todo) would have to be defined
as rules themselves to facilitate accessing that information that is available in the
belief base as originating from organizational artifacts, although represented in more
complex structures than used above for illustration purposes. The reader may have
guessed that the internal action .my name is how one gets the agent’s own name
(i.e., the name used to identify that agent within the multi-agent system).

We now turn to the practical reasoning, that is, reasoning about actions, which
determines the behavior of autonomous agents. This is programmed as a set of plans,
which are courses of action that agents use to achieve goals, or to react to changes
in beliefs (e.g., perceived changes in the environment, or acceptable information
received from other agents). A plan starts with a triggering event that tells for what
sort of event (i.e., changes in beliefs or goals) the plan is meant to be used. As a first
example, consider de following plan:

+alarm(fire)
: not drill(fire) & using(Equip)
<- shut_down(Equip);

!at(assembly point).

which says that whenever the agent comes to believe that the fire alarm has been
set off, in case the agent does not believe at that moment that this is just a fire drill
exercise (unfortunately, people have different behavior in drill and actual events),
the agent should shut down any equipment being used and then have a new goal to
be at the assembly point (i.e., this plan prescribes that some action be taken and then
a new goal pursued). The agent’s plan library will typically have various alternative
plans to achieve new instances of the goal to be at a particular place. For example,
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the plan to use the lift should not be applicable in case the building is on fire (that
is what the context part of the plan, between : and <-, is for). The behavior of the
agent is determined by the choices of such alternative plans, which are made as late
as possible so that they can be based on the most up to date information available to
the agent. The goal to be at a particular place only succeeds when the agent believes
that it is at that place; a test goal (e.g., ?at(SomePlace) can be used to ensure
that a plan only finishes successfully under the condition that the agent believes the
goal has been achieved. Consider now the following plan:

+!forge(Part)[scheme(SchemeName)]
: .my_name(Me) & not ( commitment(Me,forge(_),AnotherScheme) &
SchemeName \== AnotherScheme )

<- pick_mould(Part); // select the right mould
fill_mould(Part); // fill it up with liquid metal
!cool_down(Part). // finally have a new goal to use the

// appropriate cooling method

which is used when the agent has a new goal to achieve (achievement goals are
preceded by “!”) rather than a new belief. However, from the annotation we can
see that this achievement goal is a social goal: it has been assigned to the agent
as part of its work on a particular scheme of the agent organization. From the plan
context, we can see that agents are not supposed to forge parts for more than one
scheme at the same time. The course of action to take if the agent’s current believed
circumstances are that it is not committed to forging as part of another scheme is as
described in the comments of the code above. As a last example, we show a plan
that is of generic use and therefore made available with JaCaMo. It could be used in
any agent that is meant to always respect its obligations within the organization:

+obligation(Ag,achieved(Scheme,Goal),Deadline)
: .my_name(Ag) // the obligation is for me
<- // adds the organisational goal

!Goal[scheme(Scheme)];
// inform that the goal has been achieved
goalAchieved(Goal)[artifact_name(Scheme)].

The plan says that whenever the agent gets to know (through the organization
infrastructure) that it has a new obligation toward achieving a particular goal, the
agent should adopt that new goal. That goal has the organization scheme where it
comes from as an annotation so that the agent can check whether each particular
goal is an individual goal the agent has decided to adopt by itself or whether the
goal has been adopted as part of the agent’s commitment toward an organization.
After achieving that goal, the agent should report back to the organization (through
an operation on the respective organizational artifact) that the job has been done.6

Observe the use of a higher-order variable in the plan above. Variable Goal is

6There is further ongoing work on normative programming in the context of JaCaMo that removes
the burden of reporting back when goals have been achieved, as with that work it is possible to
specify which environment changes count as the achievement of organizational goals [6].
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unified with a particular term occurring in the actual event that took place and
later, in the plan body, used to stand for the predicate representing a new goal to
be achieved. Adding social goal instances this way works whenever the names of
goals in the functional diagrams are the same as used in triggering events of the
plans the agent has in order to achieve those social goals.

It should be noted that, if an agent chooses to adopt a role within an organization,
and in particular takes part on a particular scheme under that role, it will have
obligations to achieve the goals related to the missions assigned to that role in
that scheme. Organizations therefore restrict the freedom of autonomous agents,
and this is precisely what is needed in designing some complex multi-agent
systems. Furthermore, there are many features of the JaCaMo platform that facilitate
the development of complex, adaptable, distributed systems. For example, the
organization can be dynamically changed at runtime, given that the organizational
infrastructure follows the specification provided in an XML file. Equally, agent
behavior can be adapted at run time, as the plan library can be changed at runtime,
even through high-level communication.7 However, it is not our intention in this
chapter to provide the reader with an understanding of how the interpreter for
this language works, which of course is necessary for advanced programming in
JaCaMo, nor with the various language and platform features at any of the three
levels. The literature referenced in Sect. 1 can be used to that intent by the interested
reader.

4 Environment Level

Even though JaCaMo was developed in Java, an object in an object-oriented
programming language is at a completely different level of abstraction than the
multi-agent systems abstractions. We require a first-class high-level abstraction that
can be used to model the non-autonomous components of the system environment.
The abstractions used here are that of an artifact, which can represent tools and other
objects available in the environment, and that of a workspace, similar to a particular
location where agents can share the same artifacts.

One of the most important consequences of the use of an artifact as opposed to
a Java object is that observable properties of the artifact are automatically observed
by agents that focus their attention on those artifacts. In other words, that means
that those properties will appear in the agent belief base with annotations stating
that the belief originated from perception of the environment and in particular
from the artifact it is associated with. Similarly, the operations available in the
artifact in a particular workspace automatically become actions that can appear

7As usual in multi-agent systems, communication in JaCaMo is based on speech acts, therefore
making explicit to the receiver the intentions of the sender of a message (i.e., agents use
asynchronous communication); for formal details, see [19].
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    addPan(id)

    removePan(id)

numberOfPans

listOfPans

Assembled-Pan Bin

5
...

Fig. 13.3 An artifact serving
as a bin where assembled
pans are left for finishing; a
finisher agent can remove any
particular pan, so the order in
which the pans appear in the
bin is not relevant

in the plan body of the plans in an agent’s plan library (i.e., agents can perform
those operations if they so choose). Interestingly, here again the set of artifact
instances in an environment can be changed at runtime, with the consequences that
the actions/properties that agents can perform/observe also change accordingly.

As a final note, it is worth mentioning that artifacts do not necessarily represent
real-world objects. They can be software entities created exclusively to aid the
coordination of agents. Also, as artifacts automatically handle concurrent access
problems, they often facilitate the operation of fully asynchronous agent systems,
hence somewhat facilitating the development of concurrent/distributed systems.

It should be clear that, in our running example, there could be plenty of artifacts,
for example, all the tools used by the smiths, the pieces being produced, and so
forth. There could be also an artifact created to help the metal workers coordinate
their use of tools that need to be shared between several workers. In Fig. 13.3, to
illustrate an artifact (although its Java code is omitted here), we show a bin where
smiths leave the pans they have finished assembling, so that the finishers can pick
them up for polishing and packaging.

The artifact has two observable properties: one that can be used to check the total
number of pans currently in the bin (the shift supervisor, e.g., might be interested
in that) and another with a complete list of all the pans (presuming each pan is
identified by a serial number of some sort). The operations available on the artifact
are those to add or remove individual pans. Of course, any concurrency issues of
multiple agents acting simultaneously on the artifact are dealt with intrinsically by
the way artifacts are managed in the platform.

5 Discussion

It should be clear by now how the synergies between the abstractions of the three
different levels of a multi-agent system provides rich mechanisms for programming
complex systems. It is a case where the result of the JaCaMo combination is much
more than the sum of the three separate platforms that originally formed it.

Consider, for example, if the social level of the programming platform was
not available. A lot of programming would have to be done at the agent level to
compensate for that. That code would not be strictly describing agent behavior so
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to start with that code would make the agent program less elegant and less readable.
Furthermore, the social knowledge would have to be replicated in each individual
agent. More than that, a lot of inter-agent communication, and possibly deliberation,
agent interaction through the environment, etc. would be required each time a
social task needed to be accomplished. While inter-agent communication is often
useful and important, many social mechanisms require inefficient communication
load, which can be avoided by the social-level abstractions. Equally, without the
environment level, many extra cumbersome agent plans would be required to ensure
agents could coordinate for example in accessing shared resources.

There are also many important aspects of the platform, for example, the fact that
changes at all levels of the agent society can take place during runtime. That is, all
the mechanisms for agents that are able to reason about social re-organization, to
adapt agent behavior, to increase agent capacities through environment (artifact)
changes, etc. are all in place. Another aspect not mentioned so far is that none
of the platform engines at the three levels cause problems with bottlenecks and
single points of failure (of course, designers and programmers can always create
systems that display such problems). For example, the organization infrastructure,
in its artifact-based implementation, can be fully distributed whereas other platforms
require some form of centralization at the social level. Finally, the direct integration
with legacy Java code and the many customization mechanisms can be useful in
various types of projects.

6 Conclusions

We have described the JaCaMo platform recently put together that allows the
programming of multi-agent systems with constructs that match the abstractions
used in multi-agent systems at the organizational, agent, as well as environment
levels. For this to be possible, various engines, APIs, interfaces, etc. built over
many years had to be put together in ways that were by no means trivial and using
techniques that we reported in the literature over the years. While other approaches
have been reported in the literature, to our knowledge there is no other platform
where practical programming at all three levels is readily available in a unified way.

We believe the achievement of such a practical programming platform will open
the possibility for finally being able to show that a programming paradigm based on
multi-agent systems effectively facilitate software development for certain classes
of software. In particular, most visions of the future of computer science point
to increasing need for large-scale complex autonomous geographically distributed
systems, clearly a type of system for which we will need more appropriate
ways to develop than traditional software engineering and programming language
approaches can offer. It is also interesting to note the increasing commercial interest
in actor-based programming languages [1] and other techniques such as those
reported in [10], precisely because, like agent-based, they favor a natural way to
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design and program concurrent and distributed systems, specially with the current
wide availability of multicore architectures.

Of course, much work remains on this front toward full-fledged multi-agent-
oriented programming. While work on agent programming has been going on for
a couple of decades, because the paradigm lacked the other equally important
levels of abstractions of multi-agent systems, the experience with those systems
will contribute but are not sufficient for establishing the required best practices
for multi-agent-oriented programming. We hope to work both on formalization of
our approach as well as in using it in industrial applications where the challenges
require significant research effort (including telecommunication, healthcare, and
smart grids, to name just a few).
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Chapter 14
The Evolution of MAS Tools

Arnon Sturm and Onn Shehory

Abstract During the evolution of the agent-oriented software engineering area,
many tools were developed. These range from application programming interfaces
(APIs) for developing agent and multi-agent applications, to platforms that provide
the infrastructure for the development, testing, execution, monitoring, and maintain-
ing agent-based applications. In early days there was a proliferation of such tools;
however, nowadays, only a limited number of tools have kept on evolving and are
being used. Moreover, it seems that most development of such tools occurred in the
academia and only a few were devised and are being used within the industry. The
challenges in developing such tools include the provisioning of a comprehensive
suite to address both the development and the deployment of multi-agent systems.

Keywords Multi-agent framework • Multi-agent platform • Multi-agent infras-
tructure • Multi-agent middleware

1 Introduction

The evolution of the agent-oriented paradigm has triggered a need for platforms,
middleware, frameworks, and tools to support agents and MAS development
lifecycle, to validate the paradigm, and to utilize it. Indeed, a large, diverse set
of frameworks, platforms, and tools was developed during the years, alongside
diversity in terminology, semantics, and functionality. In this chapter we focus
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on frameworks and platforms. Therefore, to facilitate better understanding of the
differences among the terminologies of frameworks, platforms, and tools, we first
provide a set of definitions of means for implementing Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)
applications.

Definition 1 Software Architecture refers to the high-level structures of a software
system. It can be defined as the set of structures needed to reason about the software
system, which comprise the software elements, the relations between them, and the
properties of both elements and relations [1].

Definition 2 An Agent Platform is a technological architecture providing the
environment in which agents can operate to achieve their goals [2].

Definition 3 A Framework is a software providing generic functionality that can
be selectively changed by additional user-written code, thus providing application-
specific software. A software framework is a universal, reusable software platform
used to develop applications, products, and solutions. Software frameworks include
support programs, compilers, code libraries, tool sets, and application programming
interfaces (APIs) that bring together all the different components to enable develop-
ment of a project or a solution [3].

Definition 4 An Agent tool is a term used to include all software technologies
that implement (some of the) agent notions, including platforms, frameworks, goal-
specific software, and tailored solutions.

Agent and multi-agent architectures are discussed in Chap. 4 of this book.
In this chapter we aim at providing an overview of MAS frameworks (including
MAS platforms) from the requirements, design, standardization, usage, and future
development aspects. In the next section we provide a detailed set of requirements
for MAS frameworks. Next, we describe the standardization efforts made by FIPA
in terms of agent infrastructure. We then elaborate on MAS frameworks and tools.
The following two sections are devoted to describing specific frameworks which
are widely used, namely JADE/WADE [4, 5] from the object-oriented stream and
JACK [6] from the BDI stream. We conclude the chapter with an overview of future
evolution of MAS frameworks and possible research direction.

2 Requirements for MAS Frameworks

As the MAS technology evolved, there was a need to capture the requirements for
infrastructure needs. Gasser [7] sets a comprehensive list of criteria while classi-
fying their importance. In the following we describe the requirements originated
from [7] and add upon these other requirements which were added later on. The
requirements are divided into components, which refer to the elements that comprise
a MAS framework, desired properties of such a framework, general criteria which

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_platform#Software%20platform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interface#Application%20programming%20interface
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-54432-3_4
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are essentially non-functional requirements, and usage capabilities, which are tools
and process support.

2.1 Required Components

• Execution Engine (EE): A MAS framework should have a mechanism to execute
and control the MAS operation.

• Communication Languages (CL): A MAS framework should provide support for
Agent Communication Languages (ACLs) and their underlying support bases
(e.g., belief knowledge bases for MAS based on KQML, FIPA, etc.).

• Mobility (MO): A MAS framework should facilitate the mobility of MAS design
and execution across environments.

• Security (SEC): A MAS framework should provide an inherent support for MAS
security.

• Resource Description and Discovery (RDD) Services (RDDS): A MAS frame-
work should provide services for resources (such as agent, services, teams,
markets, and capabilities) description, offering, and discovery.

• Simulator and Experimenter (SE): A MAS framework should provide means for
testing and exploring MAS applications’ behavior before they are deployed.

• Data Collector and Monitoring (DCM): A MAS framework should provide
means for collecting data regarding applications’ execution, to facilitate analysis
of their performance.

2.2 Required Properties

• Openness (OPEN): A MAS framework should be able to accommodate agents
that are heterogeneous across dimensions (e.g., architecture, resources used,
interactivity, and scale).

• Scalability (SCL): A MAS framework should support the scalability of MAS in
terms of execution and design.

2.3 General Criteria Required

• Usability (USA): A MAS framework should provide means to easily learn its
usage and limitations.

• Support (SUP): A MAS framework should continuously be developed and
evolved.

• Use: To gain further confidence in adopting a MAS framework, it is preferable
that it would have a large number of developed applications. The variety of
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implemented applications can also indicate the suitability of the framework for a
specific use.

• Standardization (STD): It is preferable that a MAS framework would comply
with a standard as adhering to a standard will benefit from many components,
architectures, languages, interfaces, and would facilitate interoperability of the
MASs.

2.4 Required Usage Capabilities

• Design Methodologies (DM): It is preferable that a MAS framework would be
accompanied with systematic engineering methods for the design and construc-
tion of MAS.

• Integrated Development Environments (IDEs): It is preferable that a MAS
framework would be provided along with an IDE which is specialized for the
construction, operation, and use of MAS. The IDE may consist of a debugger, a
testing environment, simulation, etc.

• Templates (TEMP): It is preferable that a MAS framework would be provided
along with a set of templates that better facilitate the development of the
appropriate agent types.

3 The FIPA Standardization

With the emergence of agent and MAS tools, standardization efforts also took place.
Although these efforts have diminished in recent years, they have set the infras-
tructure for agent frameworks and platforms. The most prominent standardization
effort was undertaken by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agent (FIPA).1

That effort aimed, in part, to address some of the requirements set in the previous
section. The results delivered by FIPA consist of various standards related to MAS
infrastructure. In particular, it provides a specification of a generic reference model
for MAS infrastructure as depicted in Fig. 14.1.

According to FIPA, an agent platform should include the following components:

• Agents, which are computational processes implementing agent characteristics
such as autonomy and proactiveness.

• A directory facilitator (DF), which provides yellow pages services. These
services include registration, deregistration, modification, and search.

• An agent management system (AMS), which should manage and monitor all
agents’ lifecycles and provide the control (e.g., scheduling and messaging) for

1http://www.fipa.org/

http://www.fipa.org/
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Fig. 14.1 FIPA reference model

the entire platform. The AMS should have the following capabilities: suspend
agents, terminate agents, create agents, resume agents’ execution, invoke agents,
execute agents, and handle resource management.

• A message transport system (MTS), which is responsible for communication
between agents that reside on different platforms.

4 A Survey of MAS Frameworks and Platforms

As stated before, many MAS frameworks and platforms were developed over
the years. Most of these were developed for research purposes and originated
within universities or research institutions. Nevertheless, several initiations from the
industry also exist. Despite the proliferation of MAS framework and platforms, only
a few of these have lasted and are continually developed and used. In this chapter we
intend to expose the reader to the variety of frameworks and platforms. This variety
of tools can be found within the agentLink website [8]. In particular, we refer the
readers to MAS platforms such as Grasshopper [9], ZEUS [10], JATLite [11], FIPA-
OS [12], JAFMAS [13], OAA [14], Ara [15], AgentScape [16], and Bond [17]. In
this chapter we put an emphasis on the most recent frameworks and further elaborate
on these.

4.1 Cougaar

The Cognitive Agent Architecture—Cougaar [18–20] is an open-source Java-based
agent platform which was developed in projects funded by DARPA. It is aimed
at problems with the following nature: hierarchical decomposition of complex
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tasks, integration of distributed separate applications and data sources, generation
of dynamic plans in face of execution, and highly parallel applications. The main
idea of Cougaar is the imitation of human cognitive processes that includes decom-
posing, delegating, consolidating, monitoring, gathering, and reporting. In order to
support these mini-processes Cougaar adopts the notion of Plugin that implements
various behaviors that together work to achieve a task which is composed of plans.
Based on these, Cougaar supports both static and dynamic planning.

Cougaar has the major required components of MAS framework, yet it does not
have simulation and experimentation facilities. Although Cougaar does not provide
a tailored IDE, it is supported by a proprietary methodology for developing MAS.

4.2 Cybele

Cybele is in continuous development by Intelligent Automation Inc. It is a platform
for the development and deployment of large-scale distributed systems [21].
The Cybele platform is built on top of Java and provides infrastructure for the kernel,
agents, activities and services. Developers use the Activity Oriented Programming
Interface (AOPI) for developing MAS. Following Cybele, the main components
required for MAS development are containers that consist of agents, which in turn
consist of activities, which are essentially the agent behaviors. Cybele was used in
the areas of air traffic management, scheduling and planning, and simulation.

Cybele has the major required components of a MAS framework, yet it does not
have simulation and experimentation facilities. It is also supported by a proprietary
methodology for developing MAS.

4.3 MadKit

MadKit is a modular and scalable platform written in Java and built upon the AGR
(Agent/Group/Role) organizational model: agents are situated in groups and play
roles [22]. Although written in Java, agents in MadKit can be programmed in
Scheme, Jess, Java, Python, or BeanShell. In fact, in order to avoid the need for
compilation it is recommended that agents in MadKit would be developed in one of
the supported scripting languages.

An agent, in MadKit consists of four parts: (1) activation, which is essentially the
setup, (2) live, which include the agent behavior, (3) end, which is the termination
procedure, and (4) initGUI, which deals with the graphic interface of the agent.

Each agent has access to relevant organizations (groups and roles) and may use
various ways of communication.

MadKit is equipped with its own IDE and methodology and provides the
infrastructure for executing MAS applications. It also provides system agents, which
allow the monitoring of agents and their interactions.
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4.4 JIAC

JIAC is a framework aiming at easing the development of complex, distributed
applications, supporting system development in heterogeneous environments, and
deepening the knowledge in management of multi-agent systems [23]. JIAC was
developed by following the component-based development approach, which is
being used for developing MAS applications as well. A JIAC application consists
of AgentNodes each of which provides facilities for discovery and yellow pages
services. Each AgentNode can run many Agents that may have AgentBeans
representing behaviors. An AgentBean has two parts: memory and execution.

JIAC provides a comprehensive set of developing tools that facilitate MAS
development. These include a design tool (using BPMN), JIAC agent description
language editor, and a monitoring tool for the MAS behavior.

4.5 Agent Factory

The Agent Factory Framework is an open source collection of tools, platforms, and
languages that support the development and deployment of multi-agent systems [2].
The framework consists of a run-time environment that is compliant with FIPA,
thus allowing the use of well-established platform principles, a common language
framework, which enables the design and implementation of agent programming
languages (these currently include AgentSpeak [24] and TeleoReactive [25]).

5 JADE/WADE

JADE is a Java-based framework that is mostly used within the research community
[27]. It is a comprehensive framework for MAS development that complies with the
FIPA standards [4]. It provides a platform (or a middleware) for agent execution,
a complete set of Java code libraries that facilitate the development of MAS, and
can be used and extended for specific applications. Furthermore, JADE provides
the developers with facilities supporting the development process that include the
following:

• Monitoring console, which enables agent execution, suspension, resumption, and
termination, as well as migrating agents to other platforms or cloning them.
In addition, it allows the generation of messages to agents

• Sniffer, which monitors the communication among agents and enables filtering
and recording of messages

• Debugger, which monitors the internal behavior of agents, including incoming
and outgoing messages, the agent status, and its behavior. The debugger also has
the capabilities of controlling the agents in terms of breakpoints and states
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Fig. 14.2 Partial meta-model of JADE

The concepts used within JADE are pretty simple; this contributes to its popu-
larity. In the following we elaborate on these concepts as appear in Fig. 14.2. Note
that the meta-model presented in this figure is partial and is meant for describing the
notion of the agent structure.

As depicted in Fig. 14.2, the agent class is the main building block that facilitates
the MAS application, an agent can be associated with an ontology that can be used
while communicating with other agents via ACL messages. The core functionality
of agents within JADE is encapsulated in behaviors, which are considered as virtual
threads (i.e., these are not real threads over the CPU, rather, the JADE platform
manages them). JADE provides various behaviors, including those that appear in
the meta-model. The behaviors also enable the specification of various protocols
usually via the adoption and extension of the FSM behavior.

In Listing 14.1 we show a fragment of JADE code that demonstrates its use. In
that example (adopted from the JADE examples code) a simple Ping Agent registers
itself with the Directory Facilitator (DF) and then waits for ACLMessages. In case
a REQUEST message is received containing the string “ping” it replies with an
INFORM message with the string “pong”. Otherwise the agent replies with the
proper reply of unexpected content or act.

JADE is in continuous development and has been extended to deal with business
processes and workflows. This is done by utilizing JADE architecture and devising
new concepts of workflows as reflected in the Workflows and Agents Development
Environment (WADE) [5].

Another important extension of JADE resides within the BDI area. As JADE
mainly deals with the traditional object-oriented and software engineering aspects
of MAS development, Pokahr et al. [26] suggest to extend it to support the mental
aspect of MAS. In particular, they introduce the notion of beliefs, which construct
the agent knowledge, goals which agents are required to achieve, maintain, or
perform, and plans which are predefined and the agents are required to select from
those is order to achieve their goals. The implementation is based on the extension
of the JADE agent class with additional required specifications.
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public class PingAgent extends Agent {
//Inner class of the main behavior

private class WaitPingAndReplyBehaviour extends CyclicBehaviour{
public WaitPingAndReplyBehaviour(Agent a) {

super(a);
}
//The behavior functionality
public void action() {

ACLMessage  msg = myAgent.receive();
if(msg != null){
ACLMessage reply = msg.createReply();
if(msg.getPerformative()== ACLMessage.REQUEST){

String content = msg.getContent();
if((content != null)&&(content.indexOf("ping") != -1)){

reply.setPerformative(ACLMessage.INFORM);
reply.setContent("pong");

}
else{

reply.setPerformative(ACLMessage.REFUSE);
reply.setContent("( UnexpectedContent )");

}
}
else {

reply.setPerformative(ACLMessage.NOT_UNDERSTOOD);
reply.setContent("(Unexpected-act )");   

}
send(reply);

}
else {

block();
}

}
} // END of inner class WaitPingAndReplyBehaviour

//configuring the agent 
protected void setup() {

// Registration with the DF 
DFAgentDescription dfd = new DFAgentDescription();
ServiceDescription sd = new ServiceDescription();   
sd.setType("PingAgent"); 
sd.setName(getName());
dfd.setName(getAID());
dfd.addServices(sd);
DFService.register(this,dfd);
// adding the behavior
WaitPingAndReplyBehaviour PingBehaviour = new  WaitPingAndRe

plyBehaviour(this);
addBehaviour(PingBehaviour);

}
}

Listing 14.1 The Ping agent (adopted from the JADE examples)

6 JACK

JACK is a mature commercial multi-agent framework that facilitates the develop-
ment of MAS through the adoption of BDI notions [6]. Similarly to JADE, it consists
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Fig. 14.3 Partial meta-model of JACK

of an execution environment, a framework that provides support for developing
MAS applications, and supporting tools. In the following we present an abstract
and partial meta-model of the JACK framework (Fig. 14.3).

An agent has capabilities that use plans for their facilitation. The plans are
associated with reasoning methods, which can be executed as part of specific plans
(see the JACK manual for elaboration [6]). Also, plans and capabilities can send and
handle external events (messages) as well as internal events (posts) whereas roles
and agents can only send and handle external events. Teams within JACK are special
agents that perform roles and use team plans.

To enable readers a more tangible sense of what JACK program consists of, in
Listing 14.2 we show an example of JACK sources from a ping application in which
multiple messages are sent between two agents.

Having defined and demonstrated the concepts on which JACK is based, in the
following we describe the tools provided with JACK.

• Integrated Development Environment (IDE), which is provided to support the
new concept. In particular, the IDE provides means for organizing an entire
project with the artifacts of agents, plans, teams, capabilities, etc. It also allows
the editing of these concepts, as well as compiling these into an executable
code. As the entire framework of JACK is implemented in Java, the results of
compiling the JACK artifacts are Java source code that can be later on compiled
and executed with a regular virtual machine

• Design tool, which is a graphical editor that enables the specification of the
various JACK concepts

• Tracing and logging facilities, which address the complexity of testing and
monitoring MAS applications. In particular, these facilities enable tracking
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public agent Pinger extends Agent {
#handles event Ping;
#sends event Ping ping;
#uses plan React;

public Pinger(String n, String to, String cnt)
{
super(n);

send(to,ping.ping(Integer.parseInt(cnt),0,System.currentTimeMillis())
);

}
public Pinger(String n)
{ super(n); }

}
event Ping extends MessageEvent {

public int count;
public long start;
public int hops = 0;
public int buffer[] = new int[7000];
#posted as ping(int cnt, int h, long time) {

count = cnt;
start = time;
hops = h;
for (int i = 0; i < buffer.length; i++) {

buffer[i] = i;
}

}
}
plan React extends Plan {
#handles event Ping event;
#sends event Ping ev1;

body()
{

System.err.print("Got Ping-Event "+event.hops+": ");
for (int i = 6; i < event.buffer.length && i < 9000; i+= 997)   

{System.err.print(i+"="+event.buffer[i]+";");}
System.err.println("");
event.hops++;

@send(event.from, ev1.ping(event.count, event.hops, 
event.start));

if (event.hops >= event.count) {
long ed = System.currentTimeMillis();
System.err.println("Took " + Long.toString(ed –
event.start)+ "ms to send the message and get it back)"

+ Integer.toString(event.count)
+ " times");

System.exit(1);
}

}
}

Listing 14.2 An example of JACK sources (adopted from the JACK examples)

selected agent execution. The traces can be presented graphically over the design
specification. In addition, interactions can be monitored, and debugging can be
used as well
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• Simulation tool, which enables the specification and execution of various
scenarios

• Agent run-time engine, which manages the execution of the system, including
message passing, reasoning, and meta-reasoning

7 Concluding Remarks

This chapter discusses frameworks and platforms for developing agents and multi-
agent systems. Table 14.1 presents the platforms and frameworks we have reviewed
and indicates the degree to which each supports the desired properties defined
earlier in this chapter. As also seen in the table, all of the tools surveyed provide
the developer with an execution engine, and most of them have some kind of a
development methodology, they have special IDEs, and they provide templates to
ease usage. Most of the tools support system scalability too. However, the tools
do not provide openness, and cannot accommodate agents implemented using other
platforms, and they lack in providing experimentation and simulation environments.
That is, no tool fully addresses the set of requirements presented earlier in this
chapter. This void is of course a challenge for future research.

It is evident that many agent and MAS tools have been developed over the
years. Based on the review made in this chapter, it seems that many of them use
similar concepts though using different terminology. Future research should likely
look into this uniformity and check whether it is justified, or other concepts should
be introduced. Most of the tools were developed as part of research efforts within
research institutes, yet the ones that are continuously being developed and supported
are those that are maintained by the industry. From this we can learn that academic
tools, regardless of their initial quality, have a difficulty to survive for longer periods.
We presume that this may result from lack of resources, or from lack of interest (or
both), however this may need the community attention as well.

The comparative analysis we have performed suggests that future extensions of
the tools should provide support for simulation and evaluation. Furthermore, there
is a need to add mechanisms for incorporating external agents in the frameworks.
Although standardization efforts were already made (though have been suspended
for a while), it may be necessary to revisit the standards, update, and extend them.
This may be reinforced by the prominent divergence of tools from recommendations
and standards: many of the tools adopt their own way of implementation, negatively
affecting openness and interoperability. New standardization efforts could address
the needs of tool developers and may in turn allow interoperability among the agent
tools.

The variety of tools available for agent and MAS development calls for means
for comparison among them, and in particular for a comprehensive benchmark.
Such a benchmark should examine functional properties as well as non-functional
properties (such as performance, scalability, security, accessibility, etc.). One facet
of the benchmark is to select a common application, which will be implemented
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Table 14.1 Summarizing the reviewed frameworks’ characterizations

JADE JACK Cougaar Cybele Madkit JIAC Agent factory

Components
EE C C C C C C C
CL C – – – C – C
MO C – C C C C –
SEC C – C C – C C
RDDS C – C C – C C
SE – – – – # – –
DCM # – C – # C C
Properties
OPEN – – – – – – –
SCL # C C C C C C
General criteria
USA C C # # C C C
SUP C C # C # C #
USE C C – – – – #
STD C – – – – – C
Usage capabilities
DM # C # C # C #
IDE # C – – # C C
TEMP C C C C C C #
aThe comparison is done based on the tools’ publication and refers to the author’s subjective
judgment
C: full support, #: partial support, –: limited support

(using the compared tools) in a controlled manner, along with the measurement
of various indicators (e.g., time, coverage, scalability, performance). Also, purpose
based or domain-specific tools should be considered and explored.

In summary, while many agent and MAS tools exist, there are several voids,
which hamper their usability and usefulness. There are clear needs to further extend
the tools to several directions as indicated in this chapter.
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Chapter 15
Design and Implementation of Very Large
Agent-Based Systems

Renato Levy and Goutam Satapathy

Abstract One of the primary reasons to use an agent paradigm to develop a system
is that it allows developing systems that can be distributed and scaled to include a
large number of participants without the common pitfalls of traditional systems. In
this sense, certain key design considerations must be identified and addressed while
developing a very large agent system. In this chapter, we will explore these design
considerations as applied to the study of an energy distribution use case. We will also
explore the nuances of the implementation of this use case in an agent infrastructure
such as CybelePro™, which has been used to deploy systems of this magnitude. We
finalize by stressing the importance of verifying the system properties of very large
agent-based systems with a small demonstration of how to do it.

Keywords Very large agent-based systems design • Requirements traceability •
Market-oriented agent interaction • Protocol validation • Distributed system
behavior validation • Distributed energy market • Activity-centric design • Agent
design methods • PASSI • Cybele

1 Introduction

Very large agent-based systems are usually defined as being composed of at least
100,000 agents. These agents are normally heterogeneous and may use diverse
modeling techniques in their knowledge representation and reasoning systems
(e.g., Beliefs, Desires, Intentions (BDI), rule-base, programmatic). Even though the
ability to scale is one of the key reasons why the agent-based design paradigm is
used in software, most agent systems developed to date are relatively small in size
(tens to hundreds of agents).
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In the development of practical systems, the design of very large multi-agent
systems has unique considerations that must be addressed. Small agent systems can
be analyzed within a limited scope. It is entirely within the capacity of the designer
to verify the completeness and correctness of a small system. In very large agent
systems, the number of runtime associations is exponentially large, and the number
of possible use cases and combinations of actions are beyond what standard software
testing procedures are able to handle.

1.1 How Very Large Systems Differ from Small Agent Systems

Some of the assumptions taken for granted in small agent systems are no longer valid
in very large systems. Most agent methodologies, including PASSI Agent Oriented
Software [1], which is loosely applied in this chapter, analyze the requirements of
a system from an agent society model of the system and identify the agents and
roles, in order to describe their roles in the society model [2]. In designing very
large systems, it is important to invert this attribution, where agents and roles are
identified before the system requirement is analyzed using those agents and roles.
However, the order of complexity in analyzing such society prevents the application
of this approach to very large systems [3].

The solution is to analyze the society by the roles that the actors can perform,
and let the agents decide which roles they are capable to implement [4]. In addition,
for such a large society, especially for an open system, it is reasonable to expect that
not all agents will be implemented at once, using the same technique, or even by
the same developers [5]. Even the basic assumption in the design of collaborative
agents, which states that all agents work in the best interest of the society, is not
sustainable in the presence of selfish or ill-intended agents.

Another feature of very large systems is the natural deployment across a wide or
global area network. Common requirements such as persistent connectivity, high
degree of reliability and synchronicity in modern communication can no longer
be assumed when the area of application and the number of agent hosts grows to
large numbers. Most agent infrastructures cannot handle a large number of hosts or
intermittent connectivity problems inherent in very large deployments.

Finally, very large systems are extremely hard to test and debug in any manner
with coverage and completeness that gives confidence on the system correctness
[6]. Such systems must be proven correct, which raises another level of complexity.
Despite its importance, very little work has been done in proving agent-based
systems correctness as indicated in [7]. The few related studies available are often
agent focused rather than proving the whole system’s behavior [8].

This chapter will explore the design considerations of very large agent systems
as applied to the study of an energy distribution case study. In the next section, the
use case is presented, followed by an analysis of system requirements and properties
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as well as a basic system design. The following sections introduce the infrastructure
used for implementation and some final design aspects. The chapter concludes by
demonstrating how system properties can be proven even when the behavior of a
single agent cannot be bound.

2 Case Study Description

The energy business is divided into three separate markets: generation, transmission,
and distribution. The generation market segment focuses on megawatt power
plants, long-term contracts, and synchronization of phases. The transmission market
segment focuses on power routing, load balancing, and power loss mitigation.
Both markets are very stable and new technologies such as wind farms and
superconductor lines are not likely to promote significant changes to the way in
which these markets operate.

At the consumer end of the energy market is the distribution market. Distribution
markets use transmission agreements for the transport of the energy from the power
plants to the entry point of the market. This market coordinates the distribution of the
energy for every home and business in its area of responsibility. There are thousands
of these distribution centers in the USA alone.

The energy distribution market is most likely to be significantly impacted by
newer trends in technology: micro-generation and electric cars. Micro-generation is
the ability to generate modest amounts of energy at low cost [9,10]. This includes
green energy (solar or wind) generated in the homes and office buildings where
it is often consumed. The increased affordability of the micro-generation systems
and the concerns with global warming along with the high cost of electricity has
spawned a new awareness and a wave of deployment of these systems. In fact, it is
mandatory for new homes or communities in some counties in the USA to provide
such micro-generation. Electric cars have the potential of altering the manner in
which energy is procured and stored. Each electric car is an energy demand and a
large potential regulatory storage at the same time.

With the ability to generate and store energy, consumers have for the first time the
chance to influence the distribution market. Consumers can plan their energy usage
profile and offer excess energy from generation in periods of high demand. Since
transmission losses are so high, reducing the energy demand for each distribution
market would greatly increase the overall efficiency of the system, but creating an
infrastructure capable of supporting this market would require a complete overhaul
of the way energy is routed in the city neighborhoods.

Such a market would be a perfect candidate for the application of an agent-
based system; it is naturally distributed, connected, and each actor in the market
pursues a different strategy [11,12]. This is the test case we will use in this chapter
to demonstrate the complexities of designing a very large agent system.
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2.1 Energy Distribution Case Study Analysis

Our approach to system design calls for nine steps, namely: definition of system
requirements, extraction of system properties, identification of the actors, descrip-
tion of the roles, market definition, definition of implementation model (i.e., agent
infrastructure), adaptation from concept to implementation, protocol and system
verification, and finally, validation of system properties and resilience.

The first step in the design methodology is determining the domain requirements
and defining the problem. We limit the scope of the case study with a few
simplifications to the requirements.

For example, since the current distribution system is capable of powering all
consumers in a distribution area, we will assume that routing of the energy is
not a problem to be addressed within the scope of this case study. However, in a
realistic system, this assumption does not hold true, since energy could be stored
and discharged at once, possibly overloading distribution lines.

2.1.1 System Requirements

• At any moment, actors in the market can be either in the Consumer state (buying
energy) or in Provider state (selling energy). An actor in this market cannot do
both at the same time.

• All consumers should be able to acquire the energy they require, provided they
are willing to pay the market price for it.

• Distribution centers have local responsibilities and are organized hierarchically
in a manner to aggregate the total demand of a region from the network
topology such as street sections feeding into local mains, local main feeding
into neighborhood centers, and so forth. This is required in order to evaluate
local distribution line capacity to meet the demand. Hence, even though we are
not considering the energy routing aspects, topology is still of concern since not
everyone can sell to everyone without the agreement of middle actors.

• Consumers and providers in the same street section are connected in a parallel-
like circuit configuration with local transmission that can support the energy flow.

• All distribution centers know the price of acquiring energy from the main
distribution entry point over the transmission lines, and add a marginal cost to
make it available to local consumers.

• Distribution centers do not store energy, but are able to sell unlimited amounts of
energy using the energy procured at the distribution entry point without previous
agreement.

• Distribution centers are strictly providers, but are able to sell distribution services
to connect providers and consumers.

• Both consumers’ demand and providers’ ability to generate energy fluctuate over
any period.

• Consumers pay for the energy contracted (even if not consumed).
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• Providers pay a contractual penalty if they do not provide the energy contracted.
• Energy that is generated but not sold or stored is lost.
• Every energy contract has a duration and start time, which could also be set to

the time when contract is agreed.

2.1.2 System Properties

The analysis of the use case must start from stating the system requirements. The
combination of the systems requirements emerges system properties, which must
be satisfied and can be used to verify the system correctness. From the system
requirements described in the previous section, the following properties can be
deduced:

• The highest price of energy will be the cost at the entry point plus the cost of
distribution.

• An actor can only work as an energy broker (i.e., buys energy to sell with a profit)
to the extent of its storage capacity.

• Distribution centers work as a team, whereas all the other actors work individu-
ally.

• The objective of consumers is to pay the least for the energy they need. They do
not run the risk of being without energy because they can always buy energy at
the distribution center without contract.

• The objective of providers is to maximize their profit within the limits of their
generation capability by managing the risk of overselling.

• Providers that are also consuming energy must negotiate only their net energy
availability, since they can be either provider or consumer to the system at any
given period.

• Street sections do not need to manage local contracts, but individuals only
provide the differential energy as needed.

• Since distribution centers charge fees to transfer energy between providers and
consumers in different street sections, it is more efficient to buy energy locally.

2.1.3 Actors and Tasks

The next step in the design process is the identification of the actors and the tasks
that they can perform in this system. Observe that we are not defining the agents yet.
In our simplified use case, the following types of actors performing the listed tasks
are identified:

Consumer: The actor that (i) negotiates energy purchase contracts, (ii) guarantees
that the energy required has been procured (either by contract or from spot
market), (iii) estimates future energy requirements in order to avoid the spot
market, and (iv) has the objective to minimize the cost of the energy it consumes.
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Provider: The actor that (i) negotiates energy seller contracts, (ii) estimates the
power to be generated to avoid losing energy or paying penalty for overselling,
and (iii) has the objective to maximize the revenue obtained by selling the energy.

Storage: The actor that (i) manages the capacity of the storage unit and (ii) works as
provider or consumer to the extent of its storage capability.

Energy provider: The actor that supplies energy demands that cannot be fulfilled
locally. A local distribution center that provides energy for the spot market is an
example.

Other types of actors can be seen as roles of the local distribution center in this
use case.

Broker: This role enforces contracts and billing amongst actors. Brokers apply fees
on consumers for distribution and providers for failing on their contracts.

Distributer: This role guarantees a contract can be executed by verifying connectiv-
ity between a provider and a consumer under maximum load constraints in power
lines. The actors with this role may need to team with others to verify contract
execution.

The tasks of each of these actors may be viewed as tasks performed by a role
such that many instances of the roles can be executed at any time by the actors. For
example, many contracts could be undergoing negotiation process at the same time.
It may also be noted that while some of the actors with a required role may not
be capable of having full functionality, others may be able to perform sophisticated
algorithms. In other words, the quality of service provided by each role may be
different based on how an individual agent executes this role. In our case study,
a consumer actor can be associated with the following roles performing the tasks
identified above.

Buyer: A role that fulfills the task of negotiating the purchase of energy contracts.
Consumption estimator: A role that fulfills the task of estimating the current and

future needs of the consumer.
Planner: A role that fulfills the task of matching the purchase opportunities with the

future needs of the consumer.

A similar analysis will present the following tasks for the provider: Seller,
Generation estimator, and Planner.

While performing their roles, the actors of the system are not free to perform at
will. There is an expected behavior necessary for the entities in the system to reach
an agreement during their interactions. The structure that underlines the accepted
behavior during interacting roles is called a protocol. The details of the process
in which these roles interact are fundamental for the development of the system
dynamics. The set of protocols used, and the details of the object of negotiation, in
our case an energy contract, will provide for the emergency of the market we hope
to achieve, the energy distribution market.
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Table 15.1 Microgeneration energy contract fields

Field name Definition M/O

Provider ID Identifies the provider M
Consumer ID Identifies the consumer M
Energy amount Amount of energy in trade units M
Start date/time When this contract goes in effect M
Duration How long this contract will last M
Price How much the consumer will pay the

provider
M

Provider cancelation deadline Until when the provider can renege on the
contract without paying a penalty

O

Fixed penalty Fixed fee if provider fails to deliver O
Proportional penalty Fee per trade unit that the provider fails to

deliver
O

Consumer cancelation deadline (tc) Until when the consumer can renege on the
contract without paying for the contract

M

3 Market Definition

All the actors are interacting in a market in which energy contracts are traded
[13,14]. The flexibility or brittleness of the market is largely mandated by the
contract clauses. In this section, we will define the object of negotiation—the
contract. The energy contract in our case study can be defined as an agreement
by a provider to provide a consumer with a predetermined amount of energy for a
given period. Although a contract could include multiple time periods with different
levels of demand—a demand profile—we exclude such contract definition in our
case study. Before this contract can be validated, distribution nodes must verify
that the power lines involved can support the load by solving a coordinated routing
problem. Note that roles associated with such tasks are not listed here as per the
scope of the case study.

Under this definition, some fields of the contract become mandatory (M) while
others are optional (O) such that the contract as a whole can be the product
of negotiation. Table 15.1 lists some of these fields with their definitions. More
sophisticated contract variations would allow for more complex contract rules and
more sophisticated energy markets. A nice real-life market that could serve as a
model for this new system is the commodities and options markets.

One must observe that the actual agents in the system may implement one or
more of these actors such that the varying actor roles remain active during different
times of the day. For example, a normal home with solar generation consumes very
little during the day while its occupants are away. During this period, the agent
behaves as a provider actor. When the occupants arrive, it starts to transition from
provider to the consumer actor role. If an electric car is in the garage, it can play as a
storage actor as well. The dynamics of the environment makes the actors, associated
roles and their interaction, rather than the agents, to be the focus of the design. The
full UML diagram for our agent-based system can be seen in Fig. 15.1.
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Fig. 15.1 UML diagram of actors and tasks in the energy system

3.1 Energy Distribution Application Implementation

An agent infrastructure to support the implementation of such a system must be able
to handle a very large system, and yet since most of these agents will be embedded
on energy meters or switch panels [15], it must have a small footprint and be as
platform independent as possible. In this section, we describe the infrastructure
selected for implementation, its programming model, and the optional development
methodology.

3.1.1 The Infrastructure: CybelePro

The CybelePro agent infrastructure is well suited for the energy distribution
use case because it presents key features to address these requirements. It is a
Java-based distributed environment, which lends platform independence and device-
embedded service. It provides only essential agent services (e.g., communication,
timing and event management), which lends the required small footprint. It uses
an asynchronous publish–subscribe communication paradigm, which is ideal for
large-scale systems built on modern communication infrastructure that could have
intermittent connectivity and unreliable service.
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Over the last decade, several agent-based architectures, infrastructures, frame-
works, libraries, and toolkits were developed by academia, industries, and gov-
ernment labs, but very few are actively maintained and used in building complex
systems.

Table 15.2 demonstrates a small comparison between popular agent infrastruc-
tures in relation to their applicability to our case study. This table is complete, as far
the authors know, at the time of publication.

Our selected infrastructure, CybelePro, also provides a programming model
called activity-centric programming that includes the above notion of actors, actor
roles, agents, and contracts. Finally and most importantly, it follows a design
methodology called 3-tier design architecture, which separates the role interactions
in performing a task from its algorithmic behavior and makes it easier to maintain
and verify completeness and correctness of a very large system.

3.1.2 Activity-Centric Programming

In Cybele, activities are the active components of agents. Activities subscribe to
events and indicate the object and method that will handle the event processing.
Events that are handled by the same activity cannot be executed concurrently.
The environment is responsible for collecting and distributing events, which are
generated during the event processing itself. CybelePro supports three types of
events (i) message events: events with serializable data exchanged between agents,
(ii) internal events: events with reference to data exchanged between activities of
the same agent, (iii) timer events: notification events delivered to agents at certain
scheduled times. In this model, the developer delegates the object code and data to
be managed by the event-driven runtime environment, which ensures that the object
and data declared for an agent are not shared with other agents [17]. The developer
provides all the hooks and listeners in the handling objects for the environment to
deliver events directly to the processing code.

Multiple activities of an agent can hold complex concurrency relationships
amongst each other [17]. The activity-centric programming model allows develop-
ers to abstract the operating systems’ multiprocessing mechanism and focus on the
execution requirements of the system. The Cybele infrastructure will automatically
map activities to threads or processes according to the deployment platform and
the current workload. The activity-centric programming model provides APIs for
the developer to declare object code and data for an agent and its activities. The
developer makes use of these declarative APIs to manage creation of new activities.
As an example, our consumer agent may initialize an activity that will implement its
planner role at initialization, while the buyer role can be divided into two different
parts: the first activity, initialized at startup, reacts to offers by spawning a secondary
activity, which actually performs the negotiation in relation to that specific offer. In
this manner, the agent remains aware of other offers during negotiation and can
engage in many concurrent negotiations.
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CybelePro provides a publish-subscribe mechanism for both messages and
internal events. CybelePro lets the object code capture user events through Java
provided MVC patterns and transforms them into messages or internal events for
distribution.

3.1.3 Publish-Subscribe Paradigm

CybelePro agent-based system provides location-independent agent communication
using a publish-subscribe paradigm. The activities subscribe to message and internal
events by registering an array of objects such as Java String objects representing a
topic of interest. Such subscription mechanism allows developing a topic hierarchy
where activities can subscribe to messages at different topic levels. The message and
internal events are generated when published topics match with subscribed topics. In
order to support scalability, the subscribed topics are stored in the nodes where they
are subscribed. This decentralized directory mechanism removes the single point of
failure pertinent to a centralized or blackboard type of message delivery systems.
To reduce the high network traffic of message events, certain topics that can attract
high message volume are also registered at each node to limit the number of events
introduced in the network.

A publish-subscribe message paradigm along with CybelePro event delivery
service lends asynchronous event processing between agents. It also allows asyn-
chronous event processing between activities depending on the user-specified
concurrency structure.

3.1.4 Three-Tier Architecture

Although the activity-centric programming model is well suited for agent-based
market system with independent agent software vendors, and a publish-subscribe
paradigm facilitates scalability, an important consideration must be given to code
reusability. A key aspect in open systems is the guarantee that agents developed
by other vendors are compatible and able to execute the protocols accordingly. To
address this key consideration, we advocate the adoption of a 3-tier architecture
of agents based on the adapter design pattern: (i) the interaction or client tier
responsible for publishing and subscribing events (including timer events), which
provides target interfaces whose methods are used for event processing and
generation; reuse of this layer assures that the agent is able to comply with the
protocol; and (ii) an adapter tier with a set of wrappers, which implements target
interfaces by supporting the adapted class (iii) an adapted tier with domain objects,
which provides customer-specific behaviors such as contract cost comparisons. This
architecture allows the adopters of this agent development technique to publish
interaction tier objects and establish standards of logical behavior of agents and
activities. It also encourages vendors to provide various adapters compliant with
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these logical behaviors and corresponding adapted classes designed to offer different
customer-specific behavior or features increasing interoperability.

The 3-tier agent architecture along with the CybelePro agent infrastructure
allows easy implementation of an agent-based market system, where an agent
software vendor develops a deployable system for customers, e.g., homeowner,
building management, and distribution centers with needed domain features without
the knowledge of the internals of systems developed by other vendors.

3.2 Adapting Analysis to the Implementation Model

Before we can determine details of the market interactions, we have to map the
notional tasks to the conceptual system to the architectural constructs provided by
the infrastructure.

All infrastructures have programming constraints that will impact the imple-
mentation details. For example, some impose Beliefs, Desires, Intentions (BDI)
architectures; some receive all events in a single-entry method responsible for
keeping the context on the multiple conversations; some infrastructures restrict the
agent to perform one role at a time. Hence, adapting the concept to the selected
infrastructure or selecting an infrastructure to facilitate concept implementation is a
necessary step in the system development.

3.2.1 Agents and Roles Versus Activities

As we have seen from the above section, Cybele does not place restrictions on the
technique used to implement the agent (procedural, BDI, rule-base), but it contains
an intrinsic architecture to the agent construction. An agent in Cybele executes tasks
by creating and executing activities.

Some of the tasks are singleton (e.g., consume estimator role performing demand
estimation); in other words, only one instance of such role can exist per agent. Other
tasks may require concurrent execution of several contexts, such as a buyer role
negotiating many contracts at any moment. Mapping each task of a role to multiple
concurrent and coordinated activities allows the agent to create one activity instance
for each contract being negotiated, which will automatically keep the context of
each contract within the activity state (encapsulation).

3.2.2 Defining the Protocols

While some roles are performed internally to the agent based on the current state
of the agent (e.g., planner), others require the agent to interact with other agents
(e.g., agents with buyer role). This interaction cannot be free form; it must be
framed into a sequence of events, decisions, actions, and responses. This expected
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Fig. 15.2 Seller-driven protocol

sequence of events along with their counterpart in other roles of the interaction
constitutes a protocol. Figure 15.2 shows a possible sequence diagram of a seller-
driven protocol of our energy contract negotiation. Note that this protocol has more
optional negotiating steps than standard contracting protocol defined by FIPA [18].

In the seller-driven protocol shown in Fig. 15.2, the negotiation is started
by the seller, which requests procurement proposals from potential buyers by
presenting the energy available for sale during a time period. Potential buyers
interested in that energy offered or part of it reply stating the amount of energy
requested and the time period in which it is needed. The seller selects the subset of
potential buyers of which requests match the offered energy supply in an acceptable
manner (this decision is based on the internal reasoning of the seller). To these
buyers, the seller proposes conditions such as price, penalties, and response and
commitment deadlines. At this point in the diagram, the negotiations of the buyers
are independent and the sequence diagram focuses on a specific buyer. From the
point of view of a single buyer, the protocol has three possible outcomes: (i) the
buyer can refuse and end the negotiation, (ii) it can present a counter offer for the
seller to consider (as many times as needed), or (iii) it can accept.

It is important to note that the seller may have several such negotiations occurring
concurrently. The same also occurs with the buyer role responding to multiple
requests. Hence a dual-step confirmation is required for the commitment, and the
contract is not valid until the reconfirmation is received.
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Fig. 15.3 Buyer’s state diagram

Since the task implementation of the protocol must encapsulate all the activity
space of the agent for this interaction, it must comprise not only the ideal path
of the negotiation, but also all possible paths in which the agent may be engaged.
Failure to anticipate all possible paths of execution will result in runtime errors that
are difficult to track in the case of very large systems. Figure 15.3 shows a Buyer
task that executes the sequence diagram above in the form of a state diagram. An
agent that plays a consumer actor may instantiate several of these buyer roles at any
moment, in order to negotiate with potential producers.

Along with the buyer–seller relationship, which can also include buyer-driven
negotiation protocols, other protocols will be required for the execution of the
system. For example, since the broker will be responsible for enforcing the contract,
the contract must be registered with the broker. The broker must then contact both
provider and consumer and collect their acquiescence before the contract is declared
valid.

The negotiation and registration protocols allow local providers and consumers
to execute contracts and to have those enforced by the broker. But in order to
fulfill the system requirements, distribution nodes must charge consumers with fees
based on the number of hops made between providers and consumers located in
different local centers. This can be accomplished by allowing local distribution
centers to propagate the local offers from providers to other local markets. This
propagated offer includes the distribution fee. The offer is only propagated forward
if distribution node can control the flow of energy within its transmission capacity.
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3.2.3 Protocol Verification

Even the simplified protocol discussed above has several pitfalls hidden in the
nuances. While in small systems one can assume a known environment and adjust
the behavior based on results from the test cases, this approach is not scalable to
very large systems. In order to guarantee the correct execution of the protocol, it has
to be verified for failures and inconsistencies that would create unanticipated results
in the execution of the agent. In other words, the protocol must always end in a
designed end state and the agents that implement it on a predictable state regardless
of variations in the environment.

System designers tend to underestimate the need of a rigorous design by assum-
ing persistent network connectivity and events synchronicity. In the buyer diagram
above, we have included a few common discrete errors that could potentially bring
the agent to a halt by breaking the required system property that all consumers
can obtain the needed energy at all times, even in the presence of a spot market.
For example, since messages can be lost, a timeout and recovery procedure must
be added for every state in which the buyer/seller is waiting for a message from
the seller/buyer. Another example can be seen at the renegotiation loop. As it is
originally designed, there is no guarantee that the cycle would ever end; one must
introduce a limit, either time or trials, to guarantee that the protocol eventually ends.

The critical point in protocol verification is that even when the state dia-
grams appear correct and deterministic independently, the exchange of information
through the network makes it necessarily a compound nondeterministic machine.
Hence, the order of execution across boundaries cannot be guaranteed. As a result,
precedence, reachability, and other simplifying assumptions are no longer valid.
There are already developed languages and tools to conduct formal analysis of such
systems [19], which should be applied before the protocol can be considered ready
for implementation.

3.3 Agent Implementation in CybelePro

An agent in Cybele is a composition of its activities operating on their private
and shared data. The agent handler class is initialized by the system upon agent
creation and it must, at construction, either create activities or subscribe to events.
The handler class is a serializable Java class that implements an interface named
Handler. Cybele creates an instance of this object to guide the execution of the
agent. Once the initial activities of the agent are created, they are capable of
launching and requesting the termination of other activities. Agent creation in
CybelePro is achieved with the simple API described below. Other more complex
options are also available.
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Cybele.createAgent(java.lang.String agentName,
java.lang.String agentHandlerClass,
java.io.Serializable[] initialParameters)

In our system, an agent can be started by evaluating the capabilities of the entity
it represents (provider, consumer, etc.). Based on these capabilities, it starts its
planner activity, which creates other required activities such as the consumption
or generation estimators.

Estimators typically execute anytime prediction algorithms, which periodically
refine the consumption or generation estimates for the predictive horizon. These
estimates are used by the planner to compute the shortage energy demand or excess
of energy supply that needs to be procured or offered for sale.

With the notion of its needs, the agent or planner can start buyer or seller activities
to achieve its objective through contract negotiation protocols discussed earlier.
Similar to the agent itself, activities are also created by the similar API described
below. The key difference between the APIs is that the Activity creation API allows
objects to be shared between activities.

createActivity(java.lang.String activityId,
java.lang.String activityHandlerClass,
java.lang.Object[] initialParameters)

3.3.1 Validation of System Properties

Having the protocols verified and implemented correctly is a big step toward
creating a valid agent-based system, but this is just not sufficient for very large
agent-based systems. Even with profiling tools such as the IntelliTrace [20] that
allows identification of a specific protocol instance and its messages from a large
corpus of message traffic, it is extremely difficult to fully analyze and debug a large
system. This is possibly the key difference between very large agent-based systems
and their smaller versions, and the key point this chapter wants to emphasize on is:
conditions for system correctness must be proven, not hoped nor guessed.

There are no simple tools and technologies available to generate and validate
enough use cases to state that the system is correct. In this case, correctness of
the system must be proven by identifying the boundaries in which the system
requirements and the system properties can be guaranteed to operate.

As an example, we will identify the conditions where the first system property
stated as follows holds true:

The highest price of energy will be the cost at the entry point plus the cost of distribution.

This property was derived from the fact that at any moment a consumer can
buy spot energy from the local distribution node without a contract and hence
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the consumer would not buy it elsewhere for a higher price. However, there are
occasions when a consumer buys energy at a price higher than the cost of spot
energy as explained below.

Let S be the cost of buying spot energy from the distribution node, and P be the
cost of buying the same amount of energy from a provider. But the cost S is not
constant. Two components contribute to the spot energy valuation: (i) a cyclical
component, which changes predictably during the time of the day ts and (ii) a
noncyclical component attributed to demand d, which gets updated at different
times of the day td. Also, from the contract clauses, there is a time tc after which
a consumer can no longer cancel a contract to receive power at time ts. Then, the
cost of energy C for a consumer can be determined by min(S(ts, d), P), since the
consumer will always try to minimize its cost.

At the time of contract, we know that a consumer accepts P, the cost of buying
from the provider when P is less than the consumer’s predicted cost of spot energy,
i.e., P < S(ts, d). If the consumer agrees to a cost of buying, P higher than S(ts), it
is because he expects a premium demand d, and does not have a demand update
scheduled before the time for cancellation (ts > td > tc); hence, he does not have the
correct value expected for S(ts, d) before he commits. In this case, it is possible that
the consumer will overestimate the cost of S and pay a higher price.

Based on this result, we can conclude that the first system property is only
guaranteed if the buyer does not accept a contract in which the time for cancelation
is earlier than the time for a demand cost update. In this case, td < tc becomes one
of the boundary conditions that defines the system.

The example given is quite intuitive, similar analytical proofs have to be defined
for each requirement and property. There is no generic methodology to accomplish
such proof. Some properties are very complicated to prove, an involve creating
composed state machines of the roles involved in a protocol to prove a property
holds over a period of time [21]. Extending the property proof over the scope of the
system is often a challenge. The need of such proofs in very large systems, due to
the impossibility to have a large enough test coverage, opens the research area for
such a methodology and tool support to assist its execution.

3.3.2 Validating a New Agent

Another key aspect of large systems is the fact that not all agents will be
implemented by the same vendor, or have the same altruistic objectives. In other
words, collaboration is only guaranteed if it is in the best interest of the agent in the
true sense of game theory. In very large and practical systems, this inherent property
needs to be proven rather than stated. Some examples of this situation in our use case
are:

• Distribution nodes and brokers are supposedly nonprofit (they add cost, but do
not explore the system’s faults to make money). In the system proposed, we must
prove that distribution nodes cannot undermine the provider’s ability to sell, in
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order to guarantee its spot market. This can only be done by showing that the
distributor node would lose if it acts in this fashion. This does not hold true in the
system proposed; we leave it for future research to make necessary modifications
to demonstrate under which conditions it holds true.

• An agent that can be a provider and a consumer cannot work as intermediary in a
transaction, at least not for energy amounts that are beyond its storage capability.
This property holds true for this system within a boundary condition, i.e., there is
a minimum time requirement for an agent to remain as consumer or as a provider
before it can switch functions.

4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented a simple use case explaining why designing
very large agent-based systems differs from implementing small systems. Adaptive
systems such as model-driven, agent-based, or machine-learning systems greatly
expand the complexity of software. Traditional testing techniques are not able to
provide enough coverage to provide satisfactory verification and validation. At the
same time, standard logical proofers that use algebra style language [22] or logical
model checkers, such as LTSA [23], quickly explode in complexity and become
unmanageable.

We demonstrated the steps for designing such a system for a simplified case study
following a modified popular agent design methodology. The simple modification
proposed already increases the chances of capturing required system properties by
changing the focus of the design.

We finalize the chapter by presenting the implementation of the proposed design
using a popular agent infrastructure applied to very large systems. Following the
implementation, we demonstrate how the validation of system requirements can be
used to extract critical relationships between parameters in the system.

Some of the areas that we discuss in this chapter, such as protocol verification and
validation of system properties, are areas of most needed research and are beyond
the scope of this chapter. In this work, we have limited ourselves to emphasize the
need of doing so in the development of very large agent-based systems.
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Abstract Applications of multi-agent system (MAS) are versatile. In this chap-
ter we focus on a specific application domain—agent-oriented programming for
distributed constraint reasoning (DCR). The field of DCR deals with constraints-
based problems that are distributed among multiple agents. The agents need to
arrive at an optimal solution to the global combinatorial problem, and in order to
do so, they run a distributed search algorithm. Another important aspect of MAS
software development is MAS simulation. In this regard, this chapter introduces a
new agent-based research tool for designing and testing DCR algorithms. The new
tool—AgentZero—is specifically designed for the specification, implementation,
and evaluation of DCR search algorithms. AgentZero provides full support to
researchers of distributed constraints algorithms in the form of an extensive agent-
based environment for algorithmic research that includes a distributed run-time
environment, built-in performance measures that are automatically used by all
algorithms, and visualization tools that help design and understand the behavior
of complex distributed search algorithms. The API of the AgentZero simulator is
described in detail and important architectural decisions that enable analysis and
smooth implementation of a variety of algorithms are explained and described. In
the context of AOSE, this chapter exemplifies two aspects: agent-based simulation
environment and tools, and a variety of development and runtime aids for agent-
based systems.
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1 Introduction

A multi-agent system (MAS) is a distributed system composed of multiple
autonomous agents. An agent is an independent software entity, which strives
to reach a goal; the goal can be either private or shared by several agents. To reach
its goal, an agent can communicate with other agents by using message passing.
An agent has its own local memory, and in most cases the information that an agent
holds can be classified into the following categories: public data—which the agent
is willing to share with other agents; private data—which the agent would like to
keep for itself; and tradable data—which is kept private but can be traded with
other agents with the purpose of influencing them to perform a desired action.

Agent-oriented systems have many applications; in the robotics field, for exam-
ple, the agent-oriented approach is used to coordinate robots performing different
actions without interfering with one another. In the navigation field—applications
like Waze [1] are a MAS designed to help drivers navigate by sharing information
available to different agents. Managing and working with big data is also a field
where the agent-oriented approach plays a crucial role. The Map Reduce paradigm
where different agents process different parts of the data in order to extract needed
information is becoming the de facto framework for storing and processing massive
data. Another good example is the distributed search field where several agents
attempt to optimize a solution to a common problem, such as meeting, scheduling,
and resource allocation.

As an example of the latter, consider multiple departments at a university, each
constructing its weekly schedule for the semester. The schedules of many depart-
ments are constrained because the curricula of groups of students include courses
from these “constrained departments.” The agents constructing their departmental
schedules need to arrive at an optimal solution to the global schedule problem, and in
order to do so, they run a distributed search algorithm. The family of such distributed
search algorithms for solving distributed constraints problems is termed distributed
constraint reasoning (DCR) algorithms and is the focus of the present chapter.

MAS applications deployment and testing are inherently complicated. Dis-
tributed programming is a resource-consuming task in terms of time and cost.
For this reason, simulation tools form a very important measure to be used when
developing MAS applications. This chapter presents an innovative multi-agent
simulation environment that is tailored specifically for designing, implementing,
and testing DCR search algorithms.

The outline of the rest of this chapter is as follows. The next section covers
several common settings and properties of different MASs, as well as the AgentZero
MAS simulator and research tool. Afterwards, the DCR framework is shortly
introduced and an application of distributed search is explained. An implementation
of a DCR algorithm using AgentZero will follow together with a short explanation
of the simulation behind the scenes. The user front-end is then briefly reviewed and
the chapter concludes with a comparison of AgentZero to different tools that are
available in the MAS domain.
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Fig. 16.1 Illustration of a
simple MAS system

2 Common MAS Settings and Properties

A common MAS architecture (Fig. 16.1) entails implementing every agent as a
process on a different computer. Another alternative suggests implementing a group
of agent processes executing on the same machine or several groups on multiple
machines. In such cases, the agents communicate with one another via message
passing. Indeed, architectures for MASs commonly include a message passing
mechanism in support of agent communication.

2.1 Agents Cooperation and Privacy

A typical distributed multi-agent setting assumes that the knowledge of agents about
their environment is limited in scope. Agents can influence the actions of one
another using message passing by exposing information, performing negotiation,
etc. The cooperation level of the agents varies. On one end there are cooperative
agents that can be generally described as agents that agree to follow a common
protocol for the sake of a shared goal, while on another end, self-interested agents
can be thought of as agents that try to maximize their own goal solely.

2.2 Execution Modes

An important attribute of any MAS is its mode of synchronization. There are two
primary modes of execution: asynchronous, and synchronous. The asynchronous
mode is the more general case. In this mode, there is no assumption of synchroniza-
tion between the agents. The sent messages will get to their destination eventually.
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As in TCP, there are no assumptions on the message ordering between different
agents, but in case that an agent sends two messages one after the other to the same
recipient—the message that was sent first will arrive first. This mode is similar to
the way the Internet network operates. The synchronous mode is an iterative-like
mode; in this mode the agents operate in a round-by-round fashion. Any message
sent at round i will reach its destination at round i C 1. Agents are aware of the
round at which they operate and are assumed to process and respond to all messages
from round i before round i C 1 starts. In a real network, a synchronous execution
can be achieved using different synchronization techniques. This type of execution
is applicable in many cases, including computer games and online bidding.

3 MAS Simulation via AgentZero

AgentZero is a java-based easy to use, extendible MAS simulator and research tool.
It provides a simulated agent execution environment and application analysis sup-
port for distributed problem solving. The framework specializes in DCR algorithms
design and evaluation but can be used to simulate many other MAS applications
too. AgentZero provides an intuitive programming API. It has the capabilities to
simulate a multi-agent environment on a single computer and to attach many types
of statistical profilers and debug assisting tools into the simulated environment.
Another important aspect incorporated into the framework is the AgentZero web
laboratory—a collaboration area for researchers, which is designed to provide a
simple location for sharing experimental results, algorithms, and modules in order
to enhance the ease and productivity of research efforts. In this respect, AgentZero
is a good example of practical MAS development and engineering aids.

3.1 AgentZero Modularity

In order for a simulator to be useful for a wide range of applications, it must
be capable of supplying generic services, which can be applied to any agent-
oriented application implemented on top of it. AgentZero’s design goal was to
define the widest possible range of generic services that can be automatically used
by all implemented applications and especially DCR algorithms, which will be
covered in the next section. These services, applied to a wide range of applications
with different inherent structures, are the basis for the usability of the simulator
as a research tool for investigating and performing comparative evaluation of
agent-oriented driven applications. The principles according to which AgentZero
was designed are listed below:

• Simple agent design—following simple API, the agent has access to a set of
comprehensive tools and can be implemented in a way that is indifferent to the
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execution mode. Agents have the ability to expose properties that are later to be
set in the experiment designing process, fundamental actions of the agents are
automatically monitored by the system in order to provide useful statistics—this
reduces to minimum the need to write code that is unrelated to the actual agent
behavior.

• Powerful message passing mechanism—messages are passed by value and not
by reference and are conveniently handled in an RPC fashion; statistical message
delays can be applied in order to measure the application’s behavior under
different network conditions without slowing down the actual execution.

• Both asynchronous and synchronous executions are supported out of the box.
• Generic performance measurements—Measuring performance of a distributed

application is a crucial and challenging task. For example, the total execution
time of a distributed algorithm in a simulated environment provides little
information when the number of agents exceeds the number of concurrent
computational cores in the system. Providing a measure of all nonconcurrent
actions is both technically challenging and prone to mistakes. Providing standard,
application-independent measurements, the implementation architecture must be
designed so that aggregating this information is hidden from the application
implementation and can easily be extended for gathering additional information.

• Incomplete information—A typical distributed multi-agent setting assumes that
the knowledge of agents about their environment is limited in scope. In simulated
agent-based environments (such as AgentZero), this limitation is enforced by the
framework, leading to realistic implementation of algorithms and applications.

• General purpose tools and modules—As more algorithms and applications are
introduced, the number of reoccurring parts used as building blocks increases.
These can include a set of preprocessing procedures, common data structures,
and benchmark problem structures. Providing such services as tools and plug-
gable modules do more than just simplifying the work of application and
algorithm designers; it also generates a common ground for the reference
research community to facilitate comparison among implementations.

4 Distributed Constraint Reasoning

DCR is a specific field of research of MASs [2, 3].Consider, for example, a large
hospital that is composed of many wards. Each ward constructs a weekly timetable
assigning its nurses to shifts. The construction of a weekly timetable involves
solving a constraint satisfaction or optimization problem for each ward. Some of
the nurses in every ward are qualified to work in the Emergency Room. Hospital
regulations require a certain number of qualified nurses (e.g., for Emergency Room)
in each shift. This imposes constraints among the timetables of different wards.
Assigning an unqualified nurse to some shift is acceptable only if there are enough
qualified nurses assigned to that shift in the other wards. A natural model for this
multi-agent combinatorial problem is a distributed constraint satisfaction problem
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(DCSP) [14, 17] or distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP) [15, 16], in
which the agents represent the different wards, the value assignments of agents are
schedules and the requirement to have at least one qualified nurse per shift among
all wards is an example of a constraint between agents.

Formally, DCR problems are composed of a set of agents. Agents contain
variables with finite domains of values and are connected by constraints among
their variables. A solution to a DCOP is a global assignment for variables that
minimizes the costs of all constraints in the system. DCR algorithms are usually
distributed search algorithms in which all agents cooperate in the search for a
globally consistent or optimal solution. The solving procedure involves assignments
of all agents to all their variables and exchange of information among all agents,
to check the consistency of assignments with constraints among agents [4–6]. The
DCR model assumes that the data held by agents cannot be centralized. Most studies
of DCR search algorithms consider the motivation for this assumption to be privacy:
consider the hospital example again, in which head nurses of different wards are
assigning nurses to shifts while considering the personal constraints of the nurses in
each ward. Head nurses would not want to reveal the personal data of nurses in their
ward and their own personal preferences and considerations. The only information
that a head nurse needs to reveal regarding her ward is the time slots in which she is
assigning an Emergency Room qualified nurse, while keeping all other information
private.

4.1 Example of a DCR Algorithm

Let us now step through an example of a (very) simple DCR algorithm and see how
it proceeds. The simple algorithm is called: synchronous back tracking (SBT) [7].
The algorithm assumes that constraints map joint assignments to either “satisfiable”
or “inconsistent” constraints, which makes the problem a DCSP. The SBT approach
for solving this type of problem is the simplest possible, but for simplicity, we also
introduce several common assumptions:

• Every agent handles only one variable (which means that in this simple example
an agent and a variable can be treated as the same thing).

• The domain of the variables is represented as a set of natural numbers.
• Only binary constraints are available in the given problem.
• The agents are lexicographically ordered. That is, agent i precedes agent j in the

total ordering if i < j.

Given the previous assumptions, the following is the SBT pseudocode:
The algorithm’s starting point can be seen in the initialize method. This method is

the first to be called by each agent; any other operations that the agent may perform
will be in response to receiving a message. The first agent initializes a variable called
CPA, which carries a consistent tuple of the assignments of the agents it passed so
far. The first agent initializes the search by creating a CPA, assigning its variable on
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the CPA and sending the CPA to the next agent. Every agent that receives the CPA
tries to assign its variable without violating constraints with the assignments on the
CPA. If the agent succeeds to find such an assignment to its variable, it appends
the assignment to the tuple on the CPA and sends it to the next agent. If it cannot
find a consistent assignment, it sends the CPA back to the previous agent to change
its assignment, thus performing a chronological backtrack. An agent that receives
a backtrack message removes the assignment of its variable and tries to reassign it
with a consistent value. The algorithm ends successfully if the last agent manages
to find a consistent assignment for its variable. The algorithm ends unsuccessfully
if the first agent encounters an empty domain. [8]

5 Agent Implementation Example

Accessibility and ease of use is a fundamental requirement of any application
framework. Algorithm designers often require a simple and clean API, which
abstract away information on the execution environment. This enables the designer
to focus on the algorithms’ logic and not on the environment.

The AgentZero programming API is designed to match these clear requirements.
Written in Java, Fig. 16.3 presents an SBT implementation corresponding to the
pseudocode shown in Fig. 16.2.The previously mentioned pseudo code assumptions
still apply and most of the algorithm’s pseudocode can be directly translated into
the programming API.

6 Agent Implementation

The following covers the part of the API related to agent implementation as can be
seen in Fig. 16.3. Agents in AgentZero extend the SimpleAgent abstract class—this
class provides an extensive domain-specific language for agents and the following
features:

– Single initialization point—every agent defines a start method, which will get
automatically called as soon as the agent is started.

– Message sending—using the API: send(<message-name>, <message-
args>).to*( : : : ). This send method is a variadic method, which returns a
mediation object that is initialized with the message name and a package of the
message arguments. The mediation object has many useful “to*” methods like
toNextAgent, toNeighbores, etc. By calling these methods, the actual message is
passed to the mailer.

– Message to method binding—in the above example, one may notice the usage
of the @WhenReceived(<message-name>) annotation. This syntax will cause
the agent to automatically call the annotated method when a message with name
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Fig. 16.2 The pseudocode of SBT

equals to the name specified in the annotation arrives. The message arguments
are unpackaged into the annotated method while invoking it—this behavior
resembles RPC behavior, which makes it very easy to manage messages.

– Termination signaling—instead of handling the termination of the agent itself,
the SimpleAgent includes many useful “finish*” methods, which automatically
broadcast a termination signal. Due to the fact that AgentZero is a simulated
MAS environment, several of the “finish*” methods also support submitting the
algorithm’s results, which can then be tested for correctness or aggregated into a
final report.
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Fig. 16.3 SBT implementation with AgentZero programming API
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Fig. 16.4 Schematic diagram of the synchronous execution

6.1 Technical Aspects of Simulated Execution

AgentZero simulates a complex MAS network using threads. In the following
section, a technical overview of the synchronous execution simulation is described.
To build a local agent memory, all messages that are passed between threads are
automatically deep-copied. The first step of an AgentZero execution is to configure
the environment requested according to a specific configuration file; this enables
and configures modules in the environment. This first step entails initializing all
the requested modules and generating databases according to the statistic collectors
(if this was not already done by previous executions). The next AgentZero step is
creating agent runners; there are worker threads that are each responsible for the
execution of one or more agents. In synchronous execution, the number of worker
threads is the same as the number of CPU cores that the executing computer has.
This setup was tested to produce the most efficient and fast execution. After the
agent runner threads are up, a structure called agent-states is initialized. This is a
shared structure between all the agent runners. This data structure coordinates the
agent runners during the execution. Figure 16.4 shows a schematic diagram of the
synchronous execution.

As shown in Fig. 16.4, at each round (a.k.a. iteration), the agent runners iterate
on the agent states data-structure. By performing the atomic CPU instruction—
CAS (Compare and Swap)—on the atomic Boolean, which guards each agent
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state, the agent runner insures that it is the only thread that currently manages the
specific agent state. While managing the agent state, the agent runner will drive the
agent to handle all of the requests that are in its current round queue. The agent’s
queue is a two-layer queue. One belongs to the current round, and the other to the
next round. When the agent takes the next message, it will retrieve it from the current
round queue, and when the agent sends a message, the mailer will put it in the
next round queue of the recipient agent. When the agent is done handling all of its
current round messages, the agent runner will continue to iterate and try to drive the
next unhandled agent. At the end of the agent states data-structure, there is a barrier.
Every agent runner will eventually reach the barrier and when the last runner will
enter the barrier, the system clock will be triggered. The system clock will notify
its listeners of the end of the round. One of these listeners is the mailer, which has
a pointer to all of the agent queues. At the end of the round, the mailer will flip
each agent’s current round queue with the next round queue and release the barrier,
after which this whole process will start over again and continue to do so until the
algorithm is done.

6.2 Execution Environment Modules

In AgentZero, agent implementation is decoupled from the execution environment
it is running in; thus, every algorithm can be executed on each of these modes. In
every environment, one can associate a set of modules, which can generate special
problem types, test the solution or the way to the solution, collect wanted statistics,
visualize the algorithm progress and many more module types. Although AgentZero
comes bundled with many module implementations, the module implementations
themselves are not closely coupled with the system and can be contributed via
third-party implementers. Every module has its own simple API for creating your
own variant of the module. In fact, many of the modules that AgentZero comes
bundled with were contributed by the BGU DCR group members while working
with the tool. AgentZero has an extensive documentation where you can find all
the standard module names. From the AgentZero lab website,1 one can download
and contribute more modules. The modules, similar to the agent definition, are
decoupled from the execution environment. The combination of all these modules
and algorithms assembles an experiment. This makes the creation of the modules
and algorithms very easy, as one needs not care about the execution environment’s
internal architecture and its comprising components.

1The complete AgentZero software package is available to DCR researchers and students at our
DCR homepage http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~dcr. It is routinely used by all members of the DCR
research group at BGU. In addition, it is the main tool by which graduate students studying
distributed constraints algorithms implement their final projects.

http://www.cs.bgu.ac.il/~dcr
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7 Simulation Front End

An important aspect that is often missed or neglected by other research tools and
MAS frameworks is the front end and the ease of use both for new and advanced
users. AgentZero walks the extra mile by providing simple and powerful front end
for developers and researchers.

7.1 Simulation Results Analysis

During the development phase of a problem-solving MAS, the developer has
certain needs that cannot be fully satisfied without a proper user interface. For
example, to optimize the algorithm, the developer has a need to watch statistical
data immediately after each execution. To debug the algorithm, it can be helpful
to be able to see the problem, view run-time logs, and even sometimes look at
visualizations to better understand the way in which the algorithm works. AgentZero
attempts at addressing all these needs via an interactive Eclipse plugin. Using the
plugin, it is easy to set up an AgentZero project, creating agents and modules,
and viewing the execution data. The plugin also gives the opportunity to use a
better debugging mode by automatically saving failed scenarios and providing the
possibility to reexecute them with a debugger attached.

7.2 Simulated Environment Visualization

One of the best ways for understanding how an algorithm (or an application) works
is to observe visualizations that represent different points of view on the algorithm’s
execution. An important feature of AgentZero is its ability to visualize the simulated
environment. Visualizing an application execution is a two-step process—analysis
step and visualization step. The first step includes monitoring an execution by
watching the side-effects it induces on the environment and marking important
events. The second step focuses on organizing these events on a timeline and
presenting these events to the user. As a large simulated environment that is executed
on a single core machine will incorrectly translate simulation time into real world
time, special measures are taken to produce visualizations that are close to the
way the application will operate on a real distributed MAS. Figure 16.5 shows
one of the available visualizations that comes with AgentZero—the network traffic
visualization that allows the user to understand the impact each agent has on the
simulated network.
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Fig. 16.5 Network traffic—shows the message passing between agents and the responses to these
messages

8 Comparison to Related MAS Simulators

AgentZero is a new addition to the DCR research field. Two different DCR
specialized MAS simulators already exist, DisChoco and FRODO. In the following,
we briefly describe these tools and then compare them to AgentZero and MASS,
which is a general MAS simulation tool.

8.1 DisChoco

DisChoco [9] is a Java platform for solving DCR problems developed by Redouane
Ezzahir and Mohamed Wahbi—it came with relatively extensive library of problem
generators and uses an internal communication simulator. It also has the ability to
deploy the agents in a real distributed system.

8.2 FRODO

FRODO [10] is a Java open-source framework for distributed combinatorial opti-
mization, initially developed at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (LIA) of École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland. FRODO comes with
several built-in algorithms and a suite of problem generators for benchmarking. It
also support out-of-the-box small number of statistics relevant to DCR.
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8.3 MASS

The multi-agent simulation suite (MASS) [15] is a software package intended to
enable modelers to utilize the tools of agent-based simulation in various fields,
without having to develop heavy programming skills. In the context of this chapter,
MASS is a generic MAS simulation that provides a new programming language
and IDE that is used to define the behavior of the agent. It than allows relatively
easy implementation of an environment for the agent to execute on top and contains
several tools to configure this environment and to examine execution results and
statistics.

In Table 16.1, we compare the different multi-agent simulation tools along
various functionality, usability, and practical criteria. Our observations indicate
that AgentZero, although generic and applicable to many domains, specifically
introduces benefits for the DCR simulation domain. Note that AgentZero supports
most of the features provided by existing simulation tools and also provides a
simple, extensive, and better streamlined user experience and research facilities.

9 Summary

This chapter refers to multi-agents systems that support DCR and its search algo-
rithms. In particular, it presents a new simulation tool—AgentZero—for distributed
search algorithms for DCOPs. The complexity of DCR algorithmic simulation
and its consequent importance is briefly discussed and an example of an agent
implementing distributed optimization search was presented. The DCR field is
an important example for agent-oriented programming that includes a complex
algorithmic component.

In order to alleviate the burden of design and testing of DCR algorithms, a
simulation tool like AgentZero is a necessity. In its core, AgentZero is an agent-
based simulator that specializes in simulating a DCR-oriented environment. It
exposes a relatively simple and intuitive API for implementing agents and has
the ability to measure the efficiency of the behavior of agents following the
algorithmic protocol in the simulated environment. AgentZero provides a solution
for researchers investigating the behavior of different algorithms as it enables
comparative simulated studies without the need to set up a large costly and
complicated network of agents. For this reason, it serves as one of the main research
tools at the BGU DCR group and it is used by students in several DCR-related
courses. One can say that MAS simulators are an essential tool for every MAS
development and testing environment and not only specific to the DCR area. One
may also comment on the need for them to be adjustable and extensible, as suggested
by AgentZero. A lot has been learned while developing and applying AgentZero. On
the technical side, we have learned about different models for simulation of MAS
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environments. The design and development process has started from the simple
but resource wasteful—agent per thread model and ended up by developing our
own “reaction model” where threads can help one another in driving several agents
together.

From the software engineering viewpoint, the goal was to develop a framework
that is modular enough so that it will be able to simulate any environment and
agents. Several ways to modularize the execution environment were investigated
(e.g., OSGi—Alliance, OSGi. OSGi service platform, release 3. IOS Press, Inc.,
2003.) But found too complex for our target audience, the final decision was to
design a new module system, such that will be easily understandable for our users.
From our users, we learned that the most difficult task related to writing applications
on top of a MAS (a.k.a. agents) is the debugging process. Having a locally simulated
environment makes it possible to use general-purpose debugging tools. Still, this
task remains difficult.

AgentZero was already used in research setting [12–13]. AgentZero is continu-
ously maintained, and we intend to keep extending it. One example is the addition
of support for a dynamic execution environment, where agents and agent properties
can be dynamically changed over time. Another example includes the addition of
built-in support for scenario logging and reconstruction—a feature that we hope
will reduce the complexity of debugging the agents’ execution.
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